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ABSTRACT
This monograph indudes the discussion papers presentd at
the Second Meeting of the CSCAP Maritime Cooperation Working
Group held in Kuala Lumpur 1,G17 Apnl199,6

These papers confirmed that maritime issues, and the
maritime environment generally, are a rich source of ideas and
lnidatives for developing the habit of cooperation and dialogue
between Asia Pacific countries.

Our choice of title for the proceedings of the second meeting,
Maitime Coopuation in the Asia Pactfb Region, reflects
the progress made by CSCAP Maritime Cooperation Working Group
in defining issues and identifying key areas for further action. The
papers presented to the meeting enabled the Working Group to
identify a comprehensive way ahead covering a wide range of
initiatives that could provide the basis for a possible regional
agreement on maritime cooperation, education and training, and the
nurrurgement of regional seas. These initiatives are desaibed in more
detail in the last chapter of this book. Preceding chapters cover areas
such as regional naval cooperation, shipping and maritirre safety,
marine scientific research and environmental issues, and the resolution
of marine resource and boundary disputes.
The

Sens Unite:

The CSCAP Maritime Cooperation Working Group is dealing

with issues which are of growing colrunon concern to regional
countries. They have immense potential value as a basis for
preventive diplomacy and confidence building in the region. This
potential has been recognised by the ASEAN Regional Forum but,
while progress is being made, there is still a long way to go in
implementing practical measures to overcome the tensions and
unresolved problems of iurisdiction and sovereignt5r that exist in the
maritime environment of the Asia Pacific region.

Canbera Papers on Strategy and Defence are a series of monograph
publications that arise out of the work of the Strategic and Defence
Studies Centre at the Australian National University. Previous
Canberra Papers have covered topics such as the relationship of the
super?owers, amls control at both the superpower and Southeast
Asian regional level, regional strategic relationships and major aspects
of Australian defence policy. For a list of New Series Canberra Papers
please refer to the last pages of this volume.
Unless otherwise stated, publications of the Centre are
presented without endorsement as contributions to the public record
and debate. Authors are responsible for their own analysis and
conclusions.
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PREFACE
This book indudes PaPers presented at tlre second meeting of

the Working Group on Maritime Cooperation established by the
Council for Security Cooperation in Asia Pacific (CSCAP). The
meeting was held at the Maritime lnstituE of Malaysia MIMA) in
Kuala Lumpur on lGlT April 1996. The papers have been published
under the auspices of the Australian Committee for CSCAP (AUg
cscAP).
The obiectives of the Maritime Cooperation Working Group
are to:

'

foster maritime cooperation and dialogue among the states of
the Asia Pacific region and enhance their ability to manage
and use the maritime environment without preiudicing the
interests of each other;

'

develop an understanding of regional maritime issues and the
scope they provide for cooperation and dialogue;

'

contribute to a stable maritirne regirrc in the Asia Pacific
region which will reduce the risk of regional conflict;

undertake policy-oriented studies

on

specific regional

maritime security problems;

t
o

ptomoE particular maritime confidence- and security-building
meaeures (MCSBMs); and

promote adherence

to the principles of the

7982 LJN

Convention on the Law of the Sea ruNCLOS).

Two meetings of the Working Group have been held in

pursuance of these obiectives. We published the proceedings of the

first meeting earlier this year under the title Calming tlv

Waters:

lnitiatioa fot ,*ia Pacific Maritime C.oopration.l Our choice of title for
the proceedings of the second rneeting, TIE Sus Unite; Mafitime
Cooperation in tlv Asia Pacific Rtfun, reflects the progress made in
defining issues and identifying key areas for further action.

Sam Batesran and Stephen Bates (eds), Celming tlu Wetcrs: Initi4tr6lor lsbPoclJit:
Iv|rlritirru C-apcretion (Suategic and Defence gtudies Centre, Australian National
University, Canberra, 1996).
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Ttrc meetings of the Working Group have crcnfirnred that
maritime issueg, and the maritime environnpnt generally, are a rich
souroe of ideas ard initiatives for developirg the habit of cooperation
and didogue between Asia Pacific countries. Scope for cooperation
exists in erms both of regional moel aopention with, for example,
ageed arrangements for information exchange and standard operating
prccedures under the auspices of the Western Pacific Naval
Symposium (WPNS), as well as the possibility of irint rnaritime
exercises and other cooperative naval operations; ard with regional
nuitime cmperatiory including agrced regional arangerrents for
shipping de$, search and rescue, the control of marine pollution,
cmperative marhe scientific research, and resource rnanagement

regins.
fire

second neting of the Working Group cpncmtrated on
specific proposals, induding in the fields of naval cooperatiory
resourre management regimes, marine inforrnationdata exdrange, and
education ard training. The papers
to the meeting enabled
the Working Group to identify a comprehensive way ahead covering a
wide range of initiatives that could provide the basis br a possible
regional agreenrnt on rnaritinc cmperatiory education and training,
and the rnanagenEnt of regional seas. These initiatives are described
in npre detail in the last chapter of this book. Preaeding chapters
comprise the p"pers presenbd at the meeting, grouped as far as
possible acrording to their subject content.

The papen in this volunrc provide a recprd of progress with
rnaritime cmperation in the Asia Pacific region. The CSCAP lv{aritime
Cooperation Working Group is dealing with issues which are of
growing cotrunon concern to regional countries. They have immense
pobntial value as a basis for preventive diplomacy and confidence
building in the region. This potential has been recognised by the
ASEAI{ Regional Forum but, while progress is being made, there is
still a long way to go in implementing practical rneiasures to overcome
the tensions and unresolved problems of iurisdiction ard sovereignty
that exist in the maritime environment of the Asia Pacific rcgion.
SamBateman

StephmBaes

CHAPTER 1

MARITIME COOPERATION
CSCAP AND THE ARF
Desmond Ball
Over the past half-decade, there has been extraordinary
with the institutionalisation of searrity cooperation in the
Asia Pacific region. A wide variety of confidence' and securitybuilding measures (CSBMs) have been accepted and are in various
stages of implementation, particularly with regard to trans rmry @s
progress

compared to conshaint) CSBMs. Numerous forums and arrangements
for multilateral seorrity dialogue have been established. These include
arrangements for regular discussion by officials of particular security
issues (such as the annual Workshops on Managing Potntial Conflict in
the South China Sa, sponsored by the Indonesian goverrunent), as well
as regular meetings of officials from particular sectors of the respective
national security communities, such as the annual meeting of senior
officials from the various intelligence agencies of the ASEAN countries
to exchange intelligence assessments on regional security
developments, and the mechanisms that have been instituted for
regular dialogue among navies in the Western Pacific. Across the
region as a whole, the most important developments with respect to
regional security cooperation have been the establishment of the
ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF), and, at the second-track level, the
Council for Cooperation in the Asia Pacific (CSCAP).I
Imp eratives f or Regional

S e curi ty C oop eration
As late as the early 1990s, it was generally accepted that the
prospects for multilateral security cooperation in the Asia Pacific
region were very bleak. The United States, and indeed most of the
Asia Pacific countries, were firmly committed to bilateral approaches
to security issues; multilateral endeavours were represented as being

Desmond BalL 'A New Era in Confidence Building: The Second Track Process
in the Asia/Pacific Region', *curity Dialogue, Vol.25, No.2, Jtrne7994,pp.l57-76.
See
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incompatible with fundamental asPects of Asia Pacific strategic
cultures, and even as damaging to the architecture of bilateral
arrangements which had arguably served the region well during the
previous decades. The Asia Pacific region was simply too large and
diverse, in terms of the sizes, strengths, cultures, interests and threat
perceptions of the constituent states, to suPPort any meaningful
region-wide security architecture. It has turned out, however, that
these 'realities' were not immutable, at least insofar as they ruled out
the institutionalisation of an active, pulposeful and productive
regional security cooperation process.

What accounts for the remarkable Progress with the
institutionalisation of regional security cooperation over the past halfdecade? There are several significant aspects of the evolving
architecture of Asia Pacific security that must figure in any
explanation.2 The end of the Cold War and East-West conflict has
enhanced the salience of regional conflicts. The Asia Pacific region has
its fair share of competing sovereignty claims, challenges to
government legitimacy, and territorial disputes, which are now rnore
important as potential threats to regional cooperation and security.
Economic growth and technological modernisation throughout much
of East and Southeast Asia has permitted a strategic modernisation
process which has fundamentally transformed defence capabilities and
postures in the region - and has made defence planners much more
concerned about the capabilities and policies of their neighbours than
with internal security matters. The end of the Cold War has produced
greater uncertainty in the region; security plarurers need to determine
the appropriate mixes of national defence capabilities and regional
cooperative and confidence'building arrangements for addressing this
gxeater uncertainty. Further, the end of the Cold War and the search
for new security modalities has provided an opportunity for incteasing
the role of cooperation and peaceful settlement of disputes in whatever
regional security architecture eventually prevails. Regional leaders are
not entirely oblivious to this opportunity.

For a more comprehensive discussion of the evolving s€curity architechrre of the
Asia Pacific region, see Desmond Ball (ed.), Thc Transt'onnatiot of 1eari\ in tlu
AsblPrcifu Rcgioz (Frank Cass, London, 1996).
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Maritime Issues
Maritinre issues are at the forefront of current regional security
concerns.3 The 1982 UN Convention on the Law of the Sea ONCLOS
III) has inboduced new uncertainties into the region, particularly in
connection with the EEZ and archipelagic state regimes. Of the 30 or
so conflict points in the region, more than a third involve disputes over
islands, continental shelf claims, EV boundaries and other offshore
issues. Many emerging regional security concerns, such as piracy,
pollution from oil spills, safety of SLOCs, illegal fishing and
exploitation of other offshore resources, and other important elements

of

economic security are essentially maritime. These concetns,
together with the requirements for defence self-reliance and force
modernisation, are reflected in the significant maritime dimension of
the current arms acquisition programmes in the region - for example,
the maritime surveillance and intelligence collection systems, multirole fighter aircraft with maritime attack capabilities, modern surface
combatants, submarines, anti-ship missiles, naval elechonic warfare
systems, and mine warfare capabilities. Unfortunately, some of these
new capabilities tend to be more offensive, inflammatory and, in
conflict situations, potentially prone to the possibilities of inadvertent
escalation. It is therefore important that regional mechanisms be
instituted to address these maritime issues.

Maritime Cooperation
In fact, the salience of maritime concerns is well reflected in
current regional CSBM proposals - as evident in Table 1.1, where about
a third of the proposals are intended to directly address maritime
matters, while others have a significant maritime dimension. For

example, maritime strike capabilities not only comprise a large
proportion of the new acquisitions in the region, but these capabilities
are also the ones that are more likely to generate offsetting acquisitions
elsewhere in the region and hence to trigger unanticipated and
undesired arms races. It is therefore particularly necessary that these
acquisitions be accompanied by transparency and dialogue. Many of
the new maritime weapons systems, such as submarine warfare
Bal| The Post Cold War Maritime Strategic Environment in East
Asia' in Dck Sherwood (ed.), Maritime Power in the China &as (Australian Defence
Shdies Centre, Aushalian Defence Force Academy, Canberra, 1994), chapter 2.

See Desmond
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Table l.ft Proposals for Confidence Building and Security
Cooperation in the Asia Pacific Region

r
o
o
.
.
o
.
.

o
o
o
o
o

Mechanisms for enhancing transparenry - publication of White
Paperc, Capability Reviews, Doctrine Manuals, etc.
Establishment of a Regional Arms Register, as proposed by the
Malaysian Defence Minister, Dato Seri Mohd Najib Tun Razak.

Intelligence exchanges.
Strengthening and expanding bilateral cooperative
arangements.
Sharing concepts and methodologies for defence planning and
force structure developments.

'Hot lines' for communications between various capitals and
headquarters' (e.9. Seoul and Pyongyang).
Workshops and Working Groups to address particular
security issues, e.g. the Indonesian-sporuiored Workshops on
Managing Potential Conflicts in the South China Sea, and
workshops on security of SLOCs.
CSBMs concerning military exercises, including the
notification of exercises to neighbouring counhies, invitations
to neighbours to attend exercises, and prohibitions on the
conduct of exercises in strategic approaches or other sensitive
areas.

The establishment of a regional training cenhe for
peacekeeping operations.

Cooperation in the maintenance and production of defence
hardware required for national and regional resilience.

Building on the ASEAN PMC process, e.g. establishment of
the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF).
Establishment of a forum for regional defence dialogue, as also
proposed by the Malaysian Defence Minister (the'Najib talks').

I

forum for security dialogue in Northeast Asia.

Maritime Coopnation, CSCAP and the
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The establishment of Zones of Cooperation, e.g. the Timor Sea
Zone of Cooperation and proposals for a South China Sea
Zone of Cooperation.
a

A Regional Maritime Surveillance of Safety Regime.

o

Regional Avoidance of Incidents at Sea Regimes.

a

A Regional Airspace Surveillance and Control Regime.

a

A Southwest Pacific Sovereignty Surveillance Regime, and the
recently announced Regional Mari time Surveillance
Communications Network.
Proposals for a Regional Security Assessment Centre in the
Southwest Pacific.
CSBM proposals concerning the Korean peninsula.
Proposals for naval arms control in the Pacific.

A Regional Technology Monitoring Regime.
The Australian chemical weapons initiative.
Proposals concerning economic security.

An Environmental Security Regime.
Strengthening the networks of non-governmental
organisations and the so-called 'second-track' process.

systems and long-range anti-ship missiles requiring over-the'horizon
targeting, happen to be more prone to accidents and miscalculations;
hence the desirability of instituting some avoidance of incidents at sea
regirrre in the region. Other concerns, such as piracy and illegal
activities throughout many of the EEZs in the region, can best be

addressed through cooperative surveillance and/or informationsharing efforts and arrangements.

Some of the foundations for building confidence and security
in the maritime dimension have already been instituted in the region.
For example, the Western Pacific Naval Symposium (WPNS), a
biennial conference initiated by the Royal Australian Navy (RAN) in
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in

brings together representatives

ksion
of the navies of the ASEAN
the Asia Pacific

of Korea, the People's
Republic of China, Papua New Guinea, Australia and New Zealand
for a frank exchange of views on a wide range of issues, including the
law of the sea and SLOC protection. It is a unique forum and a
significant step towards better understanding between regional navies.
Sonte of the important condusions reached during the recent naval
dialogues are that the focus of cooperative activities should be on
operational matters, directed to very particular concerns (perhaps
mostly non-military in nature), and beginning with basic modes and
procedures for information exchange rather than the erection of new
structures for multilateral maritime surveillance efforts. For example,
it was agreed at a Western Pacific Naval Symposium Workshop in
Sydney in |uly 1992 to jointly develop a 'Maritime Information
Exchange Directory' (MIED), whereby information on certain maritime
activities would be shared by the participating navies.4 A suggested
list of activities which require 'time-critical' reporting includes
'rnaritirne pollution/environment concerns'; high seas robbery,/piracy;
states, the United States, Japan, the Republic

fisheries infringements; search and rescue; suspicious activity
indicating possible narcotics trafficking; [andl humanitarian
concarns'.s The Drectory will include formatting styles, addresses for
reporting informatiory and the agreed means of communication (such
as specific radio frequencies). The development of common
procedures for communication between regional navies and vessels
provides a capability, the significance of which for regional confidence
building obviously far transcends the particular purposes of the
Directory itself. Similarly, the process of reaching agreement between
naval staffs on the priority areas for information reporting will
enhance regional appreciation of particular national concerns and
interests as well as increase the 'understanding of navies at the
working level'.5

More struchrred maritime surveillance regimes are already
possible in some particular circumstances, such as particular
subregions where commonality of interests is high or situations where

5

6

S€e Vice Adniral I.D.G. MacDougll, Chief of Naval Staff (CNS), 'CNS
presentation to WPNS III on the lnaugural Western Pacific Naval Sympeiun
Workslrop', Sydnen 91 0 July 7992, p.8.
ibid.,pp.&9.
lbid., p.9.
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issues can best be addressed multilaterally. In November 1991, the
Australian Minister for Defence Science and Personnel, Gordon Bilney,

announced plans for the establishment of a Regional Maritime
Surveillance Communications Network in the South Pacific, which is
'designed to collect, collate and disseminate maritime surveillance

information' throughout that region.T Under the plan, each
participating country is to receive 'a stand alone communications
system' which will be linked to a Maritime Surveillance Centre at the
headquarters of the Forum Fisheries Agency in Honiara, and all ship
sightings by'all maior surveillance assets - both public and private' are
to be reported to the Centre and thence to individual country
agencies.s Although it would be misleading to generalise too much
from initiatives in the South Pacific, where security concerrls are
almost sui generis and the capabilities for independent surveillance
activities are exhemely limited, some aspects of the Regional Maritime
Surveillance Communications Network are nevertheless informative
for CSBM processes elsewhere in the Asia Pacific region. For example,
the role of defence establishments has been minimised in the reporting
network, while the role of military assets has been under-played in
discussions of the surveillance arrangements; the focus of concern has
been almost entirely on non-military issues (such as protection of fish

stocks, and enforcement

of immigration,

quarantine and customs

regulations); and maximum use has been made of existing multilateral
institutions, especially the Forum Fisheries Agency and its regional
infrastructure.
The establishment of the Zone of Cooperation in the Timor Sea
between Aushalia and Indonesia in 1991 also involves surveillance
cooperation activities which are not only suggestive for other such
possible zones but which themselves contribute directly to confidence

building between the parties. In the case of the Timor Gap, agreement
on ioint surveillance activities was an integral part of the agreement to
establish the Zone of Cooperation, but it has also served as a catalyst
for more general arrangements for coordinating surveillance
operations between Australia and Indonesia in the broader area of the
Timor and Arafura seas. These include the exchange of information on
the programming of surveillance units, occasional ioint exercises
7
8

The Hon. Gordon Bilney, Minister for Defence Science and Personnel, 'Address at
the Regional Defence C-ooperation Conference', Sydney,4 November 1991, p.8.
ibid., pp.&9.
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between these units, the establishment of routine communications
linlc between ships, airctaft and shore authorities, and the
development of standardised reporting procedures.9

In other cases, multilateral maritime surveillance regimes are
under consideration for dealing with particular problems and issues,
such as piracy and oil spills in international waterways. Inearly 1992,
for example, Malaysi4 Singapore and Indonesia agreed to cooperative
efforts to combat the increasing threat of piracy in the Strait of Malacca
and the Phillip Channel south-west of Singapore. The navies and
police forces of the three countries have begun to compile and share
information on the areas where piracy is most rampant, to establish
communications links between them to coordinate patrols against
pirates, to organise irint sweeps against pirate shongholds, and to
establish an anti-piracy centre in Kuala Lumpur to provide
information on pirate activities for the use of both shipowners and
potce forces in the region.lo The three countries are now discussing
the establishment of a corunon surveillance system over the Straits, to
provide shared radar coverage of all traffic through the waterway.lr
While there is little enthusiasm in the region for proceeding with the
establishment of a full-blown Regional Maritime Surveillance and
Safety Regime (REMASSAR) at this stage, the combination of the
development of a regional 'Maritime Information Exchange Directory',
the establishment of specific-purpose multilateral surveillance regimes
in areas of particular concern, and the strengthening of the myriad of
bilateral maritime surveillance anangements in the region will go far
to address the requirements of a REMASSAR anyway.
The ASEAITI Regional Forum (ARF)

The most fundamental building block for regional arms
conbol regimes is the institutionalisation of regional security dialogue.

9

5..

flesmond Ball and Comnodore Sam Bateman, RAN, ,{n Australim Perspcctioc
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Such dialogue should lead to better appreciation of the concerns,
interests and perceptions of the participating countries, enhancing
mutual understanding and trust, and preventing misinterpretations,
misunderstandings and suspicions likely to cause tensions and even
conflict. More generally, institutionalised dialogue would serve as a
mechanism for managing some of the uncertain$r which presently
confounds regional security planners and analysts. However, too
much should not be expected from the dialogue process in terms of
agreed solutions to regional security problems, at least through the rest
of the 1990s. The task for the near terrn, as Mahathir bin Mohamad
stated more than a decade ago with respect to regional dialogue on
economic cooperation, is 'the tedious one of getting to know each
other'.12 It could well take more than a decade for the developing
dialogue processes within the region to produce sufficient mutual
understanding, confidence and trust for resolving or managing
substantive regional security issues.
There have been some very significant developments in this
area over the past few years. The most important of these is the
ASEAN Post-Ministerial Conference (PMC) and ASEAN Regional
Forum (ARF) process.l3 In |uly 1991, the Twenty-fourth ASEAN
Ministerial Meeting in Kuala Lumpur agreed that the ASEAN PMC
was an 'appropriate base' for addressing regional peace and security

issues.14 This was endorsed at the Fourth ASEAN Summit in
Singapore in January \992, and the first discussions on regional
security issues took place at the Twenty-fifth ASEAN Ministerial
Meeting in July 1992.

Several attendant developments worked to bansform the
ASEAN PMC process into an institutionalised regional security
dialogue mechanism. To begin with, the PMC arrangements became
much more multilateralised both in membership, to include the socalled 'non-like-minded' (China, Russia, Vietnam and Laos) and, in
agenda preparation, to broaden the purview beyond essentially
ASEAN concems. It was agreed at the Twenty-sixth ASEAN
t2

Mahathir bin Mohamad, "'Tak Kenal Maka Tak Cinta"' in Asb-Pacific in tlu 7980s:
Tonnril Greatq Symmetry in Economic Independence (Centre for Suategic and

13
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International Shrdies, Jakarta, May 1980), p.18.
'A New Era in Confidence Building', pp.157-76.
loint Communiqw of tlc Twenty-Fourth ASEAN Ministerial MeetinS' Kwb LumVur,
79-20

luly

7991, p.5.
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Mnisterial Meeting in Singapore on23-24fuly 1993 that henceforth the
security component of the PMC dialogue would be known as the
ASEAI{ Regional Forum (ARF), with 18 members - the six ASEAN
countries (Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, Singapore, the Philippines
and Brunei), their seven major hading parbrers (the United States,
Iapary Canada, South Korea, Aushalia, New Zealand and the
European Community), and the five 'guests' and 'observers' at the
ASEAI{ meeting (Russia, China, Vietsnm, Laos and Papua New
Guinea).r5

The first ARF meeting was held in Bangkok in July 1994. To
begin wittu the ARFagenda was quite modest. Though, as Singapore's
Defence Minister, Dr Yeo Ning Hong noted, the fact that 18 countries
'at different levels of development and with different views on how to
achieve regional stability and resolve security issues' could meet to
discuss sensitive security matters 'is by itself a significant
achievement'.l5 The first meeting was exploratory in nature and
concerned as much with getting the mechanics and the process of
dialogue right as with substantive issues.
The second ARF meeting was held in Bandar Seri Begawan in
Brunei Darussalam on 1 August 1995. The ministers considered and

endorsed the Report of the Chairman of the ARF Senior Officials
Meeting (SOM) prepared in May 1995, and adopted 'a gradual
evolutionary approach' to security cooperation as set out in a Concept
Paper prepard by the ASEAN senior officials for the ARF SOM in
Bandar Seri Begawan in May.17 This evolution is to take place in three
stages:
Stage 1: Promotion of Confidence-Building Measures
Stage 2: Development of Preventive Diplomacy Mechanisms
15

t6

t7

Ioint bnmuique of thu Twenty-Shth,{SEAN Minisbrial Meeting, Shgepn,2X24

luly 1993 (hess R€lease, 26th ASEAN Ministerial Meetlng,/Post Ministerial
C-onferences, Singapore, 2328 luly 1993), para.8. See also Minist€rs Endorse
Security Forum', &nbene Tbnes, 24 Jtrly 1993, p.7; and Midrael Vatikiotis,
'Undrarted Watts', Far Easbrn Ecorcmic Rmiao,S August 1993, pp.1011.
The fane's Interview', lane's Defencc Weeldy, 19 February 1994, p.52.
'Chairman's Statement of the Second ASEAN Regional Forum (ARD, 1 August
1995, Bandar Serl Begawan', p.1.
also ASEAN Senior Offidals, The ASEAN
Regional Forum: A Goncept Paper', May 1995 in Desmond Ball and Pauline Kerr,
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Stage 3: Development of Conflict-Resolution Mechanisms.lS

The Concept Paper included two lists of confidence'building
measures and other cooperative activities (see Table 1.2). The first list
'spells out measures which can be explored and implemented by ARF

participants in the immediate future', that is, over the next couple of
years, such as publications of statements of defence policy,
participation in the UN Conventional Arms Register and reciprocal
high-level personnel exchanges. The second list is 'an indicative list of
other proposals which can be explored over the medium and longterm by ARF participants and also considered in the immediate future
by the Track Two process', such as cooperative approaches to SLOCs,
the establishment of zones of cooperation in areas such as the South
China Sea and maritime information databases.l9
Table

12: The ARF

Process

STAGE I : IMMED IATE (799 5-9 6)

I

CONFIDENCE.BUILDING MEASTIRES

Principles
The development of a set of basic principles to ensure a
1
corunon understanding and approach to interstate relations in
the region; and

2

Adoption of comprehensive approaches to security.

Transparency

3

Dialogue

on

security perceptions, including voluntary

statements of defence policy positions;

4

Defence Publications such as Defence White Papers or
equivalent documents as considered necessary by respective
governments;

5

Participation in UN Conventional Arms Register;

18
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Enhanced contacts, including high level visits and recreational

activities;
Exchanges between

military academies, staff colleges and

training;
Observers at military exercises, on a voluntary basis; and

Annual seminar for defence officials and military officers on
selected intemational security issues.

II

PREVENTTVE DIPLOMACY

Develop a set of guidelines for the peaceful settlement of
disputes, taking into account the principles in the UN Charter
and theTAC;

Fromote the recognition and acceptance of the pulposes and
principles of the TAC and its provisions for the pacific

settlement

of

disputes, as endorsed

by the UNGA in

Resolution 47/Sg (B) on 9 December 7992;and

Seek the endorsement of other countries for the ASEAN
Declaration on the South China Sea in order to strengthen its
political and moral effect (as endorsed by the Programme of
Action for ZOPFAN).
NON-PROLIFERATION AND ARMS CONTROL
Southeast Asia Nuclear Weapons-Free Zone (SEAI{WFZ).
TV PEACEKEEPING

1
2

Seminars/Workshops on peacekeeping issues; and

Exchange

of

information and experience relating

Peacekeeping Operations.

V MARITIME SECTruTY COOPERATION
Disaster Prevention

to

UN
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STAGEII: MEDIIIM.A]\ID LONG TERM

I

CONETD ENCE.BUILD ING MEAS URE S

1

Further exploration of a Regional Arms Register;

2

Regional security studies centre/coordination

of

existing

security studies activities;
3

Maritime information data bases;

4.

Cooperative approaches to sea lines of communication,
beginning with exchanges of information and training in such
areas as search and rescue, piracy and drug control;
Mechanism to mobilise relief assistance in the event of natural
disasters;

Establishment

of zones of cooperation in areas such as the

South China Sea;
Systems of prior notification of major
that have region-wide application; and

military deployments

Encourage anns manufacturers and suppliers to disclose the
destination of their arms exports.

II
1

2

PREVENTIVE DIPLOMACY
Explore and devise ways and means to prevent conllicf

Explore the idea of appointing Special Representatives, in
consultation with ARF members, to undertake fact-finding
missions, at the request of the parties involved in an issue, and
to offer their good offices, as necessary; and
Explore the idea of establishing a Regional Risk Reduction
Cenbe as suggested by the UN Secretary€eneral in his
Agenda For Peace and as commended by UNGA Resolution
47 /120 (see section [V, operative para 4). Such a cenhe could
serve as a data base for the exchange of information.

In

NON.PROLIFERATION AND ARMS CONTROL
A regional or sub-regional arrangement agreeing
acquire or deploy ballistic missiles.

not

to
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IV PEACEKEEPING
Explore the possibility of establishing a peacekeeping centre.

V MARITIME

SECI.'RITY COOPERATION
A multilateral agreement on the avoidance of naval incidents
that apply to both local and external navies;
Sea

Level/Climate Monitoring System;

Establishment of an ASEAN Relief and Assistance Force and a
Maritime Safety (or Surveillance) Unit to look after the safety
of the waters in the region;

Conventions on the Marine Environment

'
'

Dumping of Toxic Wastes
Iand-based Sources of Marine Pollution;

5

Maritime surveillance; and

6

Explore the idea of jnint marine scientific research.

The ARF SOMs,ISMs, and ISG

It

was recognised that the PMC/ARF Process must

be

supported by the development of some institutionalised infrastructure
at both the official and the non-governmental levels. At the official
level, a process of senior officials' meetings has been instituted to
support the PMC process, with matters such as the preparation of
agenda and meeting arrangements. The first of the SOMs was held in
Singapore in M"y 7993 and involved extensive discussion of
multilateral approaches to regional peace and security, induding such
subjects as preventive diplomary and conflict management, nonproliferation (troth nudear and non-nuclear), UN peacekeeping
activities, the UN Conventional Arms Transfer Register, the extension
of the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), exchanges of information
among defence planners, prior notification of military exercises, and
the concepts of the Zone of Peace, Freedom and Neutrality @OPFAN)
and the Southeast Asia Nuclear Weapon Free Zone (SEAI{WFZ). The
SOMs agreed to undertake further research of four particular
measures:
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non-proliferation regimes and their application at the regional
level;
lt

confl ict prevention and management, including peacekeeping;

lll

possibilities for security cooperation in Northeast Asia; and

lv

confidence-building measures applicable to the region.2o

The first ARF SOM was held in Bangkok

in May 1994,

preparatory to the ARF meeting in July. Various proposals for CSBMs

were tabled at the SOM,zr but these received only perfunctory
consideration, as most of the meeting was taken up with the protocol

and organisational aspects of the first ARF. The second ARF SOM was
held in Brunei in May 1995, two months prior to the second ARF. This
meeting was much more productive. It received for consideration the
Concept Paper prepared by the ASEAN senior officials, as well as the

products of three other 'intersessional' meetings (on trustbuilding,
peacekeeping, and preventive diplomacy). In addition to endorsing
the Concept Paper, the ARF SOM also recommended the

establishment of an Intersessional Support Group (ISG) on Confidence
Building and of Intersessional Meetings (ISMs) on Cooperative
Activities (including Peacekeeping) to assist the Chairman of the ARF
SOMs.22 These intersessional mechanisn$ are likely to become the
most important mechanism for the development and implementation
of regional CSBMs.

The'Second-Track' Process
At the same time as the ASEAN PMC process developed into a
more fully multilateralised and institutionalised Regional Security
Forum, there has been a burgeoning of non-governmental activities
20

2l

Chainnan's SttEntent, ASE.AN Post-Ministerial Conferences,
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Meurorandum No.l (C-ouncil for Security Cooperation in the Asia Pacific, April
194); and Gareth Evans and Paul Dibb, Australian Paper on Practical Propsr,Is for
fuurity bpaetiott in the Asia Pacifb Region (Paper commissioned by the 1993
ASEAN PMC SOM and submitted to the ARF SOM, Bangkok, April 1994, and
published by the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National
University, Canberra, January 1995).
See'Chairman's Statement of the Second ASEAN Regional Forum (ARD, 1 August
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and institutional linkages, now generally referred to as the 'secondtrack' process. According to a recent compilation, these second-track
meetings now exceed one per week.a Some of these are small
workshops, sometimes involving less than two dozen participants, and
designed to address specific issues (such as security of the sea lanes
through the region or territorial disputes in the South China Sea).
The Council for Security Cooperation in the Asia Paclfic (CSCAP)

At the second-back level, the most structured and ambitious
initiative has been the establishment of the Council for Security
Cmperation in the Asia Pacific (CSCAP). The essential purpose of
CSCAP is to provide 'a more structured regional process of a nongovernmental nature ... to conhibute to the efforts towards regional
confidence building and enhancing regional security through
dialogues, consultation and co-operation'.24

Thr€e essential themes permeated the discussions that
attended the establishment of CSCAP. The first was that the Council
should be a non-governmental institution but that it should involve
tovernment officials, albeit in their private capacities. Although it was
considered essential that the institution be independent from official
control in order to take full advantage of the extraordinary vitality and
fecundity of non-governmental organisations (NGOs) engaged in the
second-track process, as well as to allow relatively free discussion of
diplomatically sensitive issues that could not be brought up in official
forums, it was also recognised that official involvement was necessary
in order to atbact government resources and to ensure that the value
and practicability of the NGO efforts secured official appreciation. In
other words, the prospects for implementation should count for as
much as the intrinsic worth of any ideas generated in the second-track
process. It was considered important that the official involvement

negi.tl4l Scqrfu Dialque: A C,alendar of Asia Pecific Eoents,luly 799Slutu
le
(hepared
by the Regional Security

ir4tly

7996

Section, Departrrent of Foreign Affairs
and Tradg Canberra, and the Strategic and Defence Shrdies Gentre Australian
National University, Canberra, 5Or edn, July 1995).
Desurond Ball,'CSCAP: Its Future Place in the Regional Security Arclitectue'in
Bunn Nagara and Cheah Siew Ean (eds), Ivlanagini Security anil'Pucc in|ilu AsiaPeci1ft 0nsti-tute fo-r Strategic and International Shrdies (ISIS) Malaysia, Kuala
Lumpur, 1996),p.301.
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include senior military personnel as well as defence civilians and
foreign affairs officers.
The second theme derived from the experience of NGOs such
as the Pacific Trade and Development Conference (PAFTAD) and the
Pacific Economic Cooperation Conference (PECC) in the promotion of
Asia Pacific economic cooperation through the 1970s and 1980s. These
NGOs have contributed to the regional economic cooperation process
in several important ways. They have, to begin with, developed and
disseminated the ideas and stimulated the discussion that engendered
the process. They have conducted the technical economic studies and

of liberalisation of trade in the
region, either through formal free trade arrangements or, more
recently, the concept of 'open regionalism'. They have demonstrated
to government officials that meaningful and productive dialogue on
complex and important poliry matters is possible notwithstanding the
extraordinary disparity in the sizes and interests of the numerous
parties involved. Indeed, some of them, and most especially PECC,
have explicitly been structured to involve officials themselves in this
dialogue - albeit in their 'unofficial' capacities. PECC has even
engaged in negotiation with respect to the resolution of differences
bet-ween states which have arisen during the dialogue process.2s By
providing forums for official but 'unofficial' dialogue, the NGOs have
conhibuted to greater official interaction and enhanced mutual
confidence, as well as providing a sound 'building block' for

analyses which sowed the benefits

supporting cooperative arrangements at the governmental level itself.

Many of the participants in the foundation of CSCAP were
also actively involved in the PAFTAD and PECC processes. Indeed,
several of the institutions were also the coordinators of their national
PECC committees. In a sense, CSCAP was loosely modelled on the
PECC experience and practice. It was intended that CSCAP should
support official forums concerned with regional security dialogue and
cooperatiory such as the ASEAN PMC and the SOMs, in much the
same way that PECC supports the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation
(APEC) process. More particularly, the establishment of CSCAP

25
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Member C-ommittees and Working Groups closely reflects those
established in the PECC progranune in terms of their general
rationales and operational activities.

in the foundation of CSCAP was the
need
to
build
on extant arrangements in the region
aceptance of the
wherever possible rather than construct new structures and processes.
In practice, this meant building upon the arangements and processes
developed by the ASEAN ISIS association, and particularly ISIS
ldalaysia, which are the most advanced in the region in terms of both
their infrastructure and their cooperative arrangements and practices.
The third theme

The progress that CSCAP has made over the past three years
has been quite remarkable. In addition to the founding ten rnembers
of the Council (Australia, Canada, Indonesia, fapan, South Korea,
Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and the United States),
four other countries have ioined (New Zealand, Russia, North Korea
and Mongolia), as well as three Associate Members (European CSCAP,
Indi+ and the Unitd Nations). Seventeen member committees have
been established, as well as a CSCAP Secretariat in Kuala Lumpur.

Four Working Groups, which are intended to be the primary
meclranism for CSCAP activity, have also been established. These are
a Working Group on CSBMs, which has held three meetings; a
Working Group on Concepts of Comprehensive and Cooperative
Security, which has held

two meetings; another on Security in

Northeast Asia, which has held one meeting; and the Working Group
on Maritime Cooperation, which has held two meetings.

However, CSCAP still faces some difficult issues which must
be resolved before it can become an effective and viable institution.
The most important of these are, first, determination of the proper
balance between conceptual and policy-oriented activities, and of the
appropriate working relationship between CSCAP and official forums
such as the ASEAN PMC/ARF; and, second, membership issues, such
as the incorporation of China and Taiwan into CSCAP activity. On the
one hand, Taiwan is an increasingly important player on the regional
security stage in its own right, while the CSCAP principle of
inclusiveness demands its involvement in CSCAP activity. On the
other hand, however, China remains adamant that Taiwan should be
excluded, and the participation of China is so critical that many believe
that its conditions should be accepted.
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Figure 1.1: CSCAP Structure
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Without China's involvement in CSCAB any work that the
Council does for official brums like the ARF with r€Epect to issues
such as maritfure cooperation will lack validity. But to include China
on ib own conditions could well reduce the ability of the Council to
contribub constmctively to the resolution of regional security issues.
The CSCAPWorking Group onMaritime Cooperadon
The CSCAP Working Group on Maritirre Cooperation is one
of the moot important secorul-back activities in the rcgion. Urxler the
leadership of lrdonesian arul Australian co+hairs, Rear Admiral R.M.
Sunardi (Retd and Commodore Sam Baeman (Retd), this Group has
been well stmctured, efficiently organised, conscioue of its obiectives,
and has a perspective plan designed to achieve those obie.ctives.26 tts
membenhip irrcludes serving and retired naval officers, rnarine
scientisb, international liawyers, ocean ard coastal management
authorities, and scholars from various disciplhes. A broad view of
secrrrity has been adopEd, encompassing such issues as rnaritime
safety, rlegources conservation, coastal zone managensrt and unlawful

activities at sea (for orample, drug smuggling, illeg.l population
movements and piracy), as well as mor€ conventional maritime
security issue. The papers produced at the first needng of the Group
in Kuala Lumpur in |une 1995 provide a stsong, broad and inspiring
foundation for future proqsedings.

This Group is especially well placed to directly s€rve the
CSCAP obictive of enhancing regional security through tlrc
development of policy-relevant measures for dialogue, cooperation
ard cpnfidence building. lvlaritime issue are at the forefront of
rcgional security conoerrs; the need for enhanced rnaritinn security
cooperation is well appreciated by regional security officials and
policy makers; and this Group has the expertise to address many of the
issues involved.

The inErest of the ARF in maritime crooperation is explicated

in the ARF Concept Paper whidr specifie, for implenrentation over
the nredium and long brm, both rnaritinre confidencebuilding
26
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measures (that is maritime information databases; cooperative
approaches to sea lines of communication, beginning with exchanges
of information and training in such areas as search and rescue, pirary
and drug control; mechanisms to mobilise relief assistance in the event
of natural disasters; and the establishment of zones of cooperation in
areas such as the South China Sea) and maritime cooperation
measures. These latter measures include 'a multilateral agreement on
the avoidance of naval incidents that apply to both local and external
navies', and various mechanisms involving 'oceans governance' (for
example, conventions on the marine environment, ioint marine
scientific research, a regional sea level/climate monitoring system,
search and rescue measures, and maritime surveillance).27
Insofar as an important purpose of CSCAP is to support the
ARF process, this provides a broad but sufficiently articulated agenda
for consideration by this Group.
Conclusions

Extraordinary progress has been made over the past decade

with the institutionalisation of confidence- and security-building

in the Asia Pacific region. As compared to the situation in
the early 1990s (and as evinced in a comparison of Tables 1.1 and 1.2),
the process is now much more structured and focused. The ARF has
been established and has endorsed a schedule for implementation of a
wide variety of CSBMs; and a second-track Process, of which CSCAP
is the premier institution, has been developed to support the ARF.
measures

The CSCAP Working Groups are intended to produce studies
and memoranda of direct relevance to the policy makers and senior
officials involved in the ARF process. In the case of the Working
Group on Maritime Cooperation, an agenda has been articulated by
the ARF in the ARF Concept Paper. The Group is not obliged to cover

all the disparate matters listed in the Concept Paper, but neither
should it limit its activities to those matters. It may well believe that
there are other significant maritime issues which also warrant
consideration.

27
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Moreover, insofar as an important function of the second-track
is to serve as a path-breaker for official processes, it is
important that the Group explore issues which are currently not
sufficiently appreciated by officials, or remain too sensitive for official
consideration, or require novel approaches to implementation. On the
one hand, the Group should be guided by the ARF agenda. Here, the
question of a regional agreement on the avoidance of risks at sea and
proce$e

various issues

of

'oceans governance' should

be expeditiously

addressed by the Group. On the other hand, the Group has a licence to
go beyond the official agenda. The maritime issues in the region are

not only very important, they are also difficult, and would benefit
!;reatly from new ideas. This Group has extraordinary expertise. Its
imagination should not be inhibited.

CHAPTER 2

MARITIME SECURITY IN EAST ASIA:
EUROPE'S MARITIME INTERESTS
James Eberle
This chapter sets out briefly to address the questions, What
legitimate 'European interests' in the state of maritime securig in the
Ealt Asian region does Europe have? And how might these best be
served?

member of the
(ECSCAP)
CSCAP
European
from
European Uniory as a contribution
East Asia
within
to the development of a multilateral security dialogue
(ARF)
and the
under the auspices of the ASEAN Regional Forum
(CSCAP).
Council for Security and Cooperation in the Asia Pacific

It is written from the standpoint of a British

Background

The twentieth century, in global terms, can be widely
described as the'Atlantic Century'. In its final years, we see the United
States as the undisputed single global suPerPower. Nevertheless, as
the millennium approaches, the rapid economic growth of rnany of the
East Asian economies, the evolution of APEC and its thrust towards
growing free trade, and the growth of multilateralism (within the ARF)

in the field of security, as an adjunct to existing bilateral security
arrangements, have all begun to heighten the perception within
informed European circles of the importance of East Asia. This

importance is not only measured in terms of a valued trading Partner many leading European companies expect that, by the end of the
cenhrry, the Asia Pacific region will account for between 20 to 30 per
cent of their turnover - but also as a Parher in the fields of economic

and social development, global environmental issues,

cultural

of good government and the recognition of
human rights. This importance has been underlined by the recent
European/Asian Heads of Government meeting. Thus there is
exchange, the practice

recognition that the future century could well be the'Pacific Century'.

However, at less well-informed levels of public opinion in
Europe, there is little awareness of the great social and economic
developments that are underway in Asia. China is seen as something
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age, whilst there there is also a
vaguely perceived threat to European prosperity from the'low-wage'
economies of the East. In Asia too, the post-Second World War
withdrawal of European powers from their imperial past, the allpervading inlluence of the United States, and the economic dominance
adrieved by |apan have, in general terms, all led to a public perception
that European interest in the region continues to decline. The recent
French nuclear tests have revived much deepfelt resentrnent of the
legacies of European colonialism.

of a 'dinosaur' of the communist

The fundamentals of European economic cooperation with
leading East Asian economy, were set out in the 1991
the
|apaa
European Community /Japan Declaration. There has been
disappointment in some quarters about the practical results of this
declaration. Nevertheless, the European Council has recently endorsed
the priorities of the European Commission in respect of a wider Asian
policy, which are set out as follows:

t
'
t

t

to continue to shengthen the Union's bilateral relations with
individual countries and regions in Asia;
to raise the profile of Europe in Asia;

to support efforts by Asian countries to cooperate at

the
regional and subregional level, such as the ASEAN Regional
Forum, with a view to enhancing peace and security in the
region, and generally to strengthen the Union's relations with
regional groups such as ASEAN and the South Asian
Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARO;

countries in the management of
international affairs with a view to sustaining international
peace and security;

to work with Asian

to strengthen links with Asian countries in multilateral
forums, and further encourage Asian participation in

t

multilateral organisations;

to open markets and maintain a nondiscriminatory business
environment conducive to an expansion of European-Asian
trade and investments;

t

to

integrate into the world trading system those Asian
are moving from state cpntrol to

countries which

market-orientated economies;
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poverty

alleviation in the least prosperous countries of Asia.

The inclusion, at a high priority, of support of efforts by Asian
countries to enhance peace and security in the region is of particular
importance in relation to the role that can be played by the European

Union at governmental level through its membership of ARF; and, at
the non-governmental level, by the associate status of the European
UnioninCSCAP.
The particular problems of maritime security relate firstly to
the overall concept of stability in the area, and secondly to the more
particular issues of the security of maritime trade.

Stability in East Asia
There will be many and varied perceptions within Europe of
stability in East Asia. There will, however, be widespread agreement
that there are two fundamental uncertainties that cast the widest
shadows over the region's future. The first is uncertainty with regard
to the extent of the longer term United States' commitment to
maintaining a strong forward military Presence in East Asia. Such a
military presence has, since the Second World War, been a rnajor
stabilising inlluence in the area. The second is uncertainty as to the
future direction of China's external policy, which will itself be greatly
influenced by intemal political and economic developments. China
now has the ability to be a major influence in four important areas of
maritime trade - oil, ore, coal and grain. The 'knock on' effects of such
changing freight markets also greatly affect the shipbuilding industry,
where there is a current surplus of capacity, and not least in South
Korea. In security terms, the great sensitivity of the Taiwan dispute,
and Chinese actions in respect of Tibet, together with moves to assert
its claimed sovereignty in the South China Sea, are the cause of
widespread concern. The behaviour of the Beijing governrnent in the
handover of Hong Kong to Chinese rule is also being closely watched
as a harbinger of China's future behaviour on the world stage.
There are other situations where the future is difficult to
foresee. japanese politics are in the process of major change. Indonesia,
a country which is rapidly becoming a major player in Southeast Asia,
faces a major problem in succession. In Northeast Asia, there are the
seeds of a maior conflict on the Korean peninsula, which have nuclear
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will continue to be ambivalent
whilst the issue of the Northern Islands remains unresolved. The

overtones. fapans relations with Russia

prcspective opening of the Arctic sea route from Asia to Europe could
have significant economic and security implications. Nevertheless, the
generally perceived remoteness of the Asia Pacific region from Europe
and its mapr Atlantic trade routes tend to produce a somewhat muted
sense of concern in Europe.
Europe recognises a growing self-confidence amongst people
in Southeast Asia, a region where per capita GDP is o<panding at an
annual rate which is approximately twice that of the developed OECD
countries. Furthermore, it has been estimated that the number of
Asians with an average disposal income equal to, or greater than, the
average European disposable income will exceed the number of
Europeans who are so endowed by early in the nerct century. It is
reassuring that, for the present at least, this new-found self<onfidence
is being channelled into growing regional cooperation rather than into
national self-assertiveness. Nevertheless, the future internal cohesion
of states in the area, which in some cases is already fragile, may well
depend on their success in spreading the benefits of economic success
fairly throughout the community. Internal instabilities would
inevitably have repercussions on external relations.

Maritime Issues
firere are few Asian-Pacific states that do not have significant
maritime frontiers and strong maritime interests. The region also
encompasses a number of strategic straits, some of which lie across the

vital oil supply routes from the Persian Gulf (oil exports from the

Middle East to the Asia Pacific regiory which at present total some 70
per cent of consumptiory are expected to double in the next ten years).
As the economies of the region have prospered and extra-regional
influences have declined, so have governments hrrned their attention
more closely to the security of their own maritime interests. The result
has been a period of considerable growth in the sizc and capabilities of
regional navies.

Maritime issues can conveniently be divided into four
of small offshore islands;
the protection of seaborne trade; issues of maritime boundaries
adjacent to undisputed sovereign territory; and the maintenance of law
categories: disputes about the sovereignty

and order at sea.
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Disputes over sovereignty are related primarily either to
underlying political issues (Japan's Northern Islands) or to underlying
economic issues concerning their possible future value in terms of
natural offshore resources (the Spratly Islands). With regard to
politically driven issues, any European involvement is likely to be
confined to the support of former colonial territories where the legally
established order is seen to be under threat. Such support could
involve the presence of European forces of law and order and might
involve the presence of warships. In the case of economic resource
disputes, it needs to be remembered that the processes of successful
exploration and extraction of offshore oil and gas involve expertise and
costs that are likely only to be available in major international
companies. Such companies are unlikely to make the necessary capital
inveshnents if the ownership of those resources is in dispute; and
particularly if the resources are under threat of armed intervention.
Such disputes can thus only sensibly be settled by negotiation. The
recent agreement between the British and Argentine goverrunents with
regard to the prospective seabed oil resources in the vicinity of the
Falklands/Malvinas Islands sets a useful precedent.
The protection of sea lanes of communication has long been a
prime task of naval forces. The free movement of people across the sea
and the free flow of seaborne trade can be threatened by the use of
naval force for economic blockade, by sinking merchant shipping on
the high seas and by the closure, perhaps by mining, of international
sbaits or narrow seaways. Such 'freedom of the high seas'has, during
much of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, been seen as a vital
interest of maritime nations, not only as a means of maintaining
economic prosperity and of exerting global influence, but also in some
extreme cases as a means of national survival. However, the seaways
are no longer the'great highway' for human travel. Sea travel has been
superseded by air travel. This has brought about a certain 'sea
blindness' amongst people who otherwise have no direct connection
with the sea, a sea blindness which obscures the continuing vital part
that the seaborne carriage of raw materials and manufactured goods
plays in the totality of global trade.

Nevertheless, the maritime community has been slow to
recognise the degree to which times have changed. No longer is
maritime trade the sole lifeblood of the global economic system. It is
the transfer of money, services, information and ideas that pass round
the world by almost instantaneous global communication networks,
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supported by the transfers of human capital, that dominates the
international economic scene. This in turn is one of the factors that has
reduced the vulnerability of maritime trade to military action as a
means of applyrng political pressure. There are numerous examples in
the last forty years where economic sanctions, including maritine
blockade have failed to produce the political result for which they
were imposed.

Another factor reducing the impact of military action against
merchant shipping as a means of coercion against a nation-state is the
degree to which the shipping industry is now arnongst the most
intemational of any of the components of the global economy. Ships

are built

in one country,

owned

in

another, insured

in a

third,

in a fourth, crewed by nationals of yet another,
under multinational companies for their commercial and

registered

operated
technical
management and carry cargoes of a truly international character.

The coming into force of the United Nations Convention on

law of the Sea, after negotiations which have spanned more than
twenty-five years, is an event of major importance in the field of
intemational cooperation. However, the regime has the effect of
the

enclosing very large areas of the previous'maritime global conunons'
within national jurisdiction. The exact delineation of the new
boundaries of the Exclusive Economic Zone, the Continental Shelf and
the l2-mile territorial sea will inevitably be the cause of local disputes
and tensions.

The maintenance of law and order at sea has in recent years
become a significant international issue, not least in the field of the
environment and resource management. The potential for conflict of
fisheqy disputes has been all too well illustrated worldwide by issues
of whaling, in the Pacific and the Atlantic over the catching of tunafish,
on the Newfoundland Banks over cod and in European waters, where
the Common Fishing Policy has raised strong national resentrnent and
where, despite a high degree of regulation, overfishing is endangering
the survival of several species.

Piracy in a number of areas of the world has become an issue
of international importance and concern. During the first half of 1995,
some 60 attacks on shipping were reported, with a particularly notable
rise in potentially serious incidents in the area of the South China Sea.
In fuly 1995, the Secretary General of the International Maritime
Organisation (IMO) reported that he was'worried, in particular, about
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the navigational hazards to ships often carrying dangerous cargoes,
and the potential danger to navigation and the marine environment
these sNps may pose if left unattended, while steaming at full speed
and under attack by pirates in confined waters'. The final total of
piracy incidents reported to the International Maritime Bureau in 1995
represented an 85 per cent increase over the previous year.

The fight against the international drug trade now

has

substantial intemational maritime dimensions - as has the problem of
the passage of illegal migrant peoples. Insurance frauds involving both
ships and cargoes are a continuing source of major concern in the
growing field of international crime. The safe carriage of dangerous
cargoes such as nuclear materials and liquified natural gas is also an

emotive and controversial environmental issue of particular
importance to the European and Asian scene. In the former case, the
declarations of nuclear-free zones may also raise difficult issues
through inconsistency with commitments made under the UN
Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS).
European Interests

in the maintenance of a free,
system under the World Trade
Organisation (WTO). European trade with the Asia Pacific now
exceeds Europe's trade with the United States. European trade with
Asia has grown by an average of more than 10 per cent per year over
the last five years. However, in the 1980s, East Asia accounted for only
some 1 per cent of the cumulative Foreign Direct Investment from EU
countries (OECD figures) compared with 18 per cent which went to
the United States. But investment in Asia is now growing rapidly. For
Europe's principal interest lies

fair and open global trading

instance, between 1987 and 1994, the net book value of UK investments

in japan doubled. As Asian prosperity grows, there is clearly much
further potential for growth of both trade and investment.
The British Chamber of Shipping forecast of world seabome
trade during the next fifteen years (tonne/miles) suggests an annual
growth rate of some 4.5 per cent. However, for the Asian region, a
higher growth rate of some 7 per cent to 8 per cent can be expected. It
is notable that during the early 1990s, South and East Asia (includes
India) maintained a healthy seaborne trade growth rate, in contrast to
a reduction in other parts of the world, including many OECD
counhies. The significant programme of expansion of port facilities

n
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within the rcgion r€flects rcgional confidence in a continuing high rate
of growth of maritirne trade, both within and from without the region.
The availability of adequab onward land communication may,
howew, be a limiting factor.
Britain'e partiodar interest with regad to trading in and
thrcugh Hong l(org her massive investrnents there, and her
continuirqg political obligations, will renrain after the handover of
sovercignty to China in 1997. The expanding nature of Britain's tsade
links within the Commonwealth, and with other Asian counfies
including TaiwarU is also li}ely to underpin traditional British bading
ard financial lnterests lvithin the Pacific region Britain's 'special
partnersnip' with Japar; a widely based parErership which is still
broadening arud deepening, has special importarrce both for the Pacific

br Europe ibeU as other European countries turn
ircrcasingly to the npidlygrowing Asian market.
rcgion ard

Britain atso retains regional security obligatione urder the Five
Power Defence Arangenrents with Australia, Malaysia, New Zeal,and
ard Singapore. France also retains significant residual deftnce,
political and economic ties within the region.
Ttrerc is sonre nEasure of concern, not only in Eunrpe, at the
of military capabilities in the regiory as the expanding
eorpmies permit greater erpenditure on arme, and partiorlarly naval

anng. It cannot be denied, however, that such ocpansion is not
unwelconre to European arms suppliers. It is, however, sometimes
descriH as a'naval arms race', although this is likely b prove largely
a misperception fire creation under LJNCLOS of the 200 Mile
Exdusive Economic 7nrc (EFZI has given rise to a valid requirement
for ships larger than the customary small craft suitable for control of
the l2-mile gritorid sea. Ttre arming of such la"get shipe with the

nue

sophisticated gunreillance equipment and comrnard, control and
communication facilities appropriab to the much larger sea area of the
EE7, and the rcady availability of effective missile s"sbrns that are
both easy b fit and easy to use, hae created elements of naval force
that are apprcpriaE to warfighting as well as to their designated
constab'ulary tasks. In the case of the Chinese Nary, however, there

appean b be a concrrFd effort to mone fiom a force dedicabd
primarily to the coastal defence task towards a balanced blue-water'
fleet with a power-proiection capability. Europeans are mindful of the
adage that natioru do not mistrust eadr other because they are armed;
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but arm themselves because they do not bust each other. A race for
superiority in armed force would inevitably increase the likelihood of
conflict.

The extent to which European powers should, and might
within the Asia Pacific region is
strongly inlluenced by two general factors. First, that Britain and
France are the only two countries of the European Union that have
global military reach, albeit of modest size, and effectiveness in maior
conflict. Second, that European countries are at present deeply
involved in their own problems of establishing a new structure for
European security, which would embrace the central and east
European countries of the former Warsaw Pact. Furthermore, the
maintenance of the vital American commitment to European security
through NATO may in future conceivably involve a new trans-Atlantic
'bargain' in which the continuation of the US commitment in Europe
would be matched by an implied European commitrnent to the
worldwide support of the United States in maintaining international

become involved in regional conflict

peace and security.

The Military Dimension
The maintenance of a free, fair and open global trading system
demands a free, fair and open structure for seaborne bade. Such issues
of principle with regard to maritime services are still being negotiated
in the follow-up to the Uruguay Round of GATT and the

establishment of the WTO. Whatever the outcome, there will remain
the potential threat of the use of naval force at sea to achieve political
ends. However, the internationalisation of the shipping industry, as

has been briefly describcd, has greatly reduced the political

in the lranIraq war, and despite significant tanker losses in the Gulf, oil
effectiveness of such action against merchant trade. Even

continued to flow by sea without any major hike in oil prices. As in the
case of the Middle East, naval operations of a warlike nature on the
high seas that pose a significant threat to international shipping are
likely to lead to a response by the international community and the
United Nations. Whilst it should be expected that there would be a

strong natural reluctance of European govemunents to become
involved militarily in disputes in Asia, the extent to which the dispute
involved issues of principle affecting international order would largely
determine the European response. The commitment of appropriate
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European naval forces to a peace support operation should not be
ruled out European involvement in the UN operations in Cambodia
ruNTAC) illushates Europe's willingness to share the burden of
intemational security. It also reflects the special responsibilities of the
Permanent Members of the UN Security Council.

How Europe's Maritime Interests Might Best Be Secured
Europe's maritime interests in Asia can best be secured by the
support of measures to reduce, and eliminate where possible, the
causes of conflict within the region. The movement towards rcgional
economic cooperation and free trade under the auspices of APEC, as
well as other subregional agreements, are much to be welcomed, as is
also the movement towards the ideas of cooperative security and the
establishment of multilateral structures for regional and subregional
security ctcoperation, for example within the ARF.
Europe is also likely to be strongly supportive of measures to
improve the effectiveness of the appropriate international agencies and
regional structures for maritime cooperation in the maintenance of
Law, order and safety at sea. The role of the IMO in assisting the
combating of pirary worldwide is an important example. While it is
upon national governments and shipowners that the responsibility for
effective action to counter piracy lies in concerting such actio& the
International Maritime Bureau (whose regional piracy centre is based
in Kuala Lumpur) has played a useful role. In wider issues, the role of
the lndonesian-led Workshop on Conllict Resolution in the South
China Sea and the Western Pacific Naval Leaders Conference in acting
ag forums for the discussion of regional maritime issues are models
that deserve attention.

The establishment of a complex series of confidence' and
security-building measures (CSBMs) under the regime of the
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE)
undoubtedly played a significant part in the process that ended with
the collapse of the'iron curtain'. These CSBMs were almost entirely
related to non-maritime issues, for it was argued forcefully by the
United States that maritime CSBMs would impact unfavourably on the
principle of the Freedom of the High Seas and would limit the freedom
of action of US naval forces unfavourably compared with the naval
forces of the Soviet Union. The one outstanding and successful
maritime CSBI{ was the Incidents at Sea Agreement (INCSEA)
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between the US Navy and the Soviet Navy. This was subsequently
copied in a number of similar bilateral agreements. Pressure to
multilateralise these agreements has declined following the end of
East-West confrontation.

The European CSBMs were related to a situation in which
there were two declared hostile blocs - NATO and the Warsaw Pact.
Such a situation does not exist in the Pacific region and it is less than
clear how relevant European experience in this field may be to the
Asian situation. There can, however, be no doubt that rneasures to

promote cooperation in matters of security policy, to increase
transparency (in military progranunes and budgets; in the struch'rre,

equipment and purpose of armed forces; and in the import and export
of military equipment), to improve safety at sea, and to contribute to

disaster prevention, all have a global as well as a very important
regional impact. They are thus particularly to be encouraged.
Conclusion
Europe's interests in the Pacific region are founded on the
need for confidence in a stable political, economic and social order in
Asia, the rule of law, and a business framework that is conducive to
foreign investment. These are interests of major and increasing
importance, an importance that is not perhaps fully recognised in
Europe or Asia. The maintenance of a stable order, within an
essentially ocean-bascd community, is strongly influenced by maritime
affairs.
The establishment of a free, fair and open trading system,
which is also a prime European concern, depends on the maintenance
of a free, fair and open structure for seaborne trade and for the
freedom of navigation. This introduces many issues of a security
nature which directly affect European interests. The continued
membership of Europe in CSCAP is important in this respect.
Europe's maritime interests are best met by measures to assist
trade,

in reducing the causes of conflict in the region, promoting

supporting regional and subregional cooperation on security issues,
contributing to measures to combat international crime, and in
continuing to provide the mcans to support intemational peace
operations under the United Nations.

CHAPTER 3

REGIONAL NAVAL COOPERATION

I THE EUROPEAN E)(PERIENCE
Eric Grove
It is dangerous to apply the experience of one part of the world
to another. Historical, cultural and political differences must always be
taken into account. What works well in one context may not be
appropriate in another. Nevertheless, in a more Seneral sense it is

pioUabty useful to examine what

is

possible among one set of

sovereign states in order to decide what, in a general sense, is practical
and might be useful for more general application. The following brief
accouni of the scope and nature of naval cooperation in Europe is

offered in this lattei sense. In no sense is it put forward prescriptively
or in any way to imply that we in Europe have found some magic
'answer' . Oui not inconsiderable progress in this area is clearly highly
scenariodependent. Nevertheless, given the fact that iust over a half a
century ago each of Western Europe's four greatest navies was in
hostiliiies against at least one other - and often two or three of the
otherc - one should not take too much for granted the benign
international environment of today's Europe.

European security is structured around a number of
organisations, some of which provide the framework for
overlapping
-cmperation.
In parallel there are bilateral and multilateral
naval
arangements outside overarching security sEuctures, although often
these gain considerable - perhaps primary - impetus from the general
process of 'European construction'.

Any discussion of European naval cooperation must begin
with NATO. This has provided the primary framework for both the
development of three effective combined standing forces, composed in
the main of European assets, and the remarkably advanced
mechanisms of inter-operability that allow western European navies
to operate together in any political framework required. In{eed, I
.rro.rid argueltat NefO procedures are now the global 'industrial

%
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standard' for combined naval operations. Of course, the United States
has played the maior role in the development of these standards - and
their promulgation outside the Alliance - but the European dimension

of the NATO maritime enterprise should not be underestimated,
especially in a context where France is adopting a mone positive
attitude to NATO. In order to enhance the European naval pillar of the
Alliance, the custom has been established of regular twice.yearly
meetings of the professional heads of the naval services of the
European members of the Alliance, the so<alled Heads of European
Navies (HENs) meetings. At their meeting in Rorre in 1992 the HENs
commissioned meetings of their nations' operational staffs at which
fleet schedules are compared and opportunities for cooperation
identified. The process now involves a pre.HENs C-aptains-level
meeting to resolve agenda issues, a plenary meeting of the HENs
themselves, and the subsequent fleet-scheduling staff meeting. The
informality of this frarnework needs to be stressed. HENs have no
NATO (or Western European Union - see below) status; the
cooperation they anange is driven by opportunity rather than by
policy and depends on the coincidence of scheduling.l Nevertheless,
the European navies find the process useful and productive. A similar
pnDcess might be possible in other frameworks in other parb of the
world - ASEAI{ perhaps.
The chosen formal vehicle for providing the European Union
with a defence dimension is the Western European UniorU an alliance
that predates NATO but which has been overshadowed by it.
Nevertheless, the Western European Union (WEU) provided cover for
the informal 'concertation arrangements for European naval
operations in the Gulf during the lran-Iraq war and for coordinated
embargo operations carried out by Western European navies before
and during the Gulf War. A WEU monitoring operation in the Adriatic
pedated the NATO operation and parallelled it as both escalated to
sanctions enforcement. Although this parallelism had negative
operational effects, WEU political cover eventually allowed French
participation in the combined NATO/WEU Operation Sharp Guard
Thls discussion of HENs and mudr els€ ln this pap€r oweo a great deal to
Courmander Mike C-odnor RN (Rtd), now of the Royil i.tnitea Servt& Insdhrte of
Stsltegic 9trdi* (RUSD in london, who has doire mudr oriFnal work, both
within and without the service, on European naval cooperation.-His conbibudon
is gratefully acknowledged by the authorl
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that saw a totally integrated set of task groups carrying out a highly
effective embargo.
The small WEU Planning Cell in Brussels has developed an
operational plan called Combined Endeavour that provides for the
generation of maritime contingency forces from'Forces Answerable to
the Western European IJnion' (FAWEU) for those tasks defined in the
WEU's Petersberg Declaration: crisis marugement, peac€ support and
humanitarian operations. The political background to this process has
been far from easy, given the differing views of I4/EU nembers on the
desirability of separate European defence plans, which may give this
tentative but still useful process a wider relevance in other
circumstances where political problems prevent greater integration.

Outside the formal WEU framework is EUROMARFOR, a
force of French, Italiary Spanish and Portuguese ships operating
periodically in the Mediterranean. This is but one initiative by ad hoc
groups of Western European states to come closer together. Another
notable initiative is the Admiral Benelux organisation that effectively
makes the Dutch and Belgian navies a single operational organisation
under a bi-national integrated operational headquarters. As one
observer recently put it: 'The new command, said to be unique, is
responsible for the planning and execution of all operational and
training activities by Belgian and Dutch naval forces not assigned
overs€as'.2

Bilateral and multilateral training and exercising is well
established in Europe. FIENs have commissioned a compendium of
national training facilities and sea baining facilities in the United
Kingdom, France and Belgium that are often used by other European
nations. NATO has a well-established exercise prograrune with which
WEU activities are being coordinated and national exercises are used
to provide opportunities for combined activities at both a command
post and maritime operational level. The NATO Parhership for Peace
initiative has been used to cast the net of cooperative exercising and
training to cover former Warsaw Pact states (most of which have WEU
partnership status) and the trilateral RUKUS (Russia-UK-US) forum
has been used to develop detailed modalities of cooperation (such as
draft Rules of Engagement) between the erstwhile Cold War enemies.

2
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At the procurenrcnt level European cooperation is fostercd by
both NATOs Conference of National Armaments Directors and WELl"s
Western European Armaments Group. Although the road has been a
somewhat stormy one, there have been successful comrnon European
warship proiects (for example, the Benelux-French TripartiE mine
counbrnnasues vessel). Currently, the United Kingdom, France and

Italy are cooperating on a corunon air defence frigate, 'Projerct
Horizon', with an advanced European anti-air missile system, and
Germany and the Netherlands on another frigate design.

The essence of all this is the poEntial for crcoperation in
whabver 'variable geometries' and at whatever levels seem
appropriab. Although the road to the current level of cooperation and
interoperability has been far from trouble'free and there are many
conbmporary problems still to be solved, the fact that this record of
achievement has been achieved against a background of considerable
controversy as to the detailed architecture of European security
demonstrates what can be done to bring navies together in an
uncertain political environment. In turn, naval cooperation has often
interacbd with the political context to validate further cooperative
initiatives. Navies inherently lend themselves to moperative action
and this quality is being fully exploid in the European context. We
Europeans offer this experience as a possible source of inspiration certainly not a formula - for similar progress elsewhere.
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II ALTERNATE PERSPECTIVES
FROM SINGAPORE
Lui Tuck Yew
The end of the Cold War has brought about tremendous
in the Asia Pacific region. Foremost among these changes is
the shift in paradigm from ideological concerns to economic interests.
States in the region now place increasing importance on the promotion
of sustained economic growth. To achieve this growttr, there is a need
for continued stability in the region. An important avenue to
maintaining stability is to increase maritime cooperation between
naval forces at sea, as rurny of the Pacific nations are archipelagic or
coastal states sharing corunon borders. Such cooperation increases

changes

interaction between states, is an effective confidence-building measure
and also holds potential benefits for the maritime community as a
whole.

Naval cooperation can be broadly conceptualised into two
echelons. The first echelon is the supporting framework or foundation.
This framework consists of measures which improve the feasibility of
conducting cooperative operations and includes the means to facilitate
information exchange, inter-operability and logistics cooperation. In
recent years, some progress has been made at the Western Pacific
Naval Symposium (WPNS) in these areas and I shall elaborate on
some of them.

The first such area is that of information exchange. The
concept for the Maritime Information Exchange Directory (MIED) was
first raised at the WPNS Workshop in |uly 1993. This concePt was
endorsed in November 7993 for further development and the directory
was eventually promulgated in November 194.
The MIED is a directory that provides guidance in the form of

reference' book. It gives a naval ship transiting another
countrSr's waters an idea of the particular concerns of that country and
points of cpntact for timecritical information. These concems include
marine accidents and oil pollution incidents. The directory would
initially be a navy-tonavy document and any reporting made through
the directory would be from one navy to another. From there, the

a 'ready
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information could then be further disseminated b the appropriate
internal agency of the liftoral nation for action. Reporting is entirely
voluntaqy but, iudging from the keen response of member states, I am
sure that we will see greater use of the MIED in future.
The second area is to increase inter-operability among navies.

The problem of interoperability is a critical one faced by navies
attempting to cooperate at sea. Different communications and
operational procedures often hinder effective cooperation. On the
other hand, compleb interoperability is an ambitious goal and
unlikely to be achieved given the sornetim$ sensitive nature of
opentional procedures. However, substantial progress can be rnade on
non-sensitive interoperability issues through appropriate forums such
as theWPNS.

An example of such a development is the compilation of the
WPNS Replenishnnnt-At-Sea (RAS) Handbook, which was endorsed

in November

1994. This publication details ships' layouts and RAS

procedures for the WPNS Fleets' reference, and is a gmd example of
how a conunon standard can be achieved.

Building on this, I am sure more progress can and will be
made in the area of inter-operability, particularly in improving
communicatioru and standardising operating procedures. For
examplg a publication listing basic common communications protocol
and tactical procedures can be promulgated. Likewise, we will need to
shift the focus from sNpto-ship communications to irrclude
communications with maritime patrol aircraft as well as other airborne
assets, which will, for example, facilitate search and rescue operations.

Training exchanges should also be promoted to enhance
interoperability. A suggestion was mooted at the last WPNS
Workshop in Jakarta that member countries look toward the further
opening up of training courses to personnel from other WPNS member
countries. To facilitate this, the workshop proposed that a list should
be compiled by member crountries listing the types of courses and
capacity that can be made available for foreign participation.

The third area is cooperation in logistics aspects such as
maintenance and production of parts and components, and in
hardware supply and acquisition. This can be broadly dassified into
two levels of cooperation.

4l
The first, and possibly highest, level is one where we pintly
develop or acquire a new capability. A good example of sudr recent
Regiotul Nata'l Coopqation

cooperation in ddence equipment acquisition and development is the
ANZAC Frigate programme, under which ten'Meko 2(X)'class frigates
will be built in Australia and commissioned between 1995 and zO04 eight of them by the Royal Aushalian Navy and the other two by the
Royal New Zealand Navy. However, cooperation at this level is often
difficult due to differences in the procurement time frame and in
operational requirements.
The second level of logistics cooperation is one which, I think,
is more achievable in this region. This is in the area related to the
maintenance aspect of the defence equipment which we already have

in our inventories. A cursory examination of the systems on board our
various dasses of ships in each of the navies represented in CSCAP
will indicate that we share many systems in common.
There is some potential for us to cooperate in the production of
parts and components and in the maintenance aspect of the equipment
that we have in corunon. But for such cooperative efforts to work, they
must be commercially viable. There are several advantages in such
cooperation. First, we diversify the sources for the logistics support of
our systems. Second, we can expect to experience a shorter acquisition

tinre for parts and

a quicker turn-around time for the

repa.irs.

Countries are more likely to support one another and release sPares, or
even anununition, from their own inventories in aid of a partner's
request for assistance when they themselves have a capability to
manufacture such spares and ammunition and can effectively

determine the time required to replenish their own inventories. A
quicker turn-around time in repairs can be achieved not only through
the reduced hansportation time due to the shorter distances involved,
but also because we can build into the system a series of rnechanisms
to accord higher priority to the repairs involving regional countries.
The second echelon of naval cooperation involves operation at
with the first echelon, the prudent and practical
approach would be to firstly identify areas where we can embark on
basic levels of cooperation. From such cooperation, we can acquire the
necessary confidence and experience in the procedures to progress into
sea. As was the case

more complex areas of cooperation. A good starting point would be in

the areas where there is already international expectation

and
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stnrctures in place for naval cooperation. These areas.ue enunciated in
the 1982 United Natioru Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS),
whose provisions generally constitute international law and practice
and balance fairly the interests of all states. I shall elaboraE on sorne
example which show greatest potential for naval cooperation and
highlight Singapore's experiences in sorne of them.

The first such area is environmental protection. Article 192
provides ttrat all states have the obligation to protect and preserve the
rnarirrc environment. Article 194 also provides that states shall take all
nreasures to prevent, reduce and conbol pollution of the marine
environnrent from any source.
Ttre second possibility is in anti-piracy operations. Artide 100
of the Convention requires all states to cooperate to the fullest extent
possible in the repression of piracy on the high seas.

The third area is in search and rescue operations. Article 98
rcquircs every coastal state to promote the establishment, operation
and maintenance of an effective search and rescue service regarding
safef over the sea, and to cooperate where nec€ssary with
neighbouring states for this purpose.
The fourth area concerns illicit drug trafficking. Artide lG
provides that dl states shall cooperate in the suppression of illicit
traffic in narcotic drugs engaged in by ships on the high seas. It further
provides that any state which believes upon reasonable grounds that a
ship flying its flag is engaged in illicit traffic in narcotic drugs may
r€quest the cooperation of other states to suppress such traffic.
Thus we see that, in these areas, regional states share comrnon
obligations as provided for under IJNCLOS. There is, therefore,

incentive arui rnotivation to embark on cooperative programmes to
fulfil these obligations, especially as experiences and information can
be pooled for the benefit of all participants. Singapore, in particular,
has o<periences in sorne areas of crcoperative efforts.
Sirrce 1993, Singapore and Indonesia have cooperated in
cmrdinated anti-sea robbery patrols. These exercises are sdteduled on
tlrrcrnonthly cycles and coruist of a tactical gaming exercise and two
months of coordinated patrols. The exercises are hosted in turn by our
two countries and we are very pleased with the success of the
programme, as evidenc€d by the virtual elimination of sea robberies
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within the Singapore Strait and its immediate approaches since its
inception inl992.
Singapore is also part of a larger regional search and rescue
organisation established under the provision of the convention on
International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) and is responsible

for the overall coordination of all search and rescue activities within
the Singapore Search and Rescue (SAR) region. To improve the
inter-operability amongst the nationd SAR set-uPs and to ensure that
pint SAR operations can be mounted swiftly and efficiently when the
need arises, Singapore has been participating, on a regular basis, in
bilateral SAR exercises (SAREX) with both Malaysia and Indonesia
under the foint Malaysia-Singapore SAREX and Indopura SAREX
series of exercises.

The ASEAl.,l Regional Forum (ARF) is already looking into
enhancing cooperation amongst ARF participants in SAR. The recently
conduded ARF Intersessional Meeting on SAR chaired by the United
States and Singapore saw ARF participants agreeing to the publication
of a directory of regional SAR contact points. They also agreed to look
into various areas of SAR cooperation.

In the area of environmental protection, there has been close
cooperation among the six goverrunents in ASEAlrl. The ASEAN Oil
Spill Response Action Plan serves as a prime example of regional
cooperation to limit the consequences of oil spillage resulting from
accidents at sea. The action plan provides a tiered resPonee procedure
to enhance the ability of a country to respond to a spill which may be

beyond the country's national capability. Periodic testing of the action
plan has since been implemented to ensure its effectiveness and
readiness.

In all these ar@s, there is scope for wider regional cooperation.

This will serve to complement the on-scene naval exchanges we
cunently have in the form of bilateral and multilateral training
exercises.

In conclusion, naval cooperation is an important avenue for
states in the region to forge closer ties and to work together for mutual

benefit. The two echelons that I have spoken of provide a conceptual
framework that not only summarises the budding developments

4
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A THAI PERSPECTIVE
Nitz Srisomwong

The post{old War era has profoundly changed the global
s€curity environment. It also presents a unique opportunity for states
in the Asia Pacific region to seize the initiative and actively determine
their own security destiny. The regional sea lines of communication
are vital to the national security interests of all the regional states and
to those of several mairr external states. Therefore, the need for
regional naval cooperation is paramount. However, naval cooperation
can take many other forms, induding port visib, command post
exerciges, navy-to-navy talks, data exchanges, technology transfers,
technology exchanges, and cross-servicing agreements. All of these
facilitate crooperation at sea through baining, planning and greater

technological compatibility.

During the past two decades, Thailand has been engaged each
year in a number of different instances of naval cooperation across all
interoperability areas of responsibility and it is dear this kind of
cooperation is increasing. Such cooperation enhances the interoperability and proficiency of foreign navies, thereby improving their
capacity to conduct coalition operations. Neighbouring countries can
gain the most benefib by fully participating in cooperative activities in
particular circumstances. In the post Cold-War era, there was a
fundarnental change in threat perceptions and, therefore, a decline in
the sense of common purpose that had provided cohesion among the
countries of the Asia Pacific region. I believe that it is still possible for
problems to occur at sea and that such problems will not be solved
without sorrc transparent policy guidelines from central governnrent.
If we can establish trust and understanding at the highest level, then
the policy guidelines that are agreed upon can be passed down to the
lower level.

An absence of, or perceived decline in, rnajor power interest
could stimulate naval competition and increase concern about China's
intentions - for example, with respect to disputed islands. This
problem rnay only be solved when we find our conunon PurPose
again.
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The Royal Thai Navy has been tasked with missions of
regional security such as the protection of sea lines of communications,
the prwention of drug trafficking at sea, the suppression of piracy acts
at s€a, the crcnservation of natural resourc€s, and disasEr relief. These
miesions require regional cooperatiory especially annng ASEAN
countries. Sudr cooperation takes the form of the combined patrolling
of the adpining maritime zone. The combined exercises that Thailand
conducts with neighbouring states also facilitate the maintenance of
cooperation and understanding that are necessary for peace and
stability in the rcgion. Such exercises indude'C-obra Gold', 'Sea Eagle'
and'Carat' with the US Navy;'Austhai' and'IGkadu' with the Royal
Australian Nary - and I would like to mention here that'Kakadu'is
one of the rnost outstanding exercises; Thalay laut' arrd 'Seaex
Thannal' with the Malaysian Navy; 'Sing Siam' with the Singapore

Navy; and 'Sea Garuda' with the lndonesian Navy. We have also
conducbd combined exercises with other allied countsies such as the
Philippines and New Zealand, whenever the opportunity to do so has
presented itself. (Sudr exercises have as their objective the
strengthening of bilateral relationships and the promotion of mutual
understanding as well as the development of tactical knowledge and
the acrumulation of experience.) Most combined exercises with allted
forces will be conducted in the form of PASSEX (Passing Exercises).

in the security and safety of the sea
cornmunication is an important issue which demands
cooperation with our neighbours. With the rapid growth in the
international economy in general and in international trade in
particular, Southeast Asia has beqome a passageway for the tankers
haruporting the oil that is needed to power expanding industries. The
congestion of maritirre traffic in the Malacca Sbaits has increased the
possibility of an oil spill or oil slick from off-shore drilling and
accidents. Such problems have caused enorrnous damage to maritime
and coastal nesources, marine life and the ecological system. The
Royd Thai Navy has started a plan for dealing with oil spill disasErs,
with forces in readiness to clean up immediately any oil spill once an
accident ocrun. But given that the Royal Thai Governnnnt has
rcduced each year the Royal Thai Navy's budget allocation, any
o<pansion of the Royal Thai Nary's role is not possible.
Thailand's regional role

lines

of
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However we plan to maintain our role in the consenration of
natural resources, in disaster relief both in the coastal area and in the
high seas, and in the enforcement of maritime law.

I believe that the opportunity for large'scale missions in the
region will decline just as major power interest in the region has
declined. But future coalition opportunities will inevitably arise when
specific interests coincide, perhaps more often at the lower end of the
mission spectmm in areas such as environmental rrnnitoring,
humanitarian assistance and water space management. Most of the
benefits of naval cooperation afloat are political, although occasionally
specialised help from particular parbrers is useful. Naval cmperation
may not build firm coalitions, but it can make coalitions possible and
improve their efficiency. Finally, I do hope we can consolidate trust
and mutual understanding and re-establish our sense of comrnon
purpose so as to provide a basis for naval cooperation in the Asia
Pacific region.
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IV

THE MATAYSIAN PERSPECTIVE
Razdi Md Ali

The Asia Pacific is primarily a maritime region and our
ecpnomic sun'ival is linked to the sea lines of stra@ic approadt. Over
rtOlittoral nations depend on the sea for conunerce and defence. As the
seas of this region are a maritime theatre both economically and

militarily, there is a complementary requirement for cooperation by
partners of the region. This cmperation will in turn nurturc the
unintemrpted seaborne trade that is vital to our prosperity and that
enables the pursuit of maritinre interests and the control of the national
maritime resources in an ordered and non<onfrontational rulnner.

Given these geostraEgic considerations, it is veqy important
for natioru to work together to explore the various alternatives for
establishing maritime security cooperation. One fundarnental avenue
is through naval cooperation. I will diruss here some of the Royal
Malaysian Navy (RMN) activities that serve as alternative forms of
maritime cooperation. Then I will make some suggestions as to how
closer cooperation in the maritime security field could be fostered.
Enhancement of Naval Cooperation
Cunently, naval cooperation in this rcgion is conducted either
bilaterally or multilaterally. Existing bilateral cooperation takes the
form of pint operations and training, exercises and the provision of
training facilities. As for the Royal Malaysian Navy (RMN), cunent
bilateral naval cooperation includes:
exercises with countries such as the United States,
Thailand, Indonesia, Singapore, Brunei and Australia; and

'

irirt

t

iri.t

operations with countries such as Indonesia, Thailand

and the Philippines.

In the area of non-military maritime cooperatiory some ad hoc
irint operations have been shown to be feasible, particularly in the case
of serch and rerue and on environmental matters. Malaysia has even
established the ioint Maritime Action Programmes with Indonesia and
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the Philippines (OPTIMA and PHIMAL) to deal with criminal
activities along their corunon

sea

boundaries.

On a multilateral plane, Malaysia's commitncnt under the
Five Power Defence Arrangements (FPDA) with Singaporc, Britain,
Australia and New Zealand can be seen as an important naval linkage
between member countries. At this juncture, this type of naval
cooperation has successfully removed some elements of mistrust that
could hinder the establishment of more cordial relations arnong
member countries.
Meeting of Minds' amongst the Asia Pacific Countrics
As we have seen, maritime confidence'building measures
(CBMs) have proven to be the most successful means of promoting
naval cooperation. The International seapower symposium (ISS) and
the Western Pacific Naval Symposium (WPNS), which have CBMs at
the top of their agenda, are the two most important folunls for the
enhancement of ties arrrongst Asia Pacific navies. Here, high-ranking
naval attendees discuss the ways and means of promoting rnaritime

understanding and naval cooperation.l Most important of all, these
forums pro.'ide naval leaders with the opportunity fo. personal
contact and repeated opportunities to get to know each other befter.
This would appear to augur well for the future of the region.
Suggestions
Based on our previous experience, we would like to suggest
the following rneans enhancing naval cooperation:

'

Establbhment of a maitime puce tegime in the '4sia Pacific. T\e
conflicting and overlapping claims in the region need to be
resolved by political means. At the same time some form of
peace regime needs to be established to rnanage any possible
crisis that could develop into military flare'up.

'

Ned fur a multilateral INCSEA (lncidents at Sed agreement'T\is
type of agreement is considered as one of the ways to prevent
accidents and miscalculations at sea. INCSEA establishes an

1

Th" popularity of the Western Pacific Naval Symposium can be seer in the fact
that ihdnumbi:r of participating countries has increased to 17'

fi
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obligation for dl parties at sea to avoid any rnanoeuvnffl which
could endanger ships of other parties under surveillance.

'

Ned fot *ttior tuoal rqraantatioa in tlrc ARF. Many ncthods
of developing CBMs have been adopted in this region through
WPNS and ISS. These forums need to be considered more
seriously as plafforms where actions can be initiaed and
obictives advanced further, rather than being regarded as
only occasions for a formal naval get-together. The discarssions
at the WPNS and ISS seem to have no end and involve no
political commibnent on the part of those taking part It is time
now b consider the participation of naval representatives in
the ARF to enable their views to be registered and taken into
consideration.

'

Ned for a comttmn opqatiorul ilrchine. To enhance better
understanding and trust at the operational level, there is a
need for a certain degree of inter-operability amongst naval
vessels at sea. This doctrine could be used to facilitae conunon
operational procedures for Asia Pacific navies induding nontraditional partners.

Conduslon
Though we have experienced numerous forms of naval
cooperation we feel that they have not been given due recognition in
higher decision-making forums.
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V AN ruNOFFICIAL) AUSTRALIAN

PERSPECTIVE ON COLLABORATIVE
GUNNERY EXERCISES
Russ Swinnerton
Intsoduc6on
Why would we wish to cooperate? ln general, our interests in
fostering maritinn cooperation are three-fold. First, cooperation helps
build confiderrce and tmst between rnaritfuE forces. Second,
cooperative structures can be used to maintain communication when
tensions are heightened. Third, it can create an environment where
maritime forces can combine to do real work on the high seas or within
national iurisdiction, to achieve what Michael Leifer called a stable
maritime regime.l Cooperation also serves to prepare the ground for
inter-operability and harder edged collaborative operations if the
shooting starts.

Now that we have put naval gunfire on tlre table, we might
usefully employ the concept to illuminate the question of cmperation.
When we are determined to satisfy ourselves that the gun mounbd on
the bow of our ship is serviceable, we fire it. Our daily decks of
systems, turret, ammunition and crew are not sufficient to satisfy us. If
we wish to be sure that the weapon is not only going to go bang when
we say shoot, but to also hit the target, then we fire it.

It occurs to rE that our recent first-fack endeavours in the
maritime cooperative field in Southeast Asia are very much like our
daily system checlc. They are fine, when the sea room is too restrictive
for a

firing

practice,

but

inadequate

if we are after

a

confidence.building result. Recent reporting of Western Pacific Naval
Symposium (WPNS) meetings, and the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARD
intersessional meetings on CBMs and, more particularly, on search and
rescue, are reminiscent of what one feels when the Weapons Electrical

Midud Leifer, The Maritisre Regime and Regional Security in East Asla', TIU
Prcifc Rcvicto, Vol.4 No2, 1992, pp.D636, cited in Sam BatesurU Maritime

Cooperadon and Dialogue' in Dick Sherwood (d), Idrlritirtu Poan k ,lu Chitu
fus: &pebility etul Rr,tionolc (Austsalian Defence Studieg Qenbe, Canberra, 194),
p'p.14955.
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Engineering Officer (WEEO) presents himself on the bridge after Daily
System Operational Tese (DSOTs) and reports the system serviceable
without a shot being fired: 'well, he would say that, wouldn't he?'.

This short paper suggests that cooperation for its own sake is
serving very limited aims.If we wish our cooperation to hit the target
of building confidence and of providing a vehicle for easing tensions
when tensions rise, then our habits of cooperation should be to
Ercaningfui ends. If they are, then they will also facilitate the work of
building the stable maritinre regime.
The Meetinge
Before dwelling on sonre of the specifics of naval cooperation
(or, more properly, of maritime cooperation, sinc€ we still have a fuw
recalcitrant air forces in the region with maritine assets and
might be helpful to briefly review the enabling
aspirations),
processes of cmperatiory the meetings such as the ARF and WPNS.
The last Malaysian Defence Minister, the Hon. Dato'Sri Mohd Naiib
bin Tun Flaii Abdul R^zak, while delivering the keynote address at a

it

maritime CBM seminar in Kuala Lumpur in August 1994, publicly
welcomed the ARF as 'beginning the process of institutionalising
CBMs'.2
ARF Intetsessionals

Several first-track ARF meetings

and

intersessional

in the field of
maritime cooperation dealing with confidencebuilding measures
conferences have now been held, the two most notable

(CBMs) and s€arch and rescue (SAru. Participating crcuntries attended

with a mixture of experts and policy officers. Those from outside the
narrow professional subject field who have attended profess great
admiration and interest in the way the experts are able to cooperate in
the intersessional context (particularly so in the case of the SAR
meeting).

Dato'Srt Mohd Nailb bin Tun Haji Abdul Razak, Keynote Addre$ at MIMA
seminan CBMs A, fu in tlu Asia Pecilic Rcgim: Ivlcethq ilu Aullcngcs $ tlu 27st
Czrr@, Ktt^la Lunpur, 2-3 August I 994.
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But this should not surprise us: SAR specialists are already
directed by a number of international agreements, overseen by the
International Maritime Organisation (IMO) and International Civil
Aviation Organisation (ICAO), to cooperate. That the cooperation is
imperfect at a number of interfaces is irrelevant - the forums for
international cooperation in SAR already exist, and the ARF is
unneaessary as a vehicle to bring these specialists together.
We need to be wary, therefore, of seeing too much significance
from this kind of process- rather than substancedriven meeting. Let us
not draw too much comfort from the fact that SAR specialists can talk
together. They talk together on an almost daily basis, and when the
unforeseen disaster occurs, all (or almost all) of the niceties of
diplomatic behaviour and precedent are subordinated in the interests
of saving life at sea or in the air: in practice, SAR works pretty well.

The ARF might altematively be able to offer a forum for
consideration of security issues that might stimulate maritime
cooperation, for which there are no other effective international
forums. The tricky bit is in deciding which areas. At the distant,
difficult end of the continuum, we have the following possible areas of
intersessional consideration:

t

A mechanism for resolving political maritime claims such as
claimed archipelagic sea lanes, rather than through the IMO

s

Safety Comrnittee.

'

A

mechanism for resolving disputed territorial daims of the
Spratly variety.

It is, of course, hoped that the ARF will ultimately offer an
avenue for a solution to the Spratly issue, and it may only be possible
to reach that level of consideration after passing through a number of
less<ontentious (processdriven) stages. Certainly, it is not possible
now to address such issues. At the softer, more consensual end of the
spectrum, we might consider:

r

Dstant-water fishing operations. Although other forums do
exist to address fishing in the Western Pacific, they do not
place fishing into a regional security context, and yet in the
region fishing is a regular cause of shots being fired and ships
being sunk.

il
t
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ldaritinc fraud with effects across borders - phantom ships drawing together the insurers, cargo owner!, enforcement
agencies and flag state registries who deal with or are victims
of phantom ships.

t

Cross-border pollution issues, such as transfer of 'hazardous'
wastes, debating such issues as whether tankdeaning sludge
should be treated as covered by the Basel Convention

(notifiable, requiring

prior informed consent for

its

acreptance), or regarded as a by-product of sea transport.

All these issues, except perhaps fishing, rnay be too 'soft' to
generab sensible first-track consideration. It still seems important,
however, to prove the mechanism by addressing a substantive issue
beforc we harre to fire in the face of a real threat to security. Perhaps
the ARF could hold an intersessional meeting on regional naval
cmperatiory and invite the WPNS to conduct it. This would offer at
least one significant advantage, in providing for broader
understanding and recognition of the benefis that WPNS has already
generated.

I{PNS
WPNS is a gathering of professionals without political or
- it is almost invisible in policy terms. Whilst
WPNS has adrieved significant progress, particularly in disseminating
information to assist interoperability, it is to some extent limited by its
first-tack nafirre. It is inherently conservative, tending to enshrine
national rather than regional positions, and tends to demand
consensus of the entire group before accepting concepts for
development. And it does not advertise.

policy intervention

In general, there seem to be no proponents of the regional
view. No one euggests, for example, the importance of recording in
proceedings or otherwise publishing the extent of existing bilateral or
multil,aEral cooperation actually underway in the region as an
expression of ttre possible for other regions. There seenrs no
endorsernent of the principle of members moving at their own pace to
adopt multilateral activity, regarding resolutions as recommended or
advisory, and not imrnediately binding.
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It would seem to be helpful for WPNS to inform and be
informed by the parallel processes concemed with maritime and
broader regional security cooperation.
The In-frastmcture
WPNS exists, has credibility and a substantial track record. Its
strengths should be built on, in a way that maximises its advantages
whilst recognising the importance of progress in areas of substance.

WPNS' lack

of regional advocacy can be contrasted with

PASOLS, the Pacific Area Senior Officers' Logistic Seminar. PASOLS

(perhaps because of the importance, for logistic support, of achieving
significant progress in operationalising its concepts for cmperation)
has a standing secretariat able to focus outcomes, Preserve crcrporate
memory and manage the flow of documentation that sustains the
organisation between meetings. PASOLS has been running for over
twenty years, and ib example of a standing secretariat offers an insight
into how WPNS might be improved

A standing

secretariat for WPNS would offer the following

advantages:

o

It would provide a staff to coordinate and schedule nreetings,
and contribute effort and experience to assist the host navy in
mounting and conducting meetings. With a sufficiently senior
chief of staff in the secretariat, it could also contribute to
encouraging appropriate attendance.

t

It

could provide editorship, custody and rnaintenance of

documents covering WPNS doctrine and procedures.

'

It would provide a central reservoir of experience, both in

terms of WPNS itself, and the cooperative activities of its
members.

'

A

secretariat could begin the process of developing the
regional advocacy and voice that is nec€ssary to gain
madmumbenefit from such an organisation.

'

It

could schedule exercises and provide a nucleus for and

oversight of planning of specific WPNS exercises or activities.
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The r€sourc€ cost of a secretariat would also require
A srnall staff only is envisaged, preferably representing

rcsolution.

several navies, and preferably located centrally in the region. Creative
solutions are called for, where existing arrangements arc used
wherever possible to offset costs. One navy might donate office space,
and another spaceavailable air transport. An existing regional security

arrangement (which offers a mechanism for sharing operating costs
and which repr€sents at least four WPNS members) might also be
approadred for support.

Countering the STATIAVFORPAC Argument
Before considering some initiatives that might succeed as
vehides for cooperation, it is worth describing why a Standing Naval
Force in Asia (STATIAVFORPAO is unlikely to be accepted:

'

The long passage distances imposed by the geography of the
Pacific Ocean makes this kind of cooperation less aftractive in
resource terms, compared to the eastern Atlantic and North
Sea.

'

The politics of international cooperation in the Western Pacific

tend away from formal multilateralism and institutional
solutions b problems of this nature. Even proposing a
standing naval force sends unattractive rnessages of European
solutions to Asian problems.

'

The region has no underlying command logistic or
organisational structure analogous to NATO from which to
establish and numage such a force. At the least, a
STANAVFORPAC would require a shore operational and
logistic headquarters that would impose a significant
overhead.

Sharing Training Opportunities
Southeast Asian states, while not comfortable with multilateral
exercises or nnre overt military cooperation, might be attsacted to
sonre low-}ey cooperative training activities programmed by WPNS.

They could be structured, obiective.driven training activities without
any political renario, concenhating target services and other exercise
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in a way which would allow very cpst+ffective training.
This is a model that several regional navies already use, usually
r€sources

unilaterally, to maxirnise training benefits.

Using the cooperative framework of WPNS,

it would be

possible to schedule a number of these training activities in a way that
would allow sequential participation by a number of regional navies.
Direct training benefits would be achieved, in addition to tlre collateral
benefits of association. Such activities, shorn of the wool of ceremonial

and scenario, would allow cost-effective training and significant
collateral benefits.
Such an exercise schedule would also offer the opportunity for
rapid progress in developing interoperability, initially in areas of

non-sensitive cooperatiory such as SAR, disaster relief and cooperative
high seas suneillance. Depending on ASEAIrl"s collective threat
would be possible in future to extend sudr an
assessment,
mine
indude defensive activity such
anangement
(MCM),
even to the higher order sea lines of
counterrneasures
communication (SLOC) protection activity of anti-submarine, antisurface and anti-air warfare.3

it

as

to

Australian Maritime Operations in Southeast Asia
Using cooperation with Malaysia as an example,let me briefly
describe how practical maritime cooperation with Australian ships and
aircraft works at present.

Malaysia and Australia share a rnaritime surveillance
operation through'deployments of P3C rnaritinn patrol aircraft to the
Royal Malapian Air Force GMAF) base at Butterworth, Malaysia, to
conduct surveillance missions in South-East Asian waters'.4 These
operations cover mutually agreed patrol lines to satisfy mutually
derived military surveillance obiectives. In the course of patrols, the
aircraft of course obtain information of direct use b Mal,aysia in
enforcing the regulations of its EEZ - we are continuing to improve our

3

4

t*

p,roirt on
These notes are extracted from a paper prepared
" ^4114{rl$PRI
Regional Anru Control.
*fcndrt Austmlia, Defelrce White Paper 1991 (Ausbalian e,ovemm€nt Rrblishing
Service, Canberra, 199{L pp.89-90.
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efficiency in passing sortie information to RMAF authorities ashore in
near-red time.
Royal Australian Navy (RAN) ships also cooperab with the
Royal Malaysian Navy (RMN) and RMAF assets in the conduct of
military surveillance exercises and operations. These activities (except
the P-3C operations) are replicated with most other countries in
ASEAI{.
Therc were thirty-three RAN ship visits to Malaysian ports in
The shipo conduct Five Power Defence Arrangement (FPDA)
Exercise Starfish' every year, and this is an activity that can be
incrcasingly classed as a high-level exercise opportunity.
Airdefence<apable ships also participate in the FPDA Integrated Air
Defence SysFms 0ADS) Maior Air Defence Exercises (ADEX) at least
once per year (twice in 1996). A substantial bilaEral stercise
programme is also maintained, both in the LUMUTEX series (a
harbour period followed by a sea phase) and in less-forrnal Passing
Exercises GASSEXs). Sorne of these PASSEXs involve subrnarine and
1995.

P-3C involvement.

Condusion
The ARF has achieved much. WPNS, too, has made significant
progesE in a number of areas, albeit without gaining much regional
rccognition of the benefits obtained. Both organisations are praised for

their work in setting forward a framework within whidr future
cooperative activities might take place.

Real work needs to be done, however, to addresg rcal
prcblems in the maritime environment. There are issues now for
which these intemational ocoperative frameworks might be usefully
erployed to improve the security environment. If work of subetanc€
and not iust process is achieved, the effectiveness (and the perception
of effectiveness) of the ARF and WPNS wi[ be significantly enhanced.
The confidence of the participants in them will increase confidence,
somethirg whidr will prove invaluable should those organisations
need to undertake urgent work in future to sustain the security
environment.
At present, the emerging regional security environment offers
conditions that are particularly suitable for cooperation. It is a time for
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and opportunities unencumbered by overconcentration on traditional difficulties and impediments. There are of
course risks with too dramatic a pace of development, but if these are
recognised and allowed for, then they do not need to hinder the fall of
advancing ideas

shot.
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INDIA AND THE INDIAN OCEAN
Rahul Roy-Chaudhury

In a manner similar to navies of certain shapes and sizes
worldwide, the Indian Navy is ideally suited to the conduct of
operations in support of political objectives. This is due to the inherent
characteristics of its forces, induding their flexibility, visibilig, and
mobility, as well as the unique nature of the medium upon which they
traverse.l In addition, the large and interconnected water bodies which
dominate the Earth provide considerable access worldwide. Major
issues such as the freedom of navigation, shipping environmental
pollutiory and the changes in the Law of the Sea are therefore
international by nature and the responsibility of all littoral and island
states in the world.

ln view of these factors, the navy has taken the lead amongst
the three Indian armed services in demonstrating its political roles in
peacetime. Over the years, its perspective on cooperation has
traditionally focused on visits to foreign ports, the hosting of foreign
warships, disaster relief and bilateral naval assistance. In a recent
development, it has begun to focus on the conduct of irint naval
exercises with foreign navies.
India'e Perspective
In a major shift in policy in late 1991, the Indian governnrent
acceptd the navy's proposal to resume what were considered to be
high-profile interactions with foreign navies. These were to take place
in the form of joint exercises with selected littoral and extra-regional
navies of the Indian Ocean. This was a particularly important decision
as it brought to an end over twenty-five years of self-imposed isolation
on the part of the Indian Navy, during which time virtually no irint
naval exercises were conducted.

Se Hedley BuIl, 'Sea Power and Political Inlluencc' in fonathan Alford (ed.L Sca
Pow end Influencc: OIil Issuu and Nao Clullcnges (C,ower, Farnborough, 1980), p.8.
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It was no coincidence that this move canre when it did. A
dramatic transformation of the global strategic envirronment had iust
taken place. The Cold War had conr to an end, the Gulf War had
ended in victory for the multinational forc€s, arut the erstwhile Soviet
naval presence in the Indian Ocean was expecbd to be negligible in
the near future. In view of these developnrents, ptospects for
multidimensional maritime and naval cooperation in the region
appeared most opportune.
The nature and scope of the pint naval exercises envisaged,
howerler, were quite different from those which had taken place a
quarter of a century earlier. These were pint multilateral naval
exercises, organised in the 1950s and the 1960s by the British, and held
annually amongst the navies of lndia, Pakistan and Sri Lanka, with the
participation of the Royal Navy, and, at times, the Australian and New
Zealand navies as well. Held for a three-week perid in August, off the
northeastern Sri Iankan port of Trincomalee, they came to be known
by the acronym JET (oint Exercises Trincomalee). IET provided the
navies the opportunity to carry out advanced tactical exercises,
especially crucial anti-submarine training exercises, which were really
not possible due to the absence of subrnarines in virtually all Indian
Ocean navies atthe time.2 These tasks werc somewhat simplified as all
the navie then operated on Allied Tactical Publicatiors (ATP) and
Common Signal Publications (CSP).3 In 1964 IET carne to an abrupt
end, in view of the increasingly antagonistic relations betwetn India
and Pakistan. fust over a year later, India was involved in a war
against Pakistan.
For over twelve years after the end of fET, the Indian Navy did
not carry out any exercise with a foreign navy. This was due primarily

to the increased level of Cold War tensions and the onset

of

euperpower naval rivalqy in the Indian Ocean. In these circumstances,
India's non-aligned foreign policy did not allow any irint naval
exercise to take place with the two rnapr protagonists or their allies.

This was dearly a blow to the erstwhile Soviet Union, which was
interested in carrying out exercises of this nature. It is important to
2

Rahul RoyQuudhury, 'Indian Naval Dplomacy', Indior Dcfarcc

3

January-Mardt 1991 p.53.
Lt Cdr B-l\,t.Dimri, ?.laval Diplomacy and UNCLOS

19,4,p.(5.
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Rc?iao,
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note, however, that this did not affect the important warship
supplier/recipient relationship between the two co,rtrttier. As for the
lg":"Tg_"d Wup of counEies, it was, unfortunately, considered that
pint
bilateral naval exercises did not constituie an imporant
'
dirrrension of India's diplomatic relationship.
The first of only twoexceptions to the policy of not carrytng
naval exercises_took plice during th! brief period of the
Party rule in New Delhi in the late tizw. on this occasiory the
Ildian Navy carried out a single jnint multilateral naval exercise with
Australian and New Zealand naval forces. Both the Indian and
Australian naval forces participating in these exercises were led by
aircraft carriers.4 This was followediwelve years later in l9g9 with a
!Igt" irint bilateral naval exercise with wirships of the Indonesian
Navy off Surabaya.

9ut pi$

I"Tt

- The goverrunent,s determined new policy of encouraging the
cgndgg of irint bilateral naval exercises, amidsi the uncertai"nties of
$9 stouat and regional security environment, aims to achieve three

things:

t

To dtslel coycan ouet India's naval builit-up programme anir
pwn-yojation capbilifres. such'concerns had

aryansion of

been made known to India from about the mid-19g0s bv some
of the littoral states of the Indian oceary including austratia.

They essentially related to the Indian Navy's pu"rctrase of a
second aircraft carier in 19g6 and to the three-year lease of a
nuclear-powered submarine from the erstwhite soviet union
in 1988. Moreover, the rationare for Indian naval exDansion
was also questioned and simplistically and eroneously
perceived to be due to the desiie of the countqy to be the
dominant power in the region. The absence of'a crear<ut
policy statement from the Indian government, as to the
reasons for the modernisation and ixpansion of the navy,
along with the isolation of the service, itearry added to theie

concems.

foint naval exercises are seen by the Indian government as a
means b dispel these concerns and build coniidence and tnrst
VieAdminl

SMookerjee.(Retd), Toint Navat Exercises: Overdue Change of
Collae', llnitcd Semices institutc of india \or-"f, eprii-l""JfZ, p.feO
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in the relationship amongst the littoral states of the Indian
Ocean. It is expected that the nature of interactions the ioint
exercises provide, both at sea and port, will generate greater
transparency as to Indian naval activities and responsibilities.

In this respect, sensitive naval bases, such as the naval air
establishment at Port Blair in the Andaman Islands and the
submarine base at Vishakapatnam, have also been oPend uP
to warships of a selective few countries. Since 1991, naval

ships from Malaysia, Indonesia, Australia, Singapore and
Blair. Singapore Navy warships also
visited Vishakapatnam for the first time in 1996.

France have visited Port

To imyooe the nature of bilateral relations with the littwal states of
the Indian Ocean, as well as othus. foint naval exercises are
increasingly being seen as an important asPect of the country's

foreign policy. In this endeavour, they help instil, as well

as

build upon, a military dimension to bilateral political
relationships.
For counhies of the Indian Ocean littoral which previously did

not have a military relationship with India, ioint

naval
Indian
defence
of
promotion
lead
the
to
exercises could also
products and services in the short term. For the others, ioint
naval exercises are seen as improving the totality of the
political relationship, as well as signifying India's interest in
peace and stability in the Indian Ocean. In the case of the
United States, for example, the continued naval interactions,
amidst serious political differences, signify the desire of both
countries to keep their relations on an even keel.

To improoe the lndian Nauy's tactics and strategy. Interactions
with foreign navies, especially those which are highly
professional and technologically advanced, enable the Indian
Navy to learn valuable lessons for warfighting and peacetime
opeiations. They also provide opportunities to assess the skill
and combat capabilities of foreign navies at sea. There is,
however, some dispute as to the value of the lessons to be

&
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learnt from the limited nature of the joint naval exercises
carried out so far.S
Experiences

Over the years, the Indian Navy has gained considerable
in a number of forms of naval cooperation. These largely
remain timited to the Indian ocean and are essentiallv bilateral bv
experience

nature, and relatively modest in scope.

Visits to ForcignPorts
Since the mid-1980s, the Indian Navy has increased the
frequency of goodwill visits to those countries in the Indian Ocean
yhicl expressed concern over the nature and extent of its expansion.
Fol the past ten yeani, for example, the Indian Navy has visited ports
in Indonesia and Malaysia virtually every year. This induded the visit
of two warships to Penang in 1990-91, to take part in the international
fleet review that marked the fiftieth anniversary of the Royal
Malaysian Navy. The most recent visit to Malaysia of two Indian
yarshigs took place in fanuary 1995. Since 1985, lndian naval ships
have also visited Australian ports three times. During 1991-94, the
lndian Navy visited 22 countries and approximately 25 ports. In
contrast, during the same period, the South African Navy visited 35
countries and 54 ports.6
Ho sting F oreign W archip s

_ Indian ports continue to host visits by foreign warships,
including those from Malaysia, Indonesia, Australia, and the United
states. As mentioned earlier, sensitive naval establishments have also
been opened up to warships of foreign countries on a selective basis. In
view of its 'gunboat diplomacy' during the 1921 Indo-pakistani war,
the entry of American warships to Indian ports had been refused till
the mid-1980s. During the 1990-91 Gulf War, however, US ships on
5

6

ibid.,p.163.
WayneAbraha_mse, 'Deyeloging Cotrntries and Naval Dplomacy' in Greg Mills
(d.), fulr'ritit u Poliay t'or Daeloping Nations (south African lnsutut6 of Internitional

Affairs, fohannesburg 1995), p.131.
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their way to the war z)ne were allowed refuelling stops.T lnNovember
1993, the first visit in very many years of a Chinese warship, a
destroyer-size training ship, took place at Bombay. On the earlier
Chinese naval visit to the Indian Ocean in the mid-1980s, no Indian
port had been visited. In March 1995, the first visit (in a very long time)
of a South African naval ship, a combat support vessel, took place in
response to the visit, three months earlier, of two Indian warships to
South Africa.
Disaster Relief

On a few

occasions,

the Indian Navy has responded to

requests from foreign governments to provide aid and disaster relief.

A

recent example, Operation 'Madad' (Help), was the Maldivian

request for relief supplies, when a massive tidal wave struck some of
its islands in )uly 1991.8
B

il ater al N au aI As sis t anc e9

a)

Sri Lanka 1971: The first major role of the Indian Navy in

cooperation with a foreign government took place in 1971 during the
insurgency in Sri Lanka. In April that year, the Indian government

provided military assistance to Sri Lanka in order to counter the
fanatha Vimukthi Peramuna (JVP) or People's Liberation Front, a
terrorist organisation of Maoist origin. This followed a formal request
by the goverrunent of Sri Lanka to several countries, including India,
Pakistan and Britain. In the event, India was the first country to
provide the required military assistance, in the form of naval and air
units.
Five Indian frigates transported military supplies to Colombo

and canied out surveillance duties off the Sri Lankan coast (in
association with the Sri Lankan Navy). The main task of the lndian
naval force lay in preventing the seaborne supply of arms and
ammunition to the terrorist movement. This was carried out
7
8
9

Rahul Roy-Chaudhury, 'Showing the Flag', Maritime Intenatbtul, February 1995,
P.17.

Dimri,'Naval Diplomacy and LJNCLOS III', p.69.
For further details on this section, see Rahul Roy-Chaudhury,
Sarri{r (Brassey's, london, 1995).
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successfully. By the end of June 1971, the JVP had suffercd mapr
loss6 as a result of the Sri Lankan military and paramilitary forces.
The Indian naval force was consequently withdrawn.

b)

Sri l^anla 1987-90: In view of the Indo-Sri l.ankan Agreement of
luly 29,1982 units of the Indian Peace.Keeping Force (PKF) deployed
in northern and eastern Sri Lanka came into conflict with the
Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE), the most powerful Tamil
militant organisation on the island. The Indian Navy played an
important, and fairly successful, role in these operations.

The terms of the Indo-Sri Lankan Agreement provided

a

specific role for the Indian Naly and Coast Guard, in contrast to that
of the IPKF. While the latter was given a general task to 'guarantee and
enforce the cessation of hostilities', paragraph 2.16 G) of the agreement
specifically stated:

The Indian Navy/Coast Guard will cooperate with the Sri
Lankan Navy in preventing Tamil militant activities from
affecting Sri Lanka.lo

This did not mean that the Navy was restricted to active
surveillance and engagement missions alone, but that they were
considered the most important in terms of the agreement. The
prevention of the flow of arms to Sri Lanka would not only weaken the
morale of the LTTE, but greatly assist Indian military operations on
land.
The extent of cooperation with the Sri lankan Navy, however,
remained minimd. This was partly due to its limited capacity and to
its reluctance to engage forcibly in any sort of military action. It
appeared to be following the precedent set by the army, which had
been confined to barracks by the terms of the agreement. Nonetheless,
the Sri l.ankan Navy's knowledge of the coastal areas was of much
benefit to the Indian Nary.Other roles of the Indian Navy included
bansportation and logistical support missions, as well as active
military support to forces on the ground. All Indian military forces,
including the nav/, were withdrawn by the end of March 1990, on the
explicit orders of the then Sri Lankan president.

10

For the text of the

Indosri

Lankan Agreement, see Satish Kumar (ed"),

Yarfukon

Inilb's Foreign Policy 7987-7988 (Tata McCraw-Hill, New Delhl 1988), pp'233-8.
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c) fre Maldives 1988: In November 1988, the Indian Navy played a
crucial role in ensuring the security of the Maldive Islands and in
bringrng about the capture of the mercenaries involved in a coup
attempt. Soon after the decision was taken by the Indian Cabinet to
intervene, on the request of the Maldives goverrunent, a naval Tu-142
maritime reconnaissance (MR) plane was sent to ensure that the
runu/ay at Hulule airport was not blocked. While Indian Air Force
transport aircraft were landing in the Maldives, a grouP of 46
mercenaries commandeered a 5,000 tonne merchant ship and set sail
with twenty-seven hostages aboard. The next morning, a naval Il-38
MR plane spotted the ship, and a Tu-1,42 MR aircraft determined its
course. Two Indian frigates in the area were promptly sent in pursuit.
When negotiations with the mercenaries proved futile, the warships
shelled and dropped depth charges near the merchant ship. In the
early hours of November 6, the mercenaries finally surrendered and
their ship was boarded by Indian naval personnel.

d)

Sri l^anka at presenh Since 1993, the Indian Navy and Coast Guard
have been cooperating with the Sri lankan Navy in conducting
surveillance and patrol operations in the Palk Straits, in an attempt to
prevent the supply of arms/ammunition to Tamil militants from the
Indian coast or elsewhere. There have been a few successes during
these operations, although they have not been conducted pintly.

Participation in United Nations Operations
For the first time, in the early 1990s, Indian naval ships
actively participated in a United Nations peacekeeping effort off the
Somalian coast, with both the Unified Task Force-Somalia (UNITAF)
and the United Nations Operation in Somalia GINOSOM II).11 For iust
over two years from December 1992, two ships of the Indian Navy
provided humanitarian aid to Mogadishu from Mombasa. During
these operations, low-level joint multilateral exercises were also

carried out with warships of the Americary Canadian, Italian and
French navies.l2 Although Indian naval vessels did not assist the
11

72

Rear-Admiral K.R.Mmon, Maritime Developments and OpportuniHes in South
Asia' in Sam Bateman and Dick Sherwood (eds), Australb's Metitirrla Btitlgc Inlo
Asic (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1995),p.41.
Rear-Admiral Sampath Pillai, 'Somalia-lndian Navy in the Land of Punt', Qwttn
Deck,94,194,p.65.
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induction of the Indian military contingent of about 5,000 peoplg three
warships were deployed off the southern Somalian port of Kismayu to
help in their de'induction and in the transportation of their equipment
to lndia.
Proaision of Ailoanczil N otice of Naa al F-xercises
In an important but little noticed development, both India and
Pakistan rcached, and signed, an agreement on 6 April 1991 on the
provision of 'Advanced Notice of Military Exercises, Manoeuues, and
Ttoop Movements'.l3 The agreement was ratified by both countries,

and came into force with the exchange of the lnstrurnents of
Ratification in August 7992.14 This was a crucial naval confidence.
building measure, in view of the limited distance between the two
mapr Indian and Pakistani naval bases and the shape of the
coastline.l5

The govemments of both India and Pakistan reached this
agleement in order to prevent any crisis situation arising from a
misreading of the other side's intentions. The mairr aspects of the
naval dimension of the agreement are as follows:

t

If a major naval exercise is held, involving six or more ships of
destroyer/frigate size and above, exercising in company and
crossing into the other's Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ), the
schedule of the exercise is to be transmitted in writing to the
other side through diplomatic channels 30 days in advance
(from the corunencement of movement of warships from their
locations).

'

T'his would comprise information on the type and level of the
exercise, and the planned duration of the activity.

l3

Fq the text of the agreemenL see Rear-Admiral KR.Menon (Retd), Maritime
Crnllict Resolution and Confidmce-Building in South Asla', Irulbn Dcfatce Raiao,

l4

JN.Dixit, Atutonry of

t5

October-Desrb€r

1995,

pp3941.

a Flaued
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Konark Publistrers, Delhi, 1995),pp31!16.
Menon, Maritime Conllict Resolution and Confidme-Building ln South Asia',
p30.
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In case of some change in exercise area/grouping of warships,
details of the change are to be brought to the notice of the
other country at least 15 days in advance.

Naval ships and submarines of the two countries are not to
come less than three nautical miles from each other, in order to
avoid any accident while operating in international waters.

In additiory during the meetings held between the lndian and
in 1991, some progress was rnade on both the
establishment of communication links between units at sea and
measures to prevent mutual interference.l6 On 24lanuary 1994, India
sent six non-papers to Pakistan; one of these related to additional
confidence-building measures between the two countries, including
the setting up of an institutional mechanism to resolve ambiguities to
enable a more effective implementation of the agreement on
'Advanced Notice of Military Exercises, Manoeuwes, and Troop
Movemenb'.l7 These were reiected by Pakistan. The subsequent round
of Foreign Secretary level talks, where these proposals could have been
discussed, is yet to take place.
Pakistani armed forces

The Coniluct of

lointBilateralNaaal and Coast GuarilErcrcises

In view of the dramatic shift in the Indian government's policy
in 1991, a number of joint bilateral exercises have been held with
thirteen littoral as well as extra-regional navies of the Indian Ocean
(Tables 3WI).1 and 3(VI).2).

In terms of the littoral states of the Indian Oceary the Indian
Navy's emphasis continues to be placed on the Bay of Bengal/Eastern
Indian Ocean, with joint naval and coast guard exercises being
conducted with five countries so far. Significantly, four of them are
members of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN).
Although the present series of joint naval exercises bega with an
Australian warship off the Andamans in 1991, the momentum with
Australia has not been maintained. Indeed, the Indian Navy has
conducted the largest number of joint naval exercises with ttrc
Republic of Singapore Navy (RSN; the fourth such exercise concluded
l5
t7

ibid., pp.31-2.

Dirit, Anatomy of a Flrweil

Inheritance, p.376.
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in Mardr 1996. Joint naval exercises have also been carried out with
two countries of the Arabian Sea/western Indian Oceary Oman and
the United Arab Emirates (UAE). More are expected to follow soon.
Most of these exercises have been relatively modest in scope, being
conducted with about one or two warships on each side, for about a
day or two.

Amongst the extra-regional navies of the Indian Oceary the
most significant, and the largest, joint naval exercises have been
conducted with the United States. Notwithstanding the emotional
outburst in protest in the Indian Parliament on the eve of the first such
exercises ('Malabar 92'l off Goa in May"1,992, they took place in March
19!)6. However, the second round of exercises to be planned had to be
postponed continuously for about tfuee years, till they were finally
conducted off Cochin in May 1995 ('Malabar 95'). The third lndo-US
pint naval exercises took place less than a month ago, despite serious
differences on nuclear and ballistic missile issues between the two
countries.

In rnarked contrast to the 'passing exercises' of 'Malabar 92',
'Malabar 95'involved the most important dimension of naval warfare

in the present day, that of anti-submarine warfare (ASm.

These

involved ASIA/ tactics and communication, including the detection and
mock destruction of submarines, and encompassed the participation of
all three dimensions of naval power - air, surface and subsurface.
Moreover, these exercises were carried out for a period of four days,
and, in addition to the participation of destroyers and frigates (trryo on
each side) involved, for the first time, nuclear-powered submarines
and the P-3C Orion MR aircraft on the American side and Kilodass
submarines on the Indian side. The selection of the forces employed
was particularly beneficial to both navies. In September 1994, a tenday
exercise was also held in India between the special forces of the two
senrrices. The first ever joint naval exercises with the erstwhile Soviet
Union/Russia were canied out only in 1993.

Over the years, the frequency of joint naval/coast guard
er<ercises has

not altered considerably, averaging at nearly five a year.

In dl, the Indian Navy and Coast Guard have carried out 24 pint
bilateral naval/coast guard exercises since October 1991 (Table
3ffr)3).
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3(VI).t lolnt Bilateral Naval and Coast Guard Exercises with
Littoral States of the Indian Ocean since 1991
Table

Counby

Year

Bay of BengaVEastern Indian Ocean

Australia

1997
1992
7995

Indonesia

7994

Malaysia

7994

Singapore

7993
1994
1995

1996

Thailand

1995

Arabian Sea/Western Indian Ocean
Oman

1993

United Arab Emirates (UAE)

l995

Maldive Islands
(Coast Guard Exercises)

7991
1992
1994
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Table 3ffI).2loint Bilateral Naval Exercises with Extra-Regional
Navies of the Indian Ocean since 1991
Year
France

7992

NewZealand

1993

Russia

1993

7994

IJK

7992
1993

USA

1992
1995

1996

Table 3(VI)3: Frequency of JointNaval and Coast Guard Exercisee
Year

Frequency

1991 (October-December)

1992
7993
7994
1995

1996

October
24
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Suggestions
The broad areas of naval cooperation identified and suggested
since the early 1990s by naval personnel (both serving and retired),

commentators and analysts, include the following - greater
transparency in procurement plans and the future shape and size of
naval forces and the rationale for naval deployment; cooperation
against transnational threats such as narco-terrorism and piracy;
multilateral agreement on the prevention of incidents at sea;
cooperation in hydrography and the training of personnel; joint
multilateral naval exercises; and a multilateral symposium on the
Indian Ocean.lE The most fruitful areas of naval cooperation for India
are warship maintenance and construction and naval hydrographic
training and operations.
Warship Maintm ance an il Construction

India's status as

a

maritime nation, with considerable

economic, political and military interests in the Indian Ocean, is
emphasised by its large and highly developed shipbuilding industry.
This consists of over 40 shipyards, both large and small, located in the
public as well as the private sector. In addition, over 300 small-scale
and ancillary industries supply crucial items and equipment to the
three largest shipyards in the country, which are administered by the
Ministry of Defence (Department of Defence Production).
In view of the Indian government's determined policy to attain
a sufficiently high degree of self-reliance in warship production, the
three defence shipyards have successfully built a number of
sophisticated warships. These include submarines, deshoyers, frigates

18

for exanple, Vice-Admiral Mihir Roy (Retd), 'Maritime Cooperation ln the
Indian Ocean' in Mills (ed.), Maritime Policy for Deoeloping Natbns, and 'From
Confrontation to Cooperation: A New Agenda for Ore Indian Navy', Uziled
Seroices Institute of India lounal, January-March 19%; C-apt. C. Uday Bhaskar,
'Regional Naval C-ooperation', Strategb Analysis, November 1992; C-ommodore
Sam Bateman, 'Confidence and Security Building: An Aushalian View', and
Admiral M.W.Hudson (Retd), 'Australia's Naval Policy in the Twenty-first
Century'in Jasjit Singh (ed.), Maritime Security (Institute for Defence Studies and
Analyses, New Delhi, 1993); Admiral Sir James Eberle (Retd), 'Prospects for
See,

Regional C-ooperation in Maritime Affairs', and Brigadier General Soedibyo (Retd),

'Regional Security and Military Cooperation: An Indonesian Perception'in lhe
Inilian Ocean: Challenges anil Opportunities (Navy Foundation, Delhi, 1992).
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and corvettes, along with patrol boats, minor crcastal combatanb and
auxiliary ships, which are presently in service with the Indian Navy.tr

The spare capacities in Indian defence shipyards could be
utilised for the maintenance and repair, as well as the constmction, of
shipo of littoral as well as extra-regional navies. This could be
undertaken on a bilateral basis in a planned and efficient manner. This
would enable the economical and effective construction and repair of
warships in the Indian Ocean region.
Naoal Hy ibographic Training and Op nations
The Indian Navy has been fortunate in gradually developing a
hydrographic capability which is possibly the fourth largest today.2oIt

is also the first navy in the world to have had a hydrographer as
chief.2l The lndian Navy's fleet of six indigenously built survey ships
is to expand to ten by the end of the decade, and then to sixteen soon
afterwards.22 The Indian naval hydrograpNc centre at Dehradun could
organise and conduct training progftunmes on a regular basis for naval
officers of Indian Ocean littoral counbies. The spare capacity of the
service can be utilised to undertake surveys for other countries in the
Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal. For the first time, the Indian Navy
undertook, and successfully completed, the survey of Oman's coastline
liast year, in a $5 million contract.
The conduct of naval hydrographic training and operations in

a bilateral rnanner would

enable establishment

of

hydrographic
not
the
the
oil,

deparhnents with navies of the Indian Ocean littoral which do
have them already, as well as enable the survey of large areas of
seabed in a joint and coordinated manner. This would facilitate
production of nautical charts; the exploration of the sea bed for
natural gas, and minerals; and the development of fisheries.

19 Se Rahul Roy-Chaudhury, 'lndia's Defence Shipyards', Maritirru latenutimat,
195,pp.7{.
zv Mardr
Mmon, Maritime Conllict Resolution and ConfidmeBuilding in South Asia',
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NaoalTraining
The Indian Navy continues to be the largest indigenous naval
force in the Indian Ocean littoral, with a balanced and mixed fleet
structure and a shength of about 55,000 personnel. In view of these
factors, its training requirements are varied and multidimensional,
necessitating the establishment of a number of basic and specialised
training acadernies and instihrtions throughout the country. A number
of them regularly train personnel from selected fo-reign navies. They
accounted for 114 officeri and 98 sailors in7992-93.8
The training provided at these facilities could be channelled

more effectively through coordination with other

training
This
basis.
a
bilateral
littoral
on
Indian
Ocean
establishments in the
intemational
with
and
sailors
naval
officers
selected
would provide
exposure and specialised training in areas such as helicopter
conversion courses and operations on helicopters and MR aircraft, in
the field of naval aviation alone.
Incteaseil Emphasis on Ship Visits
The value of ship visits, to foreign ports as well as the hosting
of foreign warships, has often been underestimated. This is a crucial
aspect of naval cooperation and needs to be emphasised. This could

take the form of visits by different types of warships, longer calls at
port and, more importantly, coordination with the visit of a Head of
State or Government to the host country. The success of systematic
naval ship visits can go a long way in building confidence amongst
states in the Indian Ocean.

Annual Conference on Naaal Cooperation in the Inilian Ocean
At this stage of interaction amongst navies, it would make
considerable sense to convene a conference, on an annual basis, that
could discuss the positive aspects as well as the problems and
difficulties of enhanced naval cooperation in the Indian Ocean. Naval
officers, as well as members of the strategic community and academics

23

Menon, 'Maritime Developments and Opporhmities in South Asia', p.43.
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of individual counbies, could take part in these deliberations. This
would be a crucial confidence-building measure, as it could bring out
the perceptions and/or the misperceptions of countries in the region.
This ctculd prevent misperceptions of the arms (especially naval) buildup arnongst ASEAN states in the late 1990s, as was the case concerning
the Indian Navy in the mid-1980s.

Conclusion

In terms of regional naval cooperation, two major related
trends are discernible in the policies of the Indian government and the
Indian Navy in the near future - an overwhelming emphasis on
trilateral, as opposed to multilateral, forrns of cooperation in sensitive
activities such as joint naval exercises, and stress on the Indian Ocean
as a whole, rather than any constituent part.
The Indian Navy's emphasis on bilateral forms of cooperation
can be seen from its experiences in terms of rraval assistance and
agleements, and even the rationale for the current series of pint naval
exercises. foint multilateral naval exercises were caried out only in the
1950s and 1!)60s when the global strategic environment was quite
different, on one occasion in7977-78, and for a limited period of time
during Indian naval operations off the Somalian coast as part of UN
peacekeeping activities.

Ttre only proposal for joint multilateral naval exercises
emanating from Naval Headquarters in the early 1990s came from
Admiral L. Ramdas, the Chief of Naval Staff (1991-93). Ramdas
envisaged the conduct of joint naval exercises with sorre of the
ASEAN states in 1993. This proposal was finally reduced to a
gathering (appropriately called 'Milan') of navies from six countries,
including Thailand, Indonesia and Singapore, at Port Blair in February
1995, with the president of India present at the inaugural function.
The problems with joint multilateral naval exercises, whether
by conception or extension of bilateral exercises, are not difficult to see.
Not only is there an absence of an agreed upon single corunon threat
perception, but the defence of the Sea Lines of Communication
(SLOG) in the Indian Ocean does not necessarily require the conduct
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of formal pint multilateral naval

exercises.24 At y such exercise, by
definitiory would necessitate the inclusion of some countries and the
exclusion of others. This could be misperceived as the beginning of a
military alliance of sorts, targeted against specific country/countries,
and would increase tensions in the area, rather than decrease them.

This would be particularly insensitivevb4-vb lndia's relations

People's Republic of China Gnc).zs Although the
modemisation of the Chinese Navy and its presence in the Indian
Ocean in the future is a source of concern to the Indian Nary, it would
be foolhardy to engage the navies of the ASEAN countries for pint
multilateral naval exercises. Instead, the first visit of a Chinese naval
warship to India in very many years in 1993 was followed by the visit
of two Indian ships to Shanghai in 1995 and the first visit of an Indian
Chief of Naval Staff to Beijing earlier this year.

with the

The absence of a multilateral forum for the whole of the Indian
Oceary as opposed to any constituent part, complicates matters further,

as there is no organisation under which truly multilateral naval
exercises could satisfactorily be conducted. This is important from
India's point of view, as it has vital economic and political interests in
the western part of the Indian Ocean as well, including its dependence
on the supply of oil from the Persian Culf. The development of an
Indian Ocean rim community is also some time away. Moreover, a
regional multilateral organisation like the South Asian Association for
Regional Cooperation (SAARC), of which India is a member, is totally
ineffective in this respect, in view of the differing security perceptions

of its members.

In effect, although regional naval cooperation in the Indian
Ocean on sensitive issues such as joint multilateral naval exercises
could be an effective'building block' for regional security,India is not

Charles A. Meconis and Commander Stanley B. Weeks (Retd), &operetiu lvbritime
fuunry in tlu Asb-Pacifb Region: A Strategic and Arms Control As*sstrutrt (lnstitute
for Global Security Shrdies, Seattle 1995), pp.6-5.
See Captain C. Uday Bhaskar, 'India and the lndian Ocean: PosFC-old War

Possibilities' in Major General Dpankar Banerjee (ed.), Totoarik aa Era ol
C-mpration: An Inilo-Australian Dialogru (Institue for Defence Studies and
Analyses, New Delhi'1995), pp.321 -2.
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likely to take part in such activities in the near future.25 In this respect,
it would be far rnore fruitful to concentrate on other aspects of naval
coopemtion, such as warship maintenance and constructio& naval
hydrographic baining and operations, naval training, increased
emphasis on ship visits, and the organisation of an annual conference
on the Indian Ocean.

Se S.m

Bateman and Anthony Bergin, 'Building Blocks for Maritlsre Security in
the Indian Ooean: An Aushalian Perspective' in Banerjee (d.), Totwds ot Em S
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CHAPTER 4

INCIDENTS AT SEA AGREEMENTS AND
MARITIME CONFIDENCE.BUILDING
MEASURES
Stanley B. Weeks
Introduction
Maritirne confidence-building measures (CBMs)1 have an
increasing potential role in contributing to regional stability. The
principal-nnaritime cBM to date has been bilateral Incidents at sea
(nVCSE^ll agreements, which have focused on avoiding dangerous
actions by naval forces on the high seas outside of territorial waters.
As indicated below,INcsEA agreements still have considerable utility
in both bilateral and, increasingly, multilateral regional or subregional
contexts.

But the post{old War maritime security environment will

also require going beyond INCSEA agreements to include a variety of

measures to increase openness and transparency, and to foster
cooperation in a broad range of maritime issues. while the end of the
cold war has eliminated the most serious previous single rnaritime
risk of conflict (between the us and soviet navies), it has given rise to
new maritime security concems, as regional Powers (most notably in
the Asia Pacific region) increasingly shift to more extended and
capable offshore maritime defence capabilities. This naval
modemisation has been spurred by several factors: concerns about the
drawdown and potentiil withdrawal of a stabilising US naval
presence; worries about the future naval potend-t :f other large
(such as lapan, China and India); a reduced
fotential regional powers
iocus in many smaller countries (for example, in southeast Asia) on
internal counier-insurgency issues; and, perhaps most importantly, by
cBMs are defined here as 'measures that tend to make military intentions more
explicit by increasing bansparency and predictability: F6 reducing the risk of
t afoaent or fiiscaloiationt. Others have used the terms confidence- and
",[
securiiy-building measures (CSBMs), trust-building measures (TBMs), and mutual
reassurance measures (M RM s).

n
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the November 7994 entry into effect of the 1982 UN Convention on the
law of the Sea (LJNCLOS n). The new Law of the Sea provisions,
including extending Exdusive Economic Zones (EEZs) to two hundred
miles offshore, have greatly increased demands for maritime policing
and resource rnanagenrent. Finally, the phenomenal recent growth of
global trade and economic development both enables greater
expenditures on rnaritirre security and generally increases the
importance of the security of sea lanes and ocean resources.

The Maritime Stsategic Context

An assessment of the potential post{old War role of maritime
CBMs must crcnsider the specific regional (and often subregional)
strategic contexts for such measures.
llSlEutope: The US and most of its Western European allies now have
in place bilateral INCSEA agreements with Russia. Additionally, sorrre
of the existing Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe
(OSCE)Z accords (the Stockholm Conference on Disarmament in
Europe (CDE) of 1985 and subsequent Vienna accords) require

advance notification of very large exercises and provide for
observation of those naval forces specifically employed to affect the
land battle (for example, amphibious forces). In general, the maritime
security environment in Europe is stable and naval forces in the region
continue the process of

post{old War reductions.

Latin Amsica: In Latin America, naval forces have also been reduced
in recent years. Although there are not maritime CBMs in place, this is
understandable given that most regional navies have long-standing
cooperative arrangements (induding developed corunon exercise and
communication procedures) through their annual UNTTAS naval
exercises with the United States.

Miililb Ecsf.. The Middle

East, on the other hand, has a long history of
Arablsraeli conllict and continuing arms build-ups. As a result of the
Middle East Peace Process (MEpp), there has been significant, though
relatively unpublicised, recent progress in maritime CBMs. As part of
the multilateral part of the MEPP, a working group was established on
Arms Control and Regional Security (ACRS). Within this working

2

6

1995 the C-onfermce on Security and CooperaHon

o6cE.

in Europe (CSCE) became the
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group, Canada agreed to serve as 'mentor' in developing rnaritime
CBMs, specifically pursuing two initiatives: (1) a regional INCSEA
agreement; and (2) a maritime search and rescue (SAD alTangement
for the region.
Progress began in September 7993 with a workshop that was
facilitated by the Canadian mentors, under MEPP co-sponsors, the
United States and Russia, at the Canadian Coast Guard College in
Sydney, Nova Scotia, and attended by Arab, Israeli and Palestinian

maritime personnel. There was consensus that both an INCSEA
Agreement and a regional SAR arrangement would be desirable and
achievable. A second workshop was held in Antalya, Turkey, in
March 1994, followed by an INCSEA and SAR at-sea demonstration
for naval officers from the region, conducted by US, Canadian and
Italian naval forces in fuly 1994 in Venice, Italy. C-anada then
sponsored the first Senior Officers' Symposium for Middle East naval
leaders, from 29 August to 1 September 1994 in Halifax, Nova Scotia'
Each delegation spoke on its perception of maritime security in the
region. After further intensive discussions at a meeting in November
1994 on the Jordanian shore of the Dead Sea, the text (less a formal
implementing/accession article) of a regional multilateral INCSEA
Teit, and a SAR Framework, were agreed. The MEPP Multilateral
Plenary Meeting in Tunis in December 1994 approved the INCSEA text

and SAR framework for regional implementatiory which is now in
process, with continuing Canadian mentorship. Despite the
continuing vulnerability of any MEPP accords to the turbulent political
ups-anddowns of the Arab-Israeli conflict, the establishment of a
framework for maritime cooperation across the vast region from
Morocco to Kuwait is quite a re-markable acNevement.3
The Asia Pacific Region

The most challenging region for future maritime CBM
development is the Asia Pacific region, which overall has a minimal
structure of maritime CBMs, and maritime forces and interests which
For an excellent account of the MEPP maritime process history, see Peter lones,
Maritime ConfidenceBuilding Measures in the Middle East', unpublished P"Per
prepared for the University of Britlsh columlia c-onference, From Cooperatioe
'fuirity b MultinatbruI Peacel,zeping: The RoIe of ltledium Pouq Naobs in the New
Ccntury, 23-25 February 1995.
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arc rapidly growing. This more complex new maritime security
contiext in the Asia Pacific region requires a nelv assessment of
poEntial maritirne risk reduction and CBMs in the region. In assessing
the specific relevance of these maritime CBMs, the unique
characteristics of the Asia Pacific region must be noted. As a recent
surveyof CBMs noted:
The region is more geographically, politically, and culturally
diverse than any other in which confidence building efforts
have been pursued. Perhaps most importantly, while troubled
with some of the world's most explosive hotspots, the Asia
Pacific as a whole is characterised less by actively adversarial
relationships than by the potential for conllict. Territorial
disputes, competing economic and resource interests and
lingering domestic insecurities suggest the need for rneasures
aimed at averting the rise of tension and conflict.4
This is not to suggest that previous maritime CBM experience,
more oriented to actively confrontational situations, is not relevant to
the Asia Pacific regiory but rather to argue for careful adaptation of
each experience. Moreover, the geographic disparities in the Asia
Pacific region suggest the need for varying subregional approaches in
some CBM areas between Northeast Asia, Southeast Asia, the South
Pacific and the Indian Ocean. InNortheast Asia, the maritime interests
and forces of four rnapr powers (the United States, Russia, Japary and
China) intersect, while the continuing standoff on the Korean
peninsula implies that confidence building, in the absence of political
preconditions of normal relations, may be best limited to Cold Wartype conllict-avoidance measures. In Southeast Asia, there is a long
history of informal ASEAN maritime cooperatiory supplemented by a
mor€ rec€nt web of bilateral and multilateral confidence'building and
cooperative rnaritime measures. In the South Pacific, broad

cooperative maritime regimes have developed betr,r'een Australia,
New Zealand and the Pacific island states, focused on non-military
maritime concerns of EFZ surveillance and control of fishing

4
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r''esources.5 The Indian Ocean has been less examfured as a focus of
localised maritime CBMs or cooperation. It is noteworthy that in both
Northeast and Southeast Asia, the rnain Erritorial disputes are

maritime in nature (for example, Russia-|apan (Kuril
Islands/Northem Territories), Korea-|apan (Dok-Do/Takeshirna
Island), China-|apan (Diaoyutai-Senkaku Island), as well as Taiwan

and, in the South China Sea, the Paracel Islands ffietnanrChina) and
the Spratly/Nansha Islands (China, Vietnantr Malaysia, Taiwan,

Philippine, Brunei). CBMs cannot substitue for formal

to settle territorial disputes, but
particularly valuable in minimising the risk of

diplomatic/legal negotiations
maritime CBMs may h
conflict in such circumstances.

Maritine

Conf idence-Building Measures
'lhere are a variety of rnaritime CBMs, in addition to INCSEA
agreements (to be discussed separately below), which should be
considered as a nrenu for various regional ard/or subregional
applications. In reviewing these maritime CBMs, it might be helpful to
consider them in a broader theoretical construct of three general
categories of CBMs: declaratory measures, transparency measures and
constraint measureg.
Declaratory Measura (Figure 4.1).6 Although not strictly
I
maritime in nature, statements of intent or general principles
such as the ASEAN Treaty of Amity and C-oncord of 1976rny
establish regional principles of conflict-avoidance that cary
over time, be developed through crcncrete CBM measures.
Precedenb in Europe include the CSCE Helsinki Final Act of
1975. More recently, in the Middle East, the 'conceptual'
working group of the ACRS Process has been discussing broad
agreed principles of relations anrong regional states. In the
specific maritime context, global accePtance of the Iaw of the
Sea principles of UNCLOS III would probably be the most
appropriate CBM of this type. Broader bilateral non-attack

5
5

C.oo,^ander Di* Sherwood, RAN, The Austsalian Experience with Regional
Maritime C-ooperation', paper delivered to the Arutelyt Rortld of tlu Middb Eest
Pucc Proccss }lnttitetrr'a Working Gtoup on Anns C-ontrcl end Rcgional Secuity,
Anatalva, Turkev,2I Mardt 1994.
figuto 4.7,42,'and43 are from Pederson and Weeks, A Suwey of Gonfidmce
Building Measures'.
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pledges such as the Indo-Pakistani Simla Accord of 1971 and
the December 1991 ROK-DPRK Agreement also have obvious
positive implications for maritime security. One of the most
useful specific maritime dedaratory measures might be for

China and other nudear<apable nations to i)in the United
States, Russia, the United Kingdom and France in unilaterally
rcnouncing normal deployment of nuclear weapons on ships
and maritime aircraft.
Figure 4.ft Declaratory Measures

'
t

Brian-Kellogg Pact renouncing war (1928)

'
'
'
o

IndePakistani Simla Accord (1971),renouncing force

Soviet nuclear no-first-use pledges

Helsinki Final Act (1975), acceptance of existing borders
Helsinki Final Act (1975), acceptance of eisting borders

December 1991 ROK-DPRK Agreements, non-attack and
nuclear-free peninsula pledges

t

N"gative Securitlr Assurance (NSA), pledging no nuclear
aftack on non-nuclear powers

tr

Transparenry Measura (Figure 4.2).

A second general category
measures, encompasses inforrnation
exchange, communication, notification, and observation and
inspection measures.

of CBMs, transparency

t

In the current context of strategic
uncertainty and maritime force development in the postCold War world, information measures may be the most
valuable CBMs applicable in the various regional strategic
contexts. Such measures indude dialogue, the
publications of defence white papers, the establishment of
arms registry and military-to-military contacts, seminars

lnfarmation Exclunge.

and pensonal exchanges.
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Dalogue: The value of maritime aspects of broader
security dialogue within regions (and subregions) is
particularly noteworthy. There o<ists nolv a well-

developed U$Russian INCSEA-related naval dialogue,
and an ongoing European dialogue through NATO, the
Partnership for Peace (PI|P), and the OSCE. In the lessformed maritime CBM context of the vast Asia Pacific
region, such dialogue is particularly important. In
addition to the annual United Nations conferences on
regional security and confidence building in Kathmandu,
and the official ASEAN Regional Forum security
discussions, inaugurated in 1994, a host of unofficial or
'track-two'conferences and workshops dealing with Asia
Pacific maritime security and confidence building have
been conducted in recent years. The Western Pacific
Naval Symposium, and its associated workshops, have led
the way in operationalising maritime cooperation since the
inception of the WPNS in 1988. All security dialogue
meetings are particularly valuable to establish contacts
and as sources of ideas for future office addressal, when
political conditions have ripened. Most importantly, even
unofficial dialogue and contacts may help establish
expectations of routine cooperation and legitimise the
concept of openness regarding maritime activities.
Defence White Papers: Increasingly detailed defence
white papers have been published by many nations in
recent years. The obvious next step is for other nations that
have not yet done so to publish such white papers,
including details of their current maritime force structure
and perhaps a five-year force and shipbuilding proiection.
In this regard, development (perhaps by appropriate
regional forums such as OSCE in Europe and the ASEAN
Regional Forum in the Pacific) of common minimum
standards or outlines for defence white papers would be
helpful.
Arms Registry; The current UN regime provides, among
others, for reports of imports or exports of vessels or
submarines of over 750 metric tons. Standardisation and
development of further regional reporting requirements

tl6 The Sus Unite: Maitime Cooperation in
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might usefully be undertaken by appropriate regional
forums, pending further UN development of the Arms
Registry regime. For example, the Malaysian Minister for
Defence proposed in 1992 that a 'regional register' be
established to support the UN Arms Regfstry regime in
the Asia Pacific region. Obviously, the first priority
should be for those nations which are not yet doing so, in
all regions, to provide full reporting to the United
Nations.T

Militarv+o-Militarv Contacts/Seminars and Personal
Exchanges: Recent trends in the many regions have been
very positive in this area. This is a centrepiece of the PFP
between NATO and former Eastern bloc states. Even in
the Asia Pacific regiory there have been U$Russian
exchanges, increased Korea-japan maritime contact, the
China-fapan sbategic dialogue and the web of interactions
in the 6554[/Australian area. This is an important area
for further developing, and making routine, professional

contacts and exchanges. The February 1995 Indiansponsored naval meeting of ships and leaders from both
the Indian Ocean and Southeast Asia also indicates how
such exchanges can link regions or subregions.S

t

As noted earlier, Latin
Contmunications Measurre.
American navies have developed conunon
communications procedures in the course of their annual
LJNITAS naval exercises with the US Nary. The US and

other NAT0 navies likewise have longdeveloped
conunon procedures. In the Asia Pacific region, the
Western Pacific Naval Symposium workshops have
developed a regional Maritime Information Exchange
Directory and are now developing a conunon Tactical
Communications Manual.9 In addition to wide adoption
of these practical maritime communication measures by all
Asia Pacific maritime nations, any eventual INCSEA
agreements (see below) in this or other regions or

7
6
9

See, "The United Nations Register of Conventional Arms-Whene? Whether? ...
and Why?', Disennament,Yol,Xlll, No.l, 1994.
'Passage to lndta', Far Eesten Eanomic Fabw, 19 lanvary 195, p.12.
Sherwood, The Australian Experience with Regional Maritime Coo'peration', p.8.
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subregions would include provisions for communication/
consultation on unusual or dangerous maritime activities.

'

Notification Musures. Experience to date with notification
CBMs has primarily been with ground force manoeuvres.
Tailoring of such measures to the varied maritime force
structures and practices of such broad regions as Europe,
the Middle East and the Asia Pacific would require very
difficult negotiations, more characteristic of formal arms
control than CBMs. Nations have tended to resist

notifying the movement of air and naval units to avoid
limiting the inherent flexibility and mobility of such units.
Accordingly, such measures are unlikely to be among the
first CBMs to be undertaken for the regional maritime
environments of the post-Cold War world, although they
would be welcome as unilateral voluntary measures.

t

Musura. CBMs in this category
which are of potential applicability to the maritime
environment include observation of naval exercises and
Obseruationflnryection

manoeuwes, inspection of naval facilities and surveillance

regimes and conhol zones. Voluntary invitation of
observers to naval exercises, and voluntary invitations of
inspectors to naval facilities, would be noteworthy
assurances of openness and should be considered by
maritime nations. However, as with notification
measures, attempts to formally negotiate such measures
between disparate maritime force structures would have
the complexity of formal arms conhol and might engender
less, not more, trust.

A particularly promising CBM for various regions and
subregions is maritime cooperation on ocean resources
surveillance. This type of surveillance regime has

in the Asia Pacific regiory including both
multilateral measures such as fisheries surveillance
cooperation in the South Pacific Forum and bilateral
measures such as Australian-Indonesian Timor Gap
precedents

8
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Constraint Measurs (Figure 4.3). There are three such
constraint measures: risk reduction measures, exdusion or
separation measures and constraints on personnel, equipment
and activities.

'

Risk Reiluction Agreements. These agreements, such as
Incidents at Sea agreements, are designed to prohibit or
contain the consequences of inherently dangerous or
inadvertent military activities, through articulating codes
of crcnduct for military forces and mandating crisis
consultation and communication. Because they tend to
address the consequences of mutually undesirable
activities without unduly constraining operational forces,
risk reduction measures have figured prominently in the
early stages of the political relaxation of tensions.
As more navies (particularly in the Asia Pacific region)
gpow in reach and capability in the post{old War

environment, both

bilateral and

tailored

multilateral/subregional Incidents at Sea (INCSEA)
agreements are potentially valuable CBMs. By way of
background, the 1972 Navy-to-Navy U$Soviet (INCSEA)
Agreement was a product of initial Cold War ilAtente and a
landmark tension-reduction and confidence.building
measure between the major-power navies.ll
Establishing special rules to minimise ship manoeuwes
that create dangers of collisions, to prohibit actions such as
simulated attacks that might be interpreted as hostile or
harassment, and to establish special communications
procedures, the US-Soviet INCSEA Agreement has been
remarkably successful in minimising incidents between
10

l1

Sherwood, The Australian Experience with Regional Maritime Cooperation', p.4.
For more on the U9Soviet INCSEA agreement, see S. Weeks, Measuree to Prevent
Maix Incidents at Sea' in J. Goldblat (ed,.), Ivlarititus Security: Tlu Building of
hfideact (United Nations, New York, 1992); R.P. Hilto4 A ConfideneBuilding
Measure at Work T"he 7972 United States-USSR Incidents At Sea Agreeurent',
Dilnnlrcna nt Topical Paperc 4: Ncoal hnfidence Buililing Measurcs (United Nations,
New York, 1990); and S.IV[. Lynn-Jones, 'A Quiet Sucress for Arms C-ontrol:
hevmting lncidents at Sea', Inlzrtutional Searity,YoL9, No.4, Spring 1985.
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the two navies - despite their more frequent global
interaction in the first two decades after the agreement.
T\e1972 agreements have also served as a model for over
a dozen more recent similar bilateral INCSEA agreements,
as well as for the broader 1989 U9Soviet agreement at the
foint/General Staff level on prevention of Dangerous
Miliary Activities (DMA). Howeuer, the'high sus' cooerage
limits of theINCSEA Agreanent do not addrasbounilwis and
operations in territorial a)aters, nor ilo the NCSEA prwisions
cwq the inherently stealt@ submugeil subnurine. The
experience of the 1972 U$Soviet Incidents at Sea
Agreement (and the 1989 Us-Soviet Dangerous Military
Activities Agreement) suggests several supplernentary
approaches to minimise incidents at sea in the post{old
War maritime strategic context. Existing bilateral
agreements (US-Russia, Russia-Western European nations,
Russia-japan, Russia-ROK) and potential additional
bilateral agreements (Japan-China, ROK{nina, RussiaChina, DPRK-ROK China-Taiwan, U9China ChinaIndia) still provide a sound technical and political basis to
avoid particular bilateral incidents between naval powers
at sea.

As a complement to these bilateral INCSEA agreements or, perhaps, as a substitute for bilateral agreements not yet
reached, serious consideration should be given to tailored
INCSEA or 'Safety at Sea' multilateral subregional
agreements for Northeast Asia, Southeast Asia, the Baltic
Sea, the Black Sea and perhaps the Indian Ocean.l2 Such
multilateral agreements might be negotiated by naval

72

See,

in

for further discussion, Peter fones, Maritime Security Cooperation and CBMs
in Regional Contexts', paper

the Asla-Pacific Applying Maritime CBMs

prepared tor the Eourth Asia-Pacit'ic Dialogru on lvlarititne *currly, Nako_rn Pathom,
-Thailan4
&9 August 1994; S.M. Lynn-Jones, 'Agreemenls to Prevmt Incidents at
Sea and Dangerous Military Activities: Potential Applications in the Asia-Pacific
Region' ln A. Mack (ed), z{ Peaceful Oaan? Maritinu *curity itlu Peclft in tlv Post
@ld Wer Era (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1993); CA. Meconis, Naval Arms Conbol
tn the Asia-Pacific Region after the Cold War'in Elisabeth Borgese and Norton
Ginsburg (&s), Octtn Yeafuook 11 (International Ocean Instihrte,/University of
Chicago Press, Chicago, 1994); and Russ Swinnerton and Desmond Ball, A Rcgiotul
Regirnc lo lvfuritina Suneillance, Safety, and Int'ontutbn Exclunges, WorHng Paper
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specialists meeting in subregional groups on the margtns
of regional Baltic and Black Sea groups. In the Pacific, the
CSCAP Maritime Cooperation Working Group is the
appropriate forum to identify how to preparc an initiative

in this area for the ASEAN Regional Forum. Such
multilateral agreements would include the time'tested
provisions of bilateral INCSEA agreerrrcnts, requiring
naval forces on the high seas to communicate and avoid
dangerous manoeuvres and harassments. But these
agreements could also be tailored to and/or supplementd
by separate agreements to address particular subregional
non-military maritime concerns, such as surveillance,
fisheries, merchant sNpping safety (search and rerue)

and/or

anti-piracy/anti-narcotics

cooperation.l3

Provision should be made in such agreements for an
annual subregional Review Meeting/Senior Officers
Naval Symposium, which would also provide the venue
for the bilateral naval contacts and discussions that have
proved so valuable and durable in existing Oilateral)
INCSEA agreements. Other nations might wish to reflect
on the recent successful experience in even the conflictprone Middle East region before disavowing as too

ambitious such proposed multilateral subregional
INCSEA/Safety at Sea regimes. In particular, the
subregions of the Asia Pacific should regard similar
agreements as priority maritime CBMs. It is, however,
important to recognise that /NCSE/ agrmnants alone
cannot effatioely address the problatts of inhantly cwert
submugeil submains or l-aw of the Su ilisputa wer
bounilaria of Tmitorial

Seas

(and Exclusiae Econotnic Tnns).

A flexible variety of bilateral and multilateral actions is
needed to minimise these latter more difficult causes of
incidents at sea. Such actions might include continuing

bilateral and/or multilateral negotiations

on agreed

No27E (Stry!9dc and Defence Studies Centre, Ausbalian National University,
Canberra, f993).

As lndicated

!f $9 furor9 rylrounding the Canadian s€Czure of a Spanirh fishing
in orly Mardr 1995, disputes over fishing rights, even beyond the EEZ
F*tg
bormdaries, are becoming increasingly serious
as g[obal stoc.ks

of

ocean fish
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interpretations (under the Law of the Sea) of Territorial
Sea and EEZ boundaries; the exercise of prudent caution
in all forward naval operations near disputed boundarie;
and agreed emergency communications procedures, such
as those in the 1989 U9Soviet Dangerous Military
Activities Agreement, for ships or aircraft entering or
crossing those disputed boundaries, and perhaps even
provisions for submarine underwater communications in
extreme situations of perceived dose danger. A proper
complementary mix of these suggested actions can help
further reduce global incidents at sea in the post{old War
maritime environment.

'

ExclusionlSEaration Measura. Despite long-standing
Soviet and Russian proposals to 'keep out' other navies
operating in the strategically significant Sea of IaPan/Sea
of Okhotsk area and certain sbategic straib, such 'keep
ouf sea zones are seen by the United States and other
maritime nations as undercutting baditional freedom of
the seas and mobility of naval forces, and are a source of
contention rather than confidence building.

'

Constraints on Personnel, Equipma*, Actiaitio. These
constraints have tended to prohibit military operations
that have not been properly forecast or notified, or that
take place within certain exclusion or separation zones. In
their European, Middle East, and South Asian form, such
measures have almost exclusively focused on ground
forces. Such measures come closest of all CBMs to
technical arms control or limitation, and thus Pose
significant challenges of negotiation and verification. Such
constraint measures - with the broader exception of
nuclear-free zones - are not a well-suited or promising
focus for maritime CBMs in the post{old War world.

contlnue to diminish. One recent report documented 30 international fishing
inddents in 1994 alone. 5e Washington Posl, 16 March 1995, p'A33.
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Condusion
ln the post{old War maritime security environment, rnany
navies, particularly in the Asia Pacific regiory arc extending their
regional reach and capability. To reduce uncertainty and risk
regarding naval forces and plans, maritime CBMs, particularly a
variety of information and Eansparency measures, are a high priority,
even nxlre so in these regions where such CBMs are still largely
undeveloped. To address potentially dangerous encounteng of naval
forces, and to address new regional and/or subregional rnaritirrc
challenges through the establishment of routine procedures and
rneetings, selected bilateral INCSEA agreements and subregional
multilateral INCSEA/Safety at Sea agreements should also be a
priority. The CSCAP Maritime Cooperation Working Group is the
appropriate forum to identify how to prepare an initiative in this arrea
to recommend to the ASEAN Regional Forum.

CHAPTER
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MARINE SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

I

AN EXAMPLE OF COOPERATIVE MARINE
SCIENCE RESEARCH IN THE ASIA PACIFIC
George Creswell

Introduction

In this short paper I will

describe the ASEAN-Australia

Regional Ocean Dynamics Expeditions that took place from 1993 to
1995.1 [ will conclude by looking at the expeditions in a way that

draws inspiration from the excellent paper presented

by

Mark

Valencia at the inaugural meeting of this Working Group last year.2 As
an aside, in Appendix A, I have a partial list of regional and bilateral
programmes assembled from information provid"d by colleagues in

ASEAN.
Before I begin, however, I would like to quote from Valencia
concerning the role of epistemic communities in marine science (that
is, communities interested in knowledge). Valencia has argued that:
these communities have enonnous value for international and
regional organisation because their loyalties are more to the
production and application of their knowledge than to any
particular government. Through networks and 'invisible
colleges' these communities seek to promote cooperation
across national boundaries'.3

The participating organisations are referred to below in the text and they are
sincerely thanked- I thank the offircrs and crews of Baruru laya I, Pe*k, Penyu md
Atyimfu for their excellent efforts. I thank all the expedition members for their
work at sea and ashore - and their friendship.
Mark Valencia, 'Cooperation in Marine Scientific Research as a Confidence
Building Measure' in Sam Bateman and Stephen Bates (eds), Ctlming tlu Weters:
Initiatioes for Asia Pacific Maritime Cooryrution (Strategic and Defence Studies
C*nUe Ausbalian National University, Canberra, 1995).
ibid., p.138.

% Tlu Src l-Inite

lvlnrtfittu Coopaatbn in

tlv

'4sia

Prcifu Pegion

According to Valmcia, '... cooperation in thie seemingly inilxuous
field [of -marirn rimcel can build ... the confidmce rsessary for
initiativea in other sptreres'.{ C-ooperative shrdie, he argues, 'teduc€
the asymnretry of infbrrnation across the regions
The ASEAI.I-Auetralta Erpedldonc 199:]-95
Ttrcse expeditions grew from the ASEA\l-Australia Marine
science Proiect to establish a tide gauge rrtwork throughout the
ASEAI{ region starting in 1984. The Proiect }vtanagwrent Commithe
represened all ASEAI{ nations and Australia and it rnet rcgularly. The
ptoiect wae guided by the distinguished elget!_T -{des and
bceirmgraphy, prrofessor Geoff Lennon of the National Tidd Facility in
Adelaide, Stuttr Australia.6

In the coruse of a ftw years the proFlct realieed its aim of
establishing the tide gauge network, and tins enabled tmet b be built
up ard frimdshipa to be furged. In the lab 198& the Propct
Iuiarragernent Committee agreed to indude shipboard and moored
instnment studies of the currents and water propenties in the seas and
sfiaib of the region The data from these would be complementary to
data from the tide gauge network.I pined the propct in 1990 to assist
in boft planning the study and running the expeditions. I slrared the
positiorr of Chief Scientist with Dr Abdul Gani llahude of the
Indonesian Institute of Scimces GIPD.
Theobiectives for the expeditions can be apreesed simply:

o

To share oceanographic skills across the ASEAI{-Australia
region.

'

To achieve this through research voyage{r to strengthen our
understanding of the ASEAN seas and the exchange of water
between the Pacific and lndian oceajm.

the participating oqganisations wet€:
1
5

6

lbid., p.139.
lbt4,p.14O.
G.W.

i.ennqr, ROD and the Signlffcance of the ASEAN Seas', P!@dngB of the
qr Tht fus of tut h E st Asb - tu Kty b Btgttntl Clirneu Petterns,

Syurpodum

f;Eiboh

Indqresira, Jure 1995.
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Brunei
Ministry of Communication Brunei
Indonesia
BPPTeknologi Indonesia
Indonesian Institute of Sciences (LIPD
Indonesian Hydrographic Service (Dishidros)
Institute Pertanian Bogor

Malaysia
Royal MalaysianNavy
University Terengganu, Malaysia

Philippines
National Mapping and Resource Information Authority (NAMRIA)
Singapore
Port of Singapore Authority

Thailand
Royal ThaiNavy

Australia
AusAID (Project funding)
AMSAT Ltd (Project management)
Australian Oceanographic Data Centre
Bureau of Meteorology
CSIRO Marine Iaboratories

National Tidal Facility
The study area is shown in Figure 5(I).1. The bulk of the work
was carried out with the Indonesian vessel Barurulayal onvoyages of
three and a half weeks' duration in fune/fuly in both 1993 and 1994.
Scientists and engineers from five of the ASEAN nations and Australia
participated in the voyages. At sea the work was shared,lectures were

given, and data were analysed, written up and presented at daily
meetings by multinational teams of expedition members.
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In addition to the work with Barutu ltya l, the Port of
Singapore Authority's vessel Paek and the Royal Malaysian Navy's
vessel Panyu were used to install bottom-mounted acoustic current
meters in the straits of Singapore and Malacca for many months.
The knowledge acquired by the expedition rnembers in turn
led to further work being planned and carried out within the

framework of the overall project. One part of this was a voyage with
the Royal Malaysian Navy's Penyu to measure water ProPertie along
the axis of Malacca Strait in November 1'994. A second part was a
voyage by the Republic of the Philippines vessel Atyimba to measure
water properties around southern and eastern Mindanao in fune 1995.
In early 7995 a dozen of the ASEAN expedition members came
to CSIRO and the National Tidal Facility in Australia to work on the
data. They presented their reports in )une 1995 at a symposium at
Iombok that marked the end of the project. A selection of their reports
is listed below:
'Physical property variations between the Sulu Sea, South China
and Balabac SEait', N. Saadon (Malaysia);

Sea

'Current conditions in Makassar Strait, Maluku Sea and Halmahera
Sea', Hadikusumah, S. Saimima, and T. Soedarmadji (Indonesia);

'Physical properties of the Sulu Sea', E. Caradang and H. Catapang (the

Philippines);
'Characterisation

of sea water properties in

Malacca Shaif, P. Oei

(Singapore);

'Time series analysis of currents

in

Singapore Strait', T.M. Wong

(Singapore);

'Analysis of the XBT data collected on the Regional Dynamics
Expeditions 1993/94', N. Saadon (Malaysia) and Fladikusumah
(lndonesia);

'Observations of the Indonesian throughflow through the major
shaib', P. Swangsang and V. Kaenchan (Thailand);
'Aanderaa current meter data processing procedure and synopsis of
early results', Mohd Khalis bin Haji |aafar (Malaysia).
The technical aspects of the expeditions are discussed in a little
more detail in the following three sections.

lm

Tfu

Seas

Unite Marttittu Coopqation in

the ,4sb Prcific Region

Deep-WderMooringc
The arangement of the instrurnents on the three year-long
moorings in Makassar Strait appears in the rhernatic Figure 5(I).2. The
symbols, starting from the tops of the rrnorings, rcpresent floats at
nrughly 200 m depth qcntaining upward-looking Acoustic Doppler
Curent Profilers (ADCPs) that measure currents every eight mehes
up to near tlre sur{ace; conventional 'paddle wheel' current rneters
(recording every hour) and glass floats along the mooring; acoustic
command releases; and concrete anchors. Similar mmrings were
instdled in the eastern lvlaluku Sea and in the Halmahera Sea, where
the depths were 2500 m and 950 m respectively.
Eighteen of the twenty conventional currrent rrreters on the five
moorings returned a little over one year's data; one returned nine
months'data; and one failed due to leakage. All ADCPs failed due to a
shortcoming in rnanufacture.T To soften this failure the rnanufacturerc
wer€ encouragd to provide three ADCPs for deployment with
refurbished rrnorings for a second year in Makassar Strait - 1994-95.
firis they did. However, when Bsrutu laya I sailed in Iuly 1994 we
found that our request to the lndonesian security forces for approval to
instdl the moorings had been submitted tm late.

A flavour for the tidd components detected bv the
conventional nreters can be acquired from figure 5(I).3, which iho*s
predicted and observed currents for March 1994 at rcughly the same
depth (-700 m) in the three seas. The semidiurnal tide are strong at
lvlaluku and Halmahera, with amplitudes at the latter reaching
0l

ms{.

In Figure 5(D.4 the tides have been filtered out and stick
vectors arc plofted twice daily for the upper pairs of current meters in

A predominant southward flow is evident, certainly
in the records from the uppermost meters on eadr mooring. At shorter
than seasonal time scales there appears to be little vertical or
horizontal coherence, but of course rigorous analyses are needed.
Makassar Strait.

A. Poolg 'Eectronics and instrumentadon QvtE, Proceedingp of the Synpciunr
qt Tlu Sens of fuuth East Asia - tlu Key b Regbnel ClinsE P.tt r1ts, Lombok,
lndonesia, June 195.
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Figure 5(D-2 The mooring arrangement in Makassar Strait that was
part of the ASEAN-Australia Expeditions 1993-95-1 "N/1 19'E
I

Makassar Strait
Current Meter Moorings

-0"40'N/120"E
I

Sulawesi

Kalimantan

7ao _*

7.o

s\\

ASEAN-Australia Economic Cooperation Program
Regional Ocean Dynamics Project

/az. t$

lV2 Tlu Sus Unite tvtnitime Cwpaation in the Asia Pacific Region

figurc 50)3: The obsen'ed, predicted and residual curents at -7(tr
m depth ln Makassar Strait and the Maluku and Halmahere seas in
March 1994,
Sample records from lhe same depths in lho hro€ seas
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Figure 5(I).4: l2-hourly stick vectors for the upper pairs of current
ureters on the three moorings in Makassar Strail The tides have
been filtered from the data.
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Figure 5(I).5: The arrangement for the 3-tonne anchor used to house
the Acoustic Doppler Curent Profiler and acoustic release in the
shaits of Singapore and Malacca as part of the ASEAN-Australia
Expeditions 199345.
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Shallow-W oter M o orings
The arrangement used to house the ADCP and acoustic release
in a 3-tonne trawl-proof anchor at depths of -& m in the straits of
Singapore and Malacca is shown in Figure 5(I)5. These ADCPs
suffered the sanre affliction as their sisters on the deep nnorings,
despite shipping them back to the manufacturrers in the United States
and, in one case, having the manufacturels'engineer set one of them
up in Singapore. Only the fifth of the five deployrnents in the
Singapore Straits operated perfectly. Another one in the Malacca
Straits appeared to operate properly for part of its several months'
deployment.
The Singapore Straits are aligned roughly North-East - Southwest. The record is shown in Figure 5(t).0.4 The tidal curents reached
over 1 ms-l during the springs. The boftom temPerature record shows
a sudden increase in October, in step with the reversal of the
monsoons and the entry of South China Sea water into the strait. The 1

m vertical resolution of the ADCP allowed us to see that during the
neap tides, presumably when stratification is established, the deeper
waters were carried off to the south-west (Figure 5(I).7). In other
words, there was a fortnightly injection of South China Sea water into
the bottom of Malacca Shait. After the monsoon reversal this flow
extended from top to bottom.
Water Proputies
The |une 1995 transect of salinity and temperature across the
Mindanao Current with Atyimba (Figure s(I).8) serves as an example of
water property measurements. Note the strong salinity maximum at
10G200 m depth and the minimum at 30G500 m. Such structure is well
known from earlier work9 and could be seen in our observations
farther downstream in the Makassar Strait. Another feature that we
noted was apparent overtuming at stations 4G.43, PerhaPs due to
bottom topography. Incidentall/, during the daylight hours a simple

8
9

Wong, 'Currents in the Singapore Main Sbaits', Port of Singapore Authority
Internal ReDort,1995.
R. Lukas,'E. Firing P. Hacker, P,L. Richardson, CA. Collins, R Fine and R.
Gammon, 'Observa-tions of the Min&nao Current during the Weat€rn Equatorial
Pacific Ocean Circulation Study', lounal ol Gaphyskzl Re*areh, YoL95, 7997'
pp.789-7744.

t.U.
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drifbr was released before and recovered after each station and fixed
with Global Positioning System (GPS). The resulting cunent s@s
are shown at the top of the figure.

Conduding Comments
Valencia spoke of communities of marine scientists whose
overriding aim was the acquisition and application of knowledge.lo
Sonre countries - probably even my own in some circumstances(!) may have trouble with the idea of the free communication of
information and ideas across international boundaries. However, and
while it might be trite and obvious to say so, water properties (penhape
the rigger for climate change and variability), fish larvae, and
pollution are grven free communication across inErnational
boundaries by ocean cunents. Cooperative multinational teams arc
needed to address the sorb of problems surrounding these. The tmsts
and real friendships necessary for such projects are established
through a progressive escalation of cooperation. These, as it were,
'carne out of the wash'in the ASEAITI-Australia Expeditions through
all parties being fully briefed and therefore pulling in the sanrc
direction. The legacy of the expeditions is substantial. Young scientists

from diffenent ASEAN nations now have the shared history with
which to discuss very freely the projects and problems that their
natioru share. Universities in ASEAN have access to nrodern data sets
from their seas that can be used for research and teaching. My
colleagues around ASEANI receive from me copies of any rccent
papers on scientific work in their region - they are also assured of my
rcsponses to their queries for a period that will extend many years
beyond the life of the project.
condude by listing some of the elemenb that I think are
necessary for sucressful cooperative marine science work in the Asia
Pacific rcgion. These are: a suitable problem, goodwill, local
nranpower and knowledge, a source of trained pmple to plan and
guide the work, and money.

I

l0

Vaknda, 'C-ooperadon in Martne Sdendflc Research ag a C.onfid€ne Building
Meagure',
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Figrue 50.6: The along-channel flow and the bottom temperature
Singapore Shaits in 1994.
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Appendix A: A Partial List of Regional and Bilateral Programmes
The Philippines

OngoingProgratn nes

'
o
'
t

Philippines-United States NOAA: Vulnerability Assessrnent
and Evaluation of Adaptions of Coastal Resources due to Sea
Ievel Rise.
Philippines-United Sates PTWC: Satelite Telemetry Upgrade
to the tcgaspi Tide Gauge Station.
ASEANI-Australia Economic Cooperation Programme III:
Coastal Zone Environment and Resource Management Proiect.
ASEAtTI-Canada Cooperative Programme

Phase

t

on Marine Science

tr: Establishment of Environmental Criteria for

the
Development and Management of Living Marine Resources
and Human Health Protection.
ASEAITI-European Community: Interdisciplinary Scientific
Methodologies for the Sustainable Use and Management of
Coastal Resources Systems Conceptual and Exploratory

-

t

Activities.
Philippines-Australia: Integrated Seafarming of Giant Clams,
Abalone and Grouper in North Bais Bays, Campoyo, Negros
Oriental.

Fuhne Progratn nes

t

AsEAl.l-Republic of Korea: Cooperative Programme on
Indusbial Use of Marine Biological Resources.

'

ASEAT{-fapan: Management

'

Philippines-Australia: Development of Improved Mud Crab
Culture Systems in the Philippines.

of Multispecies

Resources and

Multigear Fisheries.

Marirc
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Indonesia

'
'

CIDAR: Red tides.

'

lndonesia-France:

.
'

Indonesia-United States: ARLINDO studies of the Pacific to
Indian Ocean Throughfl ow.

IADE (ava Aushalia

Dynamics

Experirrrent).

ASEAN-Australia: Coral reef studies.

Indonesia-United States (Scripps Institution): Throughflow
studies with submerged pressure gauges.

Singapore-Malaysia

'

Shdies prompted by concern for the lowoxygen waters of the
east Johore Straits.

Malaysia

'

Malaysia-|apan: Current measurements in Terengganu.
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II

IvIARINE SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH IN THE
PHILIPPINES: STATUS, PROBLEMS AND
PROSPECTS
Miguel D. Fortes
This paper briefly describes the status, problems and

prospects of marine scientific research in the Philippines and situates

these aspects witNn the broader perspective of initiatives in
Southeast Asia. It aims to provide guidance about the steps that need
to be taken to promote and support the obiectives of sustainable
development. This is in response to the rapid and largely
unquantified loss and degradation of coastal habitats and the urgent
need for their management in coastal Southeast Asia. The
information provided here would likewise be useful in national and
regional efforb towards a comprehensive appreciation of maritime
benefits, risks and responsibilities.

Philippine Territorial Waters and the Coastal Zone
The PNlippines is located in a zone with a population
growth rate averaging between 2.0 and 2.99 pr cent and where the
population doubles every 24 to 34 years. By 20fl0, Manila alone will
be the eighteenth most populated city in the world with about 11.1
million people. It is no wonder that at present, people are turning to
the sea and the coastal waters for their basic needs.

The Philippine marine territorial waters cover about 2.2
million kmz. This is the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) coqrprising
Lgg4,AC[tm2 (gg per cent) of oceanic waters and,2p7,000f.m2 tfZ pei
cent) of coastal waters. There are some 185,000 kmz of shelf area with
a depth over 200 metres. The enormous expanse and promise of the
Philippine EEZ pose a great challenge to the expanding role of
marine scientific research in the coming years.

it

The most prominent geographic fact of the Philippines is that
qonsists of 7,707 islands with a total coastline of more than 17,000

km. Political boundaries reflect this prominence as 80 per cent of the
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countrlr's provinces and two-thirds of all its municipalities share the
coast. About 55 per cent of the population resides in some 10,000

coastal barangays (the smallest political unit), plus larger urban
centres. Seventeen of the twenty-five cities having populations in
excess of 100,000 people are on the coast. Associated land use
activities that are concentrated on the coast are transportation
infrastructure, industrial and commercial development, lowland
agriculture, aquaculture, tourism and recreation, land reclamation,
and waste disposal.

In addition to the 267,000 km2 of coastal waters, -the
Philippine coastal zone also covers a total area of about 11,000 km2 of
land. Within this area resides about 59 per cent of the country's total
population, which is indicative of the close link that most Filipinos
have had to the sea during their formative years. About 70 per cent
of the 1525 municipalities in the country, including ten of the Largest
cities, are located in the coastal zone. In this shallow portion of the
se4 the beaches, gulf and coves provide significant livelihood
opportunities and recreational values. The large diversity of floral
and faunal species that these coastal areas contain constitute valuable
resources.

The special significance of the Philippine coastal zone lies in
the fact that it is the focus of intense urban and industrial pressure.
Its natural resources are critical to the livelihood base of the people
and many historical and cultural resources are to be found here. The
marine realm may be of equal, if not greater, importance to people,
but for a developing country like the Philippines, where resources to
explore the oceanic parts are wanting, this portion of the sea is

virtually unknown.
With over 18,000 km of coastline, the Philippine coastal zone
continues to be a rich source of fish and other aquatic products, a
prirnary mode of transportation, a major area of human settlement, a
breeding ground and habitat for wildlife, and a predominant feature

of the country's natural beauty. Much of the growth in this

area

comes from the use of renewable resources such as crops, seaweeds,
wat€r, crustaceans and fish. Philippine fisheries production comes
prirnarily from the coastal areas. The annual fish yield (excluding
invqrtebrates) of Philippine reefs ranges from 5 to 24 metric tons per
km2. The bulk of tf,e fiit catch is taken in the near shore areas of the

ll4
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coastal zone, where rnangroves. seagrass beds and crcral reefs
abound. This feature alone is sufficient to iustify a strong research
effort into the country's coastal zone. The marked dependence of
coastal municipalities upon their marine resourc€s makes the
t in the quality of the marine environment a policy
objertive that is corunon to all these communities.
Coastal Ecosystems and Resources

Coral reeft, seagrass beds and mangroves are arnong the
world's most important - and most endangered - ecosystems. They
are the three maior life support and protective ecosysterns that
abourvi along the Philippine coastal zone. Hence, they perform a
wide range of biological and physical functions which are the basis of
their environmental and economic roles. They nurture the sea and
protect the land. They provide vital breeding grounds and habitae
for fish, shelter for coasts from the effects of storms, and they inhibit
erosion. Nearly two thirds of all fish caught throughout the world are
hatched in mangroves and tidal areas. Roughly 80 per cent of all
commercial species of fish and shell fish in the Philippines depend on
coral rcefs, seagrass beds and mangroves at critical stages in their life
histories.
CorclReefs

Among the oldest and richest living communitie of plants
are geomorphologic structures of
biological origin which rnay be found growing as a fringe to a land
mass (fringing reefs), in proximity to coastlines but at some distance
out to sea Oarrier reefs), or as an isolated structure surrounded by
deep water in the form of a ring of coral with a central shallow
lagoon (atoll). They constitute a very important component of the
Philippine coastal zone. They are highly productive complex

ant animds on earth, coral reefs

communities sustained primarily

by

coral-algal

symbiosis.

Historically considered to be one of greatest natural treasures of the
countrlr, they are home to about 488 species of corals, 971 species of
benthic algae and 2,000 species of fish. They have a high economic
value. They arc not only the source of many varieties of food, they
provide shoreline protection from waves and storms and are a source
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of sand for the replenishment of beaches. They hane aesthetic and
recreational value and are an important tourism attraction. They are
also a site for the extraction of minerals such as sard, coral rubble

aggregab ard quarry stone. As a habitat for rare species and with
their high biodiversity, they are a valuable educational ard scientific
resour,ci and a source of new medicines. A single reef rnay contain
3,000 species of corals, fish and shellfish. These can yield up valuable
medicine. Didemniru which comes from sea squirb, is active against
a broad range of viruses from the cornmon cold b herpe and
meningitis. Potential anti-cancer drugs are also being found. The
Philippines with 2Z0m kmz of coral reef area has the largest area of
coral reefs in the world.
Nearly onethird of all fish species live on coral reefs, while
others are dependent on reefs and seagrass beds at various stages in
their life cycles. Although estimates as to the amount of fish that can
be harvesed fromleefs vary, it should be possible b take some 15
metric tons per km2 withoufdestroying stocLs. Almost 55 Per cent of
the fish cronsumed by Filipinos depend on coral reefs. It is estimated
that coral reefs contribute 10 to 15 per cent of the total marine
fisheries production.

Gorrcz et al.,fromthe 1991 data, give the status of Philippine
coral reefs.l Table 5(tr).1 summarises this is in terms of live coral
cover with the following ranges: excellent = 7S100 per cent; good =
5V749 per cen! fatr = ?549.9 Per cen$ and poor = U24.9 Pq cent.
The number of sites in the country where studies were conducted
and their percentages (in parentheses) are also given.

E.D. Courez, P.M. Alifio, W.RY. Licuanan and H.T. Yap Stah.re Report on Coral
Reefr of the Philigpines 1994 in C. Wilkinson, S' 9rdara and L'Iv{. Chqr (eds),
huanlings Third If,,EAI't- Austmtb Sympaiwr on, Lioittg C-rctel Rccourc., Y ol.1:
Stetus F,eoiats (AM9 Townsville, 7994), pp'57-76.
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Table S{tr).ft Status of Philippines Coral Reefe

Living Coral Cover

Sites

Excellent

Good

Fair

Luzon

3%

r2(3.6)

86(2s.6' 146(43.4)

Visayas

363

24(6.6)

9s(26.2) 131(36.1)

43

3(7.0)

Mindanao
Total

742

6(14.0) 13(30.2)

Poor
92(27.4'
113(31.1)
21(48.8)

39(5.3) 787(25.D 290(39.0) 226(n.s)

SetgrassBeils
Seagrass beds are a discrete community dominated by
flowering plants with roots and rhizomes (underground stems),
thriving in slightly reducing sediments and normally exhibiting
rnaximum biomass under conditions of complete subnnrgerrce. In

contrast

b

numbers

both marsh grasses and algae, seagrasses support large

of epiphytic organisms, the biomass of which may be

almost as great as that of the seagrasses themselves.

For decades, the research of local marine scientists focused
almost solely on the corals, seaweeds, animals or fish that either live
in coastal habiAts or are associated with them.2 On the other hand,
the traditional orientation of the country's marine science has been to
view the oc€an as a deepwater mass, neglecting the shallow coastal
fringes where seagt.lss abounds. Investigators with an interest in
seagrass research are few and priorities for research and
developmental activities are usually directed towards other
resources with immediate economic impacts. Ironicallp in the
Philippines, where the second-highest seagrass diversity in the world
M.D. Forteo, Seagrasses: A Resource Unknown in the ASEAN Regqr', ICLARM

Educador Serteg No.5 0nternational C-entre for Living Aquatic

Managecrenf Manila, 1989).

Resourceg
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is found, it is only in the last 15 years that the seagrass ecosystem has
been a focus of scientific inquiry and only in the last five years that it
has been an an obiect of natural resource management.3

Many plants and animals live in Philippine seagrass beds.
This is due to the rich nutrient pool and diversity of physical
structures protecting young marine life from predators. Fish and
shrimp are probably the most important comPonents of the beds,
although coastal villages derive their sustenance from other
components of the grass beds. The major invertebrates found in the
beds are shrimps, sea cucumbers, sea urchins, crabs, scallops,
mussels and snails, while the major vertebrate species indude fishes,
reptiles and mammals. Some endangered species of sea turtles
rcported in Philippine seagrass beds include the green sea turtle, the
Olive Ridley, the loggerhead and the flatback. Snakes are also a
corunon inhabitant. The sea cow ('dugong'), a mammal which is
endangered all along its range of distribution in the world, is almost
completely seagrass-dependent.4
The economic usefulness of a seagrass bed resides primarily
in the fisheries it supports. In the Philippines, coral reefs with their
associated seagrasses potentially could supply more than 20 per cent

of the fish catch.S A total of 1,,384 individuals and 55 species from 25
fish families was identified from five seagrass sites in the country. All
the members of these families have economic value, mostly as food
and aquarium specimens. Estacion and Alcala reported adults of
about 52 fish species from 31 families from seagrass beds in central
Philippines.6
Few reports acknowledge the crucial role of fishes which
migrate from seagrass beds to other ecosystems. In Southeast Asia,
most coral reefs are in developing countries where they are
M.D. Fortes,
4

'Seagrasses

of

East Asia: Environmellal

Perspectives', RCU/EAS Technical Report Series
Environment Programme, 1 995.

an!

Mana-gement

No.6 United

Nations

t

ibid.
I.W. Mclvlanus, 'Coral Reefs of the ASEAN Region: Stahrs and Managenent',

6

f.

Ambio, Y ol.l7, No.3, 1 988, pp. 1 89-93.

AlciL, 'Associated Fisheries and Aqtratic Resources of
Procuilings of the First National Conferencc on Seagtess lvhrugenwil'

Estacion and A.C.

Seagrasses'

in

Resar& anil Dmlopment (National Environmental Protection Gouncil, Diliman,
Quezon Gty, 1985), pp.79-97.
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with seagrasses. These two ecosystems potenrially could
supply rnore than one-fifth of the fish catch in these counhies.T Five
tins as many fish live above seagrass beds as above sea floorc made
up of mud, shells and sand.8
associated

Seagrass beds have the potential to filter sewage, thus
reducing the threat from pollution which would otherwise affect
coral reefs and mangroves. They are also biotic heavy metal
reservoirs or sinks in the marine environment. The habitat is also
known to stabilise the coast due to its ability to bap sediments. The
seagrass bed, as an ecotone between coral reefs and mangrove forests

in tropical coasb, is an area of tension between these two habitats. It
mediates the structural and dynamic components of the
neighbouring ecos)rsterns via control of material, water and energy
flows between them. More importantly, the seagrass system, as an
ecotone, supports a rich diversity of species from adircent sysEms
and provides primary refugia for both economically and ecologically
important organisms. As such, seagrass habitab are sensitive to
fluchrations because species coming from their neighbouring sysEms
encounter 'marginal conditions' and are at the extremes of their
tolerance levels to environmental alterations. This sensitivity makes
seagrasses useful indicators of changes not easily obsenable in either
coral reef or mangrove forest.

Worldwide, there has been a rapid increase in seagrass
As natural resources, seagrass beds are subpct to varied
ard destructive disturbances mediated by both natural and
man-induced influences. At the Seagrass Workshop held in Bangkok
in December 7993, seagrass scientists of the ASEATI-Australia Living
Coastal Resources (LCR) project indicated that seagrass habiae in
East Asia are rapidly being destroyed. In Indonesia about 30 to 40 per
cent of the seagrass beds have been lost in the last 50 years, with as
mudr as 60 Fr cent hing destroyed around ]ava, while in Singapore
the parchy seagrass habitas have suffered severe darnage, largely
through burial under landfill operations. In Thailand losses of the
declfure.g

7
E

9

M&lanus, 'Coral

Reefs of the ASEAITI Region'.

G l€a& D. Ilfnrtdrsen

and A. Markham (eds), Workl Wilillifc Fr.ntt Atlrc ol t re

Enoirollrllranj (Ptsrdce HalL New York, 1990).

G.W. Ttnyer, S.M. Adanrs and M.W. Ia Croix, Shuchrml end Funcdqul
Aspecb of a Recently Established 7-ostera Marina Community' ln L.E Cronln
(&l,F,*,tutitu Rcsrch (Academic I'ress, New Yorlg 797Q,Yd..l,p.Zlb%"
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beds amount to about 20 to 30 per cent. Very little information on
seagrass loss is available from Malaysia. In the Philippines, $eagrass
loss amounts to about 30 to 50 per cent. With the exception of seven

sites, the total cover
unknown.

of seagrasses in the country is currently

Mangroae Forests
Mangroves in the Philippines are the communities of trees
that are restricted to tidal flats in coastal waters, extending inland
along rivers where the water is tidal, saline or brackish. For purposes
of conservation and area protection, certain features of the rnangrove

ecosystem are directly relevant. These features indude both
structural and functional attributes: species compositiory spatial
distribution (zonation), physiological ecology, responses to impacts,
and function (including resource, protection and information). Local
true mangrove trees number 25 to 30 species with an equal number
of associated species. Ecologically, mangrove coverage is most
extensive on low-relief coasts where tidal penetration prevents
competition from non-salt-tolerant species. It is more lush in areas
influenced by fluvial inputs, due to the large pool of nutrients and
freshwater inputs which dilute seawater to levels (less than five to
ten parts per thousand) that promote best development. Mangroves
are often found in sheltered environments. This is because, being
shallow-rooted, both trees and seedlings are subject to uprooting in
landforms which can be eroded and scoured by waves and currents.
They also favour areas with high terrestrial sediment inputs which
are important sources of inorganic nutrients.

In 1918, the country's mangrove forests were estimated to be
5,000 km2. By 1970, this had gone down to 2,880 krrP and to only
2A20 kllrrz a decade later. Recent estimates indicate that the resourc€

comprises only 7,397.25 krrr2, although the Philippine Forestry
Statistics for 1993 gives the most recent estimate of total lrurngrove
cover at 7,23{ 1<n:J.
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In the Philippines, 58 families of fish inhabit mangrove areas.
These areas are also a source of firewood, charcoal, tannin and
dyebarks and serve as land builders and buffers against typhoons
and wave action.
Table 5(II).2 represents a surwury of the important features
which characterise the ecosystems of the coastal marine environrnent
in the Philippines, including their uses and the threats to these uses.

Associated Marine Fishery Resources
A connecting link between the coastal ecosystems and one

that is of utmost importance to archipelagic countries like the
Philippines is the fisheries the ecosystems support. In 1993, the

Philippines ranked twelfth among the fish producers in the world.l0
It was the second-largest producer of tuna and tuna-like fishes in the
Indian Ocean and Southeast Asian region in 1991. In1994, the fishing
industry accounted for 3.9 per cent and 4.3 per cent of the countr5r's
GDP at current and constant prices, respectively. It also accounted
for 77.7 per cent (PHP65.9 billion) of the Gross Value Added (GVA)
of PLI?72.7 billion in the Agriculture, Fishery and Forestry Sector at
current prices (the largest share next to agricultural crops). The
annual growth rates achieved by the Philippine fishing industry from
1985 to 1994 were 3 per cent in quantity and 11.3 per cent in value.
The industry provided a livelihood for about 1 million or about 5 per
cent of the country's labour force as well as their dependents, with
municipal fisheries conhibuting 68 per cent (675,6n) and
commercial fisheries 6 per cent (56,715).

Fish production in 1994 was 2.686 million mebic tonnes
valued at PHP81.299 billion. Production was contributed rnainly by
municipal fisheries (38 per cent) followed by commercial (33 per
cent) and aquaculture (29 per cent). The Philippines exported a total
of PHP15 billion in 7994, up by 6.8 per cent over 1993. The leading
fishery exports, shrimps/prawn and tuna, accounted for PI{P10.8
billion or 72 per cent of the total exported.
More and more resources in the form of boats, gear and
labour are being expended to catch the existing limited stocks; there

l0

Infofish FactSheet, August 1995.
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are simply too much investment in boats and gear, too rnany fishers,
and too few fish to be harvested. In addition, coastal fisheries in
many parts of the country are on the verge of collapse due to
overfishing and poor runagement.In the Philippines the situation is
especially acute as more and more fish stocks are increasingly
overfished and their habitats deshoyed. Coastal fisheries continue to
serve as the 'sink' for surplus labour displaced from land-based

activities.

Meanwhile, for two decades, considerable changes have
takm place: technological advances, increased public awareness of
environmental and natural resource uses, and increased support
from donorc and policy makers for environnrental and natural
resource management. The fishery sector could have responded to
these changes with more effective rurnagement. Unfortunately, it has
remained inept. Management interventions are typically myopic and
short-term nreasures to relieve symptoms rather than to treat causes.
Furthermorc, the sector operates
isolation as
small,
inconsequential offshoot of the agriculture sector. The low profile of
fisheries is reflected by its relatively small budgetary allocation in
most developing counhies. Considering its role, both actual and
potential,
the improvement
the coastal and marine
environment, the Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources (BFAR)
could be more effective if it was incorporated in the environment

in

in

a

of

sector.

Marine Scientific Research in the Philippines
Stahrs anilPtoblems

From an environmental perspective, the country's bleak
situation is one in which the natural environment has almost
completely broken down.ll This is generally true for the coastal and
marine environment. While the government has not been remiss in
offering solutions to improve the situatiory these solutions give
short-term benefits to select groups and degrade the environment at
society's cost (for example, artificial reefs or ARs). For decades, these

11

Founda$on for Rural Economic Enterprise and Develo,p'Elent, Inc (FREED),
DENR Internel As*ssment: Gearing ,he DENR (Organizadon fc Sustainable
Developurent, Philippines, 1994).
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have been talked about in countless forums, recommended to some
extent, initiated, but not sustained. The present situation can be
likened to that of a deeply rooted malignant tumour that is eating
away the lifeblood of the natural environment and its people. Unless
there is a substantial change in the national legislative agenda, the
lack of national commitment to supporting and encouraging the
development of coastal and marine science in the country will
remain a major deterrent to economic and environmental
sustainability.
Key Issues and Concerns
The key coastal and marine issues can be placed under three
broad categories: biophysical issues; sociocultural issues; and
institutional/policy issues. This categorisatiory however, is artificial
as these issues are interconnected and interdependent. If they are
separated in this report, it is only for the sake of convenience in
presentation and to facilitate understanding.

(i)

Biophysial Issues
The priority biophysical issues confronting the coastal zone
in the Philippines are:

t

d"gradation of coastal ecosystems and habitats;

'
t

declining water quality and pollution;

'
t

endangered marine species and coastal wildlife; and

declining coastal fisheries;

coastal hazards including ocean storms and flooding.

Human activities such as industrialisation, development of
recreational areas along the coasts, agricultural land uses and'dredge
and fill'operations are increasing in many parts of the country. These
activities have led to a well-documented decline of coral reefs and
seagrass beds in both temperate and tropical areas.

On the other hand, natural perturbations such as cydones,
t5phoons, tidal waves, volcanic activity and the rapid encroachment

of

sand waves constitute physical issues which can also be
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responsible for the decline. However, they do not seem to be as
widespread as man-induced changes. Pests, diseases and population
and community interactions similarly act as sbessors which have
affected coastal ecosys tems.
As a result of pollution from waste water discharge and what

appear to be a disease, seagrass and reef populations along the
coasts of the Philippines are declining. This decline is a product of
the intense development of coastal areas, which has reduced water
quality and hence the growth of marine biota; any pollution resulting
in reduced water clarity limits their production and survival in
coastal areas. In the Philippines, only about 25 per cent of industrial
firms nation-wide comply with water pollution control [aws, and at
least 31 municipalities and ten cities discharge their sewage,
industrial effluent and domestic wastes into strategic river s)rstems
and coastal areas. With an increase in pollution, there has been a
concrcmitant decrease in seagrass and coral biomass and a reduction
in species diversity.
The two main factors contributing to water clarity reduction
are suspended sediments and nutrient loading. Resulting primarily
from upland runoff, boat traffic, wind mixing, and gleaning,
suspended sediments shade the plants directly. Sand, silt and clay

derived from deforestation (and swidden agriculture) wash into
streams which carry the suspended materials into seagrass and coral
areas. Industrial, residential and commercial development, which
cause rapid rates of clearing and soil stripping in watersheds, also
contribute suspended sediments in the coastal waters.
The major long-term threat to seagrass and coral populations

around the world comes from coastal eubophication. Nutrient
loading or eutrophication, which is particularly a problem in
embayments with reduced tidal flushing, is caused by waste waters
which reach the coasts from indusbial, commercial and dornestic
facilities; inadequate septic systems; boat discharges of human and
fish wastes and storm-drain run-off carryrng organic waste and
fertilisers. Its direct impact is the enhancement of growth in rnany
plant forms leading to a reduction of light. Ultimately the cause of
nutrient loading along coasts is people, and increases in population
density aggnvate the problem.
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In many parts of coastal Philippines, blast fishing is a
popular, albeit extremely destructive, fisNng technique. In Cape
Bolinao alone, six blasts per hour have been recorded. The blasts
create blowouts or coral- or grass-free depressions within the reefs.
In blowout areas, any one point will be recurrently eroded and reestablished at intervals of the order of 5 to 15 years (in seagrass).
Such processes limit successional development (as is evidenced by
the absence of a well-developed epifauna and flora that is
characteristic of an advanced stage of seral development), disrupt
sedimentary structures and may result in deposits much coarser than
those characteristic of the sandy seagrass carpet. [n coastal
population or market centres, boat traffic causes scouring of the beds.
This is brought about by the boats themselves or by the anchors and

poles used to manoeuvre the boats at low tide. The traffic also
increases suspended sediments, contributing significantly to the
increase of water turbidity and a decline in its quality.

$i)

Srcioailtural Issues

The priority sociocultural issues in coastal zone management
in the Philippines are:

t

porerty and conflict over the use of, and loss of access to,
natural resources;

'
t

tupid population growth;

'
t

low credibility of the government (loss of people's trust); and

limited involvement of resource users;

absence of a shared vision.

Other equally important issues include:

t
'
'

lack of sensitivity to gender concerns;
prrblic health; and

certain misconceptions which have guided mankind's
interaction with the environment.
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The causes of the first major issues are well identified and
their solutions .ue relatively well laid out, hence they need not be
elaborated in this report. On the other hand, the misconceptions
which have guided people's actions towards their environment need
to be ncntioned. People have an unclear perception of what the
environment is in relation to themselves, the view being often
anthrolrccentric, not sociocentric or naturalistic. In addition,
development is predicated largely upon environmental exploitation,
not its protection, as the latter is not yet a perceived social need but
an o(perBive and time-consuming activity. Environmental
preservation and the pursuit of economic goals are considered to be
in conflict with one another because they are based on two
incompatible basic principles: the ecological principle of 'stability', as
a precondition of the sustainability of ecological systems; and the
economic principle of 'growth', as the inherent logic of economic
systerns. The important point about these different viewpoints is that
they will rernain divergent so long as groups have different interests
and different sources of information and knowledge.
Taken for granted partly because of the limited involvement
of the pmple in planning and management, a 'shared' vision for the
environment is nowhere in sight. For the last two decades, the
Philippines Department of the Environment and Natural Resources
(DENru has made vision statements which have changed rapidly
with changes in the administration. More importantly, these visions
have been formulated largely without incorporating what the people
want their environment to be. Hence, the results are almost parochial
statements that alienate the people, making them feel that they do
not telong'. With this scenario, how can one expect them to actively
participate in government projects?

$il

htstitutionalI P olicy

ls

sua

The priority institu tional / policy issues are:

'

low level of institutional capability for cpastal area
management (especially at the local level, where the capacity
to implement sound policies is very limited);
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t

government's inadequacy in addressing the problern of
dealing with commercial operators and implementing
existing rules and guidelines;

'

lack of mechanisms to limit the free-access nature of some
resources; and

'

lack of national policy on strategic development of the
coastal zone (especially a shategy that addresses the causes
of habitat degradation).

The other institutional issues include:

t
'
'

top-down modes of governance;
overlapping jurisdictions/interagency conflicq

lack of cross-sectoral and integrated approaches at the
conceptual and policy levels and especially at the
implementation level;

'

discontinuities in policy and policy implementation because
of political instability and the loss of qualified staff to the
private sector or to other countries;

'

inadequate public support and priority given to the
environment as a unifring resource and to environmental
management initiatives;

t

inadequate implementation and enforcement of edsting
regulations (poor pollution control, sanitation and waste
treahnent facilities);

'
'

use of unsuitable technologies and approaches; and

lack of an alternative paradigm of economic development
that is also ecologically sustainable and politically acceptable.

Political interference and mismanagement is a 'normal'
ingredient in any developmental effort in less developed countries.
This results from misguided priorities arising from a rneagre
information base, the lack of expertise, political favouritism and an
inefficient bureaucracy in the face of a dire lack of financial
resources. The much needed but least felt'political will' to suPPort
the new movement of coastal environmental protection is locked in
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the baditional bureaucracy and political 6lite in the region.
Unfortunately, mitigative efforts being undertaken by the

government and private sectors are insufficient, ineffective and
largely socially unacceptable.
Case Study: Seagrass Research

in Southeast Asia

In Southeast Asia, seagrass beds are the least studied among
the ecosystems of the coastal environment. As noted above, there are
two main reasons why seagrasses receive little attention. First, rnost
people consider that they are not as important as cnral rcefs or
rnangroves or the corals, seaweeds, or fish associated with them.
Second, the traditional orientation of the region's marine science has
been to view the ocean as a deepwater mass. In fact, it was only in
the mid-1960s that the shallow benthic coastal fringe was recognised
by oceanographers as- a discrete ecosystem, forming a part of the
larger ocean systems.rz On a per country basis, the following factors
could also be considered:

'

the presence/absence of sizeable seagtass habitats associated
with the length and nature of the coastline;

'
t

the available expertise; and
the current state of knowledge on the ecosystem.

Expertise in seagrass research and knowledge of the
ecosystem in Southeast Asia are extremely limited. This is reflected
by the number of publications, which totalled or$y 177 for the period
198T94.13 Eighty per cent of the total number were published only

afEr

7986, when govemments recognised the fundamental
importance of seagrasses to coastal ecology and economy in the
region.

Current research activities

in

seagrass ecosystenui in

Southeast Asia fall into five categories: seagrass structure, dynamics,

12 RC Phillips, 'seagrasses and Coastal Marine Environment', Oeants, yol2l,
r978,pp3G40.
rr No$
tyl.D. fgtes, 'Seagrass Resources of ASEAN in C R Wilkinsqr (d.), Lioing
(Aushalian
&astel Rzsures: Slatus anil
Marugement

North Queensland, 1994), pp 10G9.

Institute of Marine Sdmce,
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fisheries, environmental factors, and applied aspects.l4 Arnong the
member counbies, these activities are largely concentrated on the
structural aspects (species composition and distribution) of the
seagrass plants and their associated fisheries (finfishes and
invertebrates), indicating, among other things, the relative novelty of
the subject. With the exception of Indonesia and the Philippines, the
Southeast Asian countries have shown much less research interest in
the dynamic aspects of seagrass ecology. This is one reason why the
functions of seagrasses still have only limited application in
addressing environmental issues in the region. Compared with other
counties in the region, in the last five years the Philippines has made
some substantial advances in understanding the basic trophic
processes and the broad-scale distribution of its seagrass resources.
Using the data available, it has initiated a programme of research to
investigate both the role of seagrasses in protected areas and their
usefulness in the rehabilitation of degraded coasts and in monitoring
the impacts of the environmental stress imposed by industry.
Competitiae Capacity

From the broader perspective, competitive capacity is a
function of a country's macro-economic situatiory ib industrial
structure, its socio-institutional structure and its techno-scientific
infrastructure. This paper focuses on the last component. In general,
the technological and scientific infrastructure of the Philippines is
characterised by scientific isolation, a low quality and low volume of
research and development (R&D) institutes,low public spending on
R&D lack of private spending on R&D, and a weak relationship
between the scientific community and the'market'. The subiect of
enorrnous political pressures and decisions and stiff international
competition, our competitive ability for funds and opportunities is
diminished primarily because of the above factors. Although the
Philippines has the secondJargest population of the eight countries
in Southeast Asia, in terms of science and technology performance it
has the smallest number of productive researchers.ls With a much
74
15

Fortes, Seagrasses of East Asia'.

F. lacanilao, 'Researdr and Development Problems of Philippines Fisheries',

kcrure

presented

at the

Scientific Symposium 'Sustainable Developmott of
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smaller population, Taiwan had a research output that was 24 times
that of the Philippines in 1994. This partly explains why Taiwan is
now ahead even in milkfish breeding research and development.
Trends and Prospects in Marine Scientific Researdr
Future Directions

The future direction

of

marine scientific research in

Southeast Asia is dictated by certain factors which chart the course of
marine science world-wide. Essentially, these factors include:16

t

the developing new occupational areas that require exclusive
or partial expertise in seagrass science;

'

k"y knowledge and skills which will be required at that time
and methodological changes in their teadring

'
t

the rapid growth in information and specialisation; and
constraints and what is needed to overcome them.

A shortage of government funds and a tendency on the part
of the private sector to fund only marketable research will largely
determine the research climate in Southeast Asia, with the result that
only those areas with brighter occupational prospects will be
developed. Hence, expertise in marine science will be developed to
address the needs of the following developing occupational areas:

'

integrated coastal zone marulgement and marine pa.rks

'
t

the management of marine information;

'

marine environmental toxicology, pollution monitoring and
control;

1.
!o

developmeng

'mariculture'or sea ranching;

Ftsherle R€ourc€', National Research Council of the Phitipptnes, University of
the Philippines,22 November 1995.
United Nadons EducaHonal, Scientific and Cultural Organisadon ([INESCO),
Year 20fl) Challenges for Marine Science Training and Educadon Worldwide',
LJNESCO Reports in Marine Science No. 52, Paris, 1989.
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t
'
'
t
t

coastal and marine tourism;
the development of new products from the sea;
coastal remote sensing interpretation and application;

marine species taxonomy; and
environmental management and protection.

The specific fields of research interest whidt

will include:

will

attract

coastal processes, coastal water
quality, land+ea and ocean-atmosphere interactions in the coastal
zone, global dimate change and sea level rise, resotrce valuatioru
and management. In the conduct of research, the constrainb will
come largely from the use of computers, models and modelling; the

attention and resources

applicability

of

mathematics

and

statistics;

the lack

of

communication, information transfer and electronic networking; and
the failure to hanslate results into a form which is acceptable to
people in general.

complement existing specialisations in biology,
engineering, navigation and economics, new subjects will be

To

developed to integrate the knowledge of marine and human ecology
involved in coastal activities. These subjects, which are characterised

by their multidisciplinary approach and their solid grounding in
biology, chemistry, physics, geology and mathematics, include:
computer literacy, information management and transfer,
interpretation and application of remotely sensed data, taxonomy
invoking interdisciplinary skills, mariculture, ecological processes,
restoration ecology, ocean-atmosphere interactions, hindcasting of
climate, sea levels, the sub-lethal effects of pollutants, traditional
knowledge of coastal communities, and marine resource and
environment economics. If greater support were rnade available,
computer-assisted research in seagrass science would increase in
scope and sophistication.
Because of its ability to increase massively the capacity for
storing data, CD-ROM and associated technology could be useful in

dealing with the rapid growth of information. Also useful here
would be electronic networking, the visualisation of data using
graph processors and the establishment of regional databases.
Seagrass information could be readily available from information
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networks, especially those of the United States, European Union and
Australia.
The Controlling Factors
Coastal Zone Issues

The factors which have brought about a decline in fisheries
production in the recent years include environmental degradation,
an increase in the demand for fish, intense competition for land and
water resources for fish production, inadequate institutional and
organisational arrangements, and the poor performance of our
researchers and scientists. Environmental degradation was a direct
result of rapid population growth and accelerated industrial and
other economic developments after the Second World War. While
economic growth has improved income and increased employment
opportunities, it has also resulted in adverse environmental changes
that are threatening human health and the functional itrtegrity of the
eaosystenE.

The increasing demand for fish was brought about by three
factors: population growth, increase in disposable income and
incrcase in the relative preference for fish over other foods.l7 The
present supply of fish permits an average per capita consumption of
12 kg per year. But projected population increases will make it
impossible to maintain current patterns and levels of fish
consumption without substantial production increases. World
population is projected to increase from the present 4 billion to 6
billion by the year 2000 and Asia will have at least 3.2 billion people
living in our already congested environment.l8 The fooi ana
Agriculture Organisation (FAO) estimates that another 30 million
tons at current prices will be needed to maintain the present level
and pattern of fish consumption.l9 Without increases in supply,
T.-E ChuA 'Asian Fisheries towards the Year 2000: A Challenge to Fisherleg
!$gndsts_fn Prcceedings of tlu Third Asian Fisluries Forum, Singrprc (Ihe Asian
18
19

Fisheries Society, Manila, 7994), pp.1-14.

World Bank projection, 1 990.
Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations (FAO), Living Marine
Resources Researdr Paper 5, commissioned by the United Nations C-ofuerence
qr Environment and Divelopment (UNCED), ftome 1gI.
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consumers will have to bid against each other for the limited supply,
causing prices to rise. As a result, there will be a shift in the
consumption of fish, skewing the allocation away from those less
willing and able to pay more.
Real income in the developing world is increasing. This will
continue to put an upward pressure on the demand for highquality
fish for the domestic market. This upward pressure is being further
strengthened by an increasing desire by people in affluent nations to
consume healthy food, as fish is widely recognised and promoted as
a healthy source of animal protein.

The coastal zones of most developing nations are densely
populated.In Southeast Asia more than 200 million people (about 60
per cent of the population) live close to the shore.20 The United
Nations Conference on Environment and Development (LJNCED)
projects that, by the year 2000, between 60 and 70 per cent of people
in coastal nations will reside within 60 km of the shoreline and over
two-thirds of these will be in developing countries. In short, the
coastal zone will be densely populated and urban centres will
proliferate along the coastlines, leading to an increase in
environmentally degrading activities. There will thus be intense
competition for land and water resources for fish production.
Because property rights are unclear or unenforceable, there is

a lack of an effective

mechanism for allocating scarce resources
among competing users. An example of this is the decade.long
struggle between inshore fishers using traditional fishing gear and
commercial hawlers operating in the same fishing grounds for the
same target commodity (shrimp). The resolution of this problem
requires a better understanding of its root causes and their effects, as
well as a clearer perspective of the community, its socie.economic
and cultural characteristics and the application of economic

20

T.:E_. 9lgr, Managing Coastal Resources for Swtainable Development The
ASEAN Initiative'in T.-E. Chua and L.F. Scura (e&), Meruging ASEAI'I Ccrtal
Rzswces for Suslainable Deoelopment: Roles of Policy Maken, Scientbts, Donors,
I'tledb enil Communities (ICLARM Conference Proceedings, 797), pp27-35.
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incentives or disincentives. Many of these actions go beyond the
realm of the fishery sector.2l

As for the poor perforrunce of our researchers

and

it is alarming to note that the Philippines ran}.s last.rmong
eight Asian countries assessed for science and technology
perforrnance, which is the basis of economic growth.22 The leading
nations in this ranking have also managed their resources better
because proiects that conflict with social benefits and environmental
integ,rity are often excluded or given up. In Singapore, it has never
been a part of economic policy to sacrifice a sector of society or the
environment in development strategies. In Thailand, workers have
stopped using tyres for the construction of artificial reefs since 1988
but in the Philippines, their unregulated deployment continues
without studies.
Due to a lack of political courage on the part of the
governrnent, its attempts to conserve the coral reef resourceg have
scientists,

tm few and have come too late. On the other hand, grassroots
demonstration proiects have shown that communities themselves can

been

creaE and implement effective conservation programrnes with
minimal assistance from the government.B

Energing Development-Environment Paradigms
'A nav scintific paradigm triumplts not by conoincing the
maiodty of its opponants, but because its opponants anntually
ilb'.
Max Planck, physicist.

In order to be more relevant, more freely acceptable to the
people and more effective in performing its mandate and attaining
its vision, the counbry's environmental sector has to actively acquire,

2l
I
''t

LA. Fallon and T.-8. Chua, Towards Strengthmhg Policy and gtsategic
Orientadon for Fisheries Resources Managemenb The Role of C-oastal Area
Manageurent', Tropicrl fust Area Matugement, Vol.S, No.3, 1990, pp.l-5.
lacanilao, Researdr and Development Problems of Plrilippineo Fisheries'.
I.R. Clark, 'Annex G Management of the Coastal 7n e for Sustalnable
Development'i:n Dames & Moore Internationaf Louis Berger Internadonal, Inc.
and lnstitute for Development Anthropolo1y, Susbir,abb Naturd Rcronrccs
Asessnrctrt - PhiliVpines (United States Agency for lnternadonal Developmmt,
Manila, 1989).
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disseminate and utilise newer and more pragmatic ideas. These ideas

are the driving force behind modernisation (of both staff and
facilities), capacity building and the maintenance, even
simplification, of procedures. For the most part, they are associated
with the new paradigms to which the world environment is opening
itself.

The current environmental scenario in the Philippines
dictates the need for a reappraisal of existing paradigms and/or a
shift to new and more relevant or appropriate ones. [n the broader
context, the ingredients for such a shift have been made clean

poverty must

be eradicated through community

movements and people empowermenf the economy must be
resuscitated through the broad-based provision of access to
and the mobilisation of resources and investrnents for higher

value, higher multiplier and higher efficiency goods and
servicesl the enoironment must be rehabilitateil anil sustaiwbly
nunaged; and the government machinery must be reoriented
and restructured towards more democratic, more responsive,
people-based, and area-oriented approaches of realising
sustainable development.

In this paper, the focus will be on the sustainable
nranagement of the coastal marine environment. The following are
of those paradigms which have emerged out of the need to
refocus environmentally related efforts which obviously did not
work or are inappropriate under existing conditions.
some

'

Economic growth as it has been conventionally perceived is
no longer tenable as the unquestioned objective of economic
development policy. The old concept of growttr, ('throughput
growth'), with its reliance on an ever-increasing throughput
of energy and other natural materials, cannot be sustained,
and must yield to an imaginative pursuit of economic ends
that are less resource-intensive.24 This netv approach
requires a concerted effort to be made to remould consumer

preferences

24 R

and to stcer demand in the direction of

Goodland al al. (eds), Enoironmentally Sustainable Eanomb Deoeloptunt:

Buililing on Brundtland (UNESCq Paris, 1991).
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environmentally benign activities, while simultaneously
reducing throughput per unit of final product and services.
Producing more with less through conservatiory higher
efficienry, technological improvements and sound recyding.
fapan excels in this regard, producing 81 per cent more real
output than it did in 1973, using the same amount of energy.
Economic logic tells us that we should aim to maximise the
productivity of the scarcest (limiting) factor, as well as to
increase its supply.2s This means that economic policy
should be designed to increase the productivity of natural
capital (natural resources) and its total amount, rather than
to increase the productivity of human-made capital and its
accumulation; there is a need to reorient and adopt policies
for the management of scarce, not abundant, resources, and
to institutionalise ecological knowledge that has direct
relevance to and implications for the management of these
scarrce resources.

Natural capital and human-made capital are complenrents,
rather than substitutes.25 The neo-classical assumption of the
near-perfect substitutability of the two is a serious distortion
of reality. The switch from human-made to natural capital as
the lirniting factor is a function of the increasing scale of
human presence. Investment must shift from human-made
capital accumulation to the preservation and resoration of
natural capital. Instead of investing mainly in sawmills,
fishing boats and refineries, development banks should now
invest more in reforestatio& the restocking of reefs and fish

populations and renewable substitutes

for

dwindling

reserves of petroleum (the World Bank's new official name is

the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(IBRD).

In any conllict

between biophysical realities and political

realitils, the latter must eventually give ground.27 The
environment will inevitably transit to sustainability: the
25
26
27

H.E Daly,'From Empty-World Economics to Full-World Economics'in ibid

ibi4

Goodland el cJ . (&s), Enoironmenlally Sustainable Economb DmlopaenL
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choice is between planning for an orderly transition or
allowing physical limits and environmental damage to
dictate the timing and course of the transition.

It is neither ethical nor helpful in terms of the environment
to expect the grassroots to reduce or arrest their
development. Therefore the richer companies, which after all
.rre responsible for most of today's environmental damage,
must take the lead in this respect.

The newly developing sectors of society need to find a
different pathway and to shape models of development that
will bypass the ruinous, resource-depleting cycle that the
older, more developed sectors went through. The essential
fuels of the transition to sustainability - capital and
technology - are scarce in these developing sectors, so it is
imperative that these sectors optimise the use of such
resources in ways which also take advantage of their main
resource - people.

Increasing the ability of scientists to move away from the
objectivity and rationality of science into the less rational and
more subjective roles of advocacy and poliry making. This,
however, implies that these scientists have already reached
the peak of their careers. Nevertheless, there is a prevailing

'push' for researchers to improve their output, for scientists
to perform their role in information dissemination, and for
both to train more future scientists who would actively take
part in the decision-making process.
The preservation of the functional integrity of the nesource
system through integrated and holistic approaches. The
natural system maintains itself through a close interaction of
various key processes that enable it to reach a stage of

ecological equilibrium. To ensure the systematic flow of
goods and services from the resource system, human activity
should be regulated within the upper biological limits,
beyond which adverse ecological changes occur and the
resource system fails to maintain its normal functions (its
carrying capacity). Unfortunately, scientists have yet to
provide such an index. But in the absence of such values,
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nvrnagers must carefully balance environmental protection
with the realities of human needs and expectations. ln the
meantime, resource managers must use expert judgment and
corrunon sense as their guide.

'

'

'

The'tragedy of the commons' implies that communities are
unable to form functional grouPs to manage their common
resources. But in some isolated cases, these communities do
form working cooperatives which are effective in
implementing sustainable resource-use practices. Henc€,
'bagedy' is bansformed into'benefits'.
The success of many corporate establishments depends on
their ability to make their people feel important by, anrong
other means, involving or consulting them in decision
making, communicating to them in acceptable language and

Ibtning to them.
Ttre recognition and acceptance of a new paradigm of
economic development where natural resources are used
sustainably over a long time frame (intergenerational equity)

and where benefits accrue to the mass base of marginal
coastal PoPulations.
Research Data Needs for Marine Resource Management

It is important for the sustainable development of marine
resources that their uses be developed under a system of integrated

planning and management. Attention should be given to future
needs, and in particular to encouraging research into their use,
protection and conservation. Thus for marine science, the major
ioncems that need to be addressed and from which the necessary
researchdata could be obtained include the following.
(i) Coastal Procases
In coastal development planning, information about coastal
processes is important. This is because of their effects on biota, water
iirculatiory sedimentation and erosion. Hence, related research
should focus on: land-coastal zone interactions; the mechanisms of
coastal processes (for example, sediment transport due to waves,
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currents, rivers and wind; the effect of man-made structures such as

harbours and dams); and the development of techniques for
monitoring not only the ongoing process itself but also external
forces, such as waves and currents.

There is a need for an education Progranune in research
techniques that is primarily aimed at marine geologists, ocean and
coastal engineers, planners and decision makers. Among the subjects
to be covered are the monitoring (especially by satellite observations
and the interpretation of aerial photographs), modelling and
simulation of coastal processes; field measurements; land-sea
interactions; and currents.
(ii)TheEffrcts of Disturbance on Ecosystems
Coastal area development may disturb the marine ecosystem

balance through its effect on the quality of coastal waters.
Particularly important here are the modification of water-flow
patterns that occurs as the result of reclamation undertaken in the
construction of docks, harbours and similar works, and the effects of
increased discharges of surface water and domestic and industrial
waste waters. Eutrophication and climatic changes also affect the
marine ecosystem balance. There is thus a need to promote through
research, training and education an understanding of the nature and
functioning of the coast, and to establish appropriate environmental
measures to deal with these disturbances of the coastal equilibrium.
This need can be addressed by effective conununication with
decision makers, planners and managers as well as by regional
cooperation.

(nil Water Pollution and Sugrass Habitats
The pollution of coastal waters from land-based sources, by
ahnospheric inputs, or by the use of coastal areas for human and
industrial activities, is one of the more conspicuous problems arising
from the use of the coastal zone. The problem is aggravated by a lack
of proper management and knowledge. If there is to be a ProPer
evaluation and assessment of water pollution in coastal marine areas,
informatiory education and training will have to be provided. The
basic information that is required for a proper evaluation of the
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of water pollution in coastal areas could conc from the
following areas: physical oceanography and meteorology, marine
ecosystems and their functions, and the study of living resourc€s,
particularly those already exploited, of riverine inputs and of the
effects

discharge of sewage and industrial effluents.

Education and research are required at all levels - prirnary,
secondary, university and postgraduate - and also for planners,
rnanagers and users. Training in analytical techniques is necessary
for the assessment of marine pollutiory contingency plans, rnodelling,
dispersion/dilution of pollutants in coastal waters, and the use of
control devices.

(iv)

lmpcts of Climate Change anil Su lcoel Rbe
Present sea temperatures in Southeast Asian seas are
expected to increase by 1C, resulting in enhanced evaporation and
increased precipitation.28 With this increase in precipitatiory more
nutrients will be washed out to sea. Depending on the actual load of
nutrients, this can have either positive or negative effects for coastal
communities. With erosion enhanced, current patterns in near+hore
areas, where seagrasses, coral reefs and mangroves abund, will be
altered and the breeding and nursery functions of the ecosystems
will be adversely affected.
Possible

The effects of a rise in the sea level within the predicted
range of 20 cm by 2025 are likely to be insignificant for seagrass
systems when compared to the effects of man-induced influences.
Nevertheless, such a rise would still have a substantial negative
impact on the seagrass community. There would inundation, both
the frequency and severity of storms and wave surge would increase
as would the rates of shoreline erosion, the dynamic coastal physical
properties would be modified, and shoreline protective structures
and facilities would be damaged or reduced.29 There is thus a nd
to research and to monitor the changes in sea levels, and to develop

2E

(ed.), 'lmplications of Expected Climate Changes in the East Asian
An Overview', RCU/EAS Technical Report Series Nog United
Nations Environment Programme, 1994.
M.A. Davidson and T.W. Kana, 'Future Sea Level Rise and its Implicadone for
Charleston, South Carolina'in M.H. Glantz (ed.), Socbtel Rrspn*s b Regiotul
Clittutb Change: Foreustingby Analogy (Westview Press, Boulder, Colo., 1988).
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programmes that assess the possible effects of these changes on
$eagrass systems at the global, regional and local levels.
(v) bnil-Sea and Ocun-Atmosphere lnteructions in the Coastal

7-one

An understanding of land-sea and ocaan-ahnosphere
interactions is vital for planning and management. In the cnastal
zone, physical and chemical oceanographic parameters are, to a liarge
extent, influenced by the form of the coastline and its topography as
well as by meteorological and climatic conditions. The sea also
impacts onboth the atmosphere and the coast.
University graduates, government planners and managers
are in need of education and research programmes that focus on the
measurement in the field of those parameters used to describe the
interactions between the sea and the atmosphere as well as on
modelling and simulation.
(vt) Mannganent

Iong-term traditional uses are no longer compatible with the
sustainable development and management of the coastal zone.
Moreover, in most Southeast Asian countries marine practices have
not been regulated, and the human population will not quickly
accept the new laws of the sea, unless these laws are understood and
the reasons for their existence clearlv communicated and
demonstrated.
For the marine environment as a whole, regulations should

be established governing the multiple use of designated coastal
areas. These should designate different types of zones for different
uses and include zones of complete protection from extractive
human activity. The zoning scheme would separate competitive
operations and may provide for the periodic closure of zones, for
example in seagrass areas where fish-breeding times are known.

Education and research programmes are needed at both the

university (including graduate) and government levels, and for
pollcy makers, planners, managers and investors. Research training
will be required in monitoring, planning and multiple-use
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management as well as in the application of methods for sustainable
development and environmental impact assessment.

ln addition to the research requirements for the management

of rnarine resources listed above, there is a parallel need for data
management and information acquisition. There is an increasing
amount of data and information on the coastal and marine
environment that is available for science and management. A major
concern is the need to arrive at an effective mechanism to cope with

the present and future problems

in

managing this data and

information.

(vii)

Valuation of Marine Resourca

A primary

cause of marine habitat loss is the failure of the
present economic policies to give monetary value to its components
and the interactions among them. In most Southeast Asian countries,

the destruction of coral reefs for the trade of precious biological
rnaterials, and the conversion of seagrass beds into seaweed farms or

their destruction to build access roads, fish ports, and other
indusbial facilities, occur for two reasons: to meet the need for
increased food production or hard currency, regardless of whether
that production is sustainable or no$ and because seagrass systems,
like the other natural systems, are often undervalued.
There have already been attempts to give monetary value to
goods and services from seagrass beds and mangroves. The values
were calculated primarily on the basis of the fisheries that seagrass
beds support. Thus in Caims (North Queensland), Watsory Coles
and Lee long estimated that the potential total annual yield from

Cairns harbour seagrasses for the three major commercial prawn
species was 178 tons per year with a landed value of $A1.2 million
per year.s In Puget Sound, Washingtory a 0.4 hectare eelgrass bed
was valued at US$12,325 annually.3l The valuation took into account
the amount of energy derived from the system, and the nutrition it
30

3l

RA. Watson, R.G. Coles and WJ. Lee Long Simulation Estimates of Annual
Yield and Landed Value for C-ommercial Penaeid Prawns from a Tropical
Seagrass Habitat, Northern Queenslan4 Australia', Austrelien
ctril Freslweter Rcsources, Y ol.M, 7993, pp.211-79.

McRoy, pers. comm., 1978.
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generated for oyster culture, commercial and sport fisheries, as well
as sport charters and waterfowl. In Southeast Asia, the revenues
derived from seagrass fisheries alone would be substantial. Even if
the calculations used above are only partially correct, if they were
applied to Southeast Asian seagrass resources, the economic value of
seigrass beds in the region would be considerably higher.32
There is a need to undertake the valuation of coastal and
marine resources. It should be pointed out, however, that the sole
purpose of the valuation process is to provide useful data for making
sound rrurnagement decisions, and that the values arrived at will be
underestimates. This is because not all the components, much less
the processes that maintain the integrity of coastal systems, can be
given monetary values. The active participation of scientists in this
process is essential, since they have more knowledge about the true
worth of the resources. Otherwise, others less informed $rill assign
much lower values.
The Need for a Regional Approach to Marine Scientific Research
The wide range of research capabilities that exists among the
countries in Southeast Asia is a major obstacle to an integrated
nurnagement of the region's coastal and marine environments. There
is a need for regional cooperation in this sector. The following
recommendations may be useful in achieving this:
Regional centres should be establbhed with networks for upacity
building in order to promote the exclange of succasful moilels anil
etperianca and to act as aknowledgebasefor policy ilmelopment.

These centres should aim at building national capacities by
assisting sectoral assessments and institutional development,

reviewing programmes and managerial capacities within
existing educational, training and research establishments,
facilitating and jointly undertaking supportive research, and
developing and jrcintly implementing short- and long-term
training prograrnmes aimed at target groups at all relevant
levels within and, to some extent, also outside governments.
These activities should be predominantly on-the'irb and

32

Fortes, Seagrasses: A Resource Unknown in theASEAN Region'.
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of real-life case studies and
simulations, developing cross-sectoral thinking and
promoting the need for effectiveness. The cenbes could be
hands-ory making use

attached to existing institutions with excellent back records,

ensuring mutual support, but should maintain their
autonomous status in order to facilitate their regional
activities.
Acc6s should be proaided to international caira of loauledge
anil ilata nefworks and regional Southast ,Asian quioalails
shoulil be dneloped.

Regional cooperation should be enhanced or further
explored to improve access to library materials (irurnals,
books, current contents), electronic information systems
(e'mail, databases), and international networla of scientific
and professional associations.

Raurch capacity in the region should

be mobilbeil

anil bettq

focused.

The research capacity in most member countries is underfunded, under-utilised, and is often poorly focused. The
overriding priorities for the future are to ensure that the
development of coastal marine resources is sustainable, and
that, once developcd, such resources are managed within an
integrated framework.
Indigenous research capacity should be strengthened with
these priorities in mind, so that optimal use can be made of
existing facilities. Wherever possible, the work undertaken
should be field-oriented and should cover both technical and
social aspects.

Particular attention should be paid to the physical and
biological processes involved in water and nutrient fluxes
and their relation to land use and climate, and to the
appropriate tcrhnologies for the protection, conservation and
sustainable use of marginal areas with vulnerable and fragile
ecosystems.
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A regional consensus should be forgd on the strategic aryru&a
naded to ensure the long-tum sustainability of wastal marine
enoironment sector programmes and projects.

Countries have to recognise and address the pressing need to
improve the performance of key agencies and instihrtions
and their regional extensions, where the demand for a better

environment is greatest. Initially, and for purposes of
pragmatic systematisation, the region needs to look at
capacity building in the coastal marine environment sector at
three levels: at the local level, where field operations are
carried out; at the central government level, where policies
are made; and at the intemational level of external support
agencies. In addition, the region should adopt strategies to
shengthen capacity both in the short term (that is, crcastal
villagers operating a fish cooperative) and in the long term
(that is, strengthening educational institutions to build a
nation's capacity in the environment sector). It should also
look at the 'enabling factor' in the capacity-building process,
the role of community-based organisations, of the private
sector and of NGOs. Further, the region needs to ensure that
it continues to adapt these strategies to changing economic
and social conditions.

Conclusion
The main obstacles to the formulation and implementation of
programmes for marine research in Southeast Asia are still the
shortage of funds for research, low salaries for staff, the lack of access
to needed technologies, weak technical support infrastructures, pq)r
public appreciation of coastal resources and environment, and the
relatively small number of researchers trained in promoting an
integrated rnanagement approach. Unless there is a substantial
change in the legislative agenda within the majority of developing
countries in Southeast Asia, the lack of commitment by governments
to support and encourage the development of seagrass science will
remain a maior deterrent.
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In order to overcome these obstacles, there is a need:

t
t
t

to develop expertise in marine scientific research, at least in
key institutions in the region;
to give more intellectual stimulation and a sense of mission
to the region's marine scientists;

to foster more public understanding of the
seagrasses and other lesser

relevance of
known resourc€s to the welfare of

coastal populations;

t

to

conduct more public-relations activities

to

stimulate

gov€rnmental willingness; and

t

to provide the

necessary facilities
retraining of educators.

for the training

and

In the longer term, the sound runagement of seagrass and
other coastal ecosystems will depend on an educated community in
which members understand the importance of a mix of conservatiory
development and community participation. The scientific
community needs to develop and nurture an ethic that views the seas

a resource in need of our stewardsNp and not simply a
commodity. The extent to which local community participation in
marine environmental protection and resource management can be
fostered will be a significant factor in determining the quality of the
marine environment and the availability of its resources in the future.
as
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MARINE ENVIRONMENTAL SECURITY
Grant Hewison and Mohd Nizam Basiron

it

At the initial meeting of the CSCAP Maritime Working Group
was agreed that firm practical proposals for cooperation and

confidence building between Asia Pacific nations be developed for this

meeting. After discussion, those that met with the approval of the
Maritirne Working Group would then be passed on for consideration
by the CSCAP Steering Committee.
Ttre representatives of New Zealand and Malaysia agreed at
the initial nreeting to develop proposals in the area of the rnarine
environment. This report is the product of ioint work undertaken by
those representatives.

It should be acknowledged at the outset that within the Asia
Pacific region the'marine environment' is a field that is already subiect
to enormous study. There arg in addition, many existing examples of
cooperation and confidence building.

Rather than attempting to cover all possible avenues in this
field, the proposals suggested here for cooperation and confidence
building in Asia and the Pacific are those of particular interest to the
representatives of New Zealand and Malaysia. They include
suggestions for CSCAP to consider environmental security issues in
Asia and the Pacific, environmentally responsible defence, the
establishment of an effective regional oil spill response and control
network and a response to land-based causes of marine pollution.
Proposal One: Environmental Security Issues in Asia and the Pacific
Although this proposal may fall outside of the strict terms of
reference of the Maritime Working Group of CSCAP, there appear to
be significant opportunities for CSCAP, apart from the Maritime
Working Group to undertake further concerted work on the potential
for environmental security issues to be used to build confidence and
security within the Asia Pacific region.
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Tlre concept of 'environmental security' has already been the
subiect of cpnsiderable study and evaluation.r It is not a new issue for
those concerned with'security'in the broad sense. Indeed it is widely

acknowledged as

a key element in the study of

comprehensive

security.2

More recently, there has been recognition of the role of
environmental security both as a source of conflict and as a nreans for
building confidence and security. Moreover, there has been increasing
interest in environmental security within an Asia Pacific context.3
Nevertheless, the predominant dialogue on emerging security

issue in Asia and the Pacific has to date given little regard to
environmental security. The environment remains largely at the edge
of dorrrestic and international politics and in Asia and the Pacific
immediate conventional security worries tend to dominate. Yet, as R.T.
Maddock not6 in a seminal article on environmental security in East
Asia,'in no other area of the world are the imperatives of economic
growth and environmental protection on a more direct collision path'.4
Ealogical Pnspctioe or Hunen Afiiin: Wik
Sryiel Rcferencc to Intcrtutional Politics (Gremwood ltess, Westport, Conn., l!]65);
Rldrard Ullman, 'Redefining Security', lnternational Security, Vol.E, No.l, 19E3;
kster Brown, 'An Untraditional View of National Security'in f. Reidrart and S.
Sturm (ds), Anaicea Defence Pohl.ry $ohn Hopkins University, Baltimore, sth edn
l9E2) Arthur Westing The Environmental Component of Corp,rehensive
Security', Bll/,letk of Peace Proposals, Vol.20 No.2, lune 1989; fesdca Matherts,
'Redefining Security', Foreign Affairs,, Vol.68, No2, 1989; Norman Myers,
'Environmmt and Security', Foreign Policy, No.74 1989; Alexandre Timoshenko,
'Ecological Security: Global Change Paradigm', C-oloredo lomd q InEnetiotul
Enoironnenlal law anil Policy, Yol.l, No.l, 1990; Gunther Flandl, 'Envlronmental
Security and Global Change: Thc Challenge to International Law', Yurbak of
Intatutbnal Enoironnental Law, Yol.7, 1990; Sergei Vinogradov, 'Internadonal
Environmental Security: Thc Concept and its lnplemmtadon', in A. Carty and G.
Danilmko (dsl, Pnestroitt stil Intenutbnal Laar Cunent Anglofuobt AVpucles to
lnteneliotul Lazr, (Edinburgh University Press, Edinburgh, 1990); Peter Gleick,
'Environment and Sc'curity;Clear Connections', BuIIeth of tu Atortic Scicrrtists,
Vol.4Z No3, April 1991i Michel Frederidc 'La securiiG environmentale [:]
6l€merrts de d6finition', Etuiles Inhmatbnala, YoI24, No.4 December 193; Peter
Gleidr, Water and Conllicb Fresh Water Resources and InternaHond Security',
Intcttutbttd Seanrity, Vol.l8, No.l, Summer 1993; and Daniel Deudney, Muddled

Se H. Sprout and M. Sprout, The

Thinldng', Bulletinof tle Atomic kbntbts, Vol.4Z Nog April 1991.
for example, the artides noted in footnote 1. See also Terene O'Brien, Track

See,

Two: Creating a Meltingpot', Nao Zealand Intcrnatbnal P@ieu, Vol2O No.4
Iuly/August, 1 995, pp.lGl 2.
Se, for example, R.T. Maddock, 'Environmental Securtty in East Asia',
C.ontmrpomry Srutbeast Asia, YoL17, No.l, June 7995, pp2o.37; M"ty B. Powers,

'DOD's Gary Vest Speaks out on Its New Global Cleanup U'rrhs', Engineaing NeusRcanl (ENN,6 March 1995, pp.58-9.
Maddodq 'Environmental Security in East Asia'.
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East Asia, the combined problems of a large and expanding
population with phenomenal rates of economic growth mean that
environmental limits will be reached very soon.s
While it seems that no complete study has been undertaken to
identify all potential environmental security issues within the Asia
Pacific regiory R.T. Maddock suggests that the following
environmental issues also have the potential to become tranrborder
security issues.

'

t
'

Vietnam is concerned that Thailand draws excessive amounts
of water from the Mekong River in the dry season, thus
increasing the intrusion of salt water from the sea into the
Mekong delta region of southern VietnanU ib main
rice-growing area.
Russia dumps low-level nuclear waste into the Sea of lapan,
which is a cause of concern to Japan and South Korea.
Iapanese scientists have been disconcerted to discover that up

to 65 per cent of fapan's measured disposition of sulphur
dioxide emanates from sources outside the country - 50 per
cent from China and 15 per cent from South Korea.5
As part from these specific examples, considerable potential

efsts for conflict over trans-border air pollutiory marine pollution,
migratory animals and birds, and sustainable forest development.T
Recommendations

It is recommended that the Maritime Working Group advance
the idea that further concerted study of environmental security issues
be undertaken within the Asia Pacific region. This suggestion might be
usefully taken up first within CSCAP itself and then possibly at the
Asia Pacific Roundtable. As noted from the examples above, there
seenrs to be potential, particularly with regard to trans-border
problems, for further identification of potential environmental security

concems and further dialogue on the issue generally. While
environmental agencies within the region may already be engaged in
work on solving these specific issues, it seems very useful that the

I
I/

iuia.
ibid.
ibid.

lfi
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military/defence establishment be made arrare of the potential for
environmental problems to escalate into conventional security
concerns. There $eerrs to be potential for rcgional research leading to a
workshop on the issue of environmental security.

Proposd Two: Environmentally Responsible Defence
Although the concept of 'environrnentally reponsible defence'
rnay be viewed as an element of environrnent security, it seems nrore
apprcpriate, particularly in the context of these proposals, to discuss
the concept separately.

In recent years and particularly since the late 1980s, the
military establishments in many countries have recognised a need to
improve their environmental performance.8 The military have in the
past caused, and to a great extent continue today to cause,
considerable environmental degradation.g Although the prirnary
mission of the military remains that of defending the nation, rather
than environmental protectiory concern for the environment is
increasingly becoming part of the military mission.In rnany countries,
for example, military prograrnmes have been created that aim to
reduce the amount of pollution generated, achieve full compliance
with environmental laws and regulations, preserve naturd resources,
protect endangered species and clean up past toxic contamination.l0
The United States Department of Defense (DOD), for example,

has established a number of prograrunes concerned with
for example, Powers, 'DOD's Gary Vest Speaks out on Ib New Global Cleanup
Links'; Barry P. Steinberg, The Hidden Costs of Closing Military Blrrrn', Pnblic
Ivleaagettunt,Yol.T3, No.S, May 1997,p3;Martin Calhoun, The Big Green Military
Machine', Busituss otil hcbty REoieu, No.!I2, Winter 1995, pp2l4; Ann Hille,
'Conservation: Britain's Defence Ministry Fights back', C-ugraphial lvtegezirc,
See

Vol.63,

No.[

M ay 7991, pp.1620.

for example, Reto Pieth, Toxic Military', Tlu Nation, S fune 192, p.773. Reto
Peith notea that 'the world's arured forces are the single biggsst pollutera on the
planet. According to [a] report... prepared reeardrers of the Sdmce for Peace
Institute at the University of Toronto, "10 to 30 per cent of all global mvironmental
degradation can be attributed to military activities." The military eetablishments
also use up tremendous amountg of environnental and human reaourcee and
See,

deplete nrassive amounts of energy'.
Of interest in the maritime sector will be the United States Navy'a effort to reduce
the conbibudon of its warshipo and submarineo to pollution of the oceans by
mrpacting, sorting offloading and buming shipboard wastea and redudng the
volusre of materials it takes on board. See Calhoun, The Big Green Military

Madrine'.
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environmentally responsible defence.ll Within NATO, the DOD has
in education, information sharing about the
environment, and now (with the forrner Soviet and Warsaw Pact
counhies) enhancing clean-up capacities. This has involved the
creation of networla among defence and environnrental experts to
facilitate the sharing of knowledge, approaches and technology. It has
also involved those from the private sector who might be engaged in
the work of actual clean-up.l2

been involved

Along with senior environmental defence officials from
Canada and Australia, the DOD has, as part of a comprehensive
environmental security trilateral relationship been examining the
potential for environrrrentally responsible defence in Asia and the
Pacific. A Pacific Rim-Southeast Asian defence environmental security
conference is, for example, planned for Septerrber this year in Flawaii.
The DOD has also been discussing with the US State Department, the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the US
Environmental Protection Agency about how environmentally
responsible defence progranurm might fit into existing multilateral
environmental programmes.

13

A number of other conferences on this issue have also already
taken place within the Asia Pacific region. For example, the Australian
Defence Studies Centre in the Australian Defence Force Academy
hosted a conference titled 'Environrnentally Responsible Defence: A
Fenner Conference on the Environment' in November 1995. This
conference considered a range of issues, induding Australia's
environmental politics; the contribution from Australia's research
organisations' conservation management; remediation; legislative
frameworks and international responsibilities; legal perspectives;
international trends in environmental law; the concept of
environmental security; information rurnagemen! the role of the
private sector; the role of non-governmental organisations; and the
environmental assessment of proiects.
The Royal Aushalian Navy also held a conference in 1995
concerning environmentally responsible defence, titled 'The
Significance of Environmental Management within the RAN: Its
Impact Now and in the Future'. The conference covered a wide range
1l
t2
13

See Powers, 'DOD's

Seibi4
ibid,pp.5&9.
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of issues, induding discussion of environmental operating procedures
in the RAI{, commonwealth and state environmental issues,
environmental law and its implications for the RAN, practical aspects
concerning the control of pollution and waste in the RAN,
conservation of wildlife, and the environmental management of RAN
facilitiee.

In addition to this conference, the RAN has also recently
established a Directorate of Environmental Management which has
undertaken a nmge of activities, including:

t
'

the publication and distribution of the RAN Environmental
Policy Manual (ABR 5111 Volume 1) and Environmental Law
Compliance Manual (Volume 2);
initiating a navy-wide environmental awareness programme,
which includes a regular feature in the naval newsletter titled
'Managing our Environment';

t
'
t
t

p"oviding an environmental Point of Contact service;

pt"puring the RAN Waste Minirnisation Strategy;
reviewing RAN projects to ensure environmental compliance;

the RAN on various committees addressing

""presenting
environmental issues.
Recommendations

It is recommended that the Maritime Working Group advance
the following ideas:

'

That CSCAP be represented at the Pacific Rim-Southeast Asian

defence environmental security conference planned for
September 1996 in Hawaii to determine if there is a role
CSCAP could play with regard to this aspect of
environmentally responsible defence.

'

That either the Maritime Working Group or CSCAP itself
investigate the possibility of hosting an initial conference or
workshop on environmentally responsible defence for naval
forces that operate in the Asia Pacific region (there is also
considerable potential to involve all military forces apart from
naval forces). It may be likely that the Australian or United
States naval forces are already considering this possibility. Past
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conferences, particularly that undertaken by the Royal
Australian Navy, might be used as models. It should be noted
that the Royal Australian Navy has already established links
concerning environmentally responsible defence with the
Royal New Zealand Navy, the United States Navy and the
maritime element of the Canadian Defence Force. In additioru
the Royal Australian Navy has sent documents and other
information to naval forces in Japan and India, although at this
stage there does not appear to be significant interest in this
issue.

Apart from, or in addition to, a conferenc€ or workshop, the
Maritime Working Group might also recommend that naval
forces within the Asia Pacific region undertake, as part of their
association with other naval forces, aspecb that include
environmentally responsible defence. This might potentially
include a wide range of activities, such as the exchange of
personnel, training, the sharing of equipment, evaluation of
environmental performance, assistance in the preparation of
manuals or codes of conduct, and/or assistance in the
establishment or functioning of environmental directorates. As
noted above, this appears to be already occurring between
naval forces in Australia, New Zealand, Canada and the
United States.
Proposal Three: Establishment of an Effective Regional Oil Spill
Response and Control Network
Southeast Asia is inextricably linked to the petroleum industry
from the standpoint of a producer as well as a user, and by virtue of its
geography as a region which envelops major petroleum bansportation
routes from the Middle East to markets in Japary Korea, China and
Taiwan (see Figure 6:1).14 Oil production began in the region in 1885,
and by 1985 daily production in the region had reached about 2 million
banels of oil.ls Accidental spills from the bansportation and
production of peboleum are a real threat to the region's marine
74

15

Chia Lin Sien, 'Alternative Routes to the Straits of Malacra for Oil Tanker$ A
Financial, Tedrnical and Economic Analysis', paper presented at the Kuala
Lum-pur W-orkshop on the Straits of Malacca, Kuala Lumpur, 2LE lanvary 1995.
S€e M.J. Valencia, fuuth-fust Asian *as: OiI uniler Troubled Wetoc: Hyibuubtr
P-oteiliel, lurisdictional Issues, anil Intertutiotal Rclatbns (Oxford University Preso,
See

Singapore, 1985).
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environment and potentially disastrous for a region which is highly
dependent on the sea as a source of protein and for other
environmental services.
The high level of peboleum productiory and an incresingly
liarge rnovement of oil through the regioql5 has prompted the
establishment of a number of regional and subregional initiatives to
enhance the ability of ASEAN member countries to respond to an oil
spill outside of national capability. One such initiative is the ASEA}TI
Oil Spill Response and Preparedness (ASEANOSRAP) proiect. The
project is designed to enhance the ability of ASEAN member countries
to repond to oil spills beyond national response and control capacity
and encompasses several subregional oil spill contingency plans such
as the Straits of Malacca and Singapore Standard Operating Procedure;
the Sulawesi Sea Oil Spill Network and the Malaysia-Brunei Standard
Operating Procedure for foint Spill Combat In the South China Sea
Including Brunei Bay.r7

The existence of

ASEAN-OSRAP, however, does not

necessarily guarantee effective response in the event of oil spills.
ASEAI{€SRAP is yet to be tested under real conditions and no study
has been conducted to determine the effectiveness of ASEAIIOSRAP
under such conditions. Indeed in his overview of ASEAN-OSRAP RaF
Malik Kamarulzaman suggested a number of priority areas for the
ASEAN Council on Petroleum (ASCOPE, the coordinating body for

ASEAI{€SRAP) to address, such as 'availability of skilled personnel;
training and exercises to improve deployment capability; and
communication and coordination'.r

8

Oil spill preparedness and response costs money, and
counhies in the region, particularly in the SUaiS of Malacca have
always sought a mechanism which provides for a more equitable
sharing of the environmental protection costs. To date only |apan
(through the Peholeum Association of fapan) has contributed
significantly to the effort by helping to fund the establishment of
equipment stockpiles in Singapore and Port Kelang. Equipment
stockpiles have also been established in Muara in Brunei Darussalam;
15

ln 19y2, 1853 million tonnes of oil traversed the region on its way from the Middle

t7

S* Rri, Malik

East to Japan. See Brilish Petrobum Statblical Rcoieut of World Etrrlgy,lrtrle 1993.

Saripulazan Raja Kamarulzaman,'ASEAN-GRAP: Strmgthening
Regional Capabilities', paper presented at 1995 Interturiotul Oil Spilt &nfucncc,
Long Beach, California,2T February-2 March 1995.

See

ibid.
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7% TIE Seas Unite

lv,darttime Coopaation

in the Asia Pacific Region

Balikpapan in Indonesia; Port Kelang, Rrlau Pinang Johor Baru and
Laboan in lvlalaysia; ltdanila, Cebu and Davao in the Philippines; as
well as in the south of Thailand and in Singapore.l9 There is a need to
find a more sustainable way of financing sudr proiects, not only for the
Sbaib of Malacra but also for other parts of the region where oil spills
can octur.

Apart frcm issues associated with funding oil spill response
activities, most countries in ttre region lack sufficient data to be able to
analyse several parameters that are important for establishing an
effective oil spill r€sponse mechanism. In its rcview of the problems
associated with oil spills and applicable resporule mechanisms, the
lnternational Tanker Ovrners Pollution Federation Ltd. OIOPF)
pointed out the need to carry out'a realistic assessment of the nature
and sizc of possible threat, and of the other resources at risk, bearing in
mind the probable movement of any oil spill'.2o This requirerrcnt
entails comprehensive economic and environrrent resourae surveys as
well as the availability of quality metmrological data. A case to note is
the Nagasaki Slnf incident rnl992, which pointed to the importance of
acturate and timely meteorological data.2r

In reviewing the various national, regional and subregional
arrangements for oil spill contingency planning and response, ITOPF
suggested an easy-to-use ten-point framework which includes the
following questions:

1

Has therc been a realistic assessment of the nature and
size of the possible threat, and of the rresources most at

risk, bearing in mind the probable moverrcnt of any
oil spill?

2

Have priorities for protection been agreed, taking into
acrount the viability of the various protection and
dean-up options?

3

Has the strategy for protecting and cleaning the
various areas been agreed and dearly explained?

20

Akio Ono, fapan'c ConFibutim to the Safety of Navigatict erd Pollution
Mitigation Efforts ln the Slraits of Malacca', paper presenEd et the WtkCmp on tlu
Streits of Melecct, Kuala Lumpur, 2&25 January 195.
See Internationd Tanker Oinners Pollution Federatiqr Ltd", &spnse b lvlntiru Oil

2l

Coffrey Davison, hoiect Dircctc, World Wi& Rrnd for Nahre Malaysia,

See

Spflls 0TOPF Ltd.,

@mm9.

Londm, 19&i).
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Has the necessary organisation been outlined and
have the responsibilities of all those involved been
dearly stated - will all who have a task to perform be
aware of what is expected of them?
Are the levels of equipment, materials and manpower
sufficient to deal with the anticipated size of spill? If
not, have back-up resources been identified and,
where necessary, have mechanisms for obtaining their
release and entry to the country been established?
Have temporary storage sites and final disposal routes
for collected oil and debris been identified?
Are the alerting and initial evaluation procedures fully
explained as well as arrangemenb for cnntinual
review of the progress and effectiveness of the
clean-up operation?

Have the arrangements for ensuring effective
communication between shore, sea and air been
described?

Have all aspects of the plan been tested and nothing
significant found lacking?
10

Is the plan compatible with plans for adjacent areas
and other activities?2

Recommendations

A review of the present arrangements for combating oil spills
Southeast Asian region could provide the Maritirre Working
Group with a practical and useful project which crculd later be
expanded to cover the whole of the Asia Pacific region. The existence

in the

of a number of bilateral and multilateral arrangements for combating
oil spills is a good starting point for research into establishing a regionwide oil spill contingency plan. At the same time, the existence of

regional institutional frameworks such as ASCOPE

and
ASEAI{€SRAP provides the Working Group with convenient sources
of information and referral points for its research efforts.

22

Internadonal Tanker Owners Pollution Federadon Ltd,., Rcspott* to [ylrrriru Oit
Spilk.

See
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The present rcgional arrangements can be o<amined within
the wide framework suggested by ITOPF (see above) or, alErnatively,
more specific focus could be given for enhancing various aspects of oil

spill response capabilities and navigational safety in the region; for
example, by establishing a more sustainable funding mechanism for oil
spill conbol and by improving operational effectiveness through pint
training and ocercises. The Maritime Working Group could undertake

a project to identify mechanisms for an 'equitable burden-sharing'
system for oil spill response and planning and navigational safety

system between littoral states bordering the Straic of Malacca, and oilimporting state in East Asia, particularly those whidr are not
contributing to the upkeep of the Straits of Malacca, such as Taiwan,
China and Korea, as well as other Pacific nations which benefit from
the movement of oil through the region.

Apart from the two ideas mentioned above, attention could
also be focused on reviewing the present information database with a
view to contributing towards the establishment of a regional data
centre for oil spill contingency planning and response. Individual
countries in the region are known to have prepared 'sensitivity maps'
detailing areas vulnerable to oil spills. Data on coastal and marine
resources can also be obtained from efsting regional cooperation
prograrnmes such as the ASEANI-Aushalia Living C-oastal Resources
Project and the ASEAN-Canada Cooperative Programme on Marine
Sciences.

Proposal Foun Regional Mechanisms for Protecting the Marine

Environment from Land-Based Activities
The Global Programme of Action for the ProFction of the
Marine Environment from Land-Based Activities (the Washington
Programme) noted in its perambulatory chapter that (t)he major
threats to the health and productivity and biodiversity of the rnarine
environment result from human activities on land, in coastal areas and
further inland'.zl The threats mentioned are pollution from landSased
sourcEs (which constitutes nearly 80 per cent of all marine pollution)
and physical alteration of coastal environnrents.24 Based on this
premise, the Washington Programme outlines strategies for national,

23

See

24

Nairobi. 1995).
se ibid-

United Nations Environnmt hogramme (LrNEP), Clfrel Pngremu ol Actiln
lor the Pmlr;ct*n ol tlu Maritu Enobonnent frcn Lard-tuscd tlctioit&s ruNEB
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regional and international efforts for the protection of the marine
environment from land-based threats, and the PurPose of this proposal
is to explore the opportunities for regional cooperation in minimising,
preventing and eliminating land-based threats to the marine
environment.

The task of protecting the marine environment from

land-bas€d activities in any region or area is a difficult one as it needs
the cooperation of all countries sharing coastlines, semi-enclosed seas
or sEaib in reducing or eliminating the impact of such activities on the
rnarine environment. Non-perfonnance on the part of one crountry

could easily lead to the failure of regional, bilateral or multilateral
prograrnmesls but regional success is possible, as illustrated by the
ichie.'emet ts of the Mediterranean Action Plan.25

As far as the counhies in the East Asian

seas region arc

conc€med, the task at hand is a difficult one. Of the thirteen regional
seas prograrunes administered

by the United Nations Environment

Programrne (UNEP), the East Asian seas region is described as being
the rrpst'diverse'.27 The diversity extends beyond just geographical or
physical characteristics. Countries in the region also have a multitude

of national laws for protecting the marine environment and possess
varying institutional capabilities and capacity for protecting the
marine environment from land-based activities.

Figure 6:2 shows the geographical distribution of the eight
seas in the East Asian region. The wide geographical spread of the seas

can hamper the effectiveness of a programme designed to achieve
region-wide objectives of protecting the marine environrrent from
land-based activities. Figure 6:2 also illustrates the potential for
cooperation on a bilateral or maybe even multilateral basis for the
protection of a particular sea in the region.
25
26

See QrnS Nan Mmg Land-ba*d lvlarine Pollutbn: Intarrlr,tiorul I'au Deoebputtt
(Graham and Trotnran, London, 1982).
See A. Vallega, 'ICCOPS International Workshop on Regional Seae Towards
Sustainable Developmmt - Challenges for Research and Policy' in Al&berto
Vallega el al. (eds), Specral Is sue ol ICCOPS Newsletter,l99i.

Se United Nations Environment Programme (LNEP, Progmmnu of Actiol lo
C-ond ltnil-kvd $urczs ol Pollutbn in thc Eost Asien Serc Rtgin - Rcgilrral Rt?ott
ruNEP, Bangkolg 1994). The East Asian seas region @vers an area whidr indudes
the seven ASEAN counbies, as well as Cambodia, Myanmar and the People'e
Republic of China, with the South China Sea forming the largest body of water. In
additioo the region also indudes other seas, namely the Gulf of Thailan4 Straits
of Malacrca, fava Sea, Banda Sea, Sulu Sea, Andaman Sea, parb of the Indtan Ocean
and the western Pacilic Ocean.
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The areas or seas where it would be possible for'site-specific'
protection efforts to be organised are:

t

the Andaman Sea - bilateral effort between Thailand and
Myanmar;

t

the SUaits of Malacca - multilateral effort between Indonesia,
Malaysia, Singapore and possibly Thailand;

'

the Straits of Singapore - bilateral effort between Malaysia and
Singapore;

'

the Gulf of Thailand - multilateral effort between Thailand,
Cambodia and Vietnam; and to a lesser extent

'

the Sulu Sea, where bilateral efforts could be

established

between Malaysia and the Philippines.

One of the best ways to ensure the success of the proposed
prograrnme structure is to incorporate it within a regional regime for
the protection of the marine environment in the East Asian Seas. The
regional convention, if accepted by countries in the regrory should
include protocols added for the site-specific efforts mentioned above

and for the protection of the marine environment from land-based
activities.2S Examples of such regimes include the Mediterranean
Action Phry29 the Paris Convention,30 and the Lima Convention.3l

However Meng noted that protection of the marine
environment from land-based activities can be made difficult by issues
of national sovereignty and the right to economic development, and it
rnay be the case that countries in the region may not necessarily want
to commit themselves to a legally binding instrument on land-based
pollution.32
Some measure of regional protection can also be achieved if
countries in the region ratify relevant international instruments for
28
29
30

31

32

See

Qing Nan M eng Intd-based lvlarine Pollutbn.

Se Adalberto Vallega, Su

lvlatugement:

A Theuetisl ApVruch

(Elseviec Applied

london and New York, 1992).
United Nations Environ:nent Programme (UNEP), Tlu @troctttion fot tlu

Science,

Se

Preoention of lvlafte Pollutbn from l,anil-Baxil hurces (UNEP, Nairobi, 1974). The
Paris Convention, as it is know& was onduded on 4 fune 7974 and, involves
States bordering the North Sea and Northern Atlantic and wae the first
international convention whidr focuses on land-based pollution.
Se Lima C-onvention for the Protection of the Marine Environment and Coastal
Area of the South-East Pacific.
See Qing Nan Merrg lntd-baseil Marine Pollution,
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protection of the marine environment from land-based activities sudt
as the 1972 LondonConvention.s
Recommendatione
The issue at hand presenb the CSCAP Working Group with an
excellent opportunity to assist in the development of a regional regime
for the protection of the marine environnrent from land-based

activities. It is recommmded that the CSCAP Maritime Working
Group undertake a study b examine the feasibility of developing a
regional instmment for the protection of the marine environment in
the region from land-based activities. The study ctculd be undertaken
in several phases.
The initial phase should focus on examining the willingness of
countries in the region to commit themselves to a legal instrurnent for
the protection of the marine environment from land-based and
sea-based activitie. The question is an important one, given the
reluctance of rnany nations to commit themselves to a legally binding

instmment for the proFction of the marine environment from
land-based activities.il In conducting the study, the CSCAP Maritinre
Working Group could obtain the assistance of the office of the East
Asian Seas ProgranurE as well as the ASEAN Senior Officials for the
Environment Network (ASOEN).
Conclusions
The marine environment of the Asia Pacific region is a field

already subiect to wideranging study with many examples of
cooperation and confidence building. Nonetheless, rnany
opportunities rernain unexplored for their potential in enhancing
cooperation between the countries of the region and building
confidence.
See

R C-oeneq'hesentadqr

Notea

qr

the

london Conventi,on

1972', preaented

rt

the Scnitrrr or Prcutrt*n ol Mrbu Polluttm: Thc Implcnunlati.n q L&,r7ol 7317E end
tlu Londol Con*ziltm 7972, 4 Aptll 1 996, Kuala Lumpur.
The Global hogramne of Acdqr for the hotection of the Marine Environment

from tand-Based Acdvitiee conduded

in

Wastrington DC

is

mn-binding.

However, smre have argred that the Washin$on hogramne carries some legal
'weight' given tlre reognitiur ln the Washington hogramme of the legal
requireurents for Ure protecUon of the marine €nvhqm€lrt fror lend-based

activities qrtained tn the United Natione Convmdon on the
(TJNCLO6).

law of the Sea
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The four proposals suggested above are only a selection of the
wide range of opportunities that exist for cooperation and confidence
building in the field of the marine environment. They were selected
more because of their interest to the writers than on any other criteria.
Consequently, they may not be the 'best' or the 'most suitable'
opportunities on offer, but they do, nonetheless, represent useful
opportunities that the CSCAP Maritime Group might pursue.

CHAPTER 7

sroc sEcuRrTy - A IAPANESE PERSPECTTVE
Sumihiko Kawanrura
Inhoduction
At present, economic development in the Asia Pacific region is
the most dynamic in the world, and the economic well-being of the
region is deeply dependent on seaborne trade. Coastal, intra- and
inter-regional tade rely on seaborne transport, which is the most
efficient and economical means of bansporting large volune/heavy
weight cargoes. Increased regional trade will result in increased
economic interdependence. It is thus critical that the strateg'ic
importance of the mapr sea routes throughout the region be
recognised by all regional states.
Since the end of the Cold War and the 1982 UN C-onvention on

the [,aw of the Sea (LINCLOS III), which entered into force in

November 1994, the importance of the maritime dimension of the Asia
Pacific region, particularly Southeast Asia, has changed significantly.
The end of the Cold War invited the emergence of some regional
powers into the arena of regional security, and UNCLOS III gave
regional states greater maritime responsibility. In order to comply with
the requirement to conduct extensive patrol and law enforcement
activities in the expanded areas of responsibility, regional states are
r€quird to enhance the capability of their maritime assets not only for
detecting illegal activities in their areas of responsibility, but also for
dealing with adversaries when required.
On the other hand, the supply of energy (oil and natural gas) is
becoming more critical in the Asia Pacific regiory particularly in East
Asia, and it is likely to become a major security concern in a few years.
Among Asian countries, SLOC (Sea Unes of Communication) security
used to be only Japan's concern and was placed at the c€ntre of

Tokyo's foreign and economic policies, because fapan was utterly
dependent on imported oil. But the issue of an adequate supply of
energy is dranging the maritime outlook of the Asia Pacific region
dramatically. It is certain that the development of offshore energy
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will be of even greater interest as an alternative source of oil
and naturd gas. Furtlrernrore, ilre SLOCs from the Persian Gulf will
resources

assurne a much greater importance to dmost all counties in the region
because they are likely to need to import oil.

The SLOCs need to be protected, but no one country is selfsufficient in its capability to Protect its own SLOCs. The ongoing
disputes over natural nesources and sovereignty of some islets in the
South and East China Seas have the potential to spark open conflict. It
is also certain that there are non-military threats such as piracy and
marine pollution within the seas of the Asia Pacific region. Piracy is
not only a cpncern for coastal states but for rnany ships that transit the
region.

With regard to how to deal with piracy, experience shows that
dirussion and cooperation between and arnong the rcgional nations
can facilitate effective anti-piracy rrasures, but I would like to
emphasise ttre importance of the naval presence as a rrpthod of
cracking down on piracy effectively. It should be remerrrbered that
Russia deployed naval ships, irrcluding a Kara<lass missile cruiser, to
the East China Sea in June 193, with orders to attack any threats to
shipping, after it had obeerved repeated live-fire attacks from late 1992
through early 1993 in ttrc shipping lanes off the coast of the Chinese
rnainland. Tlre number of incidents was drarnatically reduced after the
Russian naval deployment into the danger zone.
Marine pollution and the safety of maritime traffic will also be
irrcreasingly of corrcem to states having borders on straits and
archipelagic countries of ttrc region.
assets capable of npnitoring and protecting the
SLOCs are necessary as the volurne of rcgional rnaritirne traffic
incrreases and the risk of non-military threats increases. But in this
paper,I would like to concentraE only on military threats.

Maritins

Internationel Cooperative Sdreme for SLOC Sccurity
In order to encourage a widespread desire for at least some
cooperation among countries in the region, a cooperative international
scheme is desirable.

SLOC Secuity - A
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The development of an international cooperative scheme for
$.OC security will aid the goal of deterring local conflicts and
preserving regional stability. Moreover, such a scheme should have as
its goal the freedom and safety of navigation to ensure smooth
economic access to and within the region.
The new scheme should of course be organised on a burdensharing basis. But the Asia Pacific region is not yet ready for a
multilateral security arrangement for the following reasons. First,
Asian diversity and absence of a corunon threat preclude a
comprehensive mechanism from obtaining practical results. Second,
regional security talks such as the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) are
helpful, but it would seem they cannot substitute for more important
bilateral arrangements. Third, there are problems arising from a lack
of systems'inter-operability and of mutually held doctrine.
Consequently, a cooperative SLOC security framework should
necessarily feature the following factors:

o
t

retaining the United States as the core or the sole key strategic
player in the region;

a network of bilateral security arrangements

between the

United States and its regional partners;

'

burden sharing

by

concerned states, particularly to

complement US functional deficiencies.

In order to develop the most appropriate burden-sharing
formula,I would like to proceed further with my discussion from two
different viewpoints: function/capability and geographic area of
responsibility.

Burden Sharing by Function/Capab ility
I would like to describe SLOC security roles
operational capability categories:

'

in

three

maintenance of sea conhol throughout the Pacific Ocea&
including routes to the Indian Ocean and the Persian Gulf;

168 The Seas Unite Mnitime Coopaation in the,4sia Pacifc Region

t
t

p-tection of shipping, surveillance and search and rescue
(SAR) in regional areas such as the North Pacific, South
Pacific, or AI.{ZAC rcgion; and

p-tection of shipping, surveillance and

SAR in coastal waters.

Maintettance of Sea Control tlroryfiout t E Pacific
Only the US Navy is viewed by Asian countries as sufficiently
benign for and also as capable of maintaining sea conbol throughout
the Pacific. Pobntial threab are numerous, but not well defined.
However, as long as the United States is engaged, the US Navy can
effectively deter or defeat any serious threat.

It is in the best interest of the United States b preerve peace
and stability in the Pacific in order to serve US economic interests. US
interests in the Asia Pacific region will remain similar to those the
United States has pursued in the past, namely supporting global
deterrence, preserving political and economic acoess, maintaining a
balarrce of power to prevent the rise of a regional hegemony, and
ensuring freedom of navigation.
A US naval presenc€ has been the backbone of maintaining a
strategic balance in the Pacific since the Second World War, and it is
tme that the continued US presence in tlre region rnakes crises less
likely. Virtually dl Asia Pacific countries, with only a few exceptions,

want the United States to maintain a credible presence in order to

pr€vent the creation of a vacuum which would result if it withdrew its
naval strength. Any atbmpt by another state (sudr as China ,India or

fapan) to take the place of the American preserrce is likely to be
unwelcorne.

Therefore, for the foreseeable future, the US Navy remains the

sole entity with the military capability and the sense of national
purpos€ necessary to play a rnairr role in bilateral military cooperation
with its counterparts in the rcgion.

Probction of ShipVing oril Swteillorce in Regional Scas
Even though rnoet regional navies are orienhd toward coastal
defence or other immediate sovereignty protection roles, together with

SLOC Security -
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the US Navy (USN), both the Royal Australian Navy (RAN) and the
Iapan Maritime Self-Defense Force (MSDF) have sufficient capabilities
for long-range surveillance and shipping protection.
In line with its 1981 commitment to protect its sea lanea up to
1100 miles from Japanese territory ]apan is able to conduct r€gular
maritime surveillance of its neighbouring seas and its sea lanes by
utilising maritime patrol aircraft and naval vessels. While the rationale
for the U$Japanese security alliance has changed after the end of the
Cold War, the bilateral security pact's importance remains high. The
alliance provides a reciprocal basis for promoting stability throughout

the Northeast Pacific, and japan has sufficient capability to take
responsibility for shipping protection and surveillance under the
umbrella of overall sea control provided by the US Navy.

In the South Pacific or ANZAC region, Australia is the most
suitable natiory from the viewpoint of capability and national will, to
take responsibility for regional shipping protection and surveillance.
Ptotection of Shipping anil Sunteillance in Coastal Areas
Shipping protection and surveillance in the coastal regions
must be borne by littoral states, in addition to those nations' nonmilitary maritime roles such as the nunagement of maritirne liaws, the
protection of the marine environment and the security of offshore
areas under national jurisdiction.

From a geopolitical viewpoint, each country can play an
important role in SLOC security because its proximate location enables
it to control local sea traffic. The 200-mile Exclusive Economic Zone
(EED and the proclamation of archipelagic waters by various regional
states have led to a significant expansion in the area of responsibility of
regional states.
Surveillance and law enforcement activities in these areas
require maritime assets sufficiently capable of dealing with adversaries
when required. In a perceived environment of decreasing American
militaly presence within the regiory self-reliance is a powerful rrptive
for regional countries, particularly Southeast Asian countries, to
modemise their defence forces, especially their navies, which were the
least developed of their military forces during the Cold War.

170 Tlre Seas Unite Mmitime Coopaation in the Asia Pacific Refun
The regional countries can contsibute to global SLOC security
by providing s€curity in their areas of responsibility and by ensuring
US access to and within the region. The responsibility of each regional
country can be enhanced by cooperation with the key strategic player
(the Unied States). Such cooperation can be adrieved on a role'
sharing basis by supplementing deficiencies in the US Navy's
capability with the complementary capabilities possessed by the
regional stat6.

As b the capabilities that the regional stlates can offer, I would
suggest mine counterrneasure capability as one of the rnost
appropriate oamples. As we have seen during two recent periods in

like

b

the Persian Gulf, mines were effective in denying foreign vessels
acte$s. The use by potential adversaries of mines can also seriously
disrupt tade and naval operations.

At preent, with more than 30 countries involved in the
development, manufacture and sale of mines, it is of great concern that
mine bchnology poses a low-cost method for rogue nations to thwart
safe and free maritime transportation and naval operations in the
future. There is an obvious danger that these proliferating arsenals of
mines could be used to drastically disrupt passage of ships induding
tankers - a fact not lost on the regional states, whose supplies of oil and
sea transportation would be seriously ieopardised by even minor
minelaying activities.

in

of

Consequently,
terms
promoting interdependence
between the United States and regional states, the improvement of
mine counterrneasure capabilities would seem to be a high priority for
regional maritirre forces for the following three reasons. First, at
present, only a few if any minesweepers are generally assigned to the
US $venth Fleet on a regular basis. Second, minesweepers are
perhaps the most inherently defensive combatant ship class that exists,
and an increase in the number of minesweepers will not forrpnt fears
of a military build-up among neighbouring countries. Third, in terms

of both cost and time, it is much easier to build up mine
countermeasure forces than it is to build up any other maritime

capability.

SLo€, Secuity - AlapnwPnspectioe 771.

Burden Sharing by Areas of Responsibility
With regard to burden sharing in terms of geographic areas of
responsibility, I would like to clarify the most appropriate force
assignnrents for achieving SLOC security.
For the purpose of this discussion I would like to employ the
same geographical regions as those used by Australia's Michael
O'Connor in his paper for the 1986 SLOC Conference, namely:

'

The North Pacific region - that alea bounded by the mainland
of Asia to the wesL the International DaE Line to tlre east, the
20 degrees North latitude to the south, and the 60 degrees
North latitude to the north.

'

T?re

ASEAN region - that area bounded by the mainland of
Asia and the 80 degrees East meridian to tlre west, thence
south to the Tropic of Capricorn, east to tlre Australian
mainland, north and east along tlre Australian coast to a
latitude of 10 degrees South aruC a longitude of 141 degrees
East, thence rnrth by the border of lndonesia and Papua New
Guinea to the Equator, thence east to the International Date
Line, rrcrth to a latitude of 20 degrees North, thence west to
the mainland of Asia.

'

The AI{ZAC region - all the s€a area south and east of the
ASEAN region and bounded on the north by the Equator and
east by the Inbrnational Dab Line. (See Figure 7:1.)

The United States-fapan Mutual Security Treaty, deigned as a
Cold War instrunrent, saerns to have a new life even though the
'enemy' has virtually disappeared. While the security tt€aty should be
continued, other countries in tl€ Asia Pacific r€gion should Pay more

for part of the US presence. The concept of fapan as 'host nation' to the
US forces should be expanded. Since the Asia Pacific countries want
the US naval presence, they should develop a'host legion'framework
for cooperation to rnaintain the continued US presence in the region.

Overall sea control throughout the Pacific is the rcle of the
United States. Under tlre auspices of this, the RAN and the IMSDF
can coruduct long-range maritirne surveillance and protection of
shipprng in large open ocean areas. fudging by its geographic
proximity to the operating area, Ausbalia is the logical candidate for
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Figure 7.1: Map showing the North Pacific, ASEAN and ANZAC
Regions
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responsibility in the ANZAC region, while fapan should take
responsibility in the North Pacific region.
Responsibility for surveillance and probction of shipping
within the littoral wateni must by borne by the rest of the regional
states in the form of bilateral security anangements on a role-sharing
basis.

Condusion
The security of maritime transport and communication is of
vital importance to the prosperity and well-being of the regional
countries. It is very desirable that every country bear its share of
responsibility by accepting a role in the important task of assuring
SLOC security.

In this paper, I have proposed sorrc ideas concerning the
cornmon obpctives that regional states can share and I have outlined
some of the benefits to their national interests that might flow from
such intemational cooperation.
I believe it is very important to both

discuss and implement

will ensure stability in the region and enable the region
to cope with threats such as the intemrption of free passage in
important international straits, as lvas exemplified by the hri.g
measures that

experiences of the Gulf War.

Even though there are likely to be rnany difficulties in realising
an effective maritime cmperative framework, ttre potential rewards
are significant.

CHAPTER 8

MARITIME INFORJVIATION AND DATA
EXCHANGE
Sam Bateman
Introduction
Arrangerrcnb for the exchange
information and data are both:

'
t

a

of marine or

maritinrel

potential maritinre confidence aliut security-building

rneasure MCSBM) in their own right, due to tlrc dialogue and
cooperation involved in their establishmenU and

a prerequisib or building block' for other forms of maritime
security crcoperation which have been suggested in recent
years, including rnaritirre surveillance and sea level/climate
monitoring.2

fire compilation of databases of maritirne informatiory and the
exchange of sudr information between different users and collectors of
data, have been facilitad by the trremendous advances in information
tectrnology which have ocrured in recent years, rnaking the storage,
exchange and manipulation of data mudr easier. Digltal maritime
databases, for example, may contain an .uray of hydrographic

oceanographic, geographic, shipprry toute and traffic, port
infrastrtrcturc and marhe incident (such as groundings, collisions,
piratical attacks) data which can be analysed for trends, causal
relationships, and so on, with considerable benefits in terms of
reduced costs and more effective management of marine industries,

this paper he.b m.rlrc' and'nrarltlme'

as syndryms (both meaning'Peltaining
to tha se.) end firus sets adde lhe tendemy in smre P.rts of the world to reedct
'maritlme' to slrlppdng md nevigadcrd tsrcs. Hene the t€rrrs 'marine' or
'maritlne' dete, ae uaed hr thie paper, enotpase dl infornadon rdeted to the sea,
seabed, marlne lesrlroes, erd activitie at s,
The ASEAI'I R€giqt l Fonur - A Conc?t Paper'ln Demond Bdl .rd Pauline
Y'e4 Ptannrytiu Eagegawnt: Austnlb's Asb-Pdft fur.rit! Pdq h thz 7990s
(Allen & Unwin,Sydney, 196), pp.l11-19.
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enhanced (rceans governance, better rnarine safety
rnonibring of the marine environment generally.

ard improved

The aim in establishing rnarhe/maritinr information systems
and databases is to present the best data available, in the form of
statietics, reports and rnaps, to the users of such rnaterid - that is, the
rnanagert, poltc'r advisers, decision malcers and strategic planners. In
conrrentional military secrrrity terms, the utility of geographic
information syntems (GISs)3 for defence ptanning and operations has
long been rccognised. The comporrcnts of a GIS, or indeed any other
data sysbm, comprise the data inputs (such as maps, table, field
observations, rerDte sensor data); the GIS database rnanagement
facility, providirg for the sbrage,
manipulation and analysis
of data; and the outputs in the form of rnaps, reports, statistics, and so
on.4 In the contqt of the rnaritime dimension of comprehensive
seqrity, recognition of the imporance of ideas sudr as sustainable
developnrent and integrated coastal and rnarirc zone managenrent has
had a pnofound impact on the need for rnarine/maritirne information
and how we us€ that inforrnation.

The quality of the product from a GIS, or any other data
system, depends on tlre quality of the data inputs, and obviously this
will be much better if as many sources as possible are used. These
souroes include other databases and collectors of relevant data, both

nationally ard intemationally. Thus the fuU benefits of rnaintaining
databases arucl inforrnation systems will only be realised if there is a
prcparedness b share inforrnatiory both between national entities and
between countries on a regional basis. Knowledge about the
availability of data, or what is rcferred to as metdala ('inforrnation
about data'), is a useful starting point

The concept

of rcgfunlixtion is

particularly important to

ensune that the inforrnation system is kept to a rnanageable size, and to

povide some focus to its output. Bourdaries of the region covered by
A gognphlcd Lrtrcarrdcr sFt€dr (GIS) mey be dcfircd'es e syrt€m which
fecilitetea the tuege erd intelligent te of geogrephic drtr - thrt b, drh ebout
lend and wrt€r r€eourc md humrn activities rr:hidr use tlrcae rmrrc'. See
Demrod BrlL 'Inbodudcr'in Desrdd Bdl arrd Rm Babbege (&1, hgreVhic
Inforllrllln Systata: fiie Aypliclins (Brasey'a Auatralil Sydney, 1989), p.1.
Kf. Lym+ O.F. Ma and P. P€rret! 'Geographic Inforrrrtion Spteurs' ln Ball and
Babbege (ede),

bgnrtk:

In@rrrr,t*n

fl

skttts, p J7.
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the inforrnation systerr or database may be de{ined in terms of the
strategic, economic, physical, clremical, biolog,ical or geological
characteristics of the particular environnnnt, depending on the
purpose or function of the information s)'gtffiL It is partictlarly
are not
significant for this paper that these boundariea
related b national boundarie, and that an information system
restricted to national inputs only will provide inlerior output.

After first describing sonre key concepts, this paper discusses
tlre factors which establish the importarrce of maritine information
exchange and databases in the Asia Pacific region It ouflines what is
involved with these processes, along with examples of rcgional
databases, before concluding with sorre thoughts on the possible way
ahead. It proposes a widening of the saope of maritirrc information
ard data exchange in the rcgion ard affirme the rEed b overcome
sone of the political sensitivities which inhibit the more
comprehensive achange of maritime and marine daA in the region at
present.
Concepts
Su s t aintb

le D o elopnent

The sea and the sustainable developnurt of ite resourc€s are
important economic inbrests of rnost cpuntries in the Asia Pacific
region, along with the general dependence of the rcgion on seaborne
trade and the keen regional interest in cpastal zor€ managerEnt. The
brcad agenda for the sustainable developnurt of the coastal and
oceans environnnnts of the world, induding fteir living r€sourceo, is
containd in Chapter 77 of Agenda 27, agrd at the United Nations
Confererrce on Environrnent and Development (LJNCED) in Rio de
|aneiro in 192.5 This builds on the regirne for rnaruging the oceans

United Natiqrs Conference dr Envirqrment and Dwdopment ruI{CEDt Ch.ptu
1Z 'Protediqr o{ Ure Oce.ns, All Kin& of S€.s, Ldudng Encleed and
Semi<dced Seas, urd Coashl Arees and the Protec-tisr, Rrdcrd Uee end
Dwdopurent of tteir Living Reeoures' in {an& 2I, UNCED, Rio & fandro, }14
June

192.
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and seas of the world etablished by the 1982 LJN Convention on the

Iawof theSea0NCLO$.
Chapbr 17 of Agaila 21 provides a long list of what countries
ought to do in the following prcgramrne areirs:
integrated rnanagement and susainable development of
coastal areas, induding exclusine economic zones;

'
t
t

rnarine environrnental protection;
sustainable use and conservation of rnarine living lesources of
the high seas;

t

sustainable use and conservation of marirrc living nesources
uruder national iurisdiction;

t

addrcssing critical uncertainties for the rnanagerrent of the
marfuE envircnment and climate change;

'
o

strengthening intemational, induding regional, cooperation
ard coordination; and
sustainable development of small islands.

A

of

coastd and marine zone
particular difficulty
managenrent, relevant to this PaPer, relatee to the unc€rtainty of the

data whidr is available as an input to the Foc€ss. Section (E) of
Chapter 17 of Agada 27, for example, notes the vulneability of the
marine environnrent to dimab ard atnospheric changes and that the
rational use and developnrent of coastal and marine areas rcquire
better information on the present state of tlrese sysEms and the ability
to predict future corditions.6 Globally, there is a continuous and
gradual concentration of hurnan populatioru towards urban
complexes on or close b the cpast. The geographic nature of the Asia
Pacific region is such that coastal zone develoPnrent is a priority of
most regional countries.

Tedrnicel Cooperedon and Cepecity Buildittg
'llre actions required by Chapter 17 of Agende2T are complex,
innovative ard well beyotd the capabilities of most countrie.
Developing countrieg in particular face coruiderable dffiotlties in
developing their capacities to fulfil their obligations under Chapter 17

6

lbid-,pn.17.97.
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and to follow sustainabh development paths. The guidance b assist
developing countries in capacity building is provfoted by Chapter 37 of
Agenda 21.7 This drapEr contains the following description of the
process of capacity building:

Specifically, capacity-building encompasse the countr5r's
human, scientific, technological, organisational, instihttional
and nesounce capabilities. A furrdarrrental goal of
capacitySuildi^g is to enhance the atrility to evaluate and
address the crucial questions relabd b policy choices and
modes of implernentation among developrnent options, based
on an understanding of environmental potentials and limits
and of needs as perceived by the people of the country
concerned.6

Capacig building in developing countries requires
cooperation between these countries and relevant United Nations
organisations, regional associations and developed countries, as well
as among tlre developing countries tlremselvee. The aim of this
process is to enhanc€ the capacities of derrcloping countries in the
areas of data and informatiory scientific and technol%ical rneans and
human res)urce development. In summary, capacity is usually
regarded as induding at least three elernents: human resources,
institutions and enabling environnrent.
ChapEr 37 of Agaila2l goes on to note that:
Technical cooperatiorl including that related

to

technology

transfer and know-how, encompasses the whole range of
activities to develop or strengthen individual and group
capacitie and capabilities.e
Technical coopeation involves moving beyorut the exhortative
language of documents such as Agenila 21 b the identification and
implementation of prrctical measures which will assist developing
countries with integrated managernent ard sustainable development.
The benefits of bchnical cooperation accrue not only b the developing
countries which are tlrc recipients of the assistance, but also to the
7
8
9

Chapter 37: Nedqrel Meclunisurs and lnternatiqrd CooperaHon for CapacityBuilding in Dwdoping Cqmtries'in LJNCED ASar& 2f .
ibid., para.37.1.
ibid-, prn.372.
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entire inbrnational community as a result of the overall better
management of tlre world's oceans and seas at all levels - global,
regional ard national.

The establishment of comprehensive databases and the
ongoing collection of data are important elerrsrts of the national
capacity for the effective developrrrnt and rnanagerrrent of all marine
ard coastal zones. These process€s are facilitaed by regional
cooperatiory but tlre capabilities of developing countries in this regard
are limited, arxt the programmes that do exist depend hea"ily on the
skills and capabilities of ttre developed countsies (for example, the
Intemational Oceanographic Data Exchange or IODE programrne).

Ttrerc ar€ strong incentives for all countries to build their
capacity in data ard information collection ard to participate more
actively in rclevant programrffi. Sonre rcgional countries are
particularly mlnerable to weather- and dirnateinduced natural
disasters, such as tropical stotms, floods and tsunamis, as well as the
poEntial for climates to change and se levels to rise in the longer
term. The capability to deal with these phenonnna is rnarkedly
enhanced by involrrcment in the lwessary research and data
collection. Mot€over, the information acquircd is important to mudt
ecronomic activity, including the o<ploitation of resources and tourism
developments.
Part m of the 1982 LINCLOE requires staEs to prorrote marine
scientific rcsearch and to cooperab with regard to the conduct of such
research. fire flow of information and technical cooperation between
countries is rcquired by Artide 2U(2) of UNCIOS, which states:

... StaEs, both individually and in cooperation with other
wi0t competient inErnational organisations, shall
actively pronote the flow of rientific data ard information
and the transfer of knowledge resulting from rnarine rientific
research, especially to developing Stabs, as well as the
strengthening of the autononrous rnarirp rientific rcsearch
capabilities of developing States through, intq alia,
States arud
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programmes to provide adequate education and training of
their technical and scientific personnel.l0

Mairr progranrmes for the research ard monitoring of the
world's ooeans and seas are carried out urder the auspices of the
lntergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC) and the World
Metmrological Organisation (WMO).
At the regronal level, Agenila 21 encourages cooperation on the
exchange of marine data:

States should use existing subregional and regional
mechanisms, where applicable, to develop knowledge of the
marine envirronment, exchange information, organise
systematic observations ard assessments, and make the most
effective use of scientists, facilities and equipment.ll
Regional organisations offer nunerous advantages for the
rnanagernent of marfure areas: better scope for cross-fertilisation of
ideas with the 'local knowledge'of regional needs and corditions; a

stronger bargaining position for dealing with extra-regional ocean
usens and donors; and the scope for regional trans-sectoral
organisations to promote integrated regional ocean management.l2

Marine Informatics

It has been suggesd that the importance of rnaritime
information aruc databases to tlre sustainable developnrent of marine
and qcastal areas could even lead to a new discipline of marine
infonrutics, whidr would involve studying how to iupply decision
makers with the types of highquality integrated inforrnation they
require to make decisions on complex issues of sustainable
developnrent.l3 The problems involved inctude the difficulties that the
nec1Try inforrnation rnay not be available or, if it is available, it rnay
be widely scattered throughout tlre country or overs€as, and even then
10
rr
:lrz
ri
rJ

Uni!4 Nadon+ ne lw-^of.ttlc Yt-glti4 Tat on tlu Canuntlm
Sa, LJN
gn3D,
Doc A/CONF. 62/122, UN Salea No. E&1.v.5.

LJNCED4gnt& 27,pra.17.7t5.

on

Afi.2U

ttu

e\

l-aw of

ttu

r€e Kimbel! 'Internauonal law and Institudqrs: Tle oceans and Beyurd', ocan
?culoryenl.nd Intanutionl Leu,Yd,2O, 1969, note2{, pJ58.
B-Td!!ty, Marlne Infqma6ca: A New Uedptine Emergee', Ivbritirlc
lggf
Shtdics, No.E0, Janurry/Febnrary 1995, pp.l5lZl.
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be integrated ard displayed in such a malrner that
undersd by the decision rnaker-

it must

it

can be

The flow of information required for sustainable development
of the marine environrnerrt can be shown as involving a series of stages

such as thooe in Table 8:1. Relevant tools include databases,
dircctories, geographic information systerns and decision support
systems. nre aaa will come from rnany slTP,_ including
tiydrological and oceanographic surveys, geological surveys,
environmental monitoring, statistical surveys and population
censuses, ard remote sensing. Baselines must be established ard long-

termhistorical data obtained by whabver means possible. Overall the
tlpes of task involved are quib beyond the means of nrost developing
iountries, and yet the availability of such data is essential for the
pnccesses of option identification and decision rnaking. Networks are
of
inrticularly useful for addressi.g the daa and inforrnation rreds
i,itte" spebfic issues (for example, coastal erosion, mangroves and
coral reefs) or particular rnanagement strategies (such as geographical
information Jystems, rnarine parks and environmental impact
statenrents).14

Table E:1: Information Flow for Sustainable

Description

Stege

acqunng
managing
accessing

integrating
enhancing
visualising
assessing

Detelopnett

gathering ttre inforrnation b required standards
organising ard storing the inforrnation in a database
rnaking the inforrnation available for others
b"ing"g diffenent sorts of information together
manipulating and analysing the information to
creaE new inforrnation
displaying tlre integrated inforrnation as irnages
analysis of the policy implications of the rientific
and economic information

Sourcc: Roger hedbtuy, tr{rrlne Infcmatcs:
Studls, t{o.80, Januery/Februty 195, p.76.

14

Jens Sorensor,

A t{ent DbciPlhe

Emelgea', Ivbriritnc

Th€ lnt€rn dqral Pr,oliferatlon of ltt!"g-"t"d- !999td Zone
@ai ,,'til c-ry|sbl lvfo!'8arcn' Vo,l,2l, }'to.l/3 ' 1993' p.65.
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Global Oceen Observing Systents
The Globat Ocean Obcerving System (GmS) is now the mailr
global entity for rrnnibring, modelling and brecasti.g the state of the
world's ocearut and seas. GOOE is a global initiative, supported by the
lntergovernnrcntal Oceanographic C-ommission 0OC), the World
Meteorclogical Organisation (WMO), the United Nations Environnrent
Programrrc (UNEP), and the Intemational Council of Scientific Unions
0CSU. All coastal states are errcouraged to paticipaE, with
partnershipe where possible between developed and developing
countries. GOOS repr€sents the culmination of several la"ge
cmrdinated rnarfure scientific research programmes which have been
established during the last two decades arxt have involved
expenditure of many tens of millions of dollars by participating
countries.l6

GooS emphasises the dose link between nreteorclogy, as the
with th€ atmosptrere and associabd phenornena, and
oc€anography as the science concerned with the study of the oc€nns,
including the movernent of water, temperaturc, deruity arul salinity
variation. The rnonitoring of ocean conditions is an important activity
bo0r in a short-brm eense, because of the impact of tlpse conditions on
rcgional weather anrC climate, and in a long-brm sense, because of the
need to improve the capability to predict clirnab and aEnospheric
science dealing

changes and the implications for rising sea levels.

Monitoring of the rnarire envinrnnpnt by the collection of
but in lecent years it has
assumed a rrxrre rigorous form, partly in response to an hoeasing
demand for data on which to base regulation ard control nreazures for
pollutiory and partly thanks to the devdopnrent of sophisticated
data on the world's oceiurs has a long histo47,

The infmradcr ln Urts r€c6on ie prinerily frmr Ure Organiaation fc Eonoqric
Goopention ard Dwelo,pnsrt (OECD, Ocryqhy (|v{egeskne The OECD
Fcunr" OECD, Prrb, 1994).
Significent programmes fuldude: the World Climete Rsrch hogramun (WCRP)
eetabliehed in 1979 with srbatentid merine csrponats; th€ Trodcel Oce.n
Clobd Atmoephere (IOGA) ocperirmt (198+9{); the World Oceur Circulation
Experiment WOCEXI9G9I); nd the ldnt Clobd Oa.n Flux Shrdy (GOFS),
sponeored by th€ ICSU end running hom 1991 to 2ffi.

lU
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technology'.r7 fiie need for pollution rnonitoring is determined by the
increased risks of pollution by conaminants from a wide range of
gourses: from riners, from land{ased discharges, from shipping, from
offshore operations arud from the abnosphere.

New satellite bchnology has becorne available in recent years
which prcvide oceanographers \f,ith rcal-tinrc pichues that are, in
effect, weather charts of ocean cunents and eddies. These improve the

older

techniques

in whidr currents are infened from

satelliterneaeured sea surface bmperatures. By measuring the height
of the sea surface, using radar altinreters on board a satellite, together
with satellite rcadirgs of sea surface temperatures ard tracking drift
buoys, scientiets are able to predict current and ocean movement,
irrcluding unpedictable eddies.
The applicatioru of G@S, ard the requirenrents for different
to solve different problems, are being
modules
as follows.
by
a
series
of
specified

data types and folecasts

Clhruta hedicting ard forecasting dimab beyod a period of
about ten days requires a capacity to understard and predict
oceanPrcc€gs€s.

Halth

or

$

tlu

Ocan This npdule is concerned with pnccesses

contarninants which adversely change the state or bal,ance
of the ocean. These indude changes in terperature or salinity
or currents, which dter ecosystems; change in the supply of
nutrients or pollutants; arri changee in bblogical productivity
or balanc€, sudr as the growth of bxic algal blooms.
Custal anil Shclf Sacs. This module provides data to monitor
tfre impact of forces from the open o(€an on the coastal zone.

coastal zorre is the are of the earth'g surfac€ rrost
intensively subietbd b exploitation, pr€seure from irdusEy,
ard waste products ard is the source of the greabst problems
r€garding the rnanagernent of resourcns and conflicts of
interest.

fire

A.D. Madntyrc, 'Envlrqurentrl Modbring of Ure Oa.ns',It/britu hlicy,Yol.l9,

No.61991p.49.
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Ocean Smtica. Improved marhe forecasts for parameters such
as wave corditions, crrmenb, sea ic€, wird and se level,
including warnings of severe and extrenrc weather, and
specialised global and regional oc€anographic and
meteorological servicrs are needed to improve shipping,
tourism, marine recreatiory th,e safety of life at sea, and the

exploration or exploitation of seabed mirreral reeourres.

Marinc Lioing Rarlurcer,. tn recognition of the significant
i-pact of changes in physical oceanograpNc plrenomena
(such as currrents, temperature and salinity) on rnarine life, this
module will define the requirements for data and poducb
from GOOS of those industries extractirg marhe living
reeounces, and of related biological activities and researdt.

The OECD has estimated that the overall berrefit<ost ratio for
GOOS is, to a firstorder rough estimate, approxirnately 10:1 lo 20:1,
with absolute berrefits in the order of US$ 8 to 10 billion per year.l8
Particular benefits flow from:l9

improved efficiency, reduction of costs, and improved
managenrent of the rnarine environrnent (for example, the
pay-offs to fishing fleets from improved coastal weather
predictions);
enhanced prediction, and mitigation of the effects, of hazards,
risks and disasters associated with hunicals, stomr surges,

rnassive coastal erosion, eart\uakes, tgunamis, rnaitr oil
spills, shipwrecks and extreme ocrrurences of toxic algal
blooms;

of the variability of dirnate El Nino
Southern Qscillatisn, anri decadal variation, which lead to
betbr forecasts for agriculhrre ard better knowledge of global
warming and dimatechange; and
enhanced knowledge

llt>

N.C. Flerrming'AnalyttcalReporf
ibid.,pp.112-19.
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insurance against highly improbable ard offerne events, such
as maix erosion of the base of the Antarctic ice shelves, which
could be triggered byglobal dimate change.

The IOC Sub4ommission for the Western Pacific (WEST"AC)

is taking steps towards the implernentation of GOOE in the Asia
Pacific region. lvlany WESTPAC programmes ar.e, directly or
indirectly, relabd to GOOS. A regional component, the North-East
Asian Regional4OO$ (NEAR€OOS), was eetablished in 1994 and
one of its aims is b share ttre data observed in the marginal seas
surounded by Russia, China, Korea aruC fapan.lg An obiective of
WESTPAC is to exparxl the regional GOOS to the entirc WESTPAC
region.
The Importence of Maritime Data in the Asie Pacific Region
There are two other factors which should be mentioned as
particular features of the Asia Pacific region which highlight the
importance of marine inforrnation and data exdrange in the region.
The first is the complex maritime geography of the rqgion, and the
second is its particular vulnerability to marine acridents, with rnany
focal areas and choke points where there is a high density of shipping

traffic.
Geographical Eactors

Along the eastern coastline of Asia, there is a continuous chain
of endosed or semirnclosed seas between the mainland and the
off-lyrng archipelagoe and islands, stretching from Sakhalin and the
IGmchatka Peninsula through the |apanese archipelago and the
Philippines to the Indorresian archipelago and northern Australia. The
situation is then further complicated by the nurnbers of groups of
island within tlrese seas, such as the Senkaku, Paracel and Spratly
islands, which are the subiect of sovereignty disputes. The maritime

19
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geography of this region has great strategic significance and urderpins
the fundamental importance of regional maritfune cooperation.

As a consequence of the extended iurisdiction allowed by

UNCLOS (that is, a twelve nautical mile Erritorial sea, two hundred
mile EEZs, and archipelagic waErs for lrdonesia, the Philippines and
other archipelagic states), a large portion of the ocean mvironrnent of
East Asia consists of territorial seas (and coMicting or overlapping
claims to teritorial waters), resourcerich EEzs with lhcir conflicting

claims, and vital straits and choke points for shipping. Adrieving
sbaight-lhe rnaritfune boundaries and dear sovereign iurisdiction over
maritirne areas in such a r99on, with its complex maritirrc geographn
is an extraordinarily dfficult task and management of tlrese seas is
inevitably going to rcquire a high degtee of regional cooperation.
The regional seas of East Asia are also relatively complu in
and hydrographic terms, with plentiful rnarine lift,
uneven bottom topography, ard sometirrns fast currents ard tidal
streams. C-omprehersive knowledge of regional seas is eesential for
res{ourc'e developrrrnt, navigatio"al safety ard rnarine environmental
rnanagenrent, as well as for naval operatioru such as submarine
operations, anti-subrnarine warfare and mine counbrmeasures.
Cmperation in regional marine scientific rcsearctV ard the exchange of
rclevant data, are essential because ecosystenu arrt ocearngraphic
features vary so much fiom one anea to another ard are not part of the
sole jurisdiction of any one country.

MarircSafety
Incidents such as the grounding of the ExronVelda, in Alaska,
the fourdering of the Greek Aegun Sa otf the northwest coast of
Spain, the heaking up of tlre Liberian Braq df the Shetlard Islands,
ad the burning of the Danish-owned fuIaersk Naoigator rrear the
northern entrance to the ldalacra Strait, have highlightd the risks to
the marhe envirronnrent posed by the carriage of dangerous or
hazardous cargoes at sea. While these particular shipe rnay rot have
been iudged to be unsafe by international stardards, the catastrophes
that befell them have drawn atEntion to the problerrs of unsafe ships
at sea and have led to tighte international conhrols over shipping, as
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well as providing an incentive for regional cooperation to achieve the
obierctive of 'safer shipe and deaner seas'.
These high-profile marine acridents attract considerable
publicity, but they need to be kept in penpective as a souroe of rnarine
pollution. They account for about 30 b 40 per cent of shipgenerated
oil pollution of the ocears, with intentional activities (such as
bilge-pumping ard tankdeaning) accounting for the remainder.2r In
turn, ship operations are rcsponsible for only about 3O per cent of
marine pollutiory with the remainder due b land-based sources (both
run-off and atnosplreric fallout), rntural seepage and offshore
production.
The reduction of the risks of rnarine pollution from shipping

and the

enhanccnent

of

rnarhe safe$ require

systematic

consideration of the geography of shipping toutes, ship types and
cargo€s, as well as identification of tlre more sensitive marine
envircnments, such as rnangrlove coasts ard coral reefs in the tropics.z
As a consequence of economic development in the Asia Pacific region,
shipping traffic has grown significantly in the regioru partioilarly
along the rcute frcm the Straits of Malacra ard Singapore to Northeast
Asia. A rnapr feature of this growth has been the irs€ased carriage of
hazardous cargoes by sea especially chemicals.
F.xrnrples of Regiond Merine Detebases

Indotesie

As a large archipelagic nation with rnany islards and
extensive Exdusive Economic Zone rich

in rnarine

an

resources, both

living and non-living, Irrlonesia is concentrating mudr of its
developnrent effort on its marhe ard coastal ateas. This is being
rnanaged through the Marine Resource Evaluation and Planning
(MREP) proiect, which includes developrnent of tlre Indonesian Marine
Resourc€s Inforrnation Database (IMRID). The MREP Proiect covers

2z

Ronald Mitdrdl,'InErdon l Oil Pollu$on of the Oceens'in Peter M. Hau, Robert
O. Keolnne and Marc A. L€vy (ds), Iastitutims fu thc Elrl*.: tuwca q Effccrioe
Enoira lulnattel horatlrn (MIT Pr,e$, Cambridge, M as., 19931, p.89.
Fc a dscr.rdon of the requireurents of effective envilqtmental manageurmt of
strip,png see Flane D. Smith, The Environmental Management of Sttippng',
fultriru PdiLV,Vd.l9, No.6 f 995, pp.5(B6.
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ten Marine C-oastal Management Areas (MCMAs) and three Special
MarineAleas (SMAs).

IMRID indudes data collected from various agencies and
comprises raster data (sudr as picture, aerial photos and satellite
imagery), vectior data (for examplg bathyrrctric rnapc, contour lines)
and alphanumeric data (such as data types, plankton data, salinity
data, tables). It is grouped into five different cliasses: marine geology;
hydro-oceanography: socioeconomic; flora, fauna aruC habitaf and
marine activities. IMRID data is subject b a data security
classifications (that is, top secret, secret, dassified and open-file
through which the retrieval arxl access of data is conbolled by the
Indonesian Arrned Forces Headquarters.
Auslralia
A national inventory of rnarirre data sets is being developed in
Australia at present. This inventory is called the Australian Marine
Data Inventory (AMIDI) which is part of an overall National Marine
Inforrnation System (NATMIS) that is being developed as part of the
Ocean Rescue 20ff) proiect which is aimed at probcting and nranaging
Australia's marine resources. T?rc term 'marire data' is interpreted
widely and loosely, with marine data 'ranging from docunrents on
rnanagerial strategies for pharrnacological ergloitation of benthic
invertebrates on abyssal pla4g through to Eace rnetal chemistry
studies in mangrove slvamp6'.zl AMIDI does not contain the specific
data sets tlremsdve, rather it holds information about the data: what
was qcllected, where, whery how, by whom and what has been done to
it (that is, it is an example of tnetadatd.

NAruIS is an umbrella term for

several on-line marine and

coastal initiatives, disseminating the inforrnation via the Intemet (the
World Wide Web). The aim is to establish a national network of linked
sites whereby agencies will maintain and update their own data and
information with answerc available to key questioru such as:
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^lafiirre
What is the current staE of Australia's marine and coastal
environment?

t

Where can information be found on rnarine and coastal issues?

'

What are the main regions and habitats, and where do they
occur?

t
o
t

Wlrere do errdangered speciee

ocur, ard

are tlrey conserved?

How can the effecb of pollution be minimised?

What are the indicator species for marine and

coastal

degradation?

NATMS has four main componenb:

t

Coastal ard Marine Data Directoqy

t
'
'

'

Directory of Austrdian

-"1".

data holdings

Linkages to the designated ctrstodian agency

Network linkages connect di"ectly to data custodians

Australian C-oastal Atlas

'

User-friendly Australian coastal geographic information
system/on-line atlas, containing sumrnary-level processed
information such as photos, rnaps, image and summary
text (as used by the maprity of users, nranagenl, Policy
malcers and community grcups)

'
'

Avail,able tluough the Inbrnet

Input from policy, managerrent and researdt agmcies as
to content

'

Marirc Data Stardards Cmrdination

'

Developnrnt and synthesis of approPriab standards for
marine data

t

Information to be made available on-line
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CoastNet

t

On-line information to enhance communication between
coastal poliry makers, coastal rnanager€, researchers and
other coastal interest groups. This will indude providing
access to ttrc C-oastal Atlas, the Coastal and Marine Data
Directory, CouncilNet, and the ERIN On-line Service.

Strategic Maritime Inforuretion Systenr

The StraEgic Maritine Information System (SMIS) is being
developed by the Information Techrclogy Dvision of the Australian
Defence Science aruC Technology Organisation (DSTO). [t is a database
of open-source, maritirne information covering Southeast Asian and
Australian watert, including map depictions, maritirne boundaries,
reports of incidents at sea, port details, data on sorrc 32,000 rnerchant
ships over 1,000 GRT which operate in the regiory rnapr routes and
sNpping movenrents.

The ability to rnanipulate data relabd to trade routes and
shipping traffic densitie is one useful attribute of SMIS. Data sets
from Lloyd's are used in SMIS which record all voyages that terminate
at any port within the region covered by SMIS over a specified period,
by detailing the pott, calling vessel and arrival date, plus ports and
dates of last departure ard next detination. While tlrese data sets do
not indude details of the ach.ral paesage or route used, tlreee can be
interpolated using waypoint sequences, abstracted from recommended
routeing charts. This inforrnatiory when rnatched \f,ith the subsets of
vessel and port details, can be manipulated to produce data, for
example, on traffic derrsities along the busiest rcgional rouhs both in
aggregab and for various types of ships - for example, tankers,
container vessds, ING/LPG carriers. Such information is of great
utility for tasks related to rnarirrc safety and the envirronmental
managenrent of shipping, including monitoring the risks of rnarine
pollution.
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Concluglons

of the ideas of sustainable developrnent and
integrated coastal and rnarine zone manageuurt has a profound
impact on tlre need for rnarfure information and how we use that
information. The availability of appropriab data is a prerequisite for
the effective developrnent ard management of dl marine and coastal
zones, and countries in the Asia Pacific rcgion have strong incentives
to cooperate with regard to the collection and exchange of maritime
information.
The maritime geography and oceanography of the Asia Pacific
region are such that no one counttlr, using its own resounces, will be
able to derreiop an adeguate database of maritirne infonnation to
develop ib offshorc resources and manage its rnaritine interests in an
effective and sustainable fashion witlrout cmperation with its
neighbours. In addition to the direct national advantages of
cooperation, all cpuntries who are parties to UNCLOS and Agnda 27
have an obligation to cooperate on the nranagement of regional seas,
including a responsibility to report on the state of tlreir rnarine
environnrents. In the s€curity context, marine data and inforrnation
exchange is an important MSCBM.

Despite the importance of pursuing inforrnation and data
exchange programrnes, there are nunerous complications and
problems b ovenuonre. First, the developrrcnt of geographic
infornration systems and databases is very dynamic. It is an area of
rapid Echrological development with new technologie providing
n€w rneans of gathering sbring manipulatfuE, trarumitting and
displaying the data, ad irrcvitably different countries will be using
differmt levels of technology. Secrord, coordination is diffiolt in view
of the number of governrrcnt deparEnents and rcsearch agencies, both
national ard inernational, involved. Thir{ the issue is pobntially
sensitive both in comnnrcial Erms, and with rcgard b naval
oper:ations in view of the relationship with submarine operations,
anti-subrnarine warfare ard mine countermeasureg. Fourth, the
complicabd situation with regard b maritfune iurisdiction and
unresolved maritirrE bourdaries rnay rnake countries less willing to
cooperate, in case they are perceived to be compromisrng tlbir own
sovereignty. lastly, there seems to be still a general lack of
appreciation of the complexities of the marine environnrents ard of the
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importance of sourud scientlflc knowledge and comprehensive data to
its nranagement. ln short, marirre sciendsts rnay still 'ha\re a message
to get across'.

CHAPTER 9
EXCTUSIVE ECONOMIC ZONE AND

MARITIME BOUNDARY DELIMITATIONS IN
NORTHEAST ASIA
fin-Hyun Paik
Introduction
For the purpose of the paper, the East Asian region rnay be
divided into two subregions, Northeast Asia and Southeast Asia,
based on the geographic and other features related to rnaritime
boundary delimitation. Currently there are three maritirrn boundary
agreernents in force in the Northeast Asian area.l The geographic
circumstances of the area require the conclusion of a few more bilateral
and trilateral agreements to complete the maritinp boundaries in this
area. Yet two brritorial disputes over the ownership of tiny offshore
islets, one between Korea and Japan over the Dokdo Islands
(Takeshima in fapanese) and the other between Japan and China over

the Senkaku Islands (Tiao'yutai in Chinese), make the conclusion of
boundary agreements extremely difficult, if not impossible.2

However, two recent developmenb have made maritime
boundary delimitation in Northeast Asia a real and pressing issue.
First, on 15 November 7994, the 1982 Convention on the Law of the Sea
(UNCLOS) entered into force, together with the provisional
application of the 1994 Agreement (Implementing Agreement), created
The first boundary in the region was delimited between South Korea and fapan in
the continental shelf area through the Korea Stsait north of Tsushima Island in
1y74.ln 1986 and 19Q North Korea and the Soviet Union (now Russia) agreed on
Oreir t€rritorial sea boundary and ontinental shelfr/EFz boundary in the northem
East Sea or Sea of Japan.
the Southeast Asian area, on the other hand there are currently over 20
maritime boun&ry agreements in force. However, givan the greater irumber of
littoral states and the complicated geographical nature of the-region, there still

h

a nunber of important boundaries to be delimitea In fact, the
geographical circumstances relating to the delimitation of maritirne boundaries in
the Southeast Asia subregion are far more complicated than thae found in fhe
Northeast fsia rubr9gq9n. Moreover, this area also has a e€ri€
highly
"f id;d;
complicated t€rritorial disputes involving the ownership of uninhabited
and coral outcroppings, most of them in the South China Sea. For the details of
maritime-boun$ry 19"9-*ts in force in the East Asi:an region, see J. Charney
and L Alexander (eds), Inbnutional lvlaritine Bunilarbs, vols. I and Il (Martinus
remain

Niihoff, Dordrech! 1 993).
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to modify the deep seabed portion of that C-onvention. As a result,
coastal staE$ in Northeast Asia have completed the necessary
domestic procedures, or are currently in the middle of doing so, to
ratify the Convention. Under the Implementing Agreernent, mor€over,
China,Iapan and South Kor@, as registered pioneer investors for the
development of the deep seabed under Resolution II of UNCLOS ilI,
must become parties to the Convention by 16 November 1996 to keep
their privileged pioneer status.3 The ratification of the Convention
grves an impetus to scastal states to review and improve their
domestic maritime legislation and practice in acrordance with the
Convention, and to seftle their outstanding or potential rnaritime
disputes.
Second, mainly out of concern for the increasing instances of
forcign fishing in their offshore areas, ]apan and South Korea have
made a long-awaited decision to establish their Exdusive Economic
Zones.4 On 20 February lgg6,Japanannounced its decision to proclaim
its EEZ. A similar announcement by South Korea followed
immediately. It is expected that China will do the same. Since the
distance from one coast to another in Northeast Asian seas nowhere
exceeds 400 miles, it will be difficult to avoid the issue of boundary
delimitation once coastal states establish their 2Gmile zone. As a
result, the question of boundary delimitation (for both EEZs and the

continental shelO has emerged as a real and pressing issue among the
coastal states of Northeast Asia.s

The l99f UN C-onvendon on the

law of the Sea: Impleurenting

Agreemmt,

Annex, Section l, para. 12. On 1 March 1996 South Korea became a party to the
Convention, and it is expected that Japan and China will do likewise in the near
fuh,ue.

In the Nctheast Aslan region, the former Soviet Uni,on wae th€ first state to
introduce a 2OGmile exdusive zone of any kind, when in 1976 it establislrcd a 2fi1
mile Exdusive FisLery Zone. This was subsequently replaed by a 2flImile
Exdusive Economic Zone in 1984. However, it was not the first regional shte to
egtablish an EFZ, North Korea having already done so i^ Pn. Nonetheleaa, three
maix coastal states bordering the Yellow/East China Sea, namely China, South
Korea and Japan, have yet to declare EEZs, though fapan reluctantly, and
selectiveln did establistr a 2fiImile fishuy z.onein79V,
Unlile th€ continental shelf, where the delimitation of boundarieg is largely a

hypothetical probleur unless eeabed resouroea ale proven b exist, the
establishment of an FF7 would make a boundary probleur real because of the
nature of living resources. It would be exhemely difficult to manage an EEZ
dfectively without drawing a boundary through the overlapping FFTI sf
neighbouring countries.
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There are two reasons why the question of boundary
delimitation is particularly thorny in the Northeast Asian region. First,
there exist some very difficult territorial disputes in the region. Unless
these territorial disputes are resolved, which is highly unlikely, it may
not be possible to delimit the boundaries. Second as the continental
shelf dispute in the early 1970s showed, coastal states app€ar to be in
serious disagreement as to which laws should apply to boundary
delimitation in the region. Moreover, the complicated geography of the
region and the uncertain nature of the seabed rnake delimitation an
extremely difficult issue.
The impact of the Convention will, of course, depend on
which states in the area become parties to it. At present, virtually all
littoral states appear likely to ioin. Given that the artides which
directly address the delimitation of maritirrre boundaries are general
and indeterminate, the entry into force of the Convention itself may
have only a limited impact on the issue of boundary delimitation.
Nonetheless, it is important to examine the relevant articles of the
Convention, as they are the artides that would apply should all littoral
states irin the Convention. Moreover, should a state or states invoke
the compulsory dispute settlement system of the C-onvention to resolve

maritime boundary disputes, once again it would be the relevant
articles of the Convention that would ultimately apply.

This paper first examines whether boundary delimitation
provisions in the Convention, in particular Artide 74/gg, would
proyrde a meaningful guideline for resolving potential boundary
problems in the Northeast Asian region. The paper then assesses some
of the outstanding issues from the standpoint of the applicable laws.
Among those issues which require scrutiny are the geographical
sefting the relevance of geomorphology or geology, and the status of
islands in delimitation. Finally, the paper suggests a possible
alternative approadr to the question of boundary delimitation.
Applicable Laws

The search for the conventional rules goveming the
delimitation of extended maritime jurisdiction has turned out to be one
of the most difficult tasks of uNCLos III. Given that the provisions of
the Convention are generally supposed not only to establish the new
conventional rules, but also to embody, in many parts, the ernerging
rules of customary international law, and that the provisions on
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maritime boundaries would directly and critically affect the interests
of coastal states more than any other provision, it has been imperative
to establish rules which would command the most widespread
support.
One of the maicr crontroversies of UNCLOS III concerned the
delimitation critieria with one group of states - the equity grouP favourirqg 'equitable principles' and the other group - the equidistance
gqoup - the 'equidistance principle or method'. The equity groupr
however, did not completely exclude the use of the equidistance
method but was rather of the view that the equidistance rrcthod
should be employed only when it was in accordance with ttrc equity
principle. At the same time, no advocate of the equidistance principle
argued that the equidistance method should be applied in all
circumstances without modification. Indeed, ever since the Seabed
Committee was set up almost all the proposals favouring the
equidistance line have been qualified with the insertion of the phrase
'special or relevant circumstances', so as to take into actount equity
considerations. Thus, the essence of the conhoversy lay in whether the
equidistance rnethod should be given preferential status arnong the
criteria for delimitation. The equity group opposd any preferential
status being granted to the equidistance method while the
equidistance group supported it.

After some long and difficult negotiations, UNCLOS III
eventually adopted Article 74/83, whidt provides that 'the
delimitation of the EEZlcontinental shelf ... shall be effected by
agreement on the basis of international law ... in order to adrieve an
equitable solution'. It is generally acknowledged that the provisions
that were finally adopted represented a careful compromise and not a
consensus of the competing positions. These provisions, however, do
not seem to provide a substantial normative standard for actual
delimitation. While the provisions set out the goals to be achieved,
they are silent as to the methods to be followed in order to achieve
them. The task of identifying and elaborating the process to achieve an

equitable solution has been left to international tribunals, scholarly
works and state practice.
Therefore, despite Article 74/8 of the C-onventiory it would
it is customary international law which should be applied to

seem that

boundary delimitation in Northeast Asia. As a result largely of past
international adjudications, a basic rule of customary law has been
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in the area of continental shelf or EEZ delimitation
whereby such delirnitation is to be effected by agreernent in
acrordance with equitable principles, and aking into account all the
relevant circtrmstances. What then .ue the most important
established

circumstances in boundary delimitation in Northeast Asia?

Coastal Geography
The coast constitutes a starting point for measuring a state's
EEZ or shelf entitlement, and consequently for any delirnitation
process with neighbouring states. This idea is clearly reflected in the
classic principle that the land dominates tlre sea. Tlrerefore, the starting

point for any delimitation operation should be an appreciation of
coastal geography.

Given the primary importance of coastal geography, the
question arises how it should be interpreted. It has been a basic rule of
coastal geography inbrpretation that natur€ cannot be refashioned.5
Thus, the lengths or configurations of the coastlines should be given
effect according to tlreir natural character. However, this concept is
modified by other equitable considerations sudr as the avoidance of
the cutoff effect or disproportionate effect. Thus, urder this rule it is
only'total refashioning' that cannot be justified. Tlre question that has
to be answered is whether nature should be respected as such or
corrected to sorrE extent in order to reflect other equitable
considerations.

In Erms of coastal gmgraphy, the most distinctive
geographical characbr in Northeast Asia is the exisbnce of two
parallel seaward arcs formed by the Chfurcse mainland and the
Ryukyu Islands chain of I"p"..7 The Rprkyu Islands consist of 221
islands with a total coastline of 758 miles, a total area of 1138 square

6

North Sa Condn€ntal Shdf, Jrdgnenl',Irrtcrttatirnt

7

para. 91, pp.49-50.
For a perkrd of over

l C-or.fi q lrcfice Rc7oTts 7969,

5(X) years until fteir annexation by Japan in 1679, the Ryukyu
Idands werc an ind€p€n&lt kingdon whidr maintained vasalage occessively
with th€ Ming and Ching dynastiee. Following |apanb defeat in the Pacific war,
the islands were rurrendered to the Allies in September 19,15 and placed under US
military adnrinistsadon in acrcordane rrith kticle 3 of the 195f San Frandsco
Peace Treaty. In 1972 they were returned to fapan in accordanoe with the Okinawa

Reverdqr Treaty
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miles and a population of more than one million.8 They stretdr from a

point 80 miles south of Kyushu to a point 73 miles north+ast of
Taiwan or almost 650 miles from the southern tip of Kyushu. The
islands are separated by intervening gaps as wide as 120 miles
between the Okinawa and Sakishima Guntos.

Given their size and population, there ig little contention that
these islands are entitled to generate their own EEZs or continental
shelves. The question is how these island drains should be treated in
delimitation negotiations between China and Japan. As stated above,
the rules for the interpretation of coastline geography ane based on
apparently contradictory criteria. Although one basic criterion is that
natur€ should not be refashioned, it is no less important to avoid the
disproportionately distorting effects of certain geographical features.
Thus in any interpretation it is a question of striking a balance between
these two criteria, and such a balance should be assessed on the basis
of the particular geographical characters of a given case.g

In order not to refashion nature, it is important to interpret
correctly what it is that cannot be refashioned. As the above
description indicates, the geography of the region is characterised by
two parallel arcs formed by the Chinese mainland and the Ryrkyt
Islands chain of lapan. Of particular relevance here is the description

of the East China Sea as a semi-enclosed or marginal sea. Although
they are separated by substantial intervening gaps of water, the
Ry.kyr lslands nonetheless give the East China Sea the character of a
semienclosed sea.10 In other words, the size and direction of these
islands as a whole appear to be sufficiently coherent and substantial to
create in this area a semi-enclosed sea. This finding seems to rnake it
difficult to interpret the geographical nature of this area simply as one
wherc there are many islands in the middle or on the wrong side of the
median line between two opposite facing states.ll Furthermore, given
6
9

lapr.

Stetisticel

Ywbd,

1985 (published

C-oordination Agency, Statistics Bureau,

in

Tokyq

Japanese

by Manageurmt

and

1986), pp. 2l-7.
For instance, the Gourt in the Channel ArbiUation Case found that to igrrore the
Scillies altogether would have amounted to a refashioning of geography, while to

give theur full effect would have amounted to ignoring the distorting effect that

l0

ll

their location had on the equidistance line.
For the sanre view, see D.-Bowett, Tlu lzgal Reginu of Islewts h Intcnetiotut Lew
(Ooeana Publications, Dobbs Ferry, New York, 7979) p.283.
A pcsible analogy may be the Aegean Sea continental shelf dispute, where the
Greek islands are so numerow and so dominate the whole sea area that the
mainland-tomainland approadr with an e$ritable consideration for the islands in
the middle is not appropriate, although in the Agean Sea dispute the case for
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!ha! Iapan is itself an island state consisting of 3922 islands including
Hokkaido, Honshu, Shikoku, and Kyushu, such an interpretation does
not appear to reflect geographical reality.

While the importance of the characterisation of the East China

a semi-endosed sea or a marginal sea, and of the Rnrky"
Islands' role in constituting such a sea, should not be discounted, a
Sea as

quick glance at the map of this area is all that is required to discern a
marked difference in the lengths of the coastline of Ctrina and fapan.
According to one account, the length of the Chinese coastline from the
southern headland of Hangchow Bay down to Haitan Island in Fukien
Province opposite Taiwan (that is, the coastline which is roughly
parallel to the Ryrkyr Islands) is approximately 365 dh, whereas
the length of the Ryukyus' coastline facing the East qrina Sea is
approximately 205 miles. Nevertheless, this arc of islands, which
stretches in almost a single line from the fapanese coast all the way
down to the area near Taiwary is so linearly positioned that the use of
the equidistance rrethod with these islands as basepoints would result
in the Ryukyus being treated as if they were a long continuous
promontory sbetching from Kyushu, even though the aggrqgate of
their actual coastal lengths facing the East china sea is considerably
shorter than that of the Chinese coastline.

In a geographical situation of quasi-equality between states,
abating the effects of an incidental feature from whidr an unjustifiable
difference of treatment could result is not totally refashioning
geographyl2 nor is treating differently a substantial na-tural inequafit]
in geography. Not to recognise such a fact would be a denial of the
obvious. It is quite dear that such a considerable disparity between the
lengths of the coastlines should constitute a relevant circumstance
reie'cting sudr an approadr appears to be shonger. S€e ibid, w.249{l1.
Albrnatively, it uray be said that the preent geonFaphical context has;lr[v the
-where
draracter of the socalled 'distant istana' sitruuon,
delimitauqi inv6tves
only the island and not the mainland territory of the state to whidr the island

belonp. The 'distant island' situation should be disdnguished frmr the case where
delimitation between the mainland states is affected-by the presence of tslands
$at, though they belong to one state, lie near to the other state. See Ebnald IGrl,
'Islands and the Delimitation of the Continental Shelf: A Eamework fc Analpfu',
Anaican laiurnal of Intzraetiorul l-aw, Yal.7l, 1977, pp.@-9. The most ooLble
example of the distant island sihration is a delimita-tion between Frane and
Canada involving the islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon. Fc details, see CR
synmons, The canadian 200 Mile Fishery Limit and the Delimitrtion o[ Maritime
Zones around St. Pierre and Miquel6n', Ottnn leu Rabo, Vol.l2, 1990,

pp.14955.
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which is b be rcfiecEd in the dnwing of an equitable bourdary line.l3
Equig camrot renredy natural inequalities, ard to atternPt b do so
wouH amount b the refashioning of nature. The rnarlced difference in
the lmgth of the coastline is nothing other than a case of natural
i"equdity. Givm the substantial difference in the lenSlh of coastline,
the position of tlrese islands strebhing all the way down to the coast of

Tai*an would have a substantially disprcportionab effect on

delimitation, were ttrey allowed to generate a cpntinental shelf on
equal footing with the Chinese mainland. This consideration seems to
malce sonrwhat doubtful the equitableness of a median line using the

Rfftyu

Islands as basepoints in this region.

The Problen of Islends
The Qaestion of Entitlenent
The presence of islards is possibly the main issue lilely to
cause crcmplications in boundary delimitation. The plesence of islands
gives rise to two questions: one related to the entitlement of islands to

i

continental shelf or EFZ afi' another related to ttreir effect on the
delimitation of shelf or EEZ boundaries.
One of the rnain problems resulting from exparuled national
iurisdictions conoerns the seaward limits of tlrese iurisdictions for

islands; that is, whether all islands are capable of generating a
continental shelf or EFZ. The imPortance of this issue becong dearer
when one considers that an uninhabited midqean reef of one square
mile cromrnands a 20Gmile zone of more than 140,000 square miles.
This problem also irxlinectly relates b the effect of the presence of
islands on shelf and EEZ boundaries between neighbouring stabs. For
if certain categories of islands are not allowed to generate their own
shelf, tlren ttrey are from the outset ilrelevant to shelf orEEZboundary

delimitations.la
t2

l3

North Se. Continentrl Shdf, fudgncnt', prn.91, pp.4950.
'Delimitatkn of the M.ri6me Bourdary in the Gulf oJ Meine Aren, Judgmmt',
pera.9f, he,nritlnal Cowt of ltst*z R6"ts 19U, pare. 21$ pp33{.5; 'C-on9lental
3laf fl.iUyan Arab Jemahiriya,/Mdh), Jtdgst€nt', Intarr;tiotd M of lusticc

pn.

Rcports 1985,
Howwer, Orie

E5.

be dbtinguished from the cee€s wh€re en ieland
mey gen€rate ita own meritime anp but may not equitetrly U" gt"E9 full ef{ect
Sudr ces€ are oncerned with the effect
c in| efect at ell in drawing a
of islardc

ltuaUqr shaild

qr delimit tiqr.
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Given that granting all islands rights to maritime space would
gravely reduce the scope of the international area, the Convention did
not grant certain islands continental shelf or EEZ entitlements. Thus
Artide 72l,para.3 of the Convention provides that 'Rocb which cannot
sustain hunun tubitation sr economic W of tlvir outn shall have no
exclusive economic zone or continental shelf. However, it is by no
mear$ clear what 'rocks which cannot sustain human habitation or
economic life of their own' means. An essential difficulty arises from
the immense diversity of island situations. Suffice it to say that any
assessment of specific cases should take overall acrount of all relevant
circumstances. However, since paragraph 3 was dearly intended to
exclude certain types of rocks from shelf and EEZ entitlements, its
wording should then be made more exact to keep the exception from
becoming meaningless.

Delimitation
Once islands are entidd to their own continental shelves or
EEZs, then the question arises as to the amount of the shelf or EEZ that
they are entitled to in the delimitation of boundaries between
neighbouring states. It would be difficult to devise a general formula
applicable to all cases that would indicate the precise effect of the
various geographical characteristics of islands on delimitation.
Moreover, in assessing the effect of islands on delimitation, one needs
to assess not only the geographical circumstances but other relevant
circumstances such as demographic, political, economic and legal
factors. Such a variety of parameters would appear to make any
attempt to categorise the effect of islands even mone difficult.
The Effects of lslanils on

However,

it is generally argued

that conbmporary

state

practice confers a primary role to an island's relative location and its
relative size in determining the weight to be given to the island in

delimitation.ts Based on these factors, islands could be roughly

15

{arf.'pands and the Delimitation of the Continental Shelf, p.642; 'C-ontinental
Shelf (Tunisia/Libyan Arab JamahiriF) (Dss. Cp. Oda)', tnnrutiona C-ourt $
lusticz Rtprts 7982, p2(5. Donald Karf in his artide, suggested a generai
framework for analysis. In his view, islands would be cabgorbed inO ttrree
groups according to their location in the fust phase. Thus, the islands located near
the mainland would be'l!ed as basepoinls, while islands located midway or near
another state would be allowed only territorial sea. This result, howev&, would
be modified in acordance with the size of the islands, pa*icularly the length of
their oastlines, in the second phase. Thus, if the size of in island (length of coasD
is equivalent to a substan[al portion of the mainland flength of maiiland coast),
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divided into ttrree categories. If the islards were located rrear the
coastline of the maintan4 they would be given full effect (that is, the
sanre effect as the mainland) and thus the boundary would be drawn
between tlre islards and the opposite or adiacent coasts. However, if
the islands in question were located on the wrong side of the
equidistarrce line, ttrey would be given no effect, and the boundary
would be drawn without taking into account their preeence. Finally, if
the isLands were locaEd midway between two mainland coasts, they
would be actorded efftct dependlng on relevant factors sudr as their
location, size, political status and population.l5 However, these
categories should only be used for reference pufposes only. The
geographical ard other circrrmstances must be evaluated on a case by
case basis

in the light of what is regarded as representing equity.

Dicpute il Islenile arul Botnilery Delimitation

One of the rnost difficult problems in delimiting rnaritime
boundaries in Northeast Asia concerns the treatrnent of unresolved
teritorial disputes over specific isLands: narrely, the dispuE over the
Dokdo Islands (or Talceshima) between Korea and ]apan; and the
dispute over the Senkaku Islands (or Tiaeyu-tais) between fapan and
China. Thee disputes can be considered from two angles: first, as
disputes over sover',eignty of the islands; and second, as rnaritinre
iurisdictional disputes - that is, disputes corrcerning the effect of the
disputed islards on tlre delimitation of the continental shelf. Ftrowever,
due to the location of tlrese islets, in Northeast Asia the forner has
been inseparably entangled with the latbr. Since a maritirrn boun4ary
necessarily pr€supposes the identification of political boundaries,lT the

t6

t7

rudr an ieland world be given Frti.l etr€ct in accc&nce with the propcdonality
tegt. S€e I(.r1, 'Islan& md the Ddimitatiqr of the Cqrtinenhl Shelf, pp. 6{2 ff.
For instance, in sdre crs€s, full effec{ has been given to midway islm& (for
exemple, the Shedard Islan& in the North Sea between th€ Unibd Klngdom and
Norway; Tnrahime ld.nd in the Kqea Strdt betr,veen Kqee and Jepan) in other
ceeee, pardel eff€ct h.s been given to mldway ielerds (for example, two tiny
Yugclev ielete, Pelegruo and KaFle, midway in the A&ietic Sea between Italy
ald Yugoehvir; Pentelleir, bnpeduee and Lince between ltely ard Tutisia);
no effec{ except lhe tcrritai.l s has been given in eome ces€ (fc exanple, the
1958 Agreeorent barreen Bahrain md Seudt Aratia; the f%8 Shelf Agreement
betr,vqr hen erd Sardi Arahia; the 1974 Agreemott to delimit the weters between
Indie rrd Sri knka; lhe 1974 Shelf Agreeurent betwecn han ard the United Arab
Emiretes).

To &aw a bolr&ry betr'vqr the maridme iurndiction of 9tetea, invclves first
atkibuting to tlrcm ... the title over the britoriea thet generate nrch iurisdiction'.
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dispute over the sovereignty of these islands poses one of the main
obstades to the settlement of any boundary dispute.
On the whole there have been three different views as to how
to approach this problem. The first view considers the two issues to be
inseparable. Accordingly, it considers the settlement of the territorial
issue as a conilitio sine qua non to the seabed dispute. The second view
is that in the light of a new development in the regime of islands,
prirnarily as a result of the deliberations at UNCLOS trI, the boundary
dispute can be detached from the territorial dispuE. Thus, it focuses

on the question of whether the territorial dispute is relevant or not
under current international law. The third approach ssems to be an
alternative analysis based on the hypothetical premise that these islets
belong either to China or to |apan.

Given the inherent difficulty

of

resolving the territorial

dispute,ta the first approach is of little assistance in efforb to resolve
the boundary dispute. While the second approach appears to be a
morc practi@l one, its weakness seenrs to be that, unless the disputed
islands are found to be incapable of generating their own continental
shelf, any attempt to estimate their effect on delimitation will prove
difficult without having first determined their political status. This is

because the effect of these islands on delimitation could vary
substantially depending on their relative geographical position in the
area, and that position could not be determined without first solving
the question of ownership. The third approach rnay be a more
reasonable one, but, like the other two approaches, it misses an
important factor. It seems that any discussion of the effect of the
disputed islands on delimitation would have to take into acsrunt their

Se '8""9" Channel Arbitration, Report and

o
ro

r

Decision of the C-ourt of Arbitsation',
Intazatfunul l-cgal lvleterbls,Yol.lT,1978, pp.6?4, ff.
For instance, Artide 298 of the Law of the Sea C-onvmtiqL regarding submission
of delimitation disprrtes to third-party dlspute s€ttl€ment p6ceduris, provides:
'th"t qll 15p.tt" that necessarily involves the concurrent consideradon of any
usgttled dispute concerning sovereignty or other rights over cqrtinental &
insular land territory shall be excluded from sudr rubmisdqr'. This provision
expresoly rellects the difficulty of solving the sovereignty dispuE. firus ifhas been
argued that lt would be beyond the substantive scope of the C.onvmdon to
determine the stahrs of land territory, See P. Irwin -'Settleurent of lvtaritine
Boundary Disputes: An Analpis of the Iaw of the Sea Negotia6ons', Occn
Dcaclopnct t anil Inteniliotul Lew,Yol.8, f98Q p.114. Moreoverfit is wdl knovrn
that China does not accept any forur of compulsory settl€ur€nt of disputes by a
third party.
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disputed status ag well as other geographical

or

denrographical

characteristics.r9

It is veqy difficult to determine whether the Senkaku or Dokdo
Islands would generate their own FEzs or contirrntal shelves. In the
case of the Ser*aku Islandslo given their relatively large size,2l the
presenc€ of fresh water and valuable medicinal herbs, and the fact that
these islets had been inhabibd for a substantial perid of tirre in the
paetP these islands probably cannot be dassified under Artide 121(3)
as a rccl which cannot sustain hurnan habitation or economic life of
their own.23 On the other hand, the natural conditions of the Dokdo
See 'Clse conening &limitatiqr
20

21

Eighth Annual C-onference

n
23

of ontinental glrelf behleen the

Unlted

Kingdour of C,rcat Britain and Ncthern lrelan4 and the Fr,endr Republic', Rrpo*s
ollntmutionl Aftitt I Awl1Vol.l$ [9781, paras 183{, p,p.8&9.
The Scnkalu ldands consist of ftve rurinhabited islets and three barren rocks
scattered between 25'4{IN md 26N, and lZ}E and 12ll34'8. The total area of the
eight ld€tr lo approxinately 2.5 square miles. The whole group llr located
app'roximatdy la) nautical nriles nortlFeast of Taiwan, about 200 nautical miles
west of Okinawa, and about lfl) nautical miles ncth of Isttigaki City, the nearest
municipality at the ruthwest end of the Rnkyu Island& It hm a nrbstantial
spring and ie ahlrdant in arbueclrla, a precious Qrire medical trerb. In the past,
these islandr woukl appear b have had little te othet than as ocasional
navigational gridea. Although in the first half of thb qrtury scoes of |apanese
people had $ttled to develo,p thecu the islan& heve been uninhabited for four
decad€ sine the early 19{&. The islets are tx)w under the phydcal ontrol of
fapan.
Fcinstance, the sizeof Tlaoyu (l.Tsquaremiles) ls mudr tigger tran a'rock'0ess
than O.ml square mile c 2.590 aquare uretsee) defud by Hodgron in his
elebreted categorisaticr of islanrds based m tdz€. In fact, Tieoyr belongp b the
c.tegory of isl€ (1 square mile - 1,0(I) squale milee), whici it bigger than that of
tElets (0.m1-1 square mile). See RD. Hodgsor, 'lslan& Nctnal and Spedal
Circnmstances' in John King C,anble, Jr ard Guilio Pontecorno (e), Leu of tlu
fu: Tlv Enutging Rcgittu of th. funs, hoceedingr of the hw of the S€. Instihrte

(B"[i"g* hrblishing Corpany,

Cambridge Mace.,

1941, yp.{l^5. On the othcr hen4 the area of a roc& eoding to the eatimation
by the lnternational Hydrographic Btueeu world be mudr larger (one square
kilmreEg that b, O3906 squale mile) thm that srygeated by Flodgsott, but
Tiao-1nr. tc still rubshntially hgger than a ro* urder thie daedficadm. See RD.
Hodgeil md R.W. Surith, The Infonnaf Single Negotinting Text (C-mrmittee II): A
Cographicel Perapective', Ocann Dafupctrt end Intanrr,tiolr,l Lau, Yol.3, 1976,
p230.
That may indicate thdr capadty to sustain hunran habitadon, whidr ls a factor to
be conddered under pora.3.
It io perhape uc€flrl he!,e b ompare the Senkaku ldands with th€ Bridsh Rockall
blet in the Rockall dfupute. Rockdl Idet ig about 80 by 100 ft at its bee, and has an
aree of .pproximately @l square metres (0.0fl241 square miles). It lies at a
distane of i(trI milea from lcelan4 322 milea fron the Danish Faeroes, 226 miles
frwr tre rsr€t point of the Replrblic of lrelan4 rrd abqrt 289 milea from the
nearet point of lhe Scottish mainland The hlard ijB uninhaHted and

uninhabitabb due to the

la* of fresh water. Glven ita inamibility, it

is
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Islands would suggest that these islands might not generate their own
EEZI or continental shelves.24

However, the finding that the disputed islands rnay generate
their own continental shelf is a far cry from the claim that they should
be given full effect in delimitation with neighbouring states. On the
contrary, in the light of the reference made above to the islands'
geographical context and disputed status, it is difficult to assume that
any obiective observer could possibly deny that this is a case of
circumstances creative of inequity par excellence in delimitation. The
present case seers to be exactly the case of islets, rocks, and minor
coastal projections', the disproportionally distorting effect of which
should be eliminated in the equal division of the paficular area
involved.2s Ib sensitive location roughly midway bet*een two states
mearul that any effect given to these islands may substantially affect
the whole course of a boundary. In short, given the fact that the islands
are located far from the coast of each of the parties, are small in size
and have no population apart from a small human presence for
security purposes, and given the tenitorial disputels there is little
unsuitable even as a base for a manned lighthouse, though it does rupport a liglrt
whidr was placed on the rock n lyn bt the United K6gdom. See E'.D. Broin,
'Rockall and the Limits of National furisdiction of the UK: Part?',Ivlnrinc pdicy,

Yo12,7978,p289.

The Dokdo Islands consist of two tiny islets and scattered shore reefr lying in the
East Sea about 30 km east of the iJlung Do and about 50 km north-*est of
fapanese Dogo. Dokdo is not habitable and is therefore of little eonomlc nalue on
its own, except that it may serve as a basis for claining maritime jurisdiction in the

25
26

9yg-oulding-sea_.-The dispute over the Dokdo Islands first suifaed in fanuary
1952 when the Korean government established the socalled Peace Line whicir
induded the Dokdo Islan& within its limite. Japan immediately protested to
Korea 91 the grounds_that it had incorporated-this island in igdi. Like any
t"4tgri"l dispute, the Dokdo 4ispute is not immune from complicated historical
and legal conhoversies. The islands have been occupied by Kor6a since 1945, and
the dispute has renrained more or less dormant except foi the sporadic Iapanese
p5otest gver the Korean occupation. However, in early 19%, wheir both Jipin and
Korea decided to establish their EEZs_and allegedly considered induding the
disputed islan& as their basepoint for EFT9 the dispute instantly flared up. North Sea Continental SheU, Judgment',Intemetbttel C.ourt of listicc ReWts 1969,

pra.57.

small disprrted islands have been consistently igrrored in th€ delimitation of
continental shelves, EEZs or exdusive fistrery zones. For instance, the 1958
continental stry{

lundall

agrgegrelt solved the question of sovereignty over two

islan& located ln the middleof $e fersian Culf bt recognising ttre sov&engnty of
saudi Arabia over the island of A.'Arabiyah and that of Iran over the isLni of
Farsi.

The-pa1io_$* ggatd

a continental shelf boundary which ignored these
United States Department of State, Bureau of lntelligene and
Researdr, Office of the Geographer, Limits in tfu Seas, No24. The 1969 intinental

two islands.

See

28
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doubt that such islets should be accorded only a belt of the teritorial
sea.27

GeomorphologicaUGeological Considerations
In the past, the geophysical character

of the seabed was an
important consideration in continental shelf boundary delimitation,
gince a fundamental rule for the delimitation of the continental shelf
was natural prolongation. In the East China Sea, in particular, the
shdf boundary agre€ment between Iran and Qatar also ignored the presene of
disputed islands in delimiting a median-line boundary. See United Nations, Unilcd
Trtzit1u Scrb,No.787 p.772 (or United States Department of State, Bureau of
lntelligme and Researdr, Office of the Geographer, Lintits in ,rre Sees, No25). kt
the 1973 maritime boundary agreement between Uruguay and Argantina, the
island of Martin C'arcia was ignored and transformed inb a wildlife sanctuary. See
United States Departrrmt of State Bureau of Intelligmce and Researdr, Office of
the Csgrapher, Umiu in tle Seas, No.64. In the 1973 cqrtinental shelf boundary
betr,veen C:nada and Denmark (Greenland), the preserrce of Flans Island in the
Nares Strait was ignored because of the dispute over the rcvereigrrty of the island
and because the island would distort an otherwise equitable boundary. See United
States Department of State, Bureau of Intelligence and Researctv Office of the
Cographer, Limits h tlu S.as, No.72. In the 7C74 continental shelf boundary
betrreen hdia and Sri Lanka, the disputed island of Kadrdrativu did not affect the
location of the median line. See United States Departmmt of State, Bureau of
Intelligence and Researdr, Office of the Geographer, Lintits h tlu Sas, No.55. In a
175 maritime boundary between Colombia and Panama, the disputed lslands of
Roncador and Northwest Rock were disregarded as basepoints in conshucting
the equidistance line. See United States Departrrent of State, Bureau of
Intelligence and Researdr, Office of the Geographer, Umix h ttr 54,lt{o.79. The
7978 Tqtes Strait Treaty solved the sovereigrty questiona over the islands
situated in the northern part of the Torres Sbait immediately off the Papua Nen'
Guinea coast by creating: (i) a seabed resouret delimitation line; (ti) a fisheries
nes<lruc delimitation line; (iii) a protected zone. The Australian islands located
north of the seabed resourc€s line received only a threnautical-mile territorial
sea. No continental shelf or eonomic zone was allocated to these particular
lslands. See Treaty between Austalia and the Independmt State of Pap,ua New
Guinea Concerning Sovereignty and Maritime Boun&ries in the area between the
two Countdes indudhg the area known as Torres Strait and Related Matters'in
Nao Ditcctbns h tlu Leu of tfu Sea, compiled and edited by Myron Nordquist, S.
Houston ky and Kenneth Simmonds (Oceana Publications, London, 1980), Vol.8,
pp. 215 ff. The Chamber in the Gulf of Maine Case ignored Madrias Seal Island
becanse of uncertainty as to sovereignty over the island- See 'Delimitation of the
Maritime Boun&ry in the Gulf of Maine Area, Judgment',InttrtstbmJ hrt of
lusttu Rryns 7984, Pan. 271.
ft strould be noted that the concern over the effect of the Senkalu lslan& qt
delimitation escentially emanated from the possibility that the Okinawa Trough
ould onstitute a naturd boundary in the East China Sea. In such a case, the
question of how these islets strould be treated in delimitation was qitical to fapan.
Given that rudr a daim ls no longer tenable, it may be said that the importance of
these islets has been relatively reduced.

Naiins
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applicability of the principle of natural prolongation was a critical
factor in boundary delimitation due to the presence of the Okinawa
Trough, which it was alleged terminated the natural prolongation of
the fapanese territory.
However, the rules for delimitation of the continental shelf
have undergone substantial changes since the early 1970s. Those
changes have emanated from two important developments in the law
of the sea. The first of these has been the emergence, through UNCLOS
III, of a n€tv definition of the continental shelf, in particular using
distance as a primaqy criterion. The second development has been the
establishment of the 20Gmile EEZ regime, which covers both the
seabed and the water column within the 20Gmile limit. Now that 200
miles constitutes the legal basis for defining the continental shelf in
most cases, geological or geomorphological factors are only relevant in
delimitation cases involving areas beyond that distance.

ln the East China Sea, where the distance between the littoral
states does not exceed 400 miles, the geophysical nature of the s€abed
such as the Okinawa Trough would not affect delimitation under
modern international law.

Condusion
From this brief legal examination of some of the key questions
concerning maritime boundary delimitation in Northeast Asia it
would appear that, with the establishment of a new definition of the
continental shelf and the EEZ regime, the claim that s€abed features
sudr as the Okinawa Trough constitute natural boundaries may no
longer be tenable. In conbast to the decrease in the importancr of
geological or geornorphological mnsiderations, the importance of the
geographical settings of the case seenu to have increased. Thus the
marked difference in the lengths of the coastline should be refleced in
any delimitation. These broad gmgraphical settings, along with the
srnall size of the islands and their disputed status, s€em b make it
difficult for these islets to affect the delimitation of boundaries in this
region.
Nevertheless, in light of the comptexity of the situation in the
Northeast Asian region, the littoral states may prefer a more
function-oriented approach to the jurisdiction-oriented approach of
boundary delimitation. Thus the regional states may wish lo resolve
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the pressing issues of environmental protection and resource
development without tackling the underlying sovereignty and
bourutary issues. For instance, the littoral states may address fishery
problems from a regional perspective by prorroting a coordinated
policy of conservation and effective enforcement procedures. They
may also work out cooperative arrangements for the developrnent of
s€abed mineral resources. Since such arra4gements could be
eetablished without preiudice to the underlying territorial and
maritimeboundary issues, they might constitute optimal solutions that
would defer the more politically charged issue to the indefinite
futurc. Given the highly sensitive political relations between the
littoral states, sudr an approach rruy be more constructive.

CI{APTER 10
RESOURCE REGIMES AND MARITIME
COOPERATION IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
Ian Townsend-Gault
of 'natural resources' and 'regional
Asia
aPPear inimical. Oc€an resource
cooperation' in Southeast
conflicts abound in this part of the world, in the form of jurisdictional
disputes (and related differences concerning sovereignty over small
islands and over features) and argunrents on fishi.S rights and
entitlenents. These issues tend to dominab regional dialogues at all
levels, from the inter-governmental to the academic. The fires are
stoked regularly by the media, which dutifully rePort incident after
incident, reminding readers of the numbers of their fishing
fellow<ountrymen languishing in the gaols of neighbouring states.
Bilateral negotiations on offshore boundaries cpntinue against a
background of such reportage, and pressure from the inErnational oil
industry to settle iurisdictional conllicts so that petroleum operations

At first sight, the

thernes

maycorunence.

These are high stakes for any region. In Southeast Asia, as
with many other areas, they are being played for against a background
of other items on agendas in other areas: bilateral, subregional,
regional, inter-regional, and international. It is fair to say that issues
on the resource/environmental agenda yield precedenct to few others
in any of these forums. They complicate or assist other areas of
conc€rn more than they are complicated or assisted by those other
issues. Whether or not this should be the case is, of course, another

matter.

It could be argued that this primacy, though understandable,
regrettable at best, and dangerous at worst. Resource and
environmental issues make very bad political footballs, donstically or
internationally; they are too important to be used in this way.
Naturally, this is not an argument that recommends itself to rnany
political leaders, but we have now enough evidence world-wide - and

is
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we in Canada have recently contributed our fair share - to rnake this
point with sonre confidence.
Dfuunonds rnay be forever, but not dl natural resources have
durability. We know that it is possible to wipe out a fish stock,
poison an ecosysEm, damage an oilfield beyond recovery, or, We
contemporary events in the UK agricultural sector, destroy public
confidence in the ability of government to protect the very springs of
life.l Any or all of this can and will happen if governnrents mistake
ttreir prioritie. And it is to governnrenb that sudr rcrnarks must be
addressed. Politically and legally, rights over r€sources are vested for
such

the rnost part in states. Almost nothing can be done by industry in the
face of implacable opposition by the state. But with these rights corne
concomitant responsibilities. To put the matter tnldly, if there is a
disaster, we know, ultimately, who to blarne.

This is not to imply that the task of resourc€ and
envircnrnental nranagement (domestic or international) facing
goverunents is a simple one. To the contrary, there are sources of
assistance in disdurging this burdery such as corrcepts evolved by
natural nesource regimes. To be tmly efficacious, a natural resources
regirrE should be functional, responding not only to plicy
imperatives (which are, too often, political imperatives) but also in a
balanced way b the dernands of the resource, in terms of its
conservation and optimal nunagement and utilisation. Tlrese factors
shape and condition the most effective laws and regulations dealing

with resource and environmental management. They erplain how,
why, and when the regimes evolve as they do.

What does this mean for resource and environmental
cooperation in Southeast Asia? First, it suggests that a functional
rcsporurc to realities (induding jurisdictional impasses) helps to chart a
recqd ls an increasingly disilxral one. To talc the most leaent disaster, it now
appears that, for reasona of profit enhancrurent, the government of the Unibd
The

I(ngdom pelltitted famrers to feed ontaminated fodder to cattle. The

same

modve hd to denials that there was a probleur and sdentlsb deuEnd€d that thdr
&ubts be slnr€d with the p,ublie Even now, the probleur ls not provm. But this is
a mere detail. hrblic confidence ln goverrunent plobity has beqt drattere4 as has
a ureprofitable lndustry. The point ts, this sc€nario can be repeated anywhere
there ts a lazy and complidtons government, forgetful of lts rcspondbiltdes to the

public.

It is only a

matter

of time before poptrlatiurs

acountability frout those who have brought these wents to pas.

deurand greater
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morc sustainable course than crude jingoistic policies of competitive
exploitatiory a result that would only benefit people and the nesource
and their shared environrnent. Second, it would provide a better
road-map towards the sort of confidence and cmperation that will be
required to ensure that these resources, and their environmen! ale
available for future generations. This paper explores sonre approaches
to these issues.
Natural Resource Regimes
Regimes

in Genral

The relationship between natural re$ource activities and legal
development is close, if elusive. From time to tine, personnel from
one of the resource industries inveigh against 'reguLation' or lpnre
other form of 'government interference'. At the sarrrc time, resource
indusbies, especially those requiring massive capital investnent, are
keen to see the involvement of the legal system in areas such as the
granting of rights available to, and the statement of obligations
incumbent upon, a grantee of resource rights. (This, in fact, is the nub
of the relationship betr,r'een government and industry in this sector: the
contractual expression of mutual rights and obligations. The extent to
which this cons€nsual undertaking is wholly authoritative or can set
legal precedents is one for debate, and is crcnsidered further below.)
The point here is twofold. First, the legal system introduces
normative conc€pts that, ideally, attract interest and investsnent, wfrile
striking a balance between the expectations of the stab ard resource
owner on the one hand, and the industry and profit-making investor
on the other. Second, the legal system can (and mus0 respond to the
changing interests of either (or both) state or industry to establish new
nonns or modify old ones, it being accepted that, so long as it is
desired to continue this relationship, both parties are constrained by
the extent to which such changes can take place. In other words, the
relationship, though statd in normative terms, is essentially
consensual. The state makes law in the interests of, and sonetimes at
the behest of, indusbry to further this mutually beneficial relationship.
This bargain is broken time and tirne again by one side or the other,
and there is nothing very remarkable about that.
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b

say that governnrent should be a cyptu for the
nor
should companies be nse agents of the state.
wishes of irdustry,
When the lines are croesed in this way, the results can be disastrous.
Witness the offrhore UK safety record in r€c€nt ye,a13, the present state
of the British beef industry or tlre Canadian east coast fishery.
resporuitrilities for the national
Irdustry cannot aesurne
interest and governrnents are often not comfortable working at the
behest of the profit motive. But when the two partie unrderstand one
another and work together, neither forgetting their repective roles, the
rcsult is a functional and efficient reeource rcgime, capable of
balancing all interests and commanding the confidence of government,
industry, and the public at large. Yet how many regimes meet this

This is not

test?

Nrifnrr,l Resottec Reginu Offslnre
Naturd reooulte rcSirnes were first evolved in the domestic
(ard usually Errestrial) conbxt, and extended offshore as and when
necessary. So far as the Petroleum industry is concerned, most of the
legal or regulatory techniquee or concrpts used on tlre continental shelf
were developed - or originated - onshore. The elements of fishery
conservation al'e to be found in the managernent of the lini^g resources
in internal and brritorid waters.
So far as the regulation of offshore pelroleum activities is
concerned, this resulted in the nrodification ard subsequent
application of tried and bsted concePte to problerns that had already
been encountered and solved onshore. An excellent example is
provided by the phenoncnon of oil ard gas deposits divided by
maritime boundaries. A bchnique known as'unitisation' was evolved
in the Anrerican mid-west in the 1920s, ard applied where two
different oil companies, working adincent lard areas, su@uently
discovercd that a corrurxrn reservoir of hydrocarbone rvas located
subiacent to both in such a way that eittrer (or both) could ptoduce
ftom it. The application of unitisation Pres€rves the correlative rights
of inbrest holders while providing for the safe and orderly
exploitation of the fbld, usirg appropriate conservation bchniques.
All of this rnay be preiudiced if the two crompanie driU ard produce
competitively.

Raource Regima anil Maritime coowration

in southust ,4sia zls

The cross-boundary field probrem was identified earry in the
life of the doctrine of the continental shelf as a rule of international
law,
_an! contemporary conunentators suggested that states should
avoid the issue by drawing boundaries around rcservoirs. It was
assumed that most countries would be unwilling or unable to solve the
p*P]91n peacefully, and that divided oil or gals fields would simply

fuel bilateral tensions.

the'unity
Pu*i"g boundaries around reservoirs
of the dgposit'
- has been rejected decisively by ttre itie-"uotit
community in favour of provisions, usually contained in boundary
committing the parties to negotiate a mutually agreeable form
Tl9*,
pintcxploitation. In the North

of

sea-,

as per the American model.

this took the roim6r unitisatiory

This is not the place for a detailed discussion of the North sea
unitisations,2 but a summary of the situation will illustrate one
example of functional cooperation. ln 1965, Norway and the uniH
{ingdop negotiated a continental shelf boundary agreement, applyrng
median b.Idql9. This line was agreed in ioriplete ignoiance ol
lJrc
the geophysical configuration of the subsoil of the sabed. -Article 4 of
this_agreement commits the two countries to negotiating a formof
irint
exploitation
for any fields found to shaddle thiJ boundary line in iuch
a way that they can be worked from either side. It should be noted
that the 1955 Boundary Treaty w.s seen as part of a regulatory
r€sponse by the two countries to the growing interest in North sea
petroleum exploration. In 19ti3, Norway-had enacted a basic
qet_ leum law, and promulgated detailed regulations in 1965. r".lg(/.,
the ulited Kilsdoq modified its existing rules for onshore petroleum
operations and made provision for extending them to the cbntinental
sheu. Thus the boundary agreement w.ui an integral part of what was,
in effect, a 'North *" n1.t
offered to the oii indusey. The
invitation said, in effect, 'we"ge'
are stable countries: your rights and
obligations are dear if yoy take petroleum ricences, and you dt take a
licence in areas close to the middle of the northern part of the North
sea knowing that you have complete security, in thaino other country

2

|detailed tseatment of the i:nternational and dorresdc legal regimes governing
the North sea cre-bo'n9-.y R"ur is to be found in"Ian io*n6a<"d[
'Petroleum Development offshbre Legal and contractual Issues'in N.D. Beredficli
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or its licensees will dispute your rights'. As it hrmed out, this was an
athactive package bolstered by some promising early firds, and the
result was the stable and highly profitable North Sea oil industry, that
has transforrned Norway from an economic backwater to an industrial
force of sorne oonsequence.
However, it turned out that the 1965 bourdary bisected at
least three hydrocarbon fields, including the lalgest in the North Sea,
in such a way that the latter is divided 8020 in favour of Norway.
Needless to say, this line would not have been agreed to so readily had
the location of tlrese fields been known, whidt is one argument in
favour of boundary rnaking in ignorance of the location of fields. The
first field was discovered in 1972, arrd the British and Norwegian
consortia holding licences on their respective sides of the boundary
immediately entered into a series of agreemenb on ccoperation. These
sourse, private arrangements, cnrrcludd with the full
knowledge of the governments concerned. Under these agreernents,
the field was rnapped with considerable exactitude, and a preliminary
estimate made of tlre percentage of the volurne resources in situ on
either side of the boundary before the commenctment of pncduction.
Unitisation requires that profits and costs be shared by the parties
acrording to this formula.

were,

of

The two governments effectively ratified and extended all this
by a trreaty agreed in7976, providing for pint exPloitation actording to
the principle of unitisation. However, it is instnrctive to noE that the

companies took the initiative and, almost instinctively, applied
unitisation to a situation with whidr they were familiar in the domestic
context, but which had not arisen hitherto in the offshore context
anywhere in the world.3 Indeed, lawyers working for the companies
concemed later said that they could not have conceived of any other
course, and would have recommended the suspension of operations
had the governments not chosen the cooperative route. It might be
said that the investors in the project might have made similar dernands
in such a sihration.

:t

and Thomas Walde (eds), Thinl tilorhl Petrohum Inastnant Pdieirs 1t tlu 7990s
(Grahaur ard Trotsra& london, 1989), pp.101{4.
Mct of the lawyers working in the offices of the British and Norwegian oil
courpanie at this time were dther North American" q had had onsid€rable
experiene there. Thls helps to explain the'instincdve' recourse to unitisation.
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To my mind, this helps to throw a new light on legal
development ois4-ois natural rcsource activities. We terd to examine
situations such as cross$oundary fields from orc perspective or
another. To ttre lawyer advising goverrunent the issue is primarily
one of international law and ttre rights of the ctab. To the lawyer
advising the oil company or investor, the issues arc ver:f different. No
one view is less relevant than the other. If one desires a complete view
of the law and policy issue arising here, both must be held in the sarne
focus for a true perspective to emerge. This complicates the picture by

increasing the number of 'parties' concerned: states, consortia of
companie, companies, nerchant banks, invetors and workers. But
that is how it is. The picture is a complex one, and to deny this, any
part of it, is to indulge in delusion. tt should be noted, howener, that
dl the players in the picture have a conunon goal - the effective and
efficient exploitation of the rcsource.

Accnrdingln the highly functional and complex nature of
natural nesourloe activities must be apprcciated and acknowledged. Of
cours€, the complete picture is more complex. Yet in looking at the
North Sea field, for instance, a range of otls issues (induding
environmental colrcerns, impact on the fishing industry and
socio-economic impacts on coastal communities) are present. The
issues are different, but no less complicabd than for any other aspect
of marine resounce activities.
The Inter-state and Regional Context
One of the consequences of the developnnnt of the law of the
two decades is that crcuntries that, hitherb, wer€ not

sea over the past

contiguous are transformed into rnaritinc neighbours through the
implementation of 20Gnautical-mile economic zone.4 For some
counties, this is an unwelconre development, in that it adds items to
the bilateral agendas of states at odds with one anotlrer. One response
The 2fl)-neutird-mile ecqrmric zone is mce properly lcnowrr ae the Exdudve
Econqric 7ane, t Fn7. The zsre exhrds from the fimits of territchl oea to tre
2fiLnau$cal-mile limit, and within it stat€ exercire sovereign righta fc the
purpo€€s of the explcadon and exploitation of the lesou!€ of the s€., seabed,
and subodl, and all other ecmodc activities. Th€ inhnadfid legd rules
applicable therdn are odified and devdoped in Part V of the United Nadons
Convention qr the Law of theSea of 1982.
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to this is

b

ignore the new items on the agenda and b continue to
if the other country did not exist.

engage in ocean development as

This attitude is by no tneans confined b states that do not
enpy the best relations with their neighboure. unilateral ocean

dwelopnrent was in fact virtually the rule until the qEnsions of ocean
iurisdiction that have taken place over the past fifty years. Irdeed, the
initial extension of iurMictioru confned as it wae b seaH activities,
creabd few issue reqgiring cooperation. Cross-boundary petrroleum
fielfs- t€present orre o<c-eption and pollution issues anotirei. But by
ard large, petroleum developnmt offshorc, until the late 1920s,
prcceeded as if other users of the sea did not qist. This was partly
because the adverse impacts from such activities were localised- (thit
is, akmst puely donrestic) and were deemed to be of liftle
consequence compared b oil production.

This is not to say that sudr impacts were of little or no
for those on the receiving end. The fishing industry in
the North sea, ard in areas such as the Gulf of Me>cico, suffered
st€atly
- not from oil pollution darnage but rather from loss of gear ana catcft
afbr contact with d€bris, rrcst of whidr crculd rnt be ittribued o a
specific operabr. There was therefore rrc<)ne b whom the bill could
be preented, or who could be sued. Governrrrcnt response was
Ttu"try unsympathetic, tlren conciliatory, with compensation scherres
forsuch darnage being established eith€r by governrrrnt (Norway, the
unibd states federally ard sonre coastal states) or industry (the united
Kingdom, canada). Tltese schenres werc resbicbd to national
clairnants. Debris damage has a rnairr adverse impact on fishing (oil
po[lliol darnage is rel,atively insignfficant), and the presence of
tlqtallations qruses problenu by denying accet$ to adlrcent waters for
fishiag, or irrdeed any other, vessels. But ttrese issues were largely
ignored. If therc rf,as an (rean policy at work lrcre, it would have beeir
simple: oil developnrent at all costs, every other interest to be
consequgnge

subordinaE.5

Once the EF7 wls acrepbd ard implernenbd, coastal states
had a gr€ater stake not only in the ocean space adjacent b the
tenitorid sea but also in its rcsouraes and environnrental health. It

of qre, md qrntrl€ dd
default.

not heve an oceen polrcy, or hed ane, rn effect, by
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then becarne important not only to conbol who fished your EEZ, but
how your neighbours fished in their are4 especially with r$pect to
stocks that migraEd from your waters to theirs or from your EEZ to
the high seas. You would also be concerned if your neighbour
pursued petroleum operations to the exdusion of environmental
considerations, for while you did not care if their oil was wasbd, you
did not want it in your EEZ, poisoning the fish or habitat that your
fi shing industry relied upon.
Thus the extension of iurisdiction has created many rnaritime
neighbours, and given them an agenda which indudes items where
there may be common cause, and items that contain the seeds of bitter
conflict. The Law of the Sea Convention of 1982 attempH b forestall
these problems by advocating cooperation and/or collaboration
appropriate to the circumstances. This is a functional response, but,
for many countries, is superimposed on traditions of uniLateralism at
sea, and, in some cases, enmity, sometirrres arising from maritime
disputes. That these items are on the bilateral, trilateral, subregional
and regional agendas of the mastal states of the world is no longer
open to doubt or debate. The only question appearc to be: how will
they meet the challenge?
One approach is dearly implied by the argurnent developed in
this paper: engage in cooperative policy making to the extent required
by functional qcnsiderations. This presumes a community of interest
and focus similar to that found in the parties identified in the North
Sea petroleum operation discussed above. It assumes a sihrration
where every party has priorities shared by the other. Ttrere will of
course be political and other problems along the way, but at least
shared functionally derived goals can help set the course and
overcorre such obstades.6 Such an approach appears simplistic, but

this is only because the politically derived divisive issues, which are
essentially non-productive, have been allowed to dominaE the debate.
The functional approach has the merits of prirciple and utility. It also
promises more than the sort of bleak antipathy practised by the South

China Sea countries, which is rnaking its own contribution to
overfishing and marine environmental degradation there. If
At qrc point in the discusslons

concerning the Sta$ord 6eld, the Brit'rsh
pl,aced on the UK slde of the boun&ry,

tovqnm€nt argued for e pl,atform to be

prely fc

syrrbolic reasons. After discussion, this deurand was dropped-
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furctionalism is at least part of the way forward the question is now:
to what extent is this happening in Southeast Asia?
Ttre Vlew frour Southeast Aslan Waterg
Even before the EEZ or even the continental shef werc rules of
international liaw, Southeast Asia was a region marked by rnaritirne
boundaries of some complexity. Extended maritinrc iurisdiction has
complicaed ttre picture still further, though if we follow the analysis
presented abone, it is in the seeds of this exacerbated prcblem er(ensions of iurisdiction - that the solution lies. Put simply, the
question should be why is state jurisdiction being extended at all? The
answer is: to control, conserve and exploit ocean resources. What is
the nature of this iurisdiction? It is a complex mixture of rights and
responsibilities. As always, however, the emphasis is firmly on
'rights', with responsibilities coming some way behind.

This is, of course, a world-wide phenornenon. Paradoxically,
however, while some states might resist what they might see as
enforced cooperation with their ocean neighbours, or resent that fact
that tteir exdusive rights are subiect to limitation from outside, there
is an increased understanding that, in acting cooperatively, countries
gain more than they lose. This underscores the saliency of the
functional approach: persisting in a unilateral approach to common
problems where the solution absolutely requires cooperation will be
dysfunctional. The adverse results of such a policy will be apparent
g(x)ner or later.

In Southeast Asia, the iurisdictional impasse in the South
China Sea casb an enorrnous shadow over all ocean debate. [esser
shadows are found in other corners of the region: the Gulf of Thailand;
the Strait of Malacca; the issue of archipelagic passage. In those cases
wlrere implacable attitudes have been struck, progrees is likely to be
slow and the adverse consequences identified above are likely to
occur.

However, there are rnany signs of emerging cooperation. One
key influence in this process is the gradual acceptance - qrm treaty or
otherwise - of the Law of the Sea Convention and other multilateral

legd instnrments. Ratification of a treaty is no
implementation

-

uniform implementation

-

panacea;

if

proves difficult or
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impossible, the achievennnt is ddnrerical. However I would argue
that the rrnral value of ratification cannot to be overestfunabd, and the
symbolic nature of adherence can provide a powerful foundation for
(rcean cooperation gererally.
Recent examples of resource ccopenticr would indude the
developnent
agrcernent conduded in 1995 by lvlalaysia and
irint
Vietnam. This brief treaf provides a franework urder whictr the
stateowned oil companie of ttre two counEies will develop pintly a
srnall area of the Gulf of Thailand. It is always difficult to know
exactly what nptives prompt states to enEr into sudr arrangements,
but Malaysia has already shown interest in petrohum opportunities in
the Vietnarrpse offshore area. This agreement solidifies cooperatiory
and is especially interesting coming at the tirne that Viefrram was
admitbd inb ASEAN. A colleague and I have argued that pint
developnrent arrangerrEnts must be seen in and bsbd in a functional
way.7 If a pint development arr.rngernent is intended to fulfil a
political purpoce only, then rp<)ne should be surprised if the
anangernent is non-productive from all points of view.

There arc many avenues for cooperation

in the area of

law of the
Sea Conventioru bchnical assistance provided by countries with
greater experience in sudr activities to their lees experierrced
neighbours would go a long way to consolidaE a tmly regional
approach, not only to operational stardards, but ultirnaEly to
policyrnaking ard regulation. ln the petroleum e€ctor, crcoperation in
areas such as pollution rcsporun ard seardr ard resctre might be
enorrnously
I am not aware of the response capability of
the states of tlre region in either environnrnAl or safety matbrs, but
would suggest that capacity to deal with a rnaix blowout in some
parts of the rcgion might be low to nons<isbnt And yet, as with any
ar,ea of the world with petroleum operations uruclerway, the thrcat of
disasbr rernains. Is the lack of preparedness another example of
policy making by default?
resource developnrent. Apart from topics identified in the

7

lu, Tovmeeerd Gault md William G. Stqcron! 'O[hhq,e Petrdaur Jcint
Dwelopment Arrengenrent* Functiqul Instrunent? Corrprmrt*? Obligation?'
ln Csdd H. Bhke rl d.(eds), fh. Pauful lvltrugarr,rrt of Ttwrfuutnbry Rrrowus
(Grahem and Trotmen/MertinueNifrotr, Lqdon rnd Bcbn, l9lA,W.51-76.
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Condusions

L *y own work on the Indonesian-led workshops on
Managing Poiential Conflicts in the South China Sea, I am ltmck
constantly by the extent to which some comnrentatroF assunE that the
problems of the South China Sea are unique. Of coutte, in this
combination, tlrey are, but individual aspecb or issue are not. A
gurv€y of rnarine cooperative experience in selected regioru
at the-Fifth Workshop made this point veqy we[.E fn dmoet all sasss,
the examples oamined, suctessful or othetwise, were founded on
fu nctional coruiderations.
Functionalism is an acid test. It is not the only test, and to urge

that ocean resource considerations be divorced fnom politics or
political realities would be a waste of tine. Flowever, the morc

artificial the arrangement, the less should be expected of it. I return to
the point made in my introduction concerning the frailty of the
environment, and the finite number of our chances to rectify our
mistakes. Ttrcse are also part of the reality within which ocean
cooperation - or the lack of it - should be viewed in the area of natural
r€gources.

Chincop ct

d., 'Conflict and @operadon ln Regional
thlifax, fttly 194.

Oceans Institute of Canada,

Seas:

A Baclgrwnd Paper',

CHAPTER 11

COMPREHENSIVE SOLUTIONS TO
THE SOUTH CHINA SEA DISPUTES:
SOME OPTIONSI
Mark |. Valencia and |on M. Van Dyke
Why is a Solution Necessary Now?
The main drining force for a solution is that the status quo or what some call the'do nothing' approach - is unstable and may
lead to conflict. In a pessimistic scenario, talks continue in the
lndonesian*ponsored workshops, but ttrey rclnain informal and
foca$ed on technical issues. Working groups are formed focusing on
innocuous topics like rrnrine scientific research, environmental
protection and safety of navigation, purposely avoiding the core
issues of conflicting sovereign$r arrrC rnaritfune daims. Some
clairnants, fearing that their flexibility will be restricted, refuse to
allow these talks to be formalised or to even to discuss their specific
claims and their rationale, let alone pint hydrocarbon exploration.
The talks lose focus, positions hardery frustration grows, and the
sponsors and sonre daimants lose interest when ttrey come to believe
that Chtura is using the talks only to stall for tirne to build up its
economic ard military might, in effect to crcate a nerv status quo in
which it dominates the region. The islands, rccks ard rcefs rernain
ocrupied in a crazynuilt pattern by th. military forces of five of the
clairnants (Figure 11.1). Occasional violerrce erupts when forces or
vessels of one party come without waming too close to those of rival
clairnants.

Sonc argue that this situation - a 'leaking' gtatus quo - is
tolerable at least in the short term and that the dairnants rnay bluff
and blusbr but will avoid actual conllict as too costly both politically
and economically. This school advocates maintaining tlre 'leaking'
Thb draptc! is excerpted ft,mr e bok-length mmuscipt srbnritted b the US
Irctihrte of Peece, Ertadve{y endtled T,u 9t th Chine Sa Dispz4rls; Apptwldes
enil lll,|crin Sofutilrs, by Mark J. Valencia, Jur M. Van Dyke and

floel A. Ludwig.
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status quo until improved political and economic relations
ameliorate the tension and reduce the possibility of conllict.

A'leaking'status quo may be acrceptable as long as reliations
among the dairnants remain positive, or at least not hootile. Indeed,
during these calms, bilateral arrangements nury even be stmck and
implemented on issues such as mutual fisherieg access to areas of
overlapping cliaims, such as that between Malaysia and the
Philippines, with little or no reaction from other claimants.2 But
when relations between two or more of the daimants deteriorate,
irreconcilable differences n'ill be exposed, tension in the region will
rise, forces may be put on full alert, and the
of incidents
may increase. For example, confrontations occuned in the 1980s
when the frequency and inEnsity of belligerent staEments and
incidenb between China and Viebram in the Spratlys ebbed and
flowed with progress on a Cambodian solution.3 Nationalism and
domestic pressure force governrrrcnt action and reactiory and
miscalculation could easily turn this leaking status quo into a flood.

These possibilities underscore the weakness of the
'do-nothing' approach, namely that it is dangerously misleading and
inherently unstable.a If the status quo werc really the operative
norrn, there would be a freeze on acquisition of military equipment
that could produce an advantage in the atrea, on military
rulnoeuwes, on constmction of military installations, por.ts and
ailporb on the islands, on fishing in sensitive areas, anC on seismic
suryeys and drilling in or near the area. In fact, however, all of these
actions are occuning despite the clairnants' agreement not to
destabilise the situation. Moreover, this 'denothing' solution is
advantageous to those countries that can use the respite to quietly
build up their ecnnomic ard military power. It also favours China's
srnall+tepby-srnall-sbp approach toward a dominant position
because each sbp is so srnall and th€ costs of calling its bluff are so
large. Thus this'do-rrcthing' apprcadr cruld eventudly lead to de
facto Chinese csntrol of much of the South China Sea. Irdeed, sorrrc
2
3

4

'Spratly Joint Vei brrc' , Irddtirra Dfcsl, 24 December 1993, p.4.
Mark J. Valenci+ h.'/l.-F:tst Asien tus: Oil Uilkr TroubW Wercrs (Oxford
University heeo, Oxfor4 1985), p.113.

Jrstus ven der Kroef, The South China Sea hoblem:
Anai<en Asbn Rnicu, V d.12, No.4 Wintetr 194.
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Mirhief Reef was
part of this irexorable advance anrd was designed to test both

obnervers believe that the Chinese ocorpation of

ASEAI{ and US reaction.S

At a minimum, the fundamental issues rcmain unresolved
and the area rernains a scab over a festering sore, ready to be picked
for political lerrcrage. The present unrcsolved situation also offers an
opporhmity br oubide powers b intervene; for example, to protect
the security of sea lanes or their nationals ard companies involved in

offslpre oil ogloration. Although China rails

against

'internationalising' the issue, it was the first in recent tinps to let a
concession in the Spratly area to an 'outsider' - Crestone Energy
Colporation of the United Stabs - thereby prccipitating a diplomatic
row with Vietnam. Indeed the Mirhief Reef incident is only the most
r€cent indication of how qrickly the'status quo'can be transformed
into a dangerous situation. The UniEd States, |apan, Australia, New
Zealand ard even the European C-ommunity ogressed concern and
US policy seemd b shift from 'passive' b 'active neutrality'.
Moreover, US and fapanee companies ar€ right in the middle of a
possible dash between China and Vietnam over conllicting daims to
theVanguard Bank area.
The patErn presented by these incidents indicates that the
cutrelrt status quo, or 'do nothing' appnrad; could deEriorate
through an unexpected political or military event into open conflict.
Worsening of rclations between, for instance, Vieham ard China, or,
morc likely now, Taiwan and China, could foreshadow rpre fighting
in the Spratlp.5 This poesibility was brought to the fore in the wake
of Taiwan Presidmt Lee Tmg-hui's visit b the United States in 1995
wtren, for the first tirne, a Chinese boat stoppd, boarded and
inspecbd two Taiwan firhi.g boab in the Spratlys. Unilateral actions
by ary one of the dairnants - the capture of an occupied island from
anothet's forces, unilaEral drilling in the area, the capture or killing
of fishermen, or large eggressive naval manoeuvres - could trigger a
spiral of increasingly frequent ard violent incklmts. The naval and
air force arms build-up in the region, originally deigned to enhance
5

6

A&m Schwua Where cil end mter nrix', Frr Ftstcrtt Eorrrolttic Rt"i.ry,76
Merch f95,pp.5lJ.
Julien Brun erd L{ett Fcney, Strdt d uncerteinlf, Fn Ersten Eononh Rcoiant,
8 Februery

1996,p.tu1.
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capability to protect resources in E><clusive Economic Zones, could
become a real arn$ race, involving the acquisition of submarines,
aircraft carriers, and bombers and fighErs capable of reaching the
islands.T Because intensifying and spreading violence could
endanger freedom of navigation along the strategic sea lanes in the
South China Sea, the interests of Japan and the Unibd States could
be affected. Indeed, the control of this area by a potential adversary
e1 its allies has implications for the national security inbrests of
fapan, the Unibd State, and even Russia. On the ottrer han4 a
cornmon stance by Vietram and ASEAI'[, tacitly supporbd by the
United Stabs, could confirm China's worst fears of being surnounded

by hostile

nations, thus spuring

it to violent action.6

These

possibilities, together with this worsttase sc€nario of open conflict,
could even have implications for longer term Seostrategic alliances in
the region.

The!€ is thus a growing sense of urgency to rcsolve these
of opportunity lor half-rneasuree, let done a
multilaEral interim solution, rnay be dosing as nationalism
increasingly influence positions on the disputes. The increasing
frequency and intensity of incidents as well as the uncertainty about
China's foreign policy in the post-Deng era further heighEn Glncern.
The time to make peace is now, wlren there still is peace.
issues. Ttre window

A Glimmer of Hope?
A glimmer of hope for a way out of this conundrum was
prcvided in |uly 1995 at a meeting with ASEAI{ officials at the
ASEAN Annual Meeting in Brunei, when Chinese Foreign Minister
auian Qichen said that China would be willi"g to use international
law and the 1982 Convention on the law of the Sea as a basis for
negotiating the issues and that it would discuss the issues with dl
seven members of ASEAN. China thus appears to have implicitly
abardoned its historic lirre claim, and rnay even be considering
Manila
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forrrnlly rwising its claim to be restricted b all Eritories ceded by
in 1945.e Taiwan is also reporbdly considering dranging iu
cl,aim to be only b those islards occupied by it ad China. Such
claims would not encompass mapr sea lanes or have the poEntial to
affect freedom of navigation Quian also said that China had always
attadred great importance b the safety ard freedom of navigation in
the region and that it did not believe there would be *y problems in
this regard.lo Indeed, in August 1991 China ard the Philippines
announced a code of conduct repcting the use of force to settle their
dispute.lr This agreement could beconre the basis of a region-wide
code of cpnduct. In November, the Philippines and Vietnam
Japan

negotiated a similar creed.l2

A change in China's poeition might also rnake an allocation
solution nx)re feasible, particularly if China
relinquishee or suspends its claim b portions of the continental
shelves of ASEAN rrcrnbers. In this conbxt, it nray be significant that
Taiwan, in sharp cpntrast to China, has proposed multihtael pint

or a multilabral

13

Even sorne Beiiing officials seem to be sayrng that a
gradual evolution fnom bilateral to multilateral proie*s in the area
rnay h possible, under the convenient fiction of a bilateral'
ASEANCTina 50/50 arrangement.l4

developnrent

These rays of hope are dimm€d, however, by Quian's
statenrent that China had indisputable sovereignty over tlre Sptatly
Islands and their adpcent waterc, ard that China's national laws
asserting its sovereignty over the islands would play a role in
resolving the issue. More ominous was the r€port that Chha pLans to
9
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hold naval exereises in the Spratly area.ls Morroyer, these dranges in
poeition may stimulate a race by Ctina and Taiwan betn'een
themselves, or between them and Vietsram, b ocorpy as rnany
islands as possible, particularly those at the far edges of the group, as
a basis for their claims.
Nevertheles, China's words have for the nprnent sorrwhat
allayed ASEAN's fears and rclieved tmsion in the region. But it is not
clear whether China's seeming change of heart is the product of a
deire not b antagonise ASEAN at a time when China's relations
with the United Stabs are strained,l6 or of a genufure inErcst in
regional cooperation inspircd by the priority of economic refoir& or
only a consequence of present limited militar'' capability. Flerebfore,
China has never shown the slightest interest in comprcmising its
sovereignty claim O the South China Sea, and partioilarly to the
islands tlrerein, despite the hegerrnnic implications of this position.rT
Moreover, at the ASEATI Regional Forurn (ARD, Chinese spokesman
Shen Guofeng rcasserbd China's 'indisputable sovereignty over the
islands and theiradiacent waFrs and said that the rnost effective way
to handle this dispute is throughbilateral negotiations'.lE The issue is
whether the economic necessity of rcgional cmperation will serve as

a sufficient constraint on its long-term nationalist purpose. The
evidence is not encouraging in this respect, particularly since it is
driven by a strong s€ns€ of regaining lost Chhese stature and
territory, ard it continues to improve its military capabilities b do so,
unconstrained by the fornrr Cold War balarrce of power. Thus the
situation in the South Chha Sea could get worce before it gets better.
The proof wiU be in the pudding. To truly instil confiderrce, China
must follow up its soothing words with positive rtions.
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WhatToDo?
Many approaches and haf-nrcasures have been proposed
that would helpbuild confidence b npnebqond theunstable status
quo to an interim solution that is both eqgitable and stable: for
example, prcventive diplonracy sudr as by an emhent,persons
group; a code of corduct irrstihrtionalisation of the multilateral
&atogue; a maritinre safety ard surveillanae rcgfune; and various
othei CBMs. Also suggesbd were conciliatbn, nndiation or
arbitration through the good offices of a third party oriudiciary body
such as the Inhrnational Crurt of |ustice (IO) or the Law of the Sea
Tribunal. But theee approaches seem highly rurlikely in this case.
China, for orr, lras made it cr5ntal clear that it will not accept the
involvement of outside entities, ard most Asian nations arc deeply
suspicioue of WesErn rnethods.rg Mqeover, although
intCrnationalisation can harrc benefits, it can also restrict the
flexibility of regional actors. Ditect negotiatioru are the current
preferred met'hod, whether bilabral, serid or multilateral. Because
rnodest nteasunee will leither stabilise the situation nor addrees the
questions of resource access and allocatiorU an initiative whidr
directly addresses the allocation issues saelns reessaly. Options
range from a series of bilabrd arangernenb; the allocation of the
features and/or the marifime sPace; a high seas or rcgional
comnpns; to single-purpose, ot compreheneive, multilateral
managernent regirrrcs.

Any solution has to address or take into accpunt the
following regional political realities:

b features

'

the conflicting sovereignty claims
demilitarise them;

'
o

tlrc conflicting daims to rnaritirrre sPace;

19

and the need to

the conflicting definitioru of the area that miSht be subiert to
a resouroe rnanagennnt agreernenu
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'

the daimants' primary interest in the pe{roleum potential of
the area;

t

the need to establish a stable administrative decision-making
stmcturc that is perceived as fair and equitable;

t

China's insisEnce on separate negotiations with each

'

a necessity to

t

parg;

allocab sonre power and benefits to the smaller

Powers;

the need to acknowledge and accommodate the interests of
non-cl,airnant South China Sea countries;

'

the need b acknowledge and acrommodate the interests of
extra-regional maritime powers.

China is unlikely b enbr into a cmperative arargenrnt in
which otlrers benefit equally. For its cooperatiory China will o<pect to

receive rewards. Thus if Beiiing is to participate in a irint
developrnent effort, the other claimants will have to mal<e it
sufficiently attractive to China. Moreover, China prefers a loose form
of pint development.20 To exbact a long-terrn commihnent from
China will require tlre provision of considerable benefits and
significant exit costs, to make it more difficult for China b defect.
Achievement of this goal might involve tying a Spratlys solution to
other issues on which ASEAN has rnore leverage such as economic
investnent ard trade, thus making China kee.ly aware of the
opportunitycosts it will irrurby defection.

Bilatq al Negotittion of hooisiotul Atrengatants
China has coneistently insisted that all the issues arre bilateral
and that they should be resolved through bilateral negotiations.2l If
the daims of China aruC Taiwan are taken as one and the sarE, this
position is partially acturate. That is, large sections of the South

China Sea to the west and north of the Spratlys are dainred
respectively only by China/Taiwan ard Vietnam, and China/Taiwan
and the Philippines (Figure 11.2). Thus these areas cotrld indeed be
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Figure 11.2 C.tegorisadon of claime by number of claimants
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hived off for separate bilateral negotiations. It is conc€ivable that a
combination approach could be used in which these two ar6s are
negotiated separately from tlre multiple-claim area. Some obsenrerc
believe it is easier for two parties to agree to cooperate than for Larger
groups and that a web of bilateral agr€ements can form the basis for
a multilateral process and solution.Z
But there are problems with the bilateral approadr. Bilateral
negotiations are dearly to the advantage of a mairr 1rcwer, in
contrast to multilateral negotiations, which offer an opportunity for
the smaller powerc to band together to extract greabr concessions
from a mapr pon'er. Furthermore, the outconre of each set of
bilateral negotiations would set precedents and restrict flo<ibility in
ensuing negotiations. The tactical issue for the other daimants is that,
if they clroose b negotiab with China bilaterally, they will have to
recognise China's claim implicitly or explicitly ard thus allow China
leverage over the other dairnants. Bilateral negotiations for the entire
area would also be costly, inefficient, and impractical. Morrover,
where morc than two parties daim the sarne area, bilateral
negotiations would not resolve dl the conflictirg cliairns, and a ilint
development agreernent between two daimants of an area also
clairrred by a third party could be a violation of the rights of the third
party.

Allocation
One solution suggested by sorne observers is simply to
divide up the maritirne space and the islands among the claimants.
Such an allocation could indude only the featur€s, only maritime
epioe, or both tlre features and rnaritime space.

Allocatbn of Only tluFutura
There ar''e several options for allocation of only the featur,es.
In one scenario, a limited sovereignty over the features might
eventually pass to the present ocupants (see Figure 11.1) but tlre
features would be entitled only to a 5q) m safety zone, could not be
used for military purposes, and access for scientific research or other

22
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peaefui purpos€s would be allowed for otls dairnants. Arpther
possibility would be an agreerrnnt that dl the features ate'comtnon
prcperty - 16 comtnunis', together with an agrcerEnt on a set of
guidelines for their use for peacefut ptqpose& Much less likdy
would be a Svalbarcl-tke solution in which one cJainurnt, preumably
China or Vietnanr, gains a very limibd sovereignty oner all the
feature with dl otlrers having acc'esa for peaceful purposes,
including resouroe ercploitation.a
None of ttrcse sc€narios is, however,likely b beacteptable b
all the dairnants. The preent pathm of occupation is considered
unfair by China; China, Taiwan and Vietnam daim sovereignty over
all the features; ard few, if any, claimants are lilely b be willing to
limit their rights to use the fuatures. In facb the dlocation of the
feahlres might accntuate strategic ooncerno and exacerbate the
disputes if the recognised owrrcnl resenrc the right to daim EH7-c and
contirortal shelve otbnding fiom the islards. Moreover,
establishn€nt of maritirne boundaries would be dysfunctional for the
rnanagernent of living resources.

Another possibility is to allocaE the features between the
claimants through a iudicious combination of prcximity, occupation

afi

Rerll@itilc Although China would get no Spratly featurcs

if

equidistance lines were chosen from the coasb of countries bordering
on the South China Sea, if a system of 'rough equiy were used,
China could be granH close b half the featrres, including the three
largest islets: Itr"r Aba, Thitu ard Ioaita (Figure 113). This approach

would give China all but two of the ftaturea it now ocrupiee. The
otherdairnants would get the features closest b theirown coastlines.
ln this scenario, the potential owner is usually the present dominant
ocrupant in the arca.
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theFuhna anil Moitine Spce
Serurio 1. Allocation of the mtire South China Sea and its features
by equidistance lir6 from dairned or approximabd coastal
basdines, ignoring the Spratly and Paracel islardg (Figure 11.4).
Allorcation of

Under this sc€nario, China/Taiwan, Vietnam,

ard

the

Philip,pines would gain rougNy equal areas. Although Pratas Island,
most of the Macclesfield Bank, and all but two Paracel islards would

go to China, it would rrct get any of the Spratly geologic block. The
Philippines ard Vietnm would split fairly evenly the area that
would be considercd high seas in Scenarios 3 and 4. The Philippines
would rcceive the norttreastern portion of the Spratlys geologic block
irrcluding Reed Bank, one of the most promising areas for
hydrocarbons. Of the islands the Philippinee occupies, all but
Comrnodorc Reef would fdl in the Philippine sector. Vietnam would
receive tt€ Vanguad Bank and Crestone Concession area, while
Irdonesia would get the Natuna gas fields it disputes with Vie,harr
Malapia would receive two sizeable s€ctors off Sarawak and Sabah
separated by Brunei's narrow corridor.

Vietnam aheady occupies

all the features in

its

hypothethetical s€ctor except IJdd Reef. Six Vietnamacupied islets
woul4 howerrer, be allocaed b the Philippines sector, and five to
the Malaysian secbr. All islands oceupied or daimed by Malaysia
excep Louisa Reef would be situaH in the Malaysian sector.

keurb 2. Allocation of the entire

South China S€a and its features
approximabd coastal
basdines, ignoring the Spratlys but giving the Paracel ftaturcs full
effect as Chirrese telribry (Figurc 11.5).

by equidistane lfuH from daimed or

The main difference between Scenarios 2 and 1 is that in
of the central South China Sea at the
expense of Vietnam and the Philippines. It would also get
Macdesfield Bank But China's sector would barely reach the Spratly
geologic block and it would thus get no shar€ of the Spratly area
rnost lilcely b contain petroleum,let done the continental shelves of
other South Chha Sea clairnants. tlowever, it would give China a
solid legitimate preence in tlre central South China Sea.
Scenario 2 China gains part

ConqelmsioeSolutiotts to tlu Souk Chitu SuDisputaZST

Figue ll.rk Allocadon of South China Sea by equidiotance linee
from claimed or approximated coastal baselinee, ignoring the
Spratlys and Paracels
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Figrrrc 115: Allocation of South Chin See by equidirtance linee
from claimed or approxlnded coast l basellncq,lgnorfuE the
Spratlys and Paracels but giving the Paracele full dfect as Chlnese
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Allocation of the Spratly features and rnaritirne space

based on 'rough equity' arrld Rulpolifik concerns (Figure 11.6).

This approach is designed to give each cliairnant a substantial
sector, based on the extent of their daims, their present occupations,
their relative pooitions of power, and a sense of 'rough equity'.

Dividing lines are drawn according to ttn€e factors: island
ocrupa.tiory natural spatial divisions between island clusters, and
continental shelf daim limits. Ttre boundary befipeen the zones of
China and the Philipphes generally follows the natural gap between
the eastern islands (Flat and Nanshan) and the rest, a boundary
which is reinforced by both the bathymetry and the geology of the
area. The precise line between Vietnam's zone and that of China is
bas€d on Vietnam's present occupa.tion of East Reef and China's
present occupation of nearby Cuarteron Reef. Malaysia's zone is
bounded mainly by the limits of its dairned continental shelf, while
Brunei's zone begins at its coastal borders and ends at the seaward
fimit of its maximum EEZ based on equidistance.
China would recdve the maprity of the l,and features, but
the seabed in its maritfune space has no hydrocarbon and shows only

limited prosp€cts for such. All other daimants rcceive areas of
known hydrocarbon potential: the Philippines rcceives Reed Bank
arxl Malaysia the Luconia Gas Fields and areas further north, both of
which are either presently in production or slated for such. Vietnam
receives all of the Wan'an Bei area, plus the Blue Dragon field and
prospective areas further north, which it also is striving to develop.
The island and seabed awards thus tend to balance out to achieve a
rough sense of equity.
Scerurio 4. Allocation of the South China Sea and features on the
basis of equidistance lines out to the limit of the countries' 2(X) nm
EEZs and their geographical continental shelves, ignoring both the
Spratly and Paracel features (Figure 11.7).

If

allocation followed the mles

in the law of the Sea

Conventiory but ignored the tiny islands altogether, an area of high
seas beyord both 2m nm and the legal limits of the continental shelf
would remain in the central South China Sea. The ocean area beyond
200 nm would be classified as 'high seas'. The overlapping claim
areas within 200 nm of baselines or within the legal cnntinental shelf
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Figure 11.7: Allocation of the South China Sca by equidistance
linee out b Zn nautical miles, ignoring both the Spratlys and
Paracels
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could be allocabd on the basis of equidistance. The features inside
the high seas ar€a would have only 500 m safety zones, would be
controlled by th. rcgional rcgime, arvd might be used as multilateral
bases for exploration and exploitation of resources.
Because of the morphology of the ocean floor, Vietnam and
the Philippines would lose significant portions of their continental
shelves relative b Scenario 1 and China would lose one or two
Paracel islands plus Macclesfield Bank b the high seas reginn. Seven
or eight islands of the Spratlys occupied by China, Vieham and the
Philippines would also fall in the high seas area beyond 200 nrn

5. Allocation of tlre South China Sea and its featules on the
line out to tlre limit of the countries' 2(X) nm
EEZs and their geographical continental shelves, igmring the
Spratlys, but giving the Paracels full effect as Chinese brritory
Scaurio

basis of equidistance

(Figure 118).

This approach rnight be iustified on the grcunds that

Ore

Paracels are sorrrervhat lalger than the Spratlys, have wabr and have
been inhabited historically, are ru)rv ocrupied by sorne 4,00 Chinese
citizens (rnostly on Yongxing or Woody Island), aruC are considerably
clocer to China than the Spratlys.2a In additioru China has protested
overflights over the Paracel area.25If this scenario were followed, the
high seas ar,ea in the north that would be beyond both the 200 nm

limit and the legal limit of the continental shelf would be
considerably rcduced compared b Scenario 4. China would gain
Macdesfield Bank plus a significant area of sea floor that would
otherwise be beyond national iurisdiction in Scenario 3. Perlups
more importantly, it would legitimise China's pr€s€nce in the heart
of Soutlreast Asia in the context of a multilateral regirrre. However it
would still gain only a srnall fringe of the Spratly geologic block, and
no share of the producing or high-potential areas on th€ continental
shelves of Vietram ard lvlalaysia, b which it desires access. A
variation of this sc€nario would be to leave the Paracels and their
afterdant maritirre area to be resolved by China ard Vietnarn
lor M. Van Dyke and D.le L B€nnett 'Islatds and the Ddtmltatiqr of Ocean
SFe in the South Chin Se.'in Flkabeth Borgeee md Nctqr Ginsburg (eds),
OcanrYarto*, f0 @niverdty of Chicego Pres, Chlc.go, l9t3),p.62.
tbid.,p.X7.
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While interesting as geographical exercises, all of these
allocation scenarios have serious shortcomings. Aside fiom the
sovereignty issues, first and forenrost is the lack of agreenrent on the
definition of the area in dispuE and therefore what and how it
should be allocated. Second is a likely lack of agleemmt on what
constituEs equity and an equitable allocation - that is, who gets
what. In this contat, China is unlikely to be rnollified by any of these
solutioru because it remains excluded from any areas with good
hydrocarbon potential.

fire problem with any high seas'appoach is that, according
to the 1982 United Nations C-onvention on the Law of the Sea, the
seabed in the high seas area beyond extended continental shelves
would fall under the regirne of the InErnational Sea-B€d Authority,
would be open to resourc€ exploitation by outside powen, and the
profits from seabed resouroes would have to be sttared with the rest
of the world.% The high seas approach, unless sonnhow nrodified to
incorporate rcgional sensibilities, is thus not lilely b be acteptable to
any of the clairnants, particularly China. Furthermore, a free access
apprcadr is advantageous to those countries with more capital,
technology ard lcnow-how, and may only enhance ocmpetition and
conflict resulting in the familiar bagedy of tle comnx)ns - for the
living resources ard for peac€. This approac[ although rernoving
some of the area from contentio& would also leave unresolved a
Larger area of multiple overlapping claime. It dso excludee sorn€

islands in the south with relatively better fishing grounds and oil
pobntial, which are dainsd by Malaysia, Vietnam and the
Philippinee.
Mult il d a el Men agenent Rc ghnes

Flitrciplr
A nrodel multilateral nraritirne reginre for the South China
Sea must satisfy agreed principles and objectives and address the
political realities of the region. Lisbd below are principles that seem
applicable to any regime for this region:

26
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The territorial sovereign$ and sovercign integrity of every
clairnant should be equally recognised in the regime. Thus,
although the conflicting daims to maritfune epac€ in the
Spratly area should be set aside, the ultirnate resolution of
these claims should be unaffected by the establiehment of the
rcgirrc. Further, the principle of non-inter{erenca in each
other's internal affairs should be reaffirrrnd.
Regional disputes should be resolved through regional
mechanisms. Regional issues should not be internationalised.
Regional disputes should be resolved through peacefirl
means. Tlre resourcns of the South China Sea should
continue forever to be used exclusively for peaceful purposes
and should not become the scene or obiect of regional or
international military qcnflict. Provocative military activities
such as the establishncnt of military bases and fortifications
should beprohibited from this rcgion.
Tlre resourcee of the South China Sea should be exploited
pursuant to the principles of equig and fairness toward all
countries and all peoples of the region.

Cmperative regional exploration, development

and
management of the living ard non-living nesources of the
South China Sea is the rnost equitable solution b the
controversies concerning this area arxd \dll pronote rational
resource use and peace in this region.
Each country has the responsibility to ensure that activities
within its jurisdiction or contrrol do not cause damage to the

clairrpd territory, resources or environrnent of any other
country.
Rar€ and fragrle eoosysEn$, as well as the biodiversity of the
living resources of this rqtion, should, as far as is practical,

be probcbd ard managed to ensure their preservation for
future generations.
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Obiutioa
Theobictivee of any multilabral reginr for theSouth China
Sea should include thefollowing:

1
2

to enhame peace and security in ttre South China Sea;

to crcab a stable, predictable maritinn rcgfune for the South
China Sea based on mutual resEaint, transParency, tmst and
confiderrce;

3

to

demilitarise the Spratly features through an agreed,

mutual, stepby-step proctss;

4

to manage theresourc€s in a cooperative, equitable, efficient,
rational and sustainable manner;

5

to

ensure safe navigation and Prevent piracy, drug
smuggling, poaching, purposeful pollution and other illegal
activities;

6

to accomnrodate the interests of other South Ctina Sea staEs,
ircluding the landlocked and geographicdly disadvantaged
states;

7

to accomnpdate the interegts of utra-regional rnaritime
powers for peace, stability, freedom of navigation and
security of sea larres;

8

to accomnrodate the existing inbrests of companies in the
area;

9

consultations on rnaritirne
matten and for resolving dispubs among the South China
Sea countries;

10

to rnaximiee accumulation ard availability of information on

to provide a nnchanism for

the area;

27

Nayan Chando 'long Shadow', Fllr Ftstcrn Ecotonric Rtabu,26 Dececrber 1995
and 4 January 7995,

p.17-78.
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11

to prormte scientific rcsearch ard the erchange of rientific
data regarding the resources of the South China Sea;

12

to promote the transfer and exchange of technology among
interested countries; and

13

to transcend the sovereignty daims
politicising the issues.

Definition of the

in order to

avoid

Aru tobeMaruged

The basic problem for a multilateral rnanagermrt rcgirrc is

to obtain agreernent on the definition of the area to be covered.
Among ttre poosibilities are: (a) the alea enclosed by a line
equidistant between undisputed territory of tlre liftoral countries and
the Spratly features (Figure 11.9); O) the area @ond national
jurisdiction if either the Paracel or Spratly islets arc ignored and the
200nm exdusive economic zones and continental sh€lves are drawn
in accordance with the procedures allowed in the law of the Sea
Convention (Figures 11.7 arrrd 11.8); (c) the area daimed by three or
more daimants (the multiple claim area) (Figure t1.2); and (d) a line
connecting the oubrnpst main islands (or all dryt.g reefs) (Figure
11.10).

(a) If China/Taiwan's daim is only to the Spratly features and the
maritime zones they are entitled to generate, then the area of focus
could be that area within the lhe equidistant betrseen the Spratly
features ard undisputed national territory (Figure 11.9)?8 In other
words, China's rnaximum clainu based on giving full effect to all the
islets, would be to the equidistant line between tlrese islets and the
coast of the clainrant states. Although it is highly doubfful that any of
tlre features should have full effect, pr€terding that tlre), have this
capacity is a convenient legal fiction for defining an area for
managed sharing which would irrclude many of the promising areas
for hydrocarbons. Under this approadr, however, all daimants
except China/Taiwan would be denied portions of their possible
EEZi and continental slrelves.
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Figure 11.1G Area endoeed by a line conncding the outennost
islands or, in the case of the Spratlys, the outennoet main reefr
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O) Ttre area beyord 20 nm from acceptabh

baselinee and/or
(i)
the Paracel
shelf
ignoring
legal
limit
of
the
continental
beyond the
(ii)
Paracels
full effect
givtutg
the
islards
11.7);
or
and Spratly
Glgure
(Figure 1f.8). The area beyord 200 nm or the limit of the continental
shelf is really a combination allocation-rcgional commons solution. It
seems most eqgitable in the sense that all get a portion of the area
they daim and a sharc in the rest. However, it is unlikely to be
aceptable to China, because tlre commons area with or without the
Paracels having full effect is unlikely to contain any significant
resourres. This unacteptability is likely to be accentuated if islands in
each sector are dlocabd to the claimants arut if the Paracels and its

attendant rnaritinc area remain disputed betrseen China and
Vietnam. If Vietum could see fit b trade off its claim to the Paracels
arvd their surrounding maritfure space for a full uncontested EFZ and
a hefty share in the regional oommons, perhaps this definition of the
'area'would be acrceptable to both China and Vietnam. Brunei and
ttre Philippines rnay support this option, in part because it givec them
actess to or a share in areas they do not even daim. Taiwan would

probably not agree wittt it, but does support multilateral
development in principle. Vietnam and Malaysia have difficulties

with it but may be willing to acept it in the end.
(c) In the Multiple Claim Ar€a (MCA) option (Figure 11.2), the area
of focus would include only the area daimed by three or more
entities, counting the claims of China and Taiwan as one. This
approach would considerably narrcw the arca in question and leave
disputes in areas outside the MCA b be rcsolved by the claimants
themselves. China would perhapE prefer this definition because it
allows it to domirnte bilaEral or trilateral negotiations outside the
srnallerMCA.

(d) A minirnalist apprcach would focus on the arca enclosed by
corurecting the outermost main islanrds or, alternatively, th
outermost drying reefs in the Spratly group (Figure 11.10). This idea
is analogous to the definition of alchipelagic baselfures in the Law of
the Sea Conventiory although only an archipelagic state dainrant,
namely the Philipphes, could incorporate the area in this tnanner.
The problem with this definition is that, at its snallest, it exdudes
mudr of the Reed Bank in the northeastern pofion of ttre area with
good gas potential, thus ignoring China's and Vietnam's daims there.
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The area drosen could be governed by a robust Spratly
Management Authority (SMA) compleE with a Council, a
Secretary€eneral, a Secretariat, and Technical and Financial
Committees (Figure 11.11). The Council would be the
decision-rnaking body. The Secretary4eneral would be appointed
by and responsible to the Council, implennnting its decisions and
managrng the day-today affairs of the SMA. The Secrctariat would
consist of a small core staff of technical and financial o(perts serving
the Secretary€eneral and through him or her the Technical and
Financial Commitbes. The Technical and Financial C-ommittees
would be appointed by the Council on an equitabh basis and would
recommend action b the Council. At the otls extneme, a loose
Spratly Coordinating Agetry (SCA) could coordinate ard senle as a
clearing house for separate pint development scherrres managed by
the particular daimants to a particul.u area. This approach might
rcquire only a Director arxt perhaps a small Secretariat It is
conceivable that the responsibilities of the intergovernmental
Committee for C-oordination of foint Prospecting for Mineral
Resources (CCOP) might be exparded to include the
coordination/clearing house furrction since all daimants (except
China and Brunei) are rrnmbers.
The advantage of the loose SCA is that it allows maximum
flexibility arri essentially separab rnanagenent for diffurent areas
involving only the dairnants to each particular area. But it does not
addrcss the problems of transbourxtary fisheries and environmental
rnanagement. The advantages o{ a rcbust authority are that all
activities would be managed and all concerned parties would have a
say in their managernent, thus building confidence through
cooperation. It also provides the option of dlocating rrnaningful
positions within the SMA, induding the Secretary4eneral position,
to specific cpuntries. It would also enable management of
transboundary living resources and expard ttre possibilities for

tradeoffs.
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anil Allrc ation of C o sts utd bufits
Havhg outlined the principles, obiectives, critical elements
and components of a South China Sea regirne, we now outline
several sample options.
S anryle

Rc gimrr

(D

ARobttst Sgatly Marugannt Authority 6MA) Gooerningthe
Equiilbttnt Aru
This approach would focus on developnnnt of resources,
prirnarily hydrocarbons but also irrcluding the fiving nesources, in the
area within the line eguidistant from tlre cliaimants'coasts and the
Spratly islets (the'core'ar€a). All claimanb would *t asiile (not give
up) their claims b ocean space and resounoes there. Percentage
shares of benefits ard costs of operating the SMA could be allocated
based on the extent of the origfuul daims within the tore' area
(Figure 11.10) or, albrnatively, on the length of coastline bordering
the South China Sea. On the basis of extent of original daims, the
largest share would fall b China and Taiwan, whidr daim the entire
ar€a, and, in descending percentagee, smaller shares would be
allocated b VietrramP the Philippines, MaLaysia and Brunei.30 fire
percentage accming to China/Taiwan is 52 per cent, Vietnam 28 per
cent, the Philippines 11 per cent, MaLaysia 8 per cent and Brunei 1 per
cent. China and Taiwan would have to work otrt between themselves
the dlocation of their shar€s and their respective roles in tlre
functions of the SMA, which would adminigter tlre area within the

29

ru

Vietnam's slure ts based on ite claim ee interpreted hffr tts pefr,olamr block
lssued ln the late 19E&. Horvever Nygr€n Binl; Vtfim'g DIreCor of Treaty
and Legal Affairs, has stated to Vm Dyke th.t mne of the feattres whtch lt
daims shflld genetrate exbnded maritime ztxrcs (r be used as basepdnts ior
claims, and that Vietnam is tn the proce$ of adiusting lts baselineE to onforrr
with the Convention and of finalising its EEZ ard srtinental shelf daims,
whidr will also @nforul b the Convention, In that caae, Viefium's drare would
be dgnificantly leg, or zero, and fhe ottt€r daiurants shares propcdonately
increased
The sh.r€ allocaCd b the variors clairnanls were calorlated tn the following
mannec 6lst, the total area wi0lin the equidistant line - minus Scarbororyh Reef
- was dividedinto twelve srbzores, eadr daimed by a different ombination of
states (Figure 11.10). The petrsttage of the area of eadr subzdre to total area
was calculated ad this percortage divided amcrg the daimants to thet sub'

zqre. Tlreee perqrtag€ were thm totall€d for erdr daimant. Fc exanrple,
althflgh Bnrnei dainu ebout 7 per urt of the area within the equtdistant line, it
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e4ridistance line and rnanage the exploration and exploitation of
resoutces there. Giving China a symbolic rnaprity might irduce it to
participaE, but that might be unacteptable to the other clairnants.
Finding a solution to the Vietnam/China dispuE is the key
to the solution b the targer Spratly problem. In addition to the corc
Spratly are, Vie{nam ad China have unresolved dispuEs on land,
in the Gulf of Tonkin, in the Paracels, ard in the Vanguard
Bank/Wan'an Bei area. If Vietnam received a favourable setdernent
with China in the Tonkin Gulf and Vanguard Bank areas, it miSht
consider settlfurg for 8 per cent or less of the sharcs in an SMA that
covers an anea with less hydrocarbon potential. One poesibility is that
any gas to be found in tlrc Vanguard Bank area could be converted to
LNG by a plant sited in Vietnam or it could be used dircctly by
Vietnam by tying inb the pipeline b the Dai Hung field, perhape
with a share of the gas or ploceeds going to China.
However, relyrng on the extent of original claims as a basis
the
extent of China/Taiwan's and Vietnam's original clafuns is unclear,
and s€con4 countries would be tempted to argue that their original
claims rrene rnor€ exhnsive than they actually were. Because of these
difficulties, shares might be allocated based on the clairnants' general
directional coasfline length on the South China Sea. Under this
approach, China and Taiwan togettrer would get about 31 per cent,
Vietnam 26 F cent, the Philippines 21 per cent, Malaysia 20 per cent
and Brunei 2 per cent. The rnapr difference between this allocation
arxt that bas€d qr the exbnt of original daims is that China's share is
reduced from 52 per cent b 31 per cent while those of tlre Philippines
and of Lfalaysia are sharply increased. Thus the incentive for China
to participab or b rnake concessions b Vietnam elsewher€ is greatly

for share allocation raises several significant problems. First,

reduced.

Voting rEmberstrip in the Cpuncil could be confined to the
clairnants, although other South China Se countries and €tftraregional maritirrc powers could have seats with a voice, but rp vote.
One problem with this approach is that it does not accpmnrodate the
t€eource acoess interests of other South China Sea countries or their
world receive crly 1 per
oth6s.
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frontage on the South China Sea - lndonesia Singapore, Thailand,
Cambodi+ and land-locked laos. But if they were each to receive a
share equal even to that of the srnallest of the claimants, namely
Brunei (1 per cent), tlre percentage allotted to China/Taiwan under
the allocation scheme based on the extent of original daims would
fall below 50 per cent. China/Taiwan would thus not have a
symbolic rnaprity share in the organisation and might then not find
this arrangement acceptable. Therefore these nondaimanb should
receive a few per cent of the profits'off the top' in recognition of their
interests as South China Sea countries, but tlrey would have no vote
in organisational decisions. The remaining shares would be
recalculated to 100 per cent for purposes of allocation and voting. In
any multilateral sharing scenario, special provision should be rnade
for shares or the right of access to the surplus living resources of the
area for the landlocked and geographically disadvantaged states Iaos and Singapore.
Consensus - the absence of formal objection - and
compromise should be the norrns in decision-making by the
Authority's Council. But decisions by vote might be needed on the
production-sharing system of the Authority, and on fisheries
rrurnagement and environmental rvrnagenrent decisions. Suggested
below are several alternatives, all of them fairly complicated in order
to ensure fairness as well as to encourage compromise and
consensus.

Weighted Voting with Genqal and Weighteil V otes

Regarding substantive matters affecting the Authority or the
entire.uea, one method of decision making would be to allocate both
general and special weighb to each dairnant following the examples
of the International Coffee Organisatio& the Intemational Energy
Agency and the Asian Development Bank. Each dairnant-state
would have five 'general weights' plus additional 'special weights'
based on its daimed percentage of the area within the equidistant
line or the length of its coastline on the South China Sea. If the
'special weights'were based on tlre current claims, total votes would
b 725-57 for China/Taiwan, 33 for Vietnam, 16 for the Philippines,
13 for Malaysia and 6 for Brunei. If the 'special weights' were
assigned based on coastline length, the total votes would still be
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l?S% for China/TaiwarU 31 for VietnanU 26 for the Philippines, 25
for lv{alapia ardT tot Brunei. In both systenrs, China/Taiwan would
not be able b pass or block decisioru by ibelf, erren in a simple
maprity voE, and would thus rcquirc the cooperation of at least one
other dairnant to do so. On the other han4 the other four claimanb
could not constitub a rnaprity unless they dl voted the same way.
(In the coastlire lenglh system, VietnarrV lv{alaysia and the
Philippines bgether could constitute a maprity.) kocedural issues
in the Council might require a simple maprity of the votirg shares.
But a subotantive Council decision affecting the entire area should
requirc a twethirds rtaprity. In the s)rstem based on original daims,
a China/Vietnam combination could pass any matter requiring a
two-thirds rnaFrity (&5 votes), but rpt a threfourths maprity (94
votes), which could also be made the decision thr€shold.
ACunUnd CItembdd Sptnr
Perhaps a combined chambered system would be acceptable.

In thb system, decisioru on matterc affecting the entire regirrrc or
authority would be bas€d on voting shares according to the exEnt of
original claims or coastline lengths, while decisioru conceming
activities in a particular location or 'chanrber', based on twelve
separaE geographic areas categorised by the patern of overlapping
cliains Gigurc 11.10), would have to be approved by both a rnairrity
of the overall votes and a maprity of the dairnants b that location or
'charnbe/. Because China would be a rnember of every 'chamber',
this provision would partially rneet China's oncern that issues
should be resolved bilaterally or through the formation of multiple
pint development arrangenrcnb each involving Adna. This
approach would also require the parties to compromise to move
forward.
This system is in itself a compromise, much like the recEnt
on mining of the international seabed, in which the
domirunt power allows participation and disbibution of some
benefits b srnaller staEE while retaining considerable lnryer. It also
advantages the smaller powers by providing tlsl with benefits and
a strong voice in decisions affecting the specific areas they claim in
cortnxrn with others. By a 'gentlernen's agl€ement', a citizen of
China/Taiwan might always be the Secretary€eneral of the SMA.
agreernent
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Alloution of Erautioe Positions
Perhape as important as the proc€ss of decision making is the
process of implernentation, and for that proc€so the composition of
the administrative staff or 'executive branch' of the SMA becomes
crucial. Many international organisations have a de facto - and
sometimes ile iure - system of allocating certain positions in the
organisation b nationals of certain specified cpuntries. This system
works reasonably well irU for instance, the Asian Development Bank,
where the President is traditionally a |apanese citiz€n and the
General C-ounsel is traditionally a citizen of the United States. The
existence of a similar system in the SMA could have the efftct of
reassuring mernber nations that their conctrns would not be ignored.
The Secretary€eneral might always be a Chinese citizen, perhaps
with Deputy SecretaqT-Generds being identified with other nnmber
nations. Arpther approadr would be to have a rotating sy$tem,
whereby each country has a turn at the key positions.
Claims Set,Asiile, but Not Afuniloneil

It would

have

to be

made crystal dear thut forflal

sovereignty was not being surrendered and that the SMA is a body
designed only to facilitate exploration and managerrent of the
nesounces, rcthing rnore. In other words, iurisdiction would be de.

from resource rnanagement. Although opaatiotul
sovercignty would be curtailed, ftnal sovereignty would be
unaffected. The forrnal sovereignt5z issue would have b be decided
by future generations. Nevertheless, Orina ard Taiwan could argue
that because they would be given the largest share in the SMA, the
other clairnants had recognised the validity of China/Taiwan's
forrnal sovereignty claim to the ftatures there. On the other hand, the
other cliaimants could also argue that the agr€erEnt simply shelves
the forrnal sovereignty daims and that they have not relinquished
coupled

their own dairns.

Dadlitmistbn of the F utura
In coniunction with the establishrrrent of the Authority, the
core area could be declared a zone of peace as well as part of the

2fi
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Southeast Asia Nudear Weapon-Free 7nrrc,, thue providing a basis

for building a lalger Tnrw of

Peace, Freedom ard Neutrality
(ZOPFAI\D encompassing the whole of Southeast Asi& ard thereby
helping achieve one of ASEANs (ant China's) stated obie$ives:
grreat-power inbrvention and
removing opportunities
interference in rcgional affairs.

for

Otlw ElmnEanil Furctbrc
Under this cooperatirrc reginre, sovereignty claims would be
fiozen ard the SMA wsuld eliminab Gonflict, facilitate exploration
and developnnnt of t€sourrces, manage fisheries ard maintain
envircnmental quality. Fisheries actess to the Gore area would be
equally available to all claimants. The legitirnate Passage of vessels
would be allowed. The SMA would also prcrrcb international
cmperation in scientific rcs€arch and in protecting vulnerable
ecosysbrns, including the possible designation of parb of the anea as
'probcted marine areas' as provided in ttre Iaw of the Sea
Convention.

With the core area removed from contentiory a few areas of
overlapping claims would sti[ need to be addressed by t}te
clairnants, perhape by establishing ilint developrnent zones iru for
example, tlre southwestern rnargin of the fuotly" daimed by
Indonesia and Vietram ard the soutlrern margin claimd by Brunei
arrd Malaysia Gigure 11.2).
A company that has received a conceosion fiom one of the
goverrunents of the region at a location that has been historically
recognised as within the claim of that nation ard that has invested
sufficiently in the ocploration and/or ocploitation of tlre reoources at
that location to render the concession as 'vested', would be provided
with appropriaE probction for its investnents.

the islards and rocks
the present occupants or, alErnatively, be
allocated on an equitable basis considering octupation, geographic
proximity ard the comparative lengths of South China Sea coastline.
But the features should be entitled only to 500 m safety zones or, at
tlte rnost, narrcw tetritorial seas (for example,3 nm), they could not
be used for military purposes, ard acress for rientific research and
Eventually, sovereignty over

themselves might pass

b

Comg&ensloe Solutiotrs to the Souk Chitu

to any

nesouroes

SuDisputa2l9

they might harbour would be allowed for other

clairnants.
Because all parties have agreed to seek a peaceful solution,
they have little iustification for maintaining military forces on the
islards.3r The rnapr problem with demilitarisation is 'how to get
from here to there' without creating a power vactmm. To start the
process, a mmmunication committee could be established by the
clairnants. The cpmmiftee would negotiab agreed rules for normal
activities in the islands. The first might be a forrnal pact not to
threaten or use force. Then tlre level of miliAry activity could be
limited by agreerrcnt and the size of forres frozen. The committee
would be notified in advance troop o(ercises ard movements, and
would communicate this information to other inbrested
governrnents. As mutual trrst increased, the personnel on the Spratly
Islands crould change b non<ombatants, such as engineerin&
constmction ard rientific units. Eventualln milita{y units could be
phasd out completely ard replaced by civilians. In thie path to
demilitarisation, no vacuurn would be created and change would be
Sradual.

(ii)

The Equiilistant

(Figure 11.10)

Aru anil Multiple loint Daelopvttt Cotttrynia

If a less forrnal stmcture were desired, cooperation cpuld be
adrieved through a looser set of relationshipo. A series of twelve pint
development companie [DCa) could be established, at least on
paper, urder a Spratly Cmrdinating Agency (SCA), bas€d on the
areas of overliap of the original daims. China/Taiwan would be a
rnember of all pint development companies and Vietnam would be a
nrember of all but tfre thr€e that would cover areas it apparently does
not daim. (If it does not claim any of the area it would not be a
member of any pint developrrrent company.) Shares, bmefits, crcsts
and voice or vote in the operation of eadr pint derrelopment

31 4t p"g srference hr gngapce on 13 Auguet 190, the vidtlng Clrinese
" U Peng srid th.t 'China ie ready to irin etrats with Sortha* Adan
Pr€drl:r
cqrntriet to devdoP tln lspt$yl lelnds, while ptrtting aeide 6c the tlne bdng
the quesdon of sovereignty'. Under tln propoerl Vietst lr, China and thE
Philippinee wcrld witMraw their military units ft,ml the hlande in favor of

pint dorelopment of the area'g seebed ard marine leaourceo.
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company would be shared equally after allocating 5 per cent of the
profits to the loose SCA, which would facilitate, coordinate and
harnpnise the operations of multiple pint development
arrangements for rcsource exploitation within Ore core area. Perhaps

another 5 per cent of the profits could be allotted to nondaimant
South China Sea counbies. AlErnativ"ly, th" conbibutions could be
the same as that stipulated in Article E2 of the Law of the Sea
Convention for resource exploitation beyond 200 nm; that is, annual
payments and contributions with respect to all production at a site
after ttre first five years of production at that siE. For the sixth year,

the rate of payment or conhibution is 1 per cent of the value or
volunr of production at the site. The rate increases by 1 per cent for
each subsequent year until the twelfth year and remains at 7 Per cent
thereafter. In this formulatiory production does not indude resources
used in connection with exploitation.32
Under this model, the SCA would have a Chinese as its head
of China/Taiwan's membership in every pint development
company. Members would be drawn from each of the daimants.
because

Although a pint development company would exist on paper for
each of the 12 areas, it would becorrre operational only when and if a
simple rnaFrity of the claimants to that area agreed to operationalise
it. This approach would go a considerable way towards satisfying
China's demand that the issues be resolved between it and each of
the clairnants, while gving the claimants an opporhrnity for
influencing decisions in areas they claim in cpmmon with others.

(iii)

The' Ar&ipelagic Option' with a Robust Syatly Matugarcnt
Authority (Figure 1 1.10)

Another dternative is b create a robust SMA to administer
hydrocarbon developrnent and fistreries, but only in the smaller area
enclosed by lines connecting the outernrcst drying reefs. If cosb and
benefits were allocated according to the extent of original daims to
the area, ttre claimants would have the following percentage shares:
China/Taiwan 37 per ceng the Philippines 28 pet cenU Vietnam 20
per cen! Malaysia 14 per cent; and Brunei 1 per cent. If shares were
allocated according to South China Sea coastline lengths, the shares

?2

United Nadqrs C-onvmd,on on the law of the Sea, Article &(2).
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would be: China/Taiwan 31 per cen$ Vie{nam % Wr cent, the
Philippines 27 W cent, Malaysra 20 per cent ard Brunei 2 per cent.
Again, five per cent of the profits from mirsal, hydrocarborg and
fisheries production in the endosed area should be allocated b South
Sea non<laimants. Another five per cerrt from this area would
go b rneet the operating expenses of the SMA. The rest of the
benefits ard costs would be allocated accordirqg to the above
percentages. Tlre enclosed area would be rnanaged by the robust
SMA with substantive decisions requiring a threfifths rnaprity and
each ocuntry having one vote (China and Taiwan would constitute
one vob) or the required vote could be two-thirds - that is, four out
of the six membens, with China and Taiwan each havirqg one vote.
The organisational stmcture ard treatnent of britory could be the
same as in Option (i), that is, the islands/features would have no or a
v€ry n.urow territorial sea, would be demilitarised, and would be
open to access by dl claimants. foint developrnent of the areas

Chha

outside the endosed area would be negotiated between the
clairnants.

The disadvantage of this option is that it focuses on one of
the srnallest areas possible. Thus the potentid for hydrocarbon
discovely is diminished and the area to be negotiated by the
clairnants themselves greaily expands, leaving many issues
unresolved including tran$oundary fisheriee nranagenrnt and
environrnental protection. This illustration is usefirl in demonstrating
that resolution of the conboversy over the features Wr x will not
resolve the disputes.
These albrnatives are simply points alo.g
continuum.
" illustrative
There are nuny perturbations and ttrese examples are
only. We hope, however, they will stimulate constructive dirussion
on a comprehensive multilateral interim solution to these difficult
and dangerous disputes.

It is almost always dangerous and difficult b predict the
futurc of such international disputes. Neverthdess, sorn outcornes
do seem more likely than others. Initially, a code of conduct may be
established among all the claimants, including general principles of
peaceful co+xistence and specific rneasures for preventirg fisheries
conflicts or acridental mititary encounters. China will probably not
be able to maintain or operationalise its claim to most of the South
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China Sea. Moreover, it will probably be agreed that nrost, if not all,
zones beyond a nanlow
features in the region are not entitled
territorid sea and possibly a contiguous zone, and should not affect
the location of rnaritirne boundaries. Imtead ttty will probably be

b

mclaved or otherwise provided with timibd maritfune areas.
C,eology arut geonmrphology will have Uttle impact on the
delimitations. Rather, the mari&ne boundary &limitations will be
likely to be based primarily on the geography of the littoral states'
rnainlard coasdines and the larger islards, ard equidistance will
play an important role in the initid positioning of these boundaries.
But they also will be influerrced by respective coastline lengths,
resounce developntnt activities and, perhape, other functional
considerations. Finally, the entire area will probably wird up within
ttre EEZs of the liftoral stabs and navigation ard overflight will be
prctected. Urder this regirne, the coastal stabs will have certain
rights, induding the right b ocploit the living rnarhe resources and
the qdusive right to o<ploit the non-living resourc€s of ttre seaH
and subsoil in their secton, as well as duties b p'otect the
environment ard rnanage the living and non-living reourtes. Tlre
result will be a complicated system of rnaritirne bourdaries which is
not conducive to ecosysEm and living resouroe managern€nt. Thus
the littoral states are lilsely to eventually adopt cooperative
management reginns at least for tlrcse purPoses.
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THE MrMA-SrPRr PROIECT ON
ARMS TRADE TRANSPARENCY IN
SOUTHEAST ASIA
Bates

Gill and I.N. Mak

Introduction
The first stepo for this proiect were taken in 1993 with the
establishment of the Maritime Institute of Malaysia (MIMA), and its
Centre for Maritime Security and Diplornacy.l Maritirrre arms
procurement and holdings - a critical aspect of maritirrc security and
diplomacy in Southeast Asia - became a key area of the Centres
research work. The project set out to crcllect, collab and analyse all
anrut pr(rurement of the rcgion, with special emphasis on defining,
identifying and aggregating'maritime armaments'.
To make the project nxlne nuilurgeable and relevant, its work
focused on Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) arms
acquisitions and their impact on stability or instability in the region.
From the mid to late 1980s, ASEAN countries have been engaged in a
significant arms nrodernisation drive, with a strong emphasis on
maritime assets and capabilities. Analyses of these developments
tended to focus nanowly on the question of whether or not an'arms
race'was unfolding in the region. However, using arms race theories
to understand these developments in Southeast Asia could at best only
explain why and if the region was involved in an arms race. The
assessments could not answer the more corrceptually challenging and
practical question of whether and when regional acquisitions were
stabilising or desAbilising.

MIMA srtres are the Centre for Eonomice and Ocean Indugtries; the
Centre for Coastal Developmenf Marine Environnent and Reeources; and the
Centre for Law ard Ocean Policv.
The other
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By exploring this latter question, researchers can develop'sign
posts' or early-warning indicators to prevent arms acquisitions from
spiralling into a destabilising situation. Such an approach can help
moderate arms build-ups by indicating when confidence-building
measures should be adopted. Regional discussions of destabilising

in themselves also act as
confidence$uilding me.rsures among neighbours. Thus, in addition to
collecting and analysing data, the project recognised the need to push
forward the debate on anns trade transparency and discussions of how
to use sudr data to help determine stabilising venus destabilising arms
acquisitions.
and stabilising arms acquisitions can

MIMA-SIPRI Cooperatlon
MIMA'g interests found resonanc€ with the Stockholm
lnternational Peace Research Institute (SIPRI). The two institutes drew
up a plan in Iune 19% to jointly conduct a project which explores the
notion of transparency in arms trade and defence policy for Southeast
Asia. The propct was well timed, coinciding with calls by the United
Nations, the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARD and several Southeast
Asian governments to conduct such research and to help support
ongoing first-track initiatives and policies on these issues.
The proiect has two initial objectives. The first was to cnmbine
carefully the efforts of SIPRI and MIMA to develop a de facto
conventional arms trade register for ASEAN. The result was the
publication of analysis and extensive data in August 1995 in the form
of a volunre entitled ASEAN Arms Acqubitbtts: Danloping
Trarcpratcy. This monograph captures all known and verified arms
transfers to and within ASEAN from1973 to 1995. Orders to the year
2001 are also included. The long time frame of the data captures the
two major arms acquisitions periods for ASEAN and allows for more
acrurate analysis of long-term trends. It was hoped that such an effort
would promob further thinking in the region as to the benefits and
disadvantages of transparency in arms acquisitions.
The second major objective of the project was to move forward
from the de facto register and develop further discussion and debate
on the concept of transparency as a confidence-building rrrcasure and
its relationship to security in Southeast Asia. This second step
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included the October 1995 MIMA-SIPRI workshop in Kuala Lumpur
and the publication of the workshop papers in the form of an edited
volurre entitled Arms Trade, Transparency, anil Seuity in Southeast
Asia.2

The workshop included proiect researchers as well as a large
of officials and analysts concerned with arms trade and
s€curity issues drawn from Southeast Asia. The workshop reflected a
quite alarming lack of understanding among analysts and practitioners

number

of arms

registers

in

general and the

Unitd

Nations Register of

Conventional Arms (LJNROCA) in particular. More importantly, most
participants expressed strong reservations, bordering on suspicion,
about any formalised arms trade transparency rrrcasures such as a
register. Participants tended to argue that little could be gained from
such efforts, and that they might prove to be destabilising and
counterproductive.
Based on the workshop discussions, the proiecfs contributors
revised their research for publication in the edited volurne with the
intention of
regional understanding of transparency
-improving
measures and their relationship to determining stabilising versus
destabilising arms acquisitions. This volume draws together ihe work
of eight experts on issues of arms trade, arms register and Asia pacific
security affairs to present conceptual frameworks, analysis and
extensive data and information. It is intended to provide security
analysts and policy-makers with the necessary tools to assist in their
work concerning arms trade and defence policy transparency as an
approach to confidence building in the region.

Looking Ahead
However, moving forward in implementing sudr an approach
in the rcgion is difficult. First, ASEAN's current defence planning, in
the absence of any clear external threat, is based on contingency
planning and may not be conducive to such tansparenqr and
confidencebuilding measures.3 second, even if a widlr oonsensus
edsted as to the need for such approaches, it remains very difficult to

I

Orf*a

University Presg forthcoming.
Naval Build-up: Implicatione ror the Regioral order',
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devise and implement effective models whidr satisfactorily define

destabilising and stabilising acquisitioru and create adequate
multilaeralmechanisms to deal with problematic build-ups.a

Bearing in mind these caveats, as well as the more general
resewations evident in the region on the question of tansparency,
MIMA and SIPRI decided to focus their efforts on deferrcerclated data
sharing as a confidence'building measure. Data sharing is a more
flexible and less formal concept of cooperation than arms trade
transparency mechanisms, and can be conducted in a unilateral,
bilateral and multilateral manner. Promoting further developments in
this area rnay contribute to building greater confidence in the
development of more formal arrns trade and defence pollcy
mechanisms for the future. The MIMA-SIPRI workshop scheduled for
fanuary 1997 will examine the role, limits and possibilitie of data
sharing in contributing towards a more stable security environment in
Southeast Asia.

See Bates Gi[ 'Enhancing National Military Capabilities ln the Asia-Pacific
Region: Debating l,egitimate Needs versus Unwarranted Developnrqt', 70th AsbPecific Rourulteblc, &9 lune 1996 Kuala Lumpur.
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II

PROPOSAL FOR ANNUAL WORKSHOPS
ON REGIONAL MARITIME ISSUES-

Introduction
The sea is important in the Asia Pacific region as a source of
food, a medium for hade and a basis for longer term economic
prosperity. Many regional countries are investing heavily in offshore
resource developrnent, expanding their nerchant shipping fleets and
developing the maritime capabilities of their defunce forces. As Asia
Pacific countries become more interdependent, maritime issues,

particularly the sustainable development of coastal and marine areas,
will become even rpre important. Regional seabme trade stands to
increase enorrnously in the future, particularly on the routes between
Southeast and Northeast Asia.

Multidisciplinary education and training in marine and
maritime affairs are an important element of capacity building for the
integrated management and sustainable development of coastal and
marine areas. When these activities are conducted at a regional level,
they also constitute an important maritime confidence'and securitybuilding measure, which enhances dialogue and cooperation between
regional nations. Regional nations have a corrunon interest in
maritime issues, many of which are more effectively handled
cmperatively rather than on a national basis.
The principal forum in the region concemed with peace and
security, the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF), has identified a list of
prospective preventive diplomacy measures which cnuld reduce
tensions and the potential for conflict. These include nunrcrous
measures in the field of maritime cooperation, such as cooperative

Thispo'pcal ls an outline of a possible programme
'regional

of cooperative workshops on
maritme lssu€ to be mordinated by the Council for Security C-ooperation in
Asia Pacific (cscAD. It wasendorsed by the Fifth cscAP steering corrmittee Lreeting
in Kuala Lunpur in June 1996. The proposed protramme wiuld feter regiona'i
maritime cooperation and provide a practical- maritime confidene- and
security-building

McsBM) which would contribub both to regional secudty

Tgryre
and to the gustainable development of re$onal counEies.
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to sea lines of communication, irint marine rientific

rcsealch, and conventions on the marine environment (dumping of
toxic wastes and land-based sources of marine pollution).
Concept

t

An annual workshop on regional maritime issues to be hosted
eadr year by a different Asia Pacific aountry under the
auspices of CSCAP.

'

A nraximum of 40 participants with a Drector of Studies

'

The resource persons should be regional specialists in fields
such as maritime security,law of the se+ shipping and ports,
fisheries and marine environmental management.

'

Tlre workshop should be conducted over an intensive 5 to 5
day period.

'

The workshop programme should indude lectures, syndicate

(a

senior academic from the region involved in maritime affairs),
Worlcshop Coordinator, approximately six resource persons,
and administrative staff.

exercises and presentations and panel discrrssions.

Obiectivee
The obiectives of the workshop should be to:

'

develop greater awareness and knowledge of maritime issues
within the Asia Pacific region and of their security
implications;

'

foster informal links and interaction between officers from
different goverrunent deparhnents and agencies with
marine/rnaritirne responsibilities, induding defence forces
(relevant links may extend both between regional countries
and within individual countries);

t

p-mob problem solving and cooperative

approaches to the
nurnagement of marine and maritirne affairs in the region;
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identify and explore the security benefits of existing rnaritinre
cooperation through agencies such as the UNEP Regional Seas
Programrne, APEC Working Groups, Western Pacific Fisheries
Consultative Committee (WPFCC), the South-East programme
in Ocean [-aw, Policy and Managenrent (SEAIJ'OL) and the
Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific
(ESCAP);

contribute to regional maritime confidence and securitybuilding me€rsures;
contribute to comprehensive security in the Asia Pacific region

by providing a bridge between the different elernents of
comprehensive security (for example, economics,
environment, resources) and the various regional forums
where such issues are discussed;

acquaint specialists in one field of maritime activity with
information on what is occurring in other fields; and
provide a forum for the generation of initiatives for regional
maritime cmperation.
Study Topice

The following are the proposed study topics (with an
additional halfday to be allowed for things suctr as cours€
administration):

.

Iaw of the Sea (1-112 days)

'
o

introduction
maritime zones (territorial sea, EM, archipelagic waters,
etc.)

'

navigational regimes (innocent passage, straits transit and
archipelagic (sea lanes passage)

'

the resolution of overlapping claims and the delirnitation
of maritime boundaries

t

regime of islands, historic waters, straight baselines, etc.
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t lqtd regirnes for joint development zones and cooperative
negource development

'

Maritinrc Security (1 day)

' regional security overview and developments
' contemporary maritime strategy
' regional maritime force developmentg
' p.pot ls for MCSBMs
t maritime transparency, information exdrange, etc.

'

'

pirac[, drug smuggling, illegal migration and

'

maritime surveillance, regulation and enforcement

other

unlawful activities at sea

Marine Environmental Management (1 day)

'
'
'
'

UNCED andAgrr:d,a2T
IMO C-onventions
integrated coastal zone nunagernent

principles of oceans nranagement and sustainable ocean
development, including the importance of regional
cooperation

'
'

prevention of marine pollution

marine scientific research, hydrography
oceanography

o
'

global warming and sea level rise

Shipping and Ports (1 day)

t
t
t
'
t

trends in regional seaborne trade
regional port developments

pott state control
marine safety issues
search and rescue

and
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'
'

Other Marine lndustries (1 day)

'
'
'
t
'
'
'

security of sea lines of communication

fishing
offthore oil and gas
shipbuilding
marine tourism
marine biotechnology
environmentalmanagement/consultancy

Rugtonal Maritime Cooperation (1/2 day)

'
'
t

dispute rurnagement and resolution

tri-regional linkages between Northeast and Southeast

Asia and the South Pacific
scope for new initiatives

Syndicate Exercises
Typical syndicate exercises could indude

t

:

development of a proposal for a cooperative regional maritime
sunreillance and safety regime;

'

simulated negotiations to resolve difficulties associated with
multiple use of a particular marine environmentl

'

simulated negotiations and game play to develop a proposal
for a irint marine scientific research programnre; ana

'

committee work to develop a proposal b government for a
regional agreement on the avoidance of incidents at sea.

Who Should Attend?
The workshop is both an educational experience and a forum
fo1-th9 generation of ideas and problem sorving.'Attendees should be
sufficiently senior that they are able to contribute ideas at the
workshop while also gaining from the experience. For example:
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'

middleranking public servants from govemrnent deparhnents
and agencies in the region with marine/maritime
responsibilities (for example, foreign affairs, shipping,
fi sheries,

t
'
t

environmental management}

security officials and officers from regional defence forces
(prirnarily navies and air forces) of C-ommander/C-aptain
(LieuEnant Colonel/Colonel) rank or equivalent;
middle rnanagement executives from marine industries; and

academics (including marine scientisb) from regional
institutions with teaching and research inErests in relevant
fields.
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THE WAYAHEAD

Sam Bateman and R.M. Sunardi
The informal obiective of the CSCAP Working Group on
Maritine Cooperation has been to move beyond the rhetoric of
maritime cooperation and identify some practical measures and areas
of cooperation whidr would help reduce the risks of maritinre Ension
and promote a stable rnaritinre regime in the Asia Pacific region. fire
Working Group has now met twice and made significant progress
towards the identification of practical initiatives for regional maritime
cooperation.
The Working Group has adopted a broad view of security
issues, sudr as marine
safety, resourc€s conservation, coastal zone rnanagenrent ard unlawful
activities at sea (drug smuggling, illegal population movenrents and
piracy) being considered, along with morc conventional security
issues, such as the security of sea lines of communication (SLOCs) and
naval developments. We believe that Working Group nreetings have
confirmed the value of CSCAP establishing a working group on
regional maritime cooperation. The sea and issues to do with the sea
are high on the agenda of Asia Pacific countries and offer a host of
opportunities for preventive diplomacy and confidence building. The
nature of these opporhrnities is such that they ale well suited for
development through a'second-track' process.

with a range of non<onventional security

, The papers presented at the first rneeting of the Working
Groupl held in Kuala Lumpur in June 1995 provided a useful revie*
of the extent of maritime security concerns in the region and confirmed
the importance of pursuing regional maritime cooperation in the
context of the comprehensive concept of security. This concept is well
underetood by the strategic community but this may not be the case
with the other communities that look after the various elements of
comprehensive security. People concerned with maritinn security and
The papers from the ffrst Worki
Batesran and Stephen Bates (eds),
Ivlctitirru @peretion, Canberra Papers on
and Defence Shrdies Cenbe Australian Nr

> meeting were published

tlu

Welers: Inilild'ic,ls

tn

for Asb

Sam

Pacific
and Defmce No.114 (Strategic
,

C:nbera,1996).
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national defence in a conventional sense rnay be uninbrested in nonconvmtional defence issues, while those working on regional
cooperation in fields such as sNpping, madne scientific research,
re$ounce development or environmental protection do not necessarily
appreciate the security implications and benefits of what they are
doing.

Mark Valencia summed the situation up in his paper to the
first meeting of the Working Group. Although he was speaking
specifically about marine scientific research, his points are equally
valid to the other communities dealing with marine issues:

It is in this context that cooperation in this

seemingly
innocuous field can build confidence, dampen frontier Ension
and improve relations in this region so critical to world peace
and prosperity. lndeed, successful cooperation in marine
scientific researdr can build the confidenc€ neoessary for
initiatives in other spheres, and establish the basis for a iump
from tactical to complex learning.2
We dso note that the process of second-track diplomacy in the

Asia Pacific rqgion appears to be better developed in the more
theoretically sensitive areas of foreign policy and defence than it is in
other, poosibly less sensitive, areas at sea, such as the protection of the

marfuE environment, marine safety, conservation of fish stocks,
nesounse exploration and exploitation" and other transnational oceans
management issues. These issues still tend to be handled by officials
from specialist areas of government and are not necessarily placed in a
broader strategic and political context. This neans that the full value
in contributing to a sense of regional community is not necessarily
aclieved from the dialogue and cooperation that does Ake place. Some
second-hack initiatives in the various dimensions of regional oc€ans
management would demonstrate that comprehensive security
encompass€tt both the'concepts' and 'processes' of security (that is,
both the issues discussed and the forums in which such issues are
discussed).

In implementing the conc€pt of comprehensive security in the
Asia Pacific reiion, there is a need to ensure not only that the concept
Mark Velencia, 'Cooperadon in Marine Scientific Researdr as
Building Measure'ln lbid., p.139.
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is understood by the shategic community, but also that the linla are
made with the other communities and forums dealing with the various
aspects of the concept. There are numerous regional bodies where
some aspect of comprehensive maritime security is considered
including, for ocample, various Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation
(APEC) working groups, the UNEP Regional Seas Programme, the
Western Pacific Fisheries Consultative Committee (WPFCC), and the
Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific GSCAP).
As a first step in making these links, two practising marine scientists
were invited to participate in the second rreeting of the Working
Group.
This second meeting was held in Kuala Lumpur in April 1996.
The agenda for this meeting reflected some greater focus on particular
issues than was apparent at the first meeting. Sessions at the rrreeting
covered regional naval cooperatiory shipping and marine safety,
marhe scientific research and environmental issues, and the resolution
of rnarine resourc€ and boundary disputes. Deliberations during this

meeting highlighted the importance of drawing some distinction
between tuoal coopaaflor, which encompasses all military activities
associated with the sea (recognising that in some regional countries,
maritime aircraft are operated by the air force); and nuitime
cupuation, which is a broader concept in line with the theory of
comprehensive security, encompassing the full range of activities and
interests in the sea (for example, shipping, marine resources and
environmental protection). Specialist matters of naval cooperation are
generally being handled in the Western Pacific Naval Symposium
(WPNS), while our CSCAP Working Group is concentrating on
broader issues of maritime cooperation.
One major conclusion emerging from the activities of the
Working Group to date is the extent to which regional security is
severely compromised by the relative lack of agreed areas of maritime
jurisdiction over the endosed and semi-enclosed seas of East Asia.3 It
is not overstating the present situation to say that, to sorne extent,
maritime disorder prevails in the region with unregulated pollution of

3

15 'enclced or sesri-enclced

sea' is defined by the LNCLG Article 122 as 'a
gulf, basin G seir surrounded by two or more Sht€ and onnected to another sea
or the ocean by a narrow outlet or consisting entirely or primarily of the territorial
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the rnarirE envircnnsrt, overfishing marhe envircnmental
degndation, wideep,rcad illegal activities at soa (for example,
unliensed futring; ptracy ard drug unugg@, ard rclatively few
agreed marititrE bourdaries. Disputation also arioes betrpeen different
activities at
shipplng can cause pollutiorg overfishing depletes

so:

fish stocks, dumping and undersea mining degrade the marine
envircnrrrent, curservation cl,ashes with dev@nurt Problems and
difficulties will continue, with consequent risks to national security,
unless new apprcaches arc fourd b managing regional seas and
oceans which arc not baeed prirnarily on sovereignty,

unilabral righb

to r€sourc$ ard agreed maritirneboundaries.
Tlre rrew intemational law of the sea apressed in the 1!)82 UN
Convention on the [-aw of the Sea ruNCLoS) sought to provide
ins€ased coastal state rights over the resouroes of adiactnt waErs,
while also intoducing a code of conduct for exploiting marine
nesourrces ald presertring ard protecting the marine mvironncnt.
UnforhrnaEly, it is becoming apparent that the regirrre of the Exclusive
Economic Tnne (EF-Z), nttrer than helping to settle problerns of
maritfune iurisdiction ad to improve standards of marine
envircnrnental managernent, rnay in fact have produced treater
insecurity arvl lower [unagenrent standards, as a r€6ult of the
incentive provided for opposib arrt adpctnt counhies to claim
overlapping zonee of iurisdiction firis is particularly the case in East
Asian waters where, as the South Korean member of our Working
Group has argued, the sistence of EEZs has been 'rrpre divisive than
integrating'.4

While the conflicting claims to the Spratly Islards have
attracbd rnost atEntion in rccent )rears, the prcblems of resolving
nraritime iurisdiction are rot unique to the South China Sea but
proliferab elsewhere throughout the rnarginal s€as of East Asia.
Despite the old adage that 'good funcrs mate good neighbours',
sorndim$ it is physically impossible, for a variety of reasoru, b build
good fences, particularly in the sea. This s€ems b be the situation
seas and exdudve eqpmic zclrr at two or lrd€ @.st l Stetes'. Examples
indu&theGulf of Theilen4theSqrft Chim Se. end lheYdlorrSe*
lin-Hym Peih The Figh€riea Regime in Nctheest ACr', ln Dddong Kim, Jiao
Ymgte lh-Hf'rm Pdl end Chen Degong (e&), &et ffiirs h Nolltts.Elr,t Asia
lrlrd

@

fu foreChilr

lv[lrrititrr

Yonad Univerdty, Seoul 19{), p.85.
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now with the East Asian seas where, until 1995, not one EEZ boundary
has been delimited between opposite or adiacent countries.S The
problem is a function of the peculiar geography of the r€gion, with the
offlytng chain of archipelagoes enclosing a series of seas stretching
from the Sea of Okhotsk in the north to the Tirrpr and Arafura seas in
the south. The problem is then further complicated by the various
islands and island groups in the enclosed and semi+rrclosed seas
which are the subject of conflicting claims to sovereignty. As has been
seen during 1996 with both the Takeshima/Tokdo Islands between
the Korean peninsula and fapan, and the Senkaku/Diaoyutai Islands
to the north-east of Taiwan, these issues have the potential to generate
considerable nationalistic fervour.
Many maritime boundaries in the Asia Pacific region will not
be agreed in the short term and it is necessary to find some other
means of managing the area in dispute, and exploiting its resources,
which is not based on unilateral iurisdiction and sole ownership of the
resources. The development of these means is the key challenge of
marine affairs in the region if territorial disputes are not to fester away
as a destabilising element of regional security. The CSCAP Working
Group on Maritirrrc Cooperation sees itself as having sonE part to play
in developing new ideas about managing the seas and ocean areas
under dispute. The Working Group especially believes that an AsiaPacific-wide approach to this issue has potential benefit in th€ utility of
shared experiences from the various subregions (for example,
Southeast Asia, Northeast Asia and the South Pacific).
The realisation of this major problem has led the Working
Group to focus on three particular initiatives for its work prograrune
in the immediate future. Specifically, the initiatives recognise the
importance of the comprehensive approach to maritime security, the
need to build links between the different forums and communities
dealing with the various elements of maritime security (broadly
defined), the importance of an integrated approach to the management
of marine environments, and the confidencebuilding opportunities
offered by activities in this field. The three initiatives are:

It wag ennounced in Septenber 1996 that an EEZ or water olumn boundary had
been agreed between Aurstralia and Indonesia in the Timor and Arafura s€as.'
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the development of draft Guidelines for Regional Maritime
Cooperation;

the conduct of regular Regional Maritime Issues Workshops;
and
focusing the next meeting of the Working Group specifically
on'Regional Oceans Management and Security'.

Guidelines for Regional Maritime Cooperation
This initiative started out as a proposal for a regional
agr€ement, variously known as a Regional Agreencnt on the
Avoidarrce of Incidents at Sea (INCSEA), Maritime Risk Reduction or
Maritirrp Safety. The drange of focus recognises the work already
being carried out by the WPNS on a regional INCSEA, but whereas the
WPNS is seeking practical (or 'sailor-made') solutions for naval
cmperatiory the Working Group has in mind a multilateral instmment
with wider political and diplomatic implications for maritime
cooperation. ln fact this instrument may well provide the'top @ver'
for any WPNS agreement.

The obiective is to establish a regime aimed at enhancing
maritime safety and cooperation in the region. In partioilar, the
agr€ement should include the various items which have been
identified by the ASEAl.l Regional Forum (ARD in ib lisb of measurcs
for preventive diplomacy and maritime cooperation.6 The agreement
should also provide dear support for the 1982 UN Convention on the
Iaw of the Sea (IJNCLOS) and Agenda2l Chapter 17: The Protection
of the Oceans, All Kinds of Seas, Including Enclosed and Semienclosed Seas, and Coastal Areas and the Protection, Rational Use and

Developnrent of their Living Resources'.
The desirability of a regional agreement along these lines lies
in the thought that, while the interests of regional countries in the sea
often coincide, they can also conflict, particularly with regard to the
These lists are found in Annexes A and B to the 1995 ARF Goncept Paper. See
ASEAN Senior Officials, The ASEAN Regional Forum: A C-oncept Paper', May
195, reproduced in Desmond Ball and Pauline Kut, Pnsumptiu Engagetnent:
Atsndie's AsbPacifc Secruity Policy in ,fu 799lur^ (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1996),

pp.r11-19.
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exploitation

of

marine resources, both living and non-living.

Furthermore, waste disposal and other polluting effects of coastal, or
even inland, developments in one country can be carried by sea and
river to affect other countries. Or in the case of a maritime security
consideration, runy regional countries have a vestd interest in the
freedom of rnvigation through international straits and choke points,
but the coastal states adiacent to these waters may feel that this
freedom compromises their national security or the integrity of their

marine environment, unless stricter procedures for navigation or
marine safety are introduced. The draft agreement now circulating
within the Working Group contains articles on matterc such as respect
for sovereignty and sovereign rights, law and order at sea, marine
safety, marine scientific research and disaster mitigation.
Regional Maritime Issues Workshops
The detailed proposal for these workshops is induded as Part

II of this chapter. It has been developed in response to the idea that
education and training for marine affairs is another area for
worthwhile cooperatiory particularly at the integrated policy level
rather than in specific technical or vocational fields which are already

relatively well covered.
The Working Group identified at its second rneeting the need
increased regional maritime awareness - at all levels from an
institutional or university level through the national and regional
levels to an international level. There is a haining and educational task
involved in developing an environment conducive b regional
maritime oroperation. Generally, people train in a single discipline
under orthodox tertiary programmes, which are well established, in
both national and overseas institutions. People in single diriplines
talk with one another both at the national and regional levels, but there
would be benefit now in training and educational progranunes which
bring together people from different disciplines and backgrounds to

for

share experiences and values.

The concept of regional workshops on maritime issues was
strongly supported by the Steering Committee of CSCAP at its
meeting in |une 1996. These workshops are seen by CSCAP as an
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achievable contribution to the fulfilment of the ideals and
the ARF. Other benefits indude:

'
'

obirtives of

a significant contribution to maritime trust and security
building in the Asia Pacific region;
the fostering of further informal links between rcgional navies

and defence forces, as well as with people from other
organisations and institutions concerned with maritime issues
in the region;

'

the provision of a possible bridge between the security
community of the region and other organisations and forums
concerned with non-conventional aspects of maritime security
in the region;

'

the nomination of students to attend the workshop will be a
demonstration of active engagement and commitment to
regional security; and

'

the provision of a forum in which further ideas for regional
maritime confidence building may emerge.

If all goes to plary the proposal to conduct these workshops
will be put to the ARF during 7997 with a view towards the first
workshop being conducted either in late 1997 or the first part of 1998.
The likely venue for the first workshop will be somewhere in
Southeast Asia.

Regiond Oceans Management and Security
The next meeting of the full Working Group is planned for
May-|une 1997 on the theme 'Regional Oceans Management and
Security'. The obiective will be to turn the present lack of order, which
exists in the region with regard to the management of regional oc€ans
and seas, into opportunities for cooperation and dialogue, improved
regional relations and confidence building. Sessions at the rneeting
will cover issues such as rurnagement regimes, conflict/dispute
resolution, marine environmental management, and law and order
and safety at sea, with a view to developing some ideas on building
possible regional regimes to deal with these issues.

Maitinu CooWration

2131,

While 'oc€ans governance' is the term often used to describe
the management of the oceans and seas of the world by national
governments, regional organisations and international agencies, we
have prefened to talk about 'oceans rumagement' in the security
context. The issue has received much attention in recent times due to
the expansion of economic activities at sea, growing concern over the
of the world's oceans, overfishing disputes over rnaritime
boundaries, and tensions between different uses of coastal and rnarine
areas (such as navigation, fishing, mining, disposal of waste, tourism
and recreation). Clear understanding of righb and responsibilities of
jurisdiction is essential for good management, although this does not
have to be exclusive jurisdiction. The resolution of conflicting claims

health

or,

altematively,

the

establishment

of

agreed administrative

arrangements based on harmonious relationships is essential for the
development of the region's marine resources and the rnaintenance of
law and order at sea. If these conditions are not achieved, then
maritime areas of the Asia Pacific region, particularly the seas of East
Asia, will remain zones of tension and potential conflict.

The current system of marine resource exploitation in East
Asia is based on national rights and obligations. It is ineffective
because of the number of overlapping claims to maritime iurisdiction,
the lack of agreed maritime boundaries, and countries acting largely in
their own self-interest. Problems will continue, with consequent risks
to national security, unless new approaches are found to the
management of disputed areas of regional seas which are not based on
sovereignty, unilateral rights and agreed maritime boundaries. These
approaches may include some or all of the following:

t

a

functional approach

to

resource

and

environmental

rnanagement, whereby sovereignty is set aside and resources
and ecosysterns are managed and exploited according to their

own special demands, conservation needs and optimd
utilisation;

'

pint

development of particular resources (such as the Timor
Gap Treaty between Australia and lndonesia for developing
the hydrocarbon resources of a disputed area in the Timor

Sea);
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pint
which would allow each country to participate in the

extension of the joint rfesource zone concept to possible
EEZs,

ecronomic benefits while spreading the costs of environmental

t

managerneng and

iritt

patrols for law and order and resource prctection

operations by neighbouring countries in ar€as of overlapping
or adiacent iurisdiction.

This list is far from being exhaustive. We suggest that the
developrnent of fresh approaches needs a very different mind-set to
the present one of trying to define boundaries between countries at sea
in the same way as they are drawn on land. Pressing problems of
and environmental protection require resolution
without the need b reach agreement on the underlying sovereignty
and boundary issues, and nations must be able to pursue their
maritime interests and rnarulge their marine nesources
an
ecologically sustainable rnnner in accordance with agreed principles
of international law. Regional cooperation and dialogue to develop
the necessa{y regimes constitutes a significant confiderrce and
seoritytuilding measure and we see the CSCAP Working Group on
Maritinre C-ooperation as continuing to play a useful role in generating
new ideas and initiatives.

nesourcre
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for other deparhnents within the ANU and other universities, as well
as to various government departrnents. Regular seminars and
conferences on topics of current importance to the Centre's research
are held, and the rnapr defence training institutions, the Joint Services
Staff College and the Navy, A"*y and RAAF Staff C-olleges, are
heavily dependent upon SDSC assistance with the strategic studies
sections of their courees. Members of the Centre provide advice and
training counses in strategic affairs to the Departrnent of Defence and
the Departsnent of Foreign Affairs and Trade.
Since its inception in7966., the Centre has supported a number
of Visiting and Research Fellows, who have undertaken a wide variety
of investigations. Recently the emphasis of the Centre's work has been

on problems of security and confidence building in

Australia's
neighbourhood; the defence of Australia; arms proliferation and arms
control; policy advice to the higher levels of the Australian Defence

Departrnen$ and the strategic implications of developments in
Southeast Asia, the Indian Ocean and the Southwest Pacific.
The Centre mns a Graduate Programme in Strabgic Studies,
which indudes both Graduate Dploma and Masters programmes. It
maintains a comprehensive collection of reference materials on
strategic issues, particularly from the press, learned ilurnals and
government publications. Its Publications Programme, which
includes the C-anbena Papers on Strategy and Defence and SDSC
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Working Papers, produces more than two dozen publications a year
on strategic and deferrce issues.
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